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THE EVOLUTION OF
INTERNATIONAL

SECURITY STUDIES

International Security Studies (ISS) has changed and diversified in many
ways since 1945. This book provides the first intellectual history of the
development of the subject in that period. It explains how ISS evolved from
an initial concern with the strategic consequences of superpower rivalry
and nuclear weapons, to its currrent diversity in which environmental,
economic, human and other securities sit alongside military security, and
in which approaches ranging from traditional Realist analysis to Feminism
and Post-colonialism are in play. It sets out the driving forces that shaped
debates in ISS, shows what makes ISS a single conversation across its
diversity, and gives an authoritative account of debates on all the main
topics within ISS. This is an unparalleled survey of the literature and
institutions of ISS that will be an invaluable guide for all students and
scholars of ISS, whether traditionalist, ‘new agenda’ or critical.
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A New Framework for Analysis (1998, with Wæver and Jaap de Wilde);
People, States and Fear: An Agenda for International Security Studies in the
Post-Cold War Era (1991) and An Introduction to Strategic Studies: Military
Technology and International Relations (1987).
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FOREWORD

There is a long as well as a short story as to why we wrote this book.
The short story begins in 2005 when Lucy Robinson at SAGE asked
Barry Buzan whether he would be interested in editing a four-volume
reader on International Security. Barry thought it a nice idea to add
Lene Hansen to the project, thereby bringing in someone with both a
different perspective and a closer eye on the Poststructuralist–Feminist–
Critical scene. The discussions and readings that went into selecting the
articles for that reader, spanning Wolfers and Kennan from the 1940s
and 1950s to recent Post-colonial and Feminist analyses of the Global
War on Terrorism, led us to believe there was a book to be done on the
evolution of International Security Studies (ISS) as an academic field. In
the process of re-reading, we were struck by Nye and Lynn-Jones’s (1988)
observation that the intellectual history of ISS was yet to be written,
and even more struck by another twenty years of silence on the subject.
A sceptical reader might of course think that this indicates the futility,
impossibility or lack of audience for such a project, but we beg to differ.
We think that an intellectual history, and an account of how different
perspectives play into each other, evolve and battle, is a useful thing to have.
Historical context is always good, and allows ISS to enter the pantheon
of related academic enterprises like Political Theory, Political Science and
International Relations (IR) that do have such self-understanding. An
intellectual and sociology of science history can provide those in ISS with
a better sense of where they and others came from, why they might differ
and about what, and which points of contestation do in fact tie the field
together.

One difficulty with such a project, and a possible explanation of why ISS
has not had an intellectual history, is that its sense of disciplinary identity
is contested, making how to define what falls into ISS and what does not
a political – and politicised – question. This issue of delineation takes us
into the longer story to this book. Barry Buzan has worked for nearly
forty years on security, from the heyday of traditionalist Strategic Studies

ix
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x foreword

over the burgeoning turns to the widening and deepening of security in
the 1980s to contemporary securitisation debates. Lene Hansen came to
ISS in the early 1990s, reading Walker before Waltz and Der Derian rather
than Deutsch. Clearly, for someone who picked up our CVs an immediate
difference in starting point and positioning in relation to traditionalist
versus widening/deepening debates would spring to mind. What we had
in common however was a long connection, starting at the Copenhagen
Peace Research Institute (COPRI) in 1991, with the Copenhagen School –
Barry as a founding figure, Lene as a boundary-testing critic. We shared
intellectual links through Ole Wæver, also then at COPRI, and an interest
in the concepts and ways in which different perspectives could come to
understand and recognise each other. All this of course makes us part
of the story that we tell, and places us more on the European side of
what is mainly an Atlantic story. Although we have aimed for a full
and balanced account, a version of this book written from within the
US mainstream ISS community might well reflect somewhat different
priorities and perspectives. And since we come from the middle and
radical end of the ISS spectrum, a version written by a traditionalist or
a rational-choicer would also reflect different priorities and perspectives.
Self-involvement also opens up the embarrassing contradiction that what
qualifies us to tell the story also threatens our detachment from it. Readers
will have to judge for themselves how well (or not) we dealt with this.

Our hunch is that the duration, immensity and diversity of the ISS
archive, especially when casting the inclusion net widely, which we have
deliberately done, mean that coming to grips with ISS requires the mem-
ory, perspective (and stamina!) of more than one person. Our age differ-
ence has helped us not only to understand the perspectives of different
generations, but also to think about how one communicates the historical
context of a particular literature as well as its contemporary relevance.
One aim of our project was to counteract the illusion that there is a
clear ‘before and after 1990’ structure to ISS, with everything changing
as a result of the Cold War ending and widening approaches suddenly
appearing. For new entrants into ISS it is quite easy to get the impression
than nothing much before 1990 matters now. We hope to show that ISS
has significant coherence not just across the many approaches that now
define it, but also across time. One needs a sense of the whole story in
order to understand both the structure and significance of what ISS looks
like now.

Our thanks to Lucy Robinson for suggesting the idea that led to this
book and to John Haslam at Cambridge University Press for taking on the
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foreword xi

book project and being tolerant of its ever-lengthening word count and
timetable. Thanks also to Mathias Lydholm Rasmussen, Anne Kathrine
Mikkelsen Nyborg and Ian Siperco for research assistance; and to Maria-
Lara Martin at the International Studies Association (ISA) Headquarters
in Tucson, Arizona, for going through the files and sending us their
material on the Peace Studies Section of the ISA. Many people have offered
comments along the way and our appreciation goes to the audience at the
ISA’s annual convention in San Diego in 2006, particularly our discus-
sant Michael C. Williams; the IR Group in the Department of Political
Science, University of Copenhagen; the audience at the European Con-
sortium for Political Research (ECPR) Standing Group on International
Relations conference in Turin in 2007, particularly Francesco Ragazzi,
who was the discussant; and to the three reviewers for Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, particularly for the suggestion that we look more closely at
financing and the institutional side of ISS. Pinar Bilgin, Lene Cividanes,
Lawrence Freedman, Matti Jutila, Sanne Brasch Kristensen, Jeppe Mülich,
Nini Nielsen, Karen Lund Petersen, Mikkel Vedby Rasmussen, Christine
Sylvester, Ole Wæver, Håkan Wiberg and Michael C. Williams did us the
great favour of reading and commenting on the whole penultimate draft,
and Anders Wivel did the same for particular chapters. These comments
were extremely helpful to us in shaping the final manuscript. Finally,
we wish to thank the Department of Political Science and the Centre
for Advanced Security Theory (CAST) at the University of Copenhagen
for funding most of the research assistance and multiple trips between
Copenhagen and London, and the LSE for funding the rest of the research
assistance.

Barry Buzan (London)
Lene Hansen (Copenhagen)
September 2008
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Introduction

This book is about the evolution of International Security Studies (ISS),
in the beginning as an independent field of study, but quite quickly
absorbed as a sub-field of International Relations (IR), which was devel-
oping rapidly alongside it.1 Like IR itself, ISS is mainly a Western subject,
largely done in North America, Europe and Australia with all of the
Western-centrisms that this entails. ISS is one of the main sub-fields of
Western IR. Wherever IR is taught, ISS is one of its central elements.
There is an antecedent literature extending back before the Second World
War which can largely be characterised as war studies, military and grand
strategy, and geopolitics. This includes much discussed writers such as
Clausewitz, Mahan, Richardson and Haushofer, whose work still remains
relevant. But we are not going to cover this literature both for reasons of
space, and also because a distinctive literature about security developed
after 1945 (Freedman, 1981a; Wæver and Buzan, 2007). This literature
was distinctive in three ways. First, it took security rather than defence
or war as its key concept, a conceptual shift which opened up the study
of a broader set of political issues, including the importance of societal
cohesion and the relationship between military and non-military threats
and vulnerabilities. The ability of security to capture the conceptual cen-
tre of ISS dealing with defence, war and conflict as well as the broadness
of the term was famously condensed in Wolfers’s definition of security
as an ambiguous symbol. In laying out the ability of security policy to
subordinate all other interests to those of the nation, Wolfers stressed the
rhetorical and political force that ‘security’ entailed despite having very
little intrinsic meaning (Wolfers, 1952: 481). Second, this literature was
distinct because it addressed the novel problems of both the Cold War
and nuclear weapons. How to deploy, use and not use military means

1 ‘ISS’ is not universally used as the designator for the sub-field. We use it as an umbrella label
to include the work of scholars who might refer to themselves as being in ‘international
security’, or ‘security studies’, or ‘strategic studies’, or ‘peace research’, or various other
more specialised labels. We set out the scope of ISS in detail in chapter 1

1
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2 introduction

were quite different questions in the conditions of the nuclear age, and
it was from those questions that the sub-field of ISS mainly arose. Third,
and related to both the total war mobilisations of Britain and the US dur-
ing the Second World War, and the peculiar strategic conditions created
by nuclear weapons, ISS was much more a civilian enterprise than most
earlier military and strategic literatures. Strategic bombing and nuclear
weapons transcended traditional military warfighting expertise in ways
that required, or at least opened the door to, bringing in civilian experts
ranging from physicists and economists to sociologists and psychologists.
As shown during the Second World War, strategic bombing required
knowledge about how best to disable the enemy’s economy and infra-
structure, not just how to defeat his armed forces. Nuclear deterrence
quickly became the art of how to avoid fighting wars while at the same
time not being militarily defeated or coerced. The centrality of the civilian
element also reflects the fact that ISS has largely flourished in democratic
countries, while strategic thinking in non-Western countries generally
remained more firmly in the grip of the military.

Although security was a new lead concept in the post-Second World
War world (Yergin, 1978; Wæver, 2006), its implications for a wider, not
exclusively military–political understanding of the subject were not fully
felt until quite late in the Cold War. During most of the Cold War, ISS
was defined by a largely military agenda of questions surrounding nuclear
weapons and a widely embedded assumption that the Soviet Union posed
a profound military and ideological threat to the West. From the 1970s
onwards, as the nuclear relationship between the superpowers matured,
the original breadth carried by the term security began to re-emerge,
opening up pressure to widen the international security agenda away
from the military–political focus. Economic and environmental security
became established, if controversial, parts of the agenda during the later
years of the Cold War, and were joined during the 1990s by societal (or
identity) security, human security, food security and others. Much of this
literature stayed within the predominant national security frame of the
Cold War, but some of it began to challenge the emphasis on material
capabilities as well as state-centric assumptions, opening paths to studies
of the importance of ideas and culture and to referent objects for security
other than the state. These moves were accompanied by more critical and
radical challenges to state-centrism, with the result that instead of flowing
as a single river within one set of quite narrowly defined banks, ISS has
broadened out into several distinct but inter-related flows of literature. In
addition to the more traditionalist, military-centred Strategic Studies and
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introduction 3

Peace Research, there is also Critical Security Studies, Feminist Security
Studies, the Copenhagen School, Poststructuralism and Constructivist
Security Studies.

Given that ISS has both undergone some radical changes and main-
tained some core continuities, and has done so quite visibly in interaction
with changes in its environment, evolution is an appropriate concept for
understanding its intellectual history. Our understanding of evolution is
a Darwinian one that defines it as about how things adapt (or not) to the
environment they inhabit, and to changes in that environment. Evolution
is not teleological. It exposes the logic of change without either supposing
any particular outcome or offering any prediction. It charts the successes,
but also the failures and extinctions. In chapter 3, we set up a framework
of five driving forces as a way of identifying the main environmental pres-
sures on ISS and how it adapted to them and sometimes influenced them.
A non-teleological view of evolution also leaves open the question of how
to evaluate progress: evolution as a process can move towards lower levels
of complexity and diversity as well as higher ones. We return to the ques-
tion of progress in our summing up of ISS in chapter 9. But along the
way it is not our aim to identify the best or only theory of international
security, or to integrate all of the various literatures spawned within ISS
into one ‘master theory’. Rather our goal is to tell a thorough intellectual
history of how the various approaches define positions within the debates
about ISS.

Nye and Lynn-Jones (1988) noted twenty years ago that no intellectual
history of ISS had yet been written, and this book is a belated attempt to fill
that lacuna. Our longer historical perspective distinguishes our project
from the current standard textbook way of presenting the sub-field of
ISS. To take some recent examples, Collins (2007) is organised themati-
cally, and most chapters focus on the substance of particular approaches
or themes, while not devoting much attention to the historical context
in which these arose. The book as a whole is quite aptly summed up
by the first word of the title: it is Contemporary rather than Historically
Contextualised. Dannreuther (2007a), Sheehan (2005) and Hough (2004)
take a similar, largely post-1990, approach. Paul D. Williams (2008) is
notable for taking a longer view, and like the others frames the sub-
ject through IR approaches (Realism, Liberalism, Critical Theory, etc.)
along one dimension and thematic security concepts and issues along
another. These textbooks are good representatives of how the field of ISS
is presented, or used as a taken for granted springboard for empirical
or theoretical analysis. There is no perceived need to include a section
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4 introduction

on how ISS came to have its present structure, and for new entrants ISS
might almost have begun in 1990.

To approach ISS in this manner has the advantage that many differ-
ent thematic and empirical areas can be covered, but it misses some of
the advantages of a more historical approach. These advantages are first
that an ahistorical perspective may lead to the forgetting of past knowl-
edge which in turn makes contemporary scholars work hard to reinvent
the wheel. Since ISS is a sub-field built on conceptual, normative and
empirical contestation, to point to the value of past knowledge is not to
say that there is one objective truth which can be uncovered. Past litera-
tures identify a series of pros and cons of adopting a particular policy or
conceptualisation of security. To take the example of George W. Bush’s
resurrection of anti-ballistic missile defence (Strategic Defence Initiative
or SDI), there is a rich literature on the advantages and disadvantages of
this policy written in the early 1980s that should be consulted, particularly
before one accepts the claim by the Bush administration that such a policy
entails no threatening or escalating elements (Glaser, 1984). The value of
the ‘past knowledge’ uncovered is thus more accurately described as ‘past
contested knowledge’.

The second advantage of a historical perspective is that it questions
commonly held assumptions about a field’s development. One such myth
is to tell the story of the widening approaches as caused by the ending of
the Cold War. In reality there was a significant 1980s literature that laid
the groundwork for the growth of widening and deepening approaches
in the 1990s. The point here is not only that a historiography may correct
such myths and thus give us a better understanding of what actually took
place, but that it brings critical attention to the role that these myths have
in the self-understanding of a discipline (Wæver, 1998). For example,
the standard account of IR as having gone through three or four debates
grants more legitimacy to those approaches coined as the winners and
implicitly argues that the themes of each specific debate are the significant
ones for understanding the substance of IR.

The third advantage of a history that ‘trace[s] the political consequences
of adopting a particular concept’ (Hansen, 2000b: 347) is that it allows
for an examination of the deeper political and normative implications of
both the core concept of ISS, ‘security’, and three categories of concepts
that are spun off from security: complementary concepts (deterrence for
example), parallel concepts (like power) and oppositional concepts (such
as peace). The complementary concept of containment, for example,
originated in early Cold War American policies that were designed to
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introduction 5

counter what was believed to be an aggressive and uncompromising Soviet
threat. Embedded in this central concept was a particular understanding
of the identity of the opposing enemy, what the relationship between the
American and Western Self and the Communist, Soviet East could be, and
hence how security should be pursued. When ‘containment’ resurfaces
in contemporary security discourse as a way in which terrorism should
be fought, it comes with these historically constituted understandings of
both enemies and the strategies to fight them. As IR-political theorists
such as R. B. J. Walker (1987, 1990, 1993) and Michael C. Williams (1998,
2005, 2007) have laid out, since concepts of security are at the deeper level
particular ‘solutions’ to a long list of important questions that concern the
identity of Self and Other, boundaries (territorial and social), authority,
legitimacy and sovereignty, alternative conceptualisations need to engage
these political structures of meaning and to offer alternative conceptions.
A historical approach can help us show how these deeper structures were
formed, how they have been reproduced or challenged and why such
challengers succeeded or failed.

The fourth advantage of a historical analysis is that it allows for a more
dynamic conception of how a discipline, field or sub-field develops than
one which organises ISS along thematic lines. Bluntly put, an account
of ISS that does not have a historical dimension would not give a very
good idea of why particular approaches appear on the agenda, what their
relationships were to previous and contemporary approaches, and why
some disappeared. The framework laid out in the following chapters
is dynamic in two respects. First, it is designed to study a process of
change and evolution. Second, it holds, as we will discuss in more detail
below, that no single factor can explain the evolution of ISS. Neither
political events nor material forces nor, for that matter, academic theories
can single-handedly explain the evolution of ISS as an academic field.
Epistemologically, our framework thus does not seek to make a causal
claim. Indeed, we believe that the historical development of ISS proves
the impossibility of explaining it in such terms, whether the explanatory
variable is internal or external, material or ideational. From the point of
view of those who make causality the definition of proper social science
(Keohane, 1988; King et al., 1994), this is obviously a weakness of our
framework, but not only is the status of causality itself challenged within
IR and ISS (Kurki and Wight, 2007), it is a ‘price’ we are willing to pay,
since a model with several interacting driving forces allows us to capture
the dynamic nature of academic disciplinary evolution in a way that a
monocausal framework would not. It also opens a more structural view
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6 introduction

of ISS, hopefully allowing those within it to see their own environment
more clearly.

The fifth and final advantage of a historical approach is directly related
to our normative view of how ISS should ideally develop at the level of
sociology of science. Our normative position, to which we will return
in chapter 9, ‘Conclusions’, is that ISS is well suited by being home to
multiple perspectives. This end is served by the processes of institution-
alisation which have given everybody from rational choice Neorealists to
Poststructuralist Feminists places to publish and foundations to apply to
(although the balance may not be an even one!). With our belief that
ISS is and should be home to several perspectives, follows a normative
commitment to debate and engagement not only within but between
ISS approaches. Several security scholars have recently observed that ISS
develops along increasingly separate tracks, on distinct European and
American ones (Wæver, 1998, 2004a; Wæver and Buzan, 2007) or along
the lines of Realism, Poststructuralism, Feminism and so on (Sylvester,
2007b). Assuming that this picture of ISS is correct, that the sub-field is
branching out but that the branches (no longer) come together at the
trunk of the tree, a historical analysis allows us to trace when particular
approaches were formed and what their connection was to the central
questions of the sub-field of ISS. An intellectual history facilitates the
uncovering of conversations that were once there, and by bringing them
back together a renewed engagement and dialogue may be generated.

For all of these reasons, this book offers something different from, but
complementary to, the current crop of introductory textbooks to ISS. Our
hope is that they will be read in conjunction.

Chapter 1 provides a more detailed account of the challenges involved in
defining ISS. We argue in favour of including literature that self-identifies
as ISS or as one of the many specific Security Studies approaches regardless
of whether all other ISS perspectives agree that they should be included.
We then suggest that the delineation of ISS and the substantial debates
within it can be understood through four questions (referent object,
location of threats, security sector and view of security politics) and that
the concept of security is supported by three adjacent forms of concepts:
complementary, parallel and oppositional. The last part of the chapter
turns to the relationship between ISS and other academic disciplines,
particularly IR. Chapter 2 looks at the central concepts at the heart of
ISS: the state, government, sovereignty and authority and how they were
produced historically. The chapter also introduces the importance of
epistemology and the main ways in which it has influenced ISS. Part
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introduction 7

of our purpose is to describe how ISS unfolded, but we also want to
understand why it evolved in the way it did, and chapter 3 looks at the
five driving forces that shaped the formation and evolution of ISS. These
three introductory chapters set up the framework that we use in chapters
4 to 8 to trace and explain how the subject has evolved.

Chapters 4 and 5 cover the Cold War period. Chapter 4 surveys the
traditionalist perspective, looking at the ‘golden age’ of Strategic Stud-
ies and its decline. Chapter 5 looks at those who challenged it, whether
from Peace Research and Arms Control, or from the beginnings of the
widening (economic and environmental security) and deepening (Fem-
inism, Poststructuralism) perspectives that began to emerge during the
1980s. Chapters 6 and 7 cover the period from the end of the Cold War
to the terrorist attack on the US on 9/11. Again, we start with the tradi-
tional military–political perspective, and then look at the widening and
deepening challenges to this, some of which move onto quite different
ground from those during the Cold War. We are aware that the chrono-
logical structure of chapters 4 to 7 might reinforce the idea of a great
divide between pre- and post-1990, but we hope that the continuities
show through as strongly as the changes. Chapter 8 looks at the short
period since 9/11 and tries to assess the impact of that benchmark event
on all the strands of ISS. Chapter 9 sums up the main conclusions about
the changing shape of ISS, it reconsiders the utility of the driving forces
framework for explaining the evolution of ISS, and reflects on the outlook
for ISS.

Since we are, among other things, providing a history of the ISS lit-
erature, our referencing will favour citing first editions rather than later
ones. We certainly have not cited everything in the literature, and even
so our list of references is enormous. We have tried to take on board all
of the landmark writings and authors, and beyond that to give fair repre-
sentations of all the significant lines of literature. When we group a set of
references under a given topic this may include things that both represent
and criticise a given position, school or point. We chose the Harvard sys-
tem of referencing because of its economy of wordage and its placement
of author information at the precise relevant points. Even without trying
to include everything, in later chapters the citations sometimes become
sufficiently dense that they interfere with the smooth reading of the text.
Where this happens, we put the references into footnotes.
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Defining International Security Studies

International Security Studies (ISS) grew out of debates over how to pro-
tect the state against external and internal threats after the Second World
War. Security became its watchword (Wolfers, 1952; Yergin, 1978), both
distinguishing ISS from earlier thinking and the disciplines of War Studies
and Military History, and, as it evolved, serving as the linking concept
connecting an increasingly diverse set of research programmes. Look-
ing back on more than sixty years of academic writing on international
security, the first pertinent question for an intellectual history of ISS is
to define what makes up the sub-field and where the boundary zones
between it and adjacent academic disciplines are located.

To delineate ISS is unfortunately not as straightforward an exercise as
one might wish. The label ‘international security’ was not adopted from
the outset, but only gradually became accepted, and there is no univer-
sally agreed definition of what ISS comprises, and hence no accepted
archive of ‘ISS-documents’ that define our object of study. As this book
will demonstrate, not only is there a large body of ISS literature, it is one
whose themes, discussions and participants change across time and place.
The composition of ISS has mainly been taken for granted, with the con-
sequence that little self-reflection on what made up ISS or its boundaries
has been produced. The absence of a universal definition of what makes
up ISS means that ISS has at times become a site for disciplinary politics
with different perspectives arguing that they should be included while
others (usually different sorts of widening perspectives) should not.

The delineation of ISS is complicated by the fact that as time goes
by we get a different perspective on what falls in and what does not.
To paraphrase Foucault’s genealogical understanding of history as always
being told from the point of the present, the fact that we tell the story of
ISS from a 2008 perspective means that we look at a field which has some
strikingly different preoccupations, both substantive and epistemological,
from those that dominated it in, say, 1972. And it would have been easier
to delineate ISS had it always been explicitly centred on the concept

8
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defining international security studies 9

of security. Unfortunately, this has not been the case. Indeed, after its
first decade of explicit theoretical and conceptual innovation, the field’s
mainstream carried out its work without much conceptual reflection
(Baldwin, 1997). During the ‘golden age’ of Strategic Studies it would have
been easy to think that ‘strategy’ was the dominant concept, albeit strategy
now dominated by civilian rather than military thinkers. Thus in 1983,
Buzan (1983: 3) could point out that security was an ‘underdeveloped
concept’ and ‘seldom addressed in terms other than the policy interests
of particular actors or groups, and the discussion has a heavy military
emphasis’. ‘Security’ is, as this and the next chapter will lay out, about
crucial political themes such as the state, authority, legitimacy, politics
and sovereignty, but even today the majority of articles and books that
fall within the discipline of ISS do not contain lengthy meta-theoretical
or philosophical discussions, but speak from within an implicit position
on the conceptual terrain.

Our solution to the problem of delineating ISS starts from understand-
ing conceptual security debates as ‘the product of an historical, cultural,
and deeply political legacy’ (M. C. Williams, 2007: 17), not as some-
thing that can be solved through references to ‘empirical facts’ (Baldwin,
1997: 12). This means that we take the power of inclusion and exclusion
seriously. We cast our net widely and include the work of those who self-
identify as participants in ISS (mainly in terms of how they title their work,
who they seem to regard as their appropriate audience and, up to a point,
where they publish) regardless of whether all others who self-identify with
the sub-field accept them as ‘members’ or not. Our ambition is not to find
the ISS-winner, but to provide a rich and structured account of ISS that
shows how multiple perspectives connect to a set of shared discussions on
security. Since our point of reference is the (contested) disciplinary history
of ISS, rather than the elaboration of what we think should be the theory
or concept of security, we do not follow Kolodziej (2005) in coming up
with suggestions for new concepts or dimensions to be included. Nor do
we offer free-standing discussions of Hobbes, Clausewitz and Thucydides
or other pre-ISS Classical figures. Clearly these and other early Realist and
Liberal writers have been important to the foundation and development
of IR, but our concern is with the evolution of modern ISS and the use
to which Classical political and military theorists have been put in the
post-1945 literature, rather than with these classics in their own right.

Our specific way of delineating ISS is set out in the rest of this chapter.
The next section argues that despite the surface appearance of being pre-
occupied with policy debates, underneath, ISS can be seen as structured
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10 defining international security studies

by engagement with four questions: whether to privilege the state as the
referent object, whether to include internal as well as external threats,
whether to expand security beyond the military sector and the use of
force, and whether to see security as inextricably tied to a dynamic of
threats, dangers and urgency. To see ISS as structured by these four ques-
tions allows us to see how deeper theoretical and political themes are
implicated in ISS, and as a consequence to point out how perspectives
share common conversational ground. The third section addresses the
problem that far from all ISS literature goes directly through ‘security’.
We suggest that ISS can be understood through ‘security’ itself plus three
‘adjacent’ concepts that support it in different ways: by being comple-
mentary and more concrete; by being more general and linking to larger
literatures; and by being oppositional challenges to ‘security’. The fourth
section discusses the disciplinary boundary zones between ISS and other
established areas of academic study, particularly IR. The fifth section lays
out the Western-centric nature of ISS and discusses the ways in which this
bias can be addressed by granting retrospective attention to Post-colonial
criticism.

Four questions that structure ISS

There are four questions which have, either implicitly or explicitly, struc-
tured debates within ISS since the late 1940s. These questions can have
different answers, but that is not to say that they are always explic-
itly discussed: a large part of the ISS literature simply takes particular
answers/concepts as givens. The four questions are analytical lenses or
tools through which to read the evolution of ISS; they are the deeper, sub-
stantial core that defines what ‘international security’ is about and what
brings the literature together. Explicit discussions usually happen when
established approaches are contested and their answers cannot be taken
for granted. Viewing ISS through these questions makes it clear that there
are fundamental political and normative decisions involved in defining
security and that this is what makes it one of the essentially contested
concepts of modern social science. Security is always a ‘hyphenated con-
cept’ and always tied to a particular referent object, to internal/external
locations, to one or more sectors and to a particular way of thinking about
politics.

The first question is whether to privilege the state as the referent object.
Security is about constituting something that needs to be secured: the
nation, the state, the individual, the ethnic group, the environment or
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four questions that structure iss 11

the planet itself. Whether in the form of ‘national security’, or later,
as traditionalist ‘international security’, the nation/state was the ana-
lytical and normative referent object. ‘International security’ was not
about replacing the security of the state with the security of human-
ity, or the individual or minorities within or across state boundaries.
Securing the state was seen instrumentally as the best way of protecting
other referent objects. ‘National security’ should thus, as many observers
have pointed out, more appropriately have been labelled ‘state security’,
yet, what the Cold War concept of ‘national security’ entailed was more
accurately a fusion of the security of the state and the security of the
nation: the nation supported a powerful state which in turn reciprocated
by loyally protecting its society’s values and interests. To what extent
this was a proper way of understanding the relationship between states
and their nations, between governments, citizens and populations – that
is, the question of ‘what or whom should be the “referent object” for
security?’ – has been one of the central lines of debate within ISS and will
be further explored in chapter 2.

The second question is whether to include internal as well as exter-
nal threats. Since security is tied into discussions about state sovereignty
(whether as something to be protected or criticised), it is also about
placing threats in relation to territorial boundaries. Wolfers famously
described ‘national security’ as ‘an ambiguous symbol’ and he contrasted
the post-Second World War political climate with the one of inter-war
American economic depression, holding that the ‘change from a welfare
to a security interpretation of the symbol “national interest” is under-
standable. Today we are living under the impact of cold war and threats
of external aggression rather than depression and social reform’ (Wolfers,
1952: 482; emphasis added). ‘National security’ had shifted from a con-
cern with domestic economic problems to external threats stemming from
ideologically opposed, and thus presumed hostile, powers (Neocleous,
2006a). As this shift became institutionalised, the concept of ‘interna-
tional security’ came to accompany, but not replace, ‘national security’,
and was eventually more influential in giving the discipline its name,
hence International rather than National Security Studies. This labelling
concurred with the growing disciplinary status of International Relations
(International Security, 1976), which was based on distinguishing inter-
national from domestic politics, of which ISS was increasingly a sub-field.
The internal/external dimension was partly re-opened as the Cold War
ended and the overriding concern with the external threat of the Soviet
Union disappeared from American and Western security discourses. Both
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12 defining international security studies

IR and ISS faced mounting challenges from globalisation to blur, or even
collapse completely, the inside/outside distinction.

The third question is whether to expand security beyond the mili-
tary sector and the use of force. Since ISS was founded during the Cold
War and the Cold War was so overwhelmingly about the military (con-
ventional and nuclear) capabilities of foes, friends and Self, ‘national
security’ became almost synonymous with military security. This did not
mean that other capabilities were not considered, the editors of Interna-
tional Security stressed, for instance, the need to incorporate economic
vigour, governmental stability, energy supplies, science and technology,
food and natural resources. These were, however, to be incorporated
because they impacted on ‘the use, threat, and control of force’, and thus
on military security, not because they were to be considered security issues
in their own right (International Security, 1976: 2). But this conception
of security was not entirely uncontested. During the Cold War, Peace
Researchers pointed to the necessity of granting equal priority to basic
human needs and ‘structural violence’, and challenges to military secu-
rity became an established part of ISS from the 1980s onwards as scholars
called for the inclusion of environmental and economic security (Ullman,
1983; Buzan, 1983, 1984b; Mathews, 1989). Later a more general sectoral
widening of security included societal, economic, environmental, health,
development and gender.

The fourth question is whether to see security as inextricably tied to
a dynamic of threats, dangers and urgency. ‘National security’ developed
in a political climate where the United States, and the West more broadly,
understood themselves as threatened by a hostile opponent. As in Herz’s
(1950) famous formulation of the security dilemma, ‘security’ had to do
with attacks, subjection, domination and – when pushed to the extreme –
annihilation. This would lead groups to acquire more capabilities, in the
process rendering their opponent insecure and thus compelling both sides
to engage in a ‘vicious circle of security and power accumulation’ (Herz,
1950: 157). Security was about the extreme and exceptional, with those
situations that would not just raise inconveniences, but could wipe out
one’s society (Williams, 2003). During the Cold War, this seemed rather
common-sensical to the mainstream of ISS: the Soviet Union constituted a
clear threat, and nuclear weapons were justified as a way to deter the Soviet
Union from a first strike. As the debates over the expansion of the concept
of security gained ground in the 1990s, this linkage of security to urgency,
and to extreme and radical defence measures, was central. Some, most
prominently the Copenhagen School, argued that the concept could be
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security and its adjacent concepts 13

expanded as long as referent objects, threats and dangers were constituted
with this logic of urgency and extreme measures (Wæver, 1995; Buzan
et al., 1998). Critics countered that this understanding of security was
itself linked to a particular Realist view of the state and international
politics. In keeping with a longer critical and Liberal tradition, it was
argued on normative grounds that politics could be different and that
one’s analytical framework should incorporate this possibility (Williams,
2003; Huysmans, 2006b: 124–144).

Security and its adjacent concepts

We have defined ISS as those approaches that self-define either with the
label of ISS, or with some branch of Security Studies (Human Security,
Critical Security Studies, the Copenhagen School of Security Studies,
Constructivist Security Studies and so on), and held that ISS is organised
around different responses to the four questions laid out above. A further
way to both delineate and to get at the ways in which ISS has evolved is to
understand the field as structured by a set of key concepts. Obviously, the
central concept of ISS is ‘security’, but it is also the case that conceptually
explicit discussions were few and far between after the first decade of the
Cold War. Even those who challenged Strategic Studies and ISS generally
did not go through the concept of security, but through the concept of
peace or more concrete discussions of disarmament, arms control, peace
movements and world order. The concept of security was underdeveloped
and unproblematised by those who used it, and an antagonistic concept to
Peace Researchers insofar as it was located on the Realist, Strategic, mili-
tary side of the political and academic battles. From the mid-1980s, as the
Cold War unravelled, security became increasingly explicitly addressed
and it became adopted by new and former critics of Strategic Studies.
Security approaches thus appeared which fifteen years earlier would have
been unlikely to adopt this label: Critical Security Studies (with key con-
cepts of individual security and emancipation); the Copenhagen School
of Security Studies based at the Copenhagen Peace Research Institute; and
the International Peace Research Institute, Oslo (PRIO) based journal
Bulletin of Peace Proposals changed its name to Security Dialogue. This
certainly did not mean that ‘security’ was an uncontested concept, in fact
it became more contested than ever, but it showed that after the Cold War
‘security’ became a concept which generated – and hence could unify –
debates across perspectives previously opposed.
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14 defining international security studies

SECURITY

Complementary
concepts

Point to a more specific
and narrower set of

questions, i.e. deterrence,
strategy, containment.

Parallel
concepts

Take security into a
Political Theory or wider IR

frame of reference, i.e. power,
 sovereignty, identity.

Oppositional
concepts

Work through security,
but argue that it should
be replaced with other

concepts, i.e. peace, risk.

Figure 1.1. Security and its adjacent concepts

A delineation of what falls within ISS based religiously on an explicit
discussion of the concept of security would as a consequence leave out the
majority of the Cold War contestants. This in turn would make it difficult
to explain the resurgence of widening approaches in the 1990s, as these
grew out of Cold War Peace Research, Feminism, Poststructuralism and
Critical Theory. To tell the story of Cold War ISS without incorporating
the criticism it generated would unduly homogenise the academic and
political terrain on which ISS was situated. What we suggest is thus to
see ‘security’ as supported by or conducted through three kinds of con-
cepts: first, through complementary concepts, like ‘strategy’, ‘deterrence’,
‘containment’ or ‘humanitarianism’, which point to a more specific and
narrower set of questions; second, through parallel concepts, like ‘power’,
‘sovereignty’ or ‘identity’, which take security into a broader, Political The-
ory or wider IR frame of reference; and third, oppositional concepts which
work through security, but argue that it should be replaced, such as by
‘peace’ in Cold War Peace Research (see chapter 5) or ‘risk’ or ‘the excep-
tion’ in twenty-first-century widening debates (see chapter 8). Figure 1.1
illustrates the three kinds of adjacent concepts and their relationship to
the concept of security.

The advantage of the security plus three adjacent concepts framework is
that it allows us to conduct a structured conceptual analysis, particularly
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security and its adjacent concepts 15

of those literatures that do not explicitly link to debates over the con-
cept of security in ISS. Literatures may be ‘conceptually silent’ because
they are adopting a taken-for-granted concept, are written in a rather
straightforward empirical manner that downplays lengthy conceptual
discussions, or because they come from other disciplines less reliant upon
‘security’ debates. Even if an approach does not explicitly discuss its con-
ceptualisation of security, the way it mobilises complementary, parallel or
oppositional concepts allows us to see the river delta of ISS perspectives
as engaged in the same meta-conversation about what ‘security’ entails.
An understanding of such conceptual points of engagement is, as we will
return to in chapter 9, an important element in providing ISS with enough
cohesion to make it an academic sub-field with a shared identity rather
than a set of fragmented camps.

A different, but related, boundary-drawing question concerns litera-
tures on security that are attached to prefixes not normally considered
part of the ISS repertoire. Noteworthy examples include ‘social secu-
rity’ and ‘computer security’. Social security is usually considered part
of discussions of wealth, income distribution and domestic justice, not
‘security proper’. Computer security is a technical term used by com-
puter scientists referring to problems in computer hard- and software,
some of them accidental bugs, others as outcomes of malicious outside
attackers. The standard ISS reply is that such concepts lack the drama and
urgency of ‘national/international’ security, that they deal with domestic–
individual questions in the case of social security and ‘technical’ rather
than political–military threats in the case of computer security. In spite
of a semantic similarity to (national) security, there is not a substantial,
discursive resemblance.

This reply may be accurate in that these literatures do lack these charac-
teristics and that they have historically not been considered part of ISS. But
we should keep in mind that ISS is also a dynamic field that has expanded
its legitimate contenders quite significantly in the past twenty years, and
that what is considered to be part of it or not is not (solely) based on some
static ‘national/international security essence’, but on how ISS evolves
with its political environment. What academic and political actors man-
age to get accepted as part of ’international security’ changes over time.
Environmental security was not considered part of mainstream ISS in the
early 1980s, yet it is hard to imagine it being excluded today. Such concep-
tual inclusion may be aided by the securitisation of hyphenated concepts,
that is the constitution of something/somebody as radically threatening,
as has been the case with health/disease security by prominent politicians
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16 defining international security studies

or the media (Wæver, 1995; Buzan et al., 1998; Peterson, 2002/3; Elbe,
2003, 2006; McInnes and Lee, 2006). Hyphenated securities might also
make it onto the security agenda proper through conceptual analysis that
explores and problematises the ways in which they are being excluded. A
recent analysis by Neocleous (2006a) shows, for instance, how ‘national
security’ was tied to domestic economic concerns during the 1930s and
that this discourse mobilised the same drama and urgency as ‘national
security’ did in the 1950s.

The disciplinary boundary of ISS

To see ISS as constituted through the questions and conceptual framework
above still leaves the question of where ISS ends and other academic
disciplines, particularly IR, begin. The boundary between ISS and IR is
difficult to draw. In the early decades following the Second World War,
the answer to this problem could have been given with some accuracy as:
‘What distinguishes ISS from the general field of IR is its focus on the
use of force in international relations.’ In the traditionalist perspective
on ISS, ‘use of force’ was and is primarily defined as ‘state use of military
force’ and the threats states face are predominantly military in kind. Yet
even this apparently narrow framing implies potentially quite a broad
scope. It is about war and the various ways in which military power can
be deployed, but also about the foundations of military power (and thus,
up to a point, about economics and the socio-political structures of the
state), and about the causes of conflict in international relations that result
in states and other actors creating, maintaining and sometimes using
military power (thus potentially bringing in not just economic, but also
environmental and identity issues). This type of ISS features the general
dynamics of interaction amongst rival armed forces: arms racing, arms
control, the impact of technological developments and suchlike. Because
of its strong state-centrism and assumptions about power struggles, it can,
at the risk of some simplification, be thought of as the specialist military–
technical wing of the Realist approach to IR. In the UK literature this
whole understanding and approach is often labelled Strategic Studies.
By the 1970s, however, the simple ‘use of force’ answer was becoming
increasingly inaccurate. It remained true that the traditionalist position
provided the foundational template, focusing on the international level
and on threats that were about survival (Buzan et al., 1998: 21). But
as the agenda of ISS began to widen towards the end of the Cold War,
and more rapidly after it, the ‘use of force’ answer became too narrow
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the disciplinary boundary of iss 17

a description of what the field was about (at least for a large number of
those participating in its debates). What increasingly distinguished ISS
from IR was that it centred itself either on assumptions or on debates
around and about the concept of international security.

Still there are inevitable overlaps between IR and ISS, particularly inso-
far as ISS has become more theoretically driven and that important IR
debates simultaneously have evolved around security. As an example of
the former, Waltzian Neorealism has been key to debates in the more the-
oretically informed parts of Realist Security Studies, particularly on how
the polarity of the system impacts stability and grand strategy. There is,
for instance, a rich literature on how to define polarity that is not strictly
speaking about the concept of security as such, or how it may change in
the light of shifting polarities, etc. (Goldgeier and McFaul, 1992; Hunt-
ington, 1993b, 1999; Waltz, 1993; Posen and Ross, 1996/7; Kupchan, 1998;
Kagan, 2002). One reason this literature does not explicitly discuss the
concept of security is that it takes a conventional conception of security
as national security for granted.

The overlaps between IR and ISS have also multiplied in that ‘secu-
rity’ has been selected as the arena for IR debates of a more general
kind, noticeably over the status of Constructivist theory from the 1990s
onwards. The programmatic statement of Conventional Constructivism
in Katzenstein’s The Culture of National Security explicitly adopted ‘secu-
rity’ as the ‘hard case’ where Constructivist theories emphasising ideas,
culture, norms and identity should stand trial in comparison with Neo-
realist and Neoliberalist approaches (Katzenstein, 1996a). Yet there was
no explicit discussion of ‘security’ itself: what was contested were Real-
ist explanations of state behaviour in the area of security, not whether
the state should be the referent object, or whether the sector of concern
should be the one of military and external threats.

Such works usually draw upon general IR literatures and debates, and
there is therefore a link between telling the story of the evolution of ISS
and the one of IR. Yet it should be kept in mind that our concern is
with the evolution of ISS, not IR, and we will therefore not go extensively
into IR literatures that have not addressed security or which have not
been drawn upon explicitly by ISS. It should be stressed also that while
IR is by far the main overarching discipline to ISS, it is not the only
one to influence it: some of the first key thinkers on game theory, which
influenced deterrence theory during the Cold War, were economists and
physicists and other ‘hard scientists’ explicitly engaged in debates over the
nuclear condition. As conceptual debates started to take off in the 1980s
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18 defining international security studies

and flourished in the 1990s, a series of sociologists, feminist theorists,
philosophers, development theorists, anthropologists and media theo-
rists have also joined the debates in ISS. Like the classical empires of
old, ISS therefore does not have clearly defined borders. Instead, it has
‘frontier zones’ where its debates blend into adjacent subjects, ranging
from IR theory and International Political Economy (IPE), to foreign
policy analysis and Political Theory. Since we cannot meaningfully cover
both ISS and all of these frontier zones, we are often going to discuss
the particular ISS engagements that bring in the frontier, while noting
that there is a larger literature that those who wish to pursue a given
theme should consult more thoroughly. We mention, for instance, the
democratic peace literature in chapter 6, but do not have the space to go
into all of its detailed arguments. Also, like the classical empires, these
frontier zones can change, becoming more, or less, active as fashions and
imperatives change. We try to show these movements in our analysis of
the ISS literature in chapters 4 to 8.

Even taking a broad view of what counts as ISS has not enabled us to
avoid all the difficult decisions about inclusion and exclusion. This book
is much longer than we or Cambridge University Press originally thought
it would be, and space constraints have been a real issue. In seeking to
identify the core of the subject, and to reflect the uniqueness of its civilian
strategy character, we have favoured conceptual issues over operational
ones. This means that we have largely excluded the large literature on
intelligence, which comes up mainly in the context of imperfect infor-
mation and strategy.1 We cover some aspects of military operations, but
have not included the enormous literatures to be found in the many
journals that are closely linked to the armed services, and which reflect
professional military discourses. Turning to the boundary between ISS
and Peace Research, we have included the literature dealing with substan-
tial issues and conceptual debates on ‘peace’ that either mirrors debates
in ISS or directly challenges ISS perspectives, but not covered more dis-
tinct Peace Research concerns such as peace education or the substantial
literature on the practical side of conflict resolution, including conflict
mediation, dispute settlement and suchlike (Bercovitch et al., 2008; San-
dole et al., 2008). Some will no doubt think these exclusions a mistake,
and they may be right. Our judgement has been that with a few excep-
tions, these literatures exist in their own worlds, and have played only a

1 On intelligence, see, inter alia, Intelligence and National Security, The Journal of Intelli-
gence History, ISA Intelligence Studies Section (http://iss.loyola.edu/index.html – accessed
27 August 2008) and Johnson (2007).
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marginal part in what we see as the great conversation of ISS. If we are
wrong about this, then there is an opening for someone else to write that
book.

The Western-centrism conundrum

Our focus on the evolution of ISS also implies that our analysis to some
extent reflects the strengths, weaknesses and blind-spots of the discipline
itself. Although ISS has evolved through engagement with particular pol-
icy events, it has not treated all events as equally important. The majority
of traditional Cold War Strategic Studies was for example overwhelmingly
concerned with bipolarity and nuclear deterrence, while Third World
security issues were addressed almost exclusively only to the extent that
they impacted on superpower relations. Questions that concerned local
and internal wars, not to mention non-military security issues, simply
did not register with the mainstream of the field (Barkawi and Laffey,
2006). Moreover, ISS is by birth an Anglo–American discipline which
has been based on a Western conception of the state. This conception
has arguably limited empirical and political relevance for major parts of
the non-Western world, where the drawing of colonial boundaries irre-
spective of local communities and allegiances has produced a radically
different set of political, economic and cultural structures (Ayoob, 1984;
Krause, 1996; Bilgin, 2008).

This history of Anglo-centric (and militaristic and patriarchal) bias
leaves us in a bit of a conundrum. On the one hand, it is our ambition to
analyse the evolution of ISS as it has taken place, not as we wish that it
should have gone. Chapter 4 on Strategic Studies during the Cold War is,
for instance, concerned predominantly with the logics of nuclear deter-
rence under a system of bipolarity, which implies that certain events, like
the Vietnam War, are played down precisely because that was the case in
ISS. On the other hand, it is clearly unsatisfactory merely to register this
bias without subjecting it to critical scrutiny, and we do seek to address
this bias in two ways. First, we grant critical, including Post-colonial,
approaches more space than they have held quantitatively. The analysis of
ISS during the Cold War in chapters 4 and 5 includes, for instance, a rather
substantial account of Feminism and Poststructuralism, which, relatively
speaking, generated many fewer writings than did conventional military
Strategic Studies at the time. Some sense of quantitative measure is signifi-
cant in that it registers how the dominant parts of ISS approached security,
but a qualitative measure that registers key articles, new challengers and
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20 defining international security studies

contestation is equally significant in that it shows the way in which the
field moves and changes. This implies also that more attention is devoted
to the – often critical – texts that make up ISS’s canon. These texts are
usually more theoretical than the average one, hence our focus on sig-
nificant conceptual articles and books that define or coin a particular
hyphenated security concept such as Wolfers (1952) on ‘national secu-
rity’, Herz (1950), Jervis (1978) and Booth and Wheeler (2008) on the
‘security dilemma’, the Copenhagen School on ‘societal security’ (Wæver
et al., 1993) and ‘securitisation’ (Wæver, 1995; Buzan et al., 1998) and
Deutsch et al. (1957) on ‘security communities’. It also implies that there
is an emphasis on those periods where approaches and concepts were
formed and contested, usually when there was no established consensus
on what was ‘normal science’ (Kuhn, 1962) and the security concept.
Second, the biases and centrisms of ISS are also acknowledged through
the signposting of later critiques. Thus the Western-centric notion of the
state which underpins Strategic Studies is, for instance, noted in chapter
4 and discussed in chapter 5 and even more thoroughly in chapter 7.

The next chapter continues this discussion of the basic questions at the
heart of ISS by turning to the historical developments that have produced
the field’s understanding of the state, government and politics.
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The key questions in International Security
Studies: the state, politics and epistemology

The beginning of chapter 1 briefly laid out four central questions that
have been at the centre of ISS: Whose security should be protected and
studied? Should the military be considered the primary sector of security?
Should security be concerned exclusively with external threats or also with
domestic ones? And, is the only form of security politics one of threats,
dangers and emergency? This chapter will examine these questions in
further detail and add a fifth: What epistemologies and methodologies
should be brought to the study of security?

The majority of writings in ISS do not go to great lengths to discuss their
analytical, philosophical, normative and epistemological assumptions,
but it is nevertheless important to have a good understanding of these
issues. Specific approaches to security always presume answers to these
questions, even if they are not explicitly argued. These answers set crucial
boundaries not only for how security is defined, but also for what kind
of research projects and analyses are carried out. The dominant concept
of security in ISS has been the one of ‘national’/‘international’ security,
it has been the concept of Realist Strategic Studies and it has been the
concept that critical, widening perspectives have had to struggle with.
This concept of security defines the state as the referent object, the use
of force as the central concern, external threats as the primary ones, the
politics of security as engagement with radical dangers and the adoption of
emergency measures, and it studies security through positivist, rationalist
epistemologies. But where does this concept come from? This chapter is
devoted to an account of the historical processes and traditions of political
thought that have been significant for producing this concept of security.
Having a sense of these processes is important not only as a nice historical
backdrop to the concrete perspectives and debates laid out in chapters 4–8,
but because these perspectives provide particular resolutions to Classical
political and normative problems.

The tendency within ISS to construct its choices in dichotomous terms
means that security approaches have tended either to make the state or the

21
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22 the key questions in international security studies

individual the referent object; to construct security as either military or
non-military; to draw a rigid line between external and internal security
problems; and to see international – and national – politics as either
inherently conflictual or as susceptible to non-violence and emancipation.
Contemporary debates usually relate to these Classical stances and there is
undoubtedly a Classical response to ‘new’ positions. This chapter shows,
however, that some of these dichotomies have deeper historical ties and
therefore should be seen as connected rather than opposed: there is a link
between individual conceptions of security and collective ones; there is a
connection between external and internal threats; and an understanding
of security politics as a rational account of material capabilities exists in
tandem with one based on the need to make decisions in an ‘irrational’
environment.

This chapter starts with a more thorough account of the role of the state
in ISS with a particular view to how the sovereign state was formulated
in the attempt to provide security domestically and abroad. This under-
standing of the state still stands at the heart of debates over the referent
object in ISS. The second section examines the impact of the French Rev-
olution on questions of societal cohesion and the understanding of the
relationship between internal and external as well as military and non-
military threats. The third section lays out the constitution of the state
and the way in which it presupposes a particular form of politics. The
fourth section presents the major epistemological approaches in ISS. The
fifth section provides a brief overview of the most frequently mentioned
approaches to ISS and plots their responses to the five questions that guide
security.

From medieval to sovereign states

It is impossible to understand the way in which debates in ISS have evolved
without having a good sense of its key referent object: the state. This is not
because there is agreement on what ‘state security’ implies, but because all
debates on what security can be and who it should be for evolve around
the status of the state.

The concept of national security as it took form after the Second World
War draws upon a conception of the state that reaches back hundreds of
years. As R. B. J. Walker and other political theorists have laid out, there
were two historical transformations that crucially impacted the formation
of the modern state. The first transformation was from a medieval to a
modern territorial state system, the second from a monarchical form of
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from medieval to sovereign states 23

government to a national, popular one. The medieval world was organ-
ised through overlapping authorities rather than by a sovereign state,
which meant that it was governed by two sets of authorities: churches
(religious) and empires (political). In contrast to the modern state, which
has supreme sovereignty over its territory, medieval authorities had to
negotiate – and fight over – their claims to how a particular territory
should be run. Overlapping authority was not only a feature of the rela-
tions between religious and political powers, but also of how political
relations were organised. For large parts of the time, medieval Europe
was governed by empires, and the centre of the empire was often too far
away to project its authority effectively, at least compared to the modern
state. There were multiple levels of political organisation stretching from
the centre down to the village, and both authority and allegiances were
less clear-cut as regional and local levels of governance supported, but also
occasionally fought, higher powers. These overlapping, complex forms of
organising territory meant that states or duchies could be part of a larger
state or empire, giving some authority to the emperor or leader of the
strongest state while still deciding over other issues.

In terms of political identity the medieval system was characterised by
what Walker (1990: 10) calls the principle of hierarchical subordination:
‘an understanding of the world as a continuum from low to high, from the
many to the few, from God’s creatures to God, from the temporal to the
eternal’. All individuals were located at particular levels of society: at the
top stood God, and under God, the Pope and the Emperor. The Church
owned property and was thus a major economic and political player in its
own right, but it also functioned to provide the Emperor with religious
legitimacy: if God was at the top of the hierarchy of identities, and the
Pope right under him, it was crucial for political authorities to get the
Pope’s blessing.

The transformation from the medieval to the modern system was sig-
nificant in that it reorganised both the key principle of governance (from
overlapping authority to territorial sovereignty) and the way in which
political identity was understood. A central component in this trans-
formation was the formation of the sovereign territorial state, where
the interlocking levels of local, regional and empirical authorities gave
way to one sovereign centre and the territorial boundary became the
significant dividing line. This transformation was one where political
authorities gained ground compared to the religious ones. It meant that
the state became more secular and that this secularity was played out
in interstate relations as well as domestically. The rise of the sovereign
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state was also connected to the emergence of private property (Ruggie,
1983, 1993). In the interstate arena, the birth of the territorial secular
state was closely linked to the religious wars that haunted Europe in
the wake of the Reformation. The Peace of Westphalia which concluded
the Thirty Years’ War in 1648 is dated as the founding moment when
states decided no longer to interfere in each other’s religious choices. One
should note, however, that Westphalia was the beginning of a long histor-
ical process that through twists and turns moved towards the sovereign
territorial state, not a complete break from one day to the next (Osiander,
2001).

As the international system evolved, the principle of non-interference
in domestic affairs retained its central status and was seen as the precon-
dition for creating international stability and order. Even if conflicts and
wars could not be fully prevented, they could be minimised. Moving into
the latter half of the twentieth century, the principle of non-interference
was no longer tied to religious differences as in the mid seventeenth cen-
tury, but to ideological ones, most crucially the one between the capitalist
West and the communist East. By this time, domestically, the secular state
principle meant that individuals were given the right to practise their
(state sanctioned) religion, yet this was a private matter taking place in
the private sphere or in churches. Religion was not to be directly involved
in the governance of the state. What this implied, argues Michael C.
Williams (1998), was not only a shift in which institutions governed soci-
ety, but also in how politics was understood. Religious conflicts were
seen as faith-driven and based on emotional claims to conviction and
conscience. These were by their very nature based in immaterial entities
and defied logical reasoning and there was therefore no way in which
conflict between opposing religious positions could be solved. The clue
to early modern Liberal thinkers was therefore to separate private con-
viction from public deliberations and to argue that the latter should be
based on material, observable factors and hence on rational and objective
reasoning.

The creation of peaceful relations domestically was also expressed
through Hobbes’s famous understanding of the sovereign state as the
Leviathan providing the solution to the problem of individual security.
The individual, argued Hobbes, confronted the problem of the state of
nature: in the state of nature there was no authority to secure survival
and individuals lived in constant fear of other individuals seeking to steal
their possessions. Individuals had to sleep to survive, but sleep also made
them supremely vulnerable, hence the need for a sovereign institution
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that would guarantee security. The ‘contract’ between the individual
and the state is one where the individual grants the state the right to
protect – and define – individual security in exchange for an acknowl-
edgement of its sovereign authority. To Hobbes, argues Walker (1997: 67),
the fear of the state of nature was so strong that ‘whatever the sovereign
does cannot be as bad as the condition of unrestrained competition’. But
many others, including central Liberal thinkers such as John Locke, ‘have
been deeply skeptical of this judgement, and a large proportion of con-
temporary debate about security continues to oscillate around it’ (Walker,
1997: 67). Conceptions of individual and collective/state security are thus
inextricably linked: state security implies a particular resolution to the
problem of individual security, and individual security must, since the
individual is always located in relation to other individuals, assume a
collective authority. Security is thus ‘a condition both of individuals and
of states’ and ‘a condition, or an objective, that constituted a relationship
between individuals and states or societies’ (Rothschild, 1995: 61). Since
much of the widening debate in ISS has evolved around dichotomously
opposed individual concepts of security on the one hand and collective-
state defined concepts on the other, it is worthwhile keeping in mind that
there is no concept that does not, implicitly if not explicitly, comprise the
other.

Reading these early modern debates on the individual, the state and
interstate relations through the lenses of twenty-first-century debates in
ISS, one should note that there is often a move between different levels
of analysis. Hobbes’s understanding of the Leviathan as the solution to
the state of nature was an abstract, speculative thought experiment that
attempted to work through different solutions to questions of authority
and insecurity. Those challenging the privileged role accorded the state by
Hobbes and by Realists in ISS have usually done so on one of two empirical
grounds. One line of argument goes that many real existing states are
too weak or too failed to be able to provide ‘their’ individuals with the
promised security: think of Somalia, Afghanistan, Haiti or the Democratic
Republic of Congo. The other line goes that states, mainly but not only
undemocratic ones, often threaten their own citizens not only by making
arbitrary, harmful decisions (like going to war or allowing pollution), but
also directly by prosecuting them, detaining them or murdering them:
think of Burma (Myanmar), Stalin’s Soviet Union, Mugabe’s Zimbabwe
or almost any other dictatorship. From the point of view of these critiques,
to grant the state the Hobbesian, Realist privilege is not only to overlook
these empirical deficiencies in how concrete states fail to provide security,
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but it is, perhaps even worse, to put it in a position where it is immune to
criticism and does not have to justify itself. The Hobbesian response is to
acknowledge that most states are far from ideal providers of security, but
that the alternative to the state is far worse, an argument that shifts the
empirical assessment of the state back to the speculative, abstract realm
of the state of nature. What is at stake in security debates is thus often that
empirical arguments and abstract ones challenge each other and this stacks
the arguments in such a way that it is hard to find a resolution or even a
common ground from which to debate. It also means, as Walker (1997)
has pointed out, that those approaches challenging the state need to come
up with alternative abstract answers to the problem of political identity
and who is going to provide security in the absence of the sovereign
state.

The French Revolution and domestic cohesion

The second historical transformation that is crucial to understanding the
conception of the state in ISS is the birth of modern nationalism with
the French and American revolutions. The transition from the medieval
to the early modern state heralded a significant beginning of the dis-
mantling of a hierarchy of identities, but early modern territorial states
were still governed by largely non-democratic rulers. The French and
American revolutions were thus a major shift in that the beheading of
the monarch, either concretely or symbolically, and the introduction of
popular sovereignty, accelerated the disintegration of hierarchies between
different categories of people inside the state. Nationalism as a modern
ideology heightened the emphasis not just on equality within the state, but
also on commonality, such that citizens would see themselves as bound by
a deeper sense of identity, community and belonging. The nation became
in Benedict Anderson’s words an ‘imagined community’, ‘a deep, horizon-
tal comradeship’ (Anderson, 1991: 7) whose members shared a common
social, cultural and political identity. This creation of a common historic
identity worked to stabilise further the distinction between the national
and the international domain. Inside the state, one had similarity, soli-
darity and progress, whereas the international domain was destined to be
ruled by relations of alienation, domination and conflict (Wight, 1966;
Walker, 1993). Nationalism also introduced new possibilities for social
mobility, particular as it was coupled to a burgeoning capitalist, indus-
trial society (Gellner, 1983). Individuals were not, as in early modernity,
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confined by birth to a particular location within societal structures, but
could rise beyond the class into which they were born through cunning
and hard work.

The fusion of nationalism with the sovereign territorial state had sev-
eral implications for how security was conceptualised and thus how
debates have evolved within ISS. Nationalism was connected to popu-
lar sovereignty and eventually democracy, and therefore to the idea that
the legitimacy of the sovereign state was based not on divine or monar-
chical inherent rights, but on the government’s ability to rule according to
the values, interests and identity of the people. This meant that the simple
Hobbesian solution to the problem of security was thrown into question:
the argument that the governors should not be questioned because the
alternative was the state of nature, was no longer sufficient. If the gov-
ernment did not act according to the interest of its people it should be
toppled.

From this followed an important shift in how the relationship between
the state and citizens was approached. Put simply, the territorial state
was concerned with threats to its territorial security and the ruler of the
state with contenders to the throne. Military capabilities and the use of
force were central in keeping external enemies at bay – or in conquer-
ing new territory – and in defeating domestic threats. The introduction
of nationalism and popular rule changes this by making the domestic
component of state security not only a matter of force and control but
one of legitimacy and societal cohesion. The extent to which society was
homogenous and supportive of ‘its’ government became a central security
concern for rulers on two grounds: first, because it impacted the security
of their own positions; second because it impacted the security of the state
domestically, most crucially in that the absence of cohesion might lead
secessionist parts of the state to seek independence or, as in the American
Civil War, cause violent ideological conflict. Torn societies would also be
more susceptible to fifth-column activities of enemy states. This concern
with societal cohesion runs through Classical Realist writings such as those
of Kennan (1947: 581), who warned that ‘exhibitions of indecision, dis-
unity and internal disintegration within this country have an exhilarating
effect on the whole Communist movement’, to Huntington’s post-Cold
War fear of immigration, decaying family values and the ‘internal rot’ of
American society (Huntington, 1996: 303–305). The emphasis on social
cohesion also implied a potential broadening of the concept of security
beyond the military. Since defence was not only a matter of defending the
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territorial border, but also of securing domestic consensus, the internal
threats a society might face could, if severe enough, be considered security
problems.

The shift to a concern with societal cohesion also implied a change
in how territory was considered. The Peace of Westphalia had sought
to limit the number of wars through its codification of the principle of
non-interference. This, however, did not mean that states did not go to
war in the attempt to conquer or defend territories, ‘merely’ that these
wars were not fought on the basis of religious beliefs. Territories were
valued for their geopolitical and strategic importance and the material,
economic capabilities they generated, while the identities and allegiances
of the people inhabiting those territories were given little concern. From
the perspective of people of conquered territories this had the positive
effect that rulers, especially in large imperial states, often did not interfere
much in local cultural and political relations. The advent of nationalism
changed this. With its claim that nations had particular identities and that
they should rule the territories on which they lived, nationalism sacralised
territory (Mayall, 1990). As nationalist movements worked to install a
common identity amongst the members of ‘their’ nations, territories
could no longer be shifted around with no concerns for the status of the
people and nations who lived there. This made territorial acquisitions less
attractive as a hostile population would resist the ‘occupier’, but it also
provided justifications for the political centre to nationalise, coercively if
necessary, those on its territory. Although nationalism claimed that each
nation had its unique essence, there was far from agreement on which
nations were the right ones, who should be ruling whom and who indeed
had the right to be in a particular territory. This became particularly
outspoken in the social Darwinist beliefs of the nineteenth century, in
which more powerful nations gave themselves the right to subjugate –
through force or ‘civilising colonialism’ – less ‘advanced’ peoples.

For the majority of Cold War ISS, the focus was clearly on external
threats, as shown by the International in International Security Studies,
but this closer scrutiny of the roots of the state in ISS reveals this as
somewhat misleading. Realists have privileged the security of the state
and have understood security largely through the use of (military) force,
but they have also paid attention to a series of other issues and capabil-
ities, including domestic cohesion, that may impact the state’s ability to
project military force. The reason why the majority of Cold War ISS, at
least in the form of Strategic Studies, focused on the external dimension
of security was because domestic cohesion and the values to be protected
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were largely taken for granted, at least in the Western world. There were,
however, also traditionalists such as Kennan pointing to the need to shore
up internal weaknesses and dissent in the face of the Soviet threat and
there was a good deal of concern in the US in the wake of the Second
World War about the domestic cohesion of Western European countries
with strong communist parties. Resources were put into keeping the Left
out of power in Italy, and Franco was tolerated in Spain. The reason why
the internal dimension of security was not emphasised by mainstream
approaches to ISS during the Cold War had therefore more to do with
the empirical, political context (one overwhelming, nuclear opponent
overshadowing all other concerns) than with an inherent trait within the
concept of national security. As the Cold War ended and ethnic conflict
and civil wars came to the fore, so did questions of domestic stability and
cohesion (Posen, 1993; Van Evera, 1994; Kaufmann, 1996). Many widen-
ing approaches also spoke directly to the question of societal cohesion,
as in the Copenhagen School’s concept of societal security (Wæver et al.,
1993; Buzan et al., 1998).

Nationalism was also significant in that it opened up several under-
standings of international security. It claimed in its classical revolution-
ary form that all men (and later women) were equal as citizens, and that
each individual had a set of universal rights. If the state was organised
in accordance with these rights and the ideals of democracy, then there
would be a move towards a better society within states. The Realist read-
ing held, however, that while progress – economically, politically and
culturally – was possible within states, abstaining from setting a common
normative/religious standard that the Peace of Westphalia entailed made
it impossible internationally (Walker, 1990). In this ideal-type Realist
understanding of the international, no durable ‘international security’ is
possible, only temporary accommodations within an essentially conflict-
ual international system. There is no normative or analytical conception
of the need to protect the security of other states (unless this improves
the security of one’s own) or the security of individuals or groups located
within other states (again, unless this can be used to improve one’s own
strategic position).

But this Realist conception of state sovereignty and national security
has not been uncontested. Looking at the claims to universal rights that
the French and American revolutions entailed, the universal–particular
tension can be argued in a way that emphasises the commonality between
all human beings, not only the ones with whom one shares a nation.
This implies the possibility of a referent object other than the state for
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one’s own nation, to the extent that nation and state are not aligned, but
also of ‘individual security’ and ‘group/societal security’, where others are
made insecure by their own states. This understanding of the universality
of individual rights also allows for a reading of the international as less
conflictual than in Realism. This Idealist tradition of thought, which
continues through Peace Research up to present Critical Security Studies,
argues that if individuals are granted the possibilities of security, freedom
and self-expression, then that will lead to the absence of violent conflict,
not only within, but also between communities: ‘global’ or ‘world’ security
is thus deemed possible. In this respect, we have a normative commitment
that reaches beyond one’s own state or fellow citizens and the beginning of
the debates over the referent object of security: whether the international
should be approached as a question of order or whether it is possible to
have an international concept of justice (Bull, 1977).

The conception of politics in ISS

The Peace of Westphalia was significant for how it sought to take religious
emotion out of politics, both between and within states. As Williams
(1998: 215) has argued, there was a Liberal, rationalist philosophy at work
which held that conflicts were more easily handled if understood in mate-
rial rather than ideational (religious) terms. ‘Defining threats in material
terms (like all other phenomena) was held to allow a reasoned discourse
surrounding them. To place the discourse of war and peace within the
bounds of physical threat and the capacity for it was a pacifying move’
(Williams, 1998: 215; see also Toulmin, 1990). Tracing this up to contem-
porary debates on security shows that the inclination of traditional ISS
approaches to adopt positivist epistemologies and methodologies, rooted
in material and empirically verifiable factors, has longer and thoroughly
political, normative roots (Deudney, 2007). It implies that the assump-
tions about whether the state is a rational actor and the epistemologies
that should be adopted in the study of security are linked to one another.

Clearly, the question of whether the state is a rational actor or not has
major consequences for security theories: since ‘international security’ is
at the most general level about the threats states (or other political entities)
face and the responses they can and should adopt to defend themselves,
it makes a huge difference what kind of actors those states are. If states
are rational, it is possible to predict their behaviour – and thus define
appropriate security policies – to a much greater extent than if they are not.
However, exactly what it means to be ‘rational’ is itself a contested issue in
ISS. Critics argue that to presume a rational actor is to claim that the state
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is and should be acting according to Realist principles. These, however,
are neither objective, nor analytically or politically neutral. Theories of
security are trying to explain the behaviour of states, while they themselves
may have an impact on what they seek to explain. At its most basic, many
Classical Realists see their analysis as a disposition to understand politics
in the terms in which political actors understand themselves, and this
points towards a mainly historical and empirical form of analysis. But
in the period since the Second World War, IR Realism, particularly in
America, took on increasingly theoretical forms, first in the supposedly
timeless principles of power politics set out by Carr and Morgenthau,
and later in the more formalised Neorealism of Waltz. This development
paralleled that of ISS, and to the extent that ISS is, as we characterised
it above, ‘the specialist military–technical wing of the Realist approach
to IR’, it was these theoretical forms to which ISS mainly related. In its
theoretical forms, Realism imposes assumptions on reality and, to the
extent that it is influential, may therefore create the reality it assumes.

Rationality assumptions are intertwined with levels of analysis deci-
sions. Structural theories, most prominently Neorealism, assume a gen-
eral conception of the state that applies throughout the international
system. This does not mean that each and every state will always behave
rationally, but that those who do not will be punished by the structure,
and will eventually either fall by the wayside or learn how to behave.
Structural theories differ from those explanations that can be found at
the level of foreign policy-making or other domestic-factor issues. Here,
there is much greater room for asking whether states are rational or
not. An important Cold War deterrence debate evolved, for example,
around whether the rationality assumption held up. Could the Commu-
nist, or indeed the American, leadership be presumed to act ‘rationally’
in the face of nuclear escalation or would they follow a different logic
or no decipherable logic at all? The problem was that deterrence logic
required a certain modicum of rationality and predictability, but that
there was no sure way of knowing whether such logic existed beforehand,
or would continue to exist under the extreme conditions of nuclear war.
The question of rationality has arisen again after 9/11, as we shall see in
chapter 8.

Yet, while rational assumptions are central to many mainstream ISS the-
ories, there is simultaneously a tension between them and the other side
of ‘national security’ logic which is concerned with the drama, urgency
and exception in security. The latter tradition has more recently been
identified with Carl Schmitt, but it resonates with some of the harder
elements of Realism as well. The central elements of this tradition are,
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argue Williams (2003) and Huysmans (2006b: 124–144), that security
is about making exceptional decisions, it is about that point of danger
where the distinction between Self and Other is made absolutely clear.
These decisions may be influenced by material capabilities – as laid out
in the account of the move to a rational security politics – but they are
not rational in the sense that those who make decisions have complete
information, nor are decision-makers able to fully predict what the con-
sequences of actions and non-actions will be. This underscores the deci-
sionist element in security politics, and the understanding of the political
as a field into which policy-makers – and others – must act forcefully even
under stress and without perfect information.

Epistemology and security debates

The historical processes that have underpinned the constitution of the
modern concept of security have, as laid out above, also had conse-
quences for how security should be studied. Going all the way back to
Westphalia, the attempt to make security a material and rational field
of deliberation was one that connected the attempt to pacify interstate
relations and how knowledge was defined. There is, in other words, as
argued by Williams (1998), a clear connection between the concept of
security and epistemology.

Epistemology concerns the principles and guidelines for how knowl-
edge can be acquired, and thus, in the context of ISS, the question of how
one should study security. ISS was not during the Cold War much con-
cerned with epistemological issues, although there were divisions spilling
over from ‘traditionalist’ vs. ‘behaviouralist’ debates about IR theory.
This, however, changed to some extent in the late 1980s and 1990s as
wider debates on epistemology within the social sciences flowed first into
IR and from there into ISS. Since epistemology is both a part of the Classi-
cal foundation of security and of the widening debates of the past twenty
years, it is useful to have some idea of how it has been discussed.

The first epistemological distinction central to ISS is the one between
objective, subjective and discursive conceptions of security. The definition
of objective and subjective security was laid out by one of the early classic
texts of ISS, ‘National Security as an Ambiguous Symbol’, by Wolfers
(1952). Wolfers (1952: 485) argued that ‘security, in an objective sense,
measures the absence of threats to acquired values, in a subjective sense,
the absence of fear that such values will be attacked’. It was, continued
Wolfers, never possible to measure security ‘objectively’ in that subjective
evaluations played an inevitable part in states’ assessments. Yet, ‘[w]ith
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hindsight it is sometimes possible to tell exactly how far they deviated
from a rational reaction to the actual or objective state of danger existing
at the time’ (Wolfers, 1952: 485). Wolfers’s formulation illustrates well the
tension between an objective conception of security (the absence/presence
of concrete threats) and a subjective one (the feeling of being threatened
or not). This tension has run through ISS during the Cold War and after,
where Strategic Studies focused largely on assessing supposedly objective
security threats. Objective conceptions of security usually, but not always,
define security in material terms: the probability of states posing a threat
or being able to deter enemies is based on their material capabilities.

Subjective approaches to security emphasise the importance of history
and norms, of the psychologies of fear and (mis)perceptions, and of the
relational contexts (friends, rivals, neutrals, enemies) within which threats
are framed. States, like people, can reside anywhere on a spectrum from
paranoid (seeing threats where there are none), through rational (assess-
ing threats correctly), to complacent (not seeing, or not caring about,
actual threats). These approaches argue that at a minimum the tradi-
tional focus on material military capabilities should be supplemented
with non-material factors such as the culture of the armed forces, the
level of national cohesion or the norms about the legitimate use of, for
instance, chemical weapons or assassinations (Johnston, 1995; Kier, 1995;
W. Thomas, 2000; Tannenwald, 2005). These studies argue that both
material and ideational factors impact the actual (military) resources that
states have at their disposal. More broadly, the Liberal security dilemma
occurs because states misperceive each other’s intentions: each state is
merely striving to be defensively secure, but in doing so others falsely
perceive it as being threatening. To move, as did Walt, from a balance
of power to a balance of threat is itself to acknowledge the importance
of intersubjective processes (Walt, 1987). Yet, while a significant num-
ber of studies in ISS have integrated subjective conceptions of security,
primarily through acknowledging perceptions (Jervis, 1976), it is worth
noting that this conception is still tied to the objective one. The subjec-
tive understanding of security can be a more or less accurate reflection of
objective security as measured by material capabilities or objective threats.
Subjective approaches do not, in other words, dispense with an objective
definition of security, but contrast it with the ‘filter’ of the subjective.

Discursive approaches, in contrast, argue that security cannot be
defined in objective terms, and hence both the objective and subjective
conceptions are misleading. Security is, argues the Copenhagen School,
a speech act and ‘by saying “security,” a state representative declares
an emergency condition, thus claiming a right to use whatever means
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Table 2.1. Epistemological distinctions

Objective conceptions Subjective conceptions Discursive conceptions

- The absence/presence
of concrete threats

- The feeling of being
threatened or not

- Security cannot be defined
in objective terms

- Usually defines
security in relative
material terms

- Emphasises social
context, history and the
psychologies of fear
and (mis)perceptions

- Security is a speech act

- Maintains an objective
reference

- Focuses on the
intersubjective process
through which ‘threats’
manifest themselves as
security problems on the
political agenda

are necessary to block a threatening development’ (Buzan et al., 1998:
21; see also Wæver, 1995). What is central to security analysis is thus
understanding the process through which particular ‘threats’ manifest
themselves as security problems on the political agenda. ‘Threats’ in that
sense are ‘objective’ when they are accepted by significant political actors,
not because they have an inherent threatening status. Security is, in short,
a self-referential practice (Buzan et al., 1998: 24). This does not imply
that anything can become ‘security’, first, because not all political issues
can be given the priority of ‘security importance’ at the same time, and
second, because the discursive construction of ‘security threats’ will be
influenced by a state’s history, its geographical and structural position,
and the (discursive) reactions it generates from others, internationally
and domestically. For security speech acts to be successful, they also need
to convince their relevant audiences.

The objective, subjective and discursive conceptions are summed up
in Table 2.1, and they concern the status that security has, how it can be
identified and studied. Another key epistemological distinction addresses
the principles that should be adopted for analysing security. Here, as in
IR in general, the major distinction runs between scientific and posi-
tivist approaches on the one hand, and philosophical, sociological and
constitutive ones on the other. Substantially, the debate between the two
approaches concerns the extent to which social science should mirror the
hard sciences, that is should seek to establish causal theories of (state)
behaviour. Causal theories require that variables are identified and ana-
lytically and temporally separated, so that if X causes Y, then Y has to
happen if X occurs, and if X does not happen then Y must not occur
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either (King et al., 1994). Since IR and ISS are not like a laboratory, they
can only approximate the positivist research programmes of Chemistry
or Physics, yet, argue positivists, one should strive to concord with pos-
itivist principles to the greatest extent possible. Post-positivists, on the
other hand, insist that many of the problems with which the social sci-
ences engage, including the one of security, are better dealt with through
the use of non-positivist theories. The process through which threats are
identified and given meaning is, for instance, better understood through
an analysis of identity building and institutional transformation that does
not lend itself to causality or quantification.

Most Realist and Liberalist approaches have followed the positivist
route, combining in what Keohane coined in 1988 as ‘rationalism’, while
Critical Constructivists, Poststructuralists and most Feminists have opted
for a post-positivist, ‘reflectivist’ approach (Keohane, 1988). But as with
the objective, subjective and discursive conceptions, one should be aware
that there are many who fall outside these neatly arranged camps. Large
parts of ISS during the Cold War were more concerned with the empirical
evolution of the arms race and the superpower relationship than with
establishing fully fledged theories. Classical Realists and Liberals were
writing before the turn to positivism gained force, and one does not find
causal research programmes in the seminal articles by Kennan (1947),
Herz (1950) or Wolfers (1952). Yet although consciousness of epistemol-
ogy is a fairly recent arrival in ISS, its presence and consequences have
been influential from the beginning.

Mapping concepts of security

The first two chapters have already mentioned the labels of a number
of approaches to ISS. Since we will be making much use of these labels
in what follows, we conclude this chapter by linking these and their
concepts of security to the discussions above. Readers might find it useful
to have both a glossary of terms, and a quick guide to the similarities and
differences of the various approaches. We also indicate the geographical
focus of each approach, a theme we develop as we unfold the evolution
of ISS in chapters 4 to 8.

! Conventional Constructivism – presents a counterpoint to materialist
analyses by highlighting the importance of ideational factors, that is
culture, beliefs, norms, ideas and identity. Usually centred on analysing
state behaviour, includes positivist as well as post-positivist epistemolo-
gies and is primarily located within the US.
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36 the key questions in international security studies! Critical Constructivism – looks to other collectivities than the state, yet
mostly concerned with military security. Adopts narrative and sociolog-
ical post-positivist methodologies. Its origins are predominantly in the
US, but it has since the late 1990s gained a strong standing in Europe.! The Copenhagen School – partly about widening the threats and ref-
erent objects, especially societal/identity security, partly about paying
more attention to the regional level, but mainly about focusing on
securitisation (the social processes by which groups of people construct
something as a threat), thus offering a Constructivist counterpoint to
the materialist threat analysis of traditional Strategic Studies. Partic-
ularly strong in Scandinavia and Britain, and influential in most of
Europe.! Critical Security Studies – similar to Peace Research in its normative
aims, especially regarding the emphasis on human security over state
security, but using mainly post-positivist methodology. A branch of
Critical Theory in IR generally, with emancipation as a key concept.
Particularly strong in Britain.! Feminist Security Studies – covers a variety of approaches ranging from
Peace Research to Poststructuralism. Holds that women support the
security policies of states through military as well as non-military func-
tions, and that they face a series of gender-specific security problems
that are never acknowledged within a state-centric conception of secu-
rity. Points to the role that hegemonic masculinity plays in sustaining
militaristic security policies. Originated in the mid-1980s in the US and
Britain and has grown to have a global presence.! Human Security – closely related to Peace Research and Critical Security
Studies. Dedicated to the view that human beings should be the primary
referent object of security, and therefore that ISS should include issues
of poverty, underdevelopment, hunger and other assaults on human
integrity and potential. Seeks to merge the agendas of ISS and Develop-
ment Studies. Human Security has academic presence across the West
and Japan and has been embraced by the United Nations (UN), the
European Union (EU), and Canadian, Norwegian and Japanese gov-
ernments.! Peace Research – the Classical normative counterpoint to Strategic Stud-
ies, looking to reduce or eliminate the use of force in international rela-
tions, to highlight and critique the dangers in the (especially nuclear)
strategic debate, and to give standing to individual security alongside,
or sometimes against, state (national) security. Overlaps with Strategic
Studies in its interest in arms control and disarmament, and arms racing,
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and in some branches also in the use of quantitative and game-theoretic
methods. Peace Research became quite strongly institutionalised in the
Scandinavian countries, Germany and Japan, and to a lesser extent in
Britain and, with different theoretical orientations, the US.! Post-colonial Security Studies – points to the Western-centrism of ISS
and argues that the study of the non-Western world requires security
theories that incorporate colonial history as well as the attention to the
specific state formations in the Third World. As the First and Third
World are connected, Post-colonial Security Studies argues that it pro-
vides insight into the dynamics of both the First and the Third Worlds.
Usually critical of state-centrism and has been developed by Western as
well as non-Western scholars.! Poststructuralist Security Studies – adopts the concept of discourse rather
than ideas, argues that state sovereignty and security are products of
political practices. Critical of how state-centrism constrains the possi-
bilities for other referent objects of security, but refuses the traditional
Peace Research turn to individual security. Began in North America in
the mid-1980s, but from the early 1990s stronger in Europe.! Strategic Studies – the Classical, traditionalist literature that defines the
subject in political–military terms and focuses on military dynamics.
This includes its own sub-literatures, such as those on war, nuclear
proliferation, deterrence theory, arms racing, arms control, etc. Strongly
materialist in approach with a tendency to take a state-centric normative
position as given rather than as a subject of discussion. Generally strong
across the West, but particularly in the US and Britain, and with a
separate tradition in France.! (Neo)Realism – Realist approaches generally have strong links to Strate-
gic Studies in that they underpin its essentially state-centric, materialist,
power-political and conflictual (and thus ‘objective’) assumptions about
the nature of international relations. Neorealist concepts, most notably
polarity (Waltz, 1979), played a big role in thinking about nuclear deter-
rence, arms control and arms racing. Mainstream in the US, influential,
but much more contested, in Europe.

Table 2.2. maps the way in which the ISS approaches above answer the
five questions laid out in this chapter.
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Table 2.2. ISS perspectives in relation to the five questions

Views of security
ISS perspective Referent object Internal/external Sectors politics Epistemology

Strategic Studies The state Primarily external Military (use of
force)

Realist Positivist (from quite
empirical to formal
modelling)

Neo(realism) The state Primarily external Military–political Realist Rationalist
Poststructuralist

Security Studies
Collective–

individual
Both (constitution

of boundaries)
All Change of Realism possible,

but not utopian/Idealist
Deconstructivist and

discursive
Post-colonial

Security Studies
States and

collectivities
Both All Change of Western

dominance possible, but
difficult to accomplish

Critical Theory,
deconstructivist, historical
sociology

Peace Research State, societies,
individuals

Both All (negative:
predominantly
military)

Transformation possible Positivist (from quantitative to
Marxist materialists)

Human Security The individual Primarily internal All Transformative Mostly highly empirical or
soft-constructivist

Feminist Security
Studies

Individual,
women

Both All Mostly transformative From quantitative to
Poststructuralist

Critical Security
Studies

Individual Both All Transformative
(emancipation)

Critical Theory
(hermeneutics)

The Copenhagen
School

Collectivities
and the
environment

Both All Neutral Speech act analysis

Conventional
Constructivism

The state External Military Transformation possible Soft-positivist

Critical
Constructivism

Collectivities Mostly external Military Transformation possible Narrative and sociological
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3

The driving forces behind the evolution of
International Security Studies

In chapters 1 and 2 we have sketched out what post-1945 ISS looks like as
a sub-field of IR, and surveyed the key debates and approaches that have
determined the shape and content of the subject. We have addressed our
central theme of evolution by identifying a branching out from narrow,
largely state-centric and military–political conceptions of the subject to
a much more diverse set of understandings which are often in contes-
tation with each other. In this chapter we look separately at the driving
forces behind the evolution of ISS. Why was it that different conceptions
of the scope, referent objects and epistemological understandings of ISS
emerged when they did? Why, indeed, did ISS coalesce as a distinct subject
and why did it thereafter evolve as it did? Why has there been so much
change and turbulence within this sub-field when its Realist underpin-
nings, with their emphasis on the permanence of the military threat in
world politics suggests that there should be a lot of continuity?

As we will show in later chapters, there are some significant continuities
in the ISS literature, but there are also many substantial changes. Some-
times the priority of a topic declines (as with arms control and deterrence
towards the end of the 1980s), and sometimes the direction changes when
wholly new topics become part of ongoing debates (as with economic,
environmental, societal and human security). Sometimes the content or
emphasis of ISS changes en bloc, but sometimes it evolves in different ways
in different places. This chapter discusses what explains the birth and the
evolution of ISS, both its continuities and its transformations. We suggest
that five forces are particularly central to this process: great power poli-
tics, technology, key events, the internal dynamics of academic debates,
and institutionalisation. These five work as drivers in two different senses.
Most obviously they drive ISS in the sense of shaping what it is that people
choose to write about under the ISS heading, what subjects and issues
they define as the main security problems of the day. Less obvious, but
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40 the driving forces behind the evolution of iss

equally important, is that they shape how people write about these topics.
They help to shape which ontologies, epistemologies and methods carry
legitimacy, and what the societal, political and academic roles of security
scholars should be. Since we present our account as a historical narrative,
these two senses will be in play throughout.

The first section below presents the Kuhnian sociology of science frame-
work which supports this type of approach. The section also describes the
methodology behind the five forces framework as a combination of an
empirical inductive reading of the ISS literature and a deductive analysis
of the existing literature on the sociology of science and IR. The second
section moves from this general framework to the key discussion in the
still sparse literature on the sociology of IR, a discussion which concerns
the relative merits of internal and external explanations. Having made
the call for including both, section three argues how the internal and the
external may be further specified. The final section of the chapter con-
sists of a more detailed overview of the five driving forces as gen-
eral analytical categories, in preparation for using them as the lenses
through which to observe empirically the evolution of ISS in chapters 4
to 8.

A post-Kuhnian sociology of science

There has been no previous comprehensive analysis of the evolution of
ISS that comprises the period from the mid-1940s to the new post-9/11
millennium and which covers the whole gambit of ISS from traditional
Strategic Studies to Poststructuralist and Feminist approaches. Hence it is
not surprising that there is no readily available sociology of science model
especially fitted for ISS that we could draw upon. The five driving forces
framework that we eventually decided upon was built through a combina-
tion of two different methods. Along one track we operated empirically,
deriving the forces pragmatically from our reading of the literature of
ISS across six decades and spanning a large array of perspectives. In that
respect they can be seen as inductively generated from the ISS literature
itself. These five forces were the ones, we concluded after having tried and
rejected other potential candidates, which could most adequately account
for the major conceptual movements, for continuities as well as transfor-
mations. What we present is thus the best outcome of a series of possible
forces and models.

We also operated more deductively along the second methodological
track, bringing to our reading both our knowledge of what have been
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the key themes and explanatory factors in IR and ISS as well as what is
generally pointed to in the sociology of science literature. From that more
general perspective one would expect any social structure to be shaped
by the disposition of material power (great powers), by knowledge (tech-
nology), by events (history and the shadows it throws into the future),
by the prevailing social constructions (academic debates), and by wealth
and organisational dynamics (institutionalisation). We use the five driv-
ing forces to highlight key themes that explain how and why ISS evolved
as it did. When taking a broad view of ISS, all of them are always in play,
yet, as one zooms in on particular periods and approaches, some may
be more significant than others. The five different forces concern very
different aspects of the social structure that impacts ISS, and the forces
are as a consequence neither easily empirically separable nor mutually
exclusive categories. The forces interact in important and complex ways,
sometimes reinforcing existing approaches, sometimes accelerating the
number and strength of newcomers. As a theoretical framework, the five
driving forces thus have a heuristic explanatory quality that allows us to
produce a structured, yet historically and empirically sensitive analysis.
But it is not a framework that seeks to make causal explanations where
the impact of one force is tested against that of the others. It might have
been possible to build a theoretical framework that identified more or dif-
ferent driving forces, yet the combination of the inductive and deductive
strategies seemed to provide us with a reasonably strong epistemological
footing. Ultimately, however, the ‘proof’ of non-causal frameworks is in
their ability to generate depth as well as overview, and in that respect the
utility of the driving forces framework lies in the substantial account they
allow us to produce in the chapters ahead.

If we think of the sociology of science task that was in front of us, it
may be conceived of as a three-layered pyramid with the sociology of ISS
and our five forces framework at the top and two layers supporting it.
Figure 3.1 provides a graphic presentation of these three sociology of
science layers that make up the approach that we take in this book.

At the bottom of the pyramid, we have our general history and sociology
of science built largely on a Kuhnian perspective. At the second level is
the sociology of science literature in Political Science and IR which has
centred on the question of whether external events or academic debates
better explain the evolution of these disciplines. We argue in favour of
incorporating both internal and external factors in our model, and that
the birth and identity of ISS provides a stronger link to external events
and political pressures than may be the case in Political Science as a whole.
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Five forces
framework:

ISS

Events

Great power
politics

Technology
Academic

debate

Sociology of science literature in Political Science
and IR

Internal and external factors

General history and sociology of science
(post-Kuhnian perspective)

Institutionalisation

Figure 3.1. Sociology of science approach

At the top layer of the model we define the five forces and the interplay
among them.

Beginning with the bottom level of the pyramid, the general sociol-
ogy of science provides a broad idea of how academic disciplines – and
fields and sub-fields – evolve. Kuhn’s (1962) starting point was the obser-
vation that scientific discovery failed to follow the model predicted –
and recommended – by Classical positivists. Positivism’s model of scien-
tific development claimed that knowledge production is (and should
be) a cumulative process where researchers gradually come closer to
the truth. Theories are developed and hypotheses are tested against a
series of measurable observations. Yet, as Kuhn convincingly showed,
scientists were quite reluctant to give up or fundamentally revise their
paradigms even when key assumptions were falsified and fundamental
assumptions seemed hard to justify. Kuhn argued that instead of seeing sci-
ence as cumulative, one should consider it as undergoing different stages.
Scientific disciplines start as pre-paradigmatic forms which develop into
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paradigms based on a shared understanding of general laws, metaphysi-
cal assumptions of how ‘reality’ is structured, epistemological beliefs in
what constitutes good science, and respectable works and procedures.
The work that goes on inside a paradigm never fundamentally questions
key assumptions, research focus, epistemologies or world view; it is what
Kuhn described as ‘normal science’. Scientific revolutions – rather than
discoveries within existing paradigms – thus come when new paradigms
are launched in opposition to older ones, usually by a new generation of
scholars whose personal and professional investment is less than in the
case of more senior ones, or by researchers coming to a discipline from
a different field, hence also with less investment in a given paradigm. A
central point is that new and old paradigms differ on such fundamental
points that they are held to be incommensurable: there is no way of testing
one’s way out of disagreement since what is at stake is the entire framing
of the research topic, the question of what should be studied/tested and
how to interpret the results (Schmidt, 1998: 6–7). The important point
for ISS from a sociology of science perspective is that it may be difficult to
pin down exactly when paradigms are incommensurable. As Wæver notes
(1998: 716), having a debate – which may range from polite and construc-
tive dialogue to war – itself indicates a certain modicum of cohesion and
‘expresses a less than totally fragmented discipline’.

The key sociological point for our present exercise is that if knowledge
does not progress solely as a result of scientific evidence, then it is necessary
to try to take into account the other forces that play into the evolution of
any field of study. Kuhn made room for ‘progress’ within paradigms, but
stressed that what constituted scientific advances could only be judged by
a paradigm’s own standards, not by extra-paradigmatic ones. But if there
is no given scientific standard that theories should strive to maintain, how
is it possible to make judgements about the relative merits of competing
paradigms? This question points to a key feature of academic debates as a
driving force: that in the absence of absolute, objective standards scholars
will try to establish their own ones as hegemonic. Academics, politicians,
the media and a number of other societal actors make constant claims
about which role science should play in society based on a set of deeper
political and normative judgements, and influenced by the issues, ideas
and power structures around them. ISS is a highly politicised subject
in which questions about both what should be studied and the role of
scholars vis-à-vis the security apparatus of the state have been an ongoing
source of tension and debate. To understand its evolution we need to take
on board not just the peculiar dynamics of academic debates, but also the
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44 the driving forces behind the evolution of iss

variety of material and ideational ways in which ISS has interacted with
the wider world.

Internal versus external factors

Academic perspectives are, argued Kuhn, quite resistant in the face of
‘facts’ that may challenge their basic assumptions and predictions. Theo-
ries are ‘filters’ through which particular facts and events are granted more
significance than others, and ‘facts’ are understood and analysed in accor-
dance with a paradigm’s basic conceptions and assumptions. Traditional
security scholars would, for instance, agree that the number of deaths
due to HIV/AIDS is documented, that it is very high in parts of Africa
and that this strains societal and economic relations in those countries
heavily affected. They would, however, not agree that this constitutes a
security problem, unless military security is directly at stake (Elbe, 2003).
Widening approaches may argue by contrast that HIV/AIDS constitutes
a threat to societal security, that global and regional actors have success-
fully securitised HIV/AIDS, or that the security problems of women and
children should be granted particular attention (Elbe, 2006). What is at
stake in the security debates over HIV/AIDS is thus not simply the death
rate as an external event, nor the material consequences thereof, but the
interpretation of these facts.

A Kuhnian understanding implies at the more concrete level that we
cannot expect to explain the evolution of academic disciplines as a causal
process through which observed facts seamlessly propel change. Exactly
how to adjudicate between internal explanations that focus on the debates
within an academic field and external explanations that point to events
and political developments has been a key theme in the (still sparse) lit-
erature on the evolution of IR. Schmidt (1998: 32–33) argues that ‘It is a
common belief that external events in the realm of international politics
have more fundamentally than any other set of factors shaped the develop-
ment of the field’. Taking issue with this approach, he (1998: 36) holds that
‘Developments in the field of international relations have been informed
more by disciplinary trends in political science and by the character of the
American university than by external events taking place in international
politics’ (p. 38; see also Wæver, 1998: 692; Jørgensen, 2000: 10). Some
events do not generate responses at all (which one would expect were
there a causal relation), and events that are responded to generate multi-
ple interpretations. Based on the political theorist Gunnell’s (1993) inter-
nal approach to the evolution of the sub-discipline of Political Theory,
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Schmidt (1998: 37) makes the case for a critical internal discursive history
approach whose aim is ‘to reconstruct as accurately as possible the history
of the conversation that has been constitutive of academic international
relations’.

On the whole, while we acknowledge the need to draw attention to
the importance of internal dynamics in the evolution of IR and ISS, we
also find the sharp dichotomy between internal and external explanations
problematic for four reasons (Breitenbauch and Wivel, 2004: 416–417).
First, it overdraws the extent to which external explanations are actually
accepted wholeheartedly within ISS. It is hard to believe that not even
the strongest empirical policy analyst or the hardest rationalist (who
presumably are those advocating external explanations) would agree that
theories are analytical lenses that prevent events from having a seamless
or direct causal impact on disciplinary developments. Each theory might
very well claim that it explains or understands the particular event better
than competing theories, but that is a different claim from arguing that
events causally impact the evolution of ISS as a whole.

Second, presuming that we were to adjudicate between internal and
external explanations, it would be difficult if not impossible to imagine
a research design that would allow for a testing of the explanatory status
of the two. How does one, for instance, compare the impact of the end
of the Cold War with the influence asserted by disciplinary trends? The
latter are obviously crucial for how the end of the Cold War is interpreted
and explained, but without this event itself there would not be this major
new question on the research agenda for theories to dissect and compete
over. Events may also be slightly less spectacular, but provide the ground
on which more detailed internally driven debates play themselves out, as
was the case of nuclear technology and Cold War deterrence theory. How
would we, for instance, separate the impact of nuclear bipolarity from
the import of game theory into ISS? Rather than embark on an arduous
attempt to design a test, we are better suited by acknowledging that it is
the interplay between internal and external factors that drives ISS.

Third, the inclusion of external explanations in our framework is sup-
ported by the general analytical claim that it is through external inputs
of different kinds that academic disciplines debate and change. To rely
exclusively on internal explanations would create an image of ISS – and
science – as socially and politically isolated (and self-absorbed). Not only
does this fit poorly, as chapters 4 to 8 will lay out, with how ISS evolved,
it would produce a model which would have severe difficulties explaining
change. If no inputs are made into the research process, how is it that both
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46 the driving forces behind the evolution of iss

the balance between and the content of different ISS approaches changed
over the past sixty years?

Fourth, the debate over internal and external explanations may also
benefit from considering how the discipline, field or sub-field in ques-
tion is situated in relation to politics and policy-making institutions. This
relationship refers to the story of a discipline’s founding and to how its
institutional location and purpose has been debated. Academic disciplines
have to different extents linked themselves explicitly to crucial external
factors, including current events and political institutions. Think, for
example, of the difference between the disciplines of Comparative Liter-
ature, Political Science and Physics. Since Political Science is to a much
higher degree defined by a link to contemporary political events, it is also
quite reasonable to expect its development to be more influenced by this
factor than the other two disciplines would be. Even within the discipline
of Political Science, ISS is remarkable by being founded in response to
a set of (what was perceived as) very urgent ‘real world/external’ issues
linked to the growing threat posed by the Soviet Union, particularly as
it became a nuclear power. ISS definitely had a scientific ambition at its
core, and as Wæver (Wæver and Buzan, 2007) has laid out, an optimism
about the usefulness of science and the possibility of finding rational solu-
tions to societal problems. Yet it was also simultaneously a discipline that
aimed at delivering policy relevant knowledge. This dual ambition meant
that ISS was not exclusively driven by the process of internal scientific
discovery, but also by its engagement in the world of policy and by the
influence of the policy world upon it. ISS has ever since been (d)riven by
this intertwining of epistemological choices and a perceived obligation to
speak to major political decisions (Williams, 1998). Nowhere is this more
clearly illustrated than in the ‘inner–outer’ system in the US in which it
is common for ISS writers (not all of them American) to spend part of
their career in academia or think-tanks, and part of it in government. It
is hard to imagine that, for better or worse, this cycle does not influence
what people choose to write about and how they do so, even if not always
in any predictable fashion. Comparing ISS to the field of Political Theory,
for example, it may well be that the latter is explained to a higher degree
by internal factors, precisely because it has not been constituted around
an equally strong link with the policy world and hence does not have a
similarly strong sense of external responsiveness (Gunnell, 1993).

Our conclusion at the second layer of the sociology of science is that we
need a model that draws our attention to the interplay between internal
and external factors, that makes their exact significance and the way in
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which they play into each other an empirically open question, and which
furthermore provides us with a more fine-grained set of analytical tools
than ‘internal’ and ‘external’. External factors are usually discussed as one
broad category where ‘events’ are presumably the most significant, but
other external factors include great power politics and the evolution in
key technologies. The resources and political agendas of foundations and
think-tanks may be both an internal (to the extent that these institutions
are part of ISS) and an external influence (to the extent that they grant
money to ISS). We will discuss which specific driving forces to include in
the next section and lay out the interplay between them.

The theoretical status of the driving forces framework

Moving now to the question of how a concrete analytical framework
should be designed, we start from the assumption that it is the interplay
between a set of internal and external forces that explains the evolution
of ISS. We cannot think of a way of meaningfully testing the influence of
each force and our proposed five forces framework is thus a ‘theory’ in
the European sense, where the term is used for something that organises
a field systematically, structures questions and establishes a coherent and
rigorous set of inter-related concepts and categories, but not in the dom-
inant American positivist sense of the term (which requires cause–effect
propositions). Our dual methodology of working simultaneously from
the sociology of science literature, particularly in IR, and from an induc-
tive reading of the ISS debates themselves brought us to a framework
of five forces: great power politics, technology, key events, the internal
dynamics of academic debates, and institutionalisation. Several of these
factors comprise both internal and external aspects, which reinforces our
commitment to focus on their interplay.

Looking to the existing sociology of science literature in IR – thereby
applying a more deductive methodology – those who have provided more
detailed frameworks have done so with the purpose of explaining partic-
ular national approaches or, more generally, the divide between European
or Continental approaches on the one hand and the American one on
the other (Wæver, 1998; Jørgensen, 2000; Breitenbauch and Wivel, 2004;
Wæver, 2007; Wæver and Buzan, 2007). Since what is to be explained
are national (or regional) variations, there is – as in most foreign pol-
icy analysis – a logical move to emphasise explanations located at the
national/regional level. The most controversial aspect of our framework
may thus be that we do not include a domestic societal variable. This
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48 the driving forces behind the evolution of iss

decision was based on the fact that our main research question was to
trace and offer an explanation of the evolution of ISS as a general sub-
field of IR, but that we would not attempt to cover national variations
in any great detail. But since ISS was founded in the US and most of the
conventional Cold War literature was driven by a US great power politics
agenda, we do pay attention to specific American societal factors through
the driving force of great power politics. It is true that part of the story
of ISS is the evolution of distinct European and American approaches,
but this is a difference that we can explain through the five driving forces
without elevating societal factors to the status of a distinct driving force.
Europe and the US have been situated differently in terms of great power
capabilities and politics. Both during the Cold War and after, the US has
had technological capabilities that Europe did not and it has been able to
shoulder the costs of technological innovation in a manner that Europe
could or would not afford. There were, furthermore, significant events
that impacted the US and Europe differently (Vietnam, German unifi-
cation and 9/11 to mention just a few), and there are different academic
traditions, particularly in terms of epistemology, in the two parts of the
West that again are linked to processes of institutionalisation. The five
forces and particularly their interplay can in short explain the Europe/US
difference especially as ‘events’, ‘great power politics’ and ‘internal aca-
demic debates’ open up space for incorporating societal and political
differences.

Although we hold that all five forces are significant for understanding
the evolution of ISS, and that they are distinct in that they each constitute
different lenses or forms of explanation, it is also the case that they are
derived deductively from six decades of ISS literature and that not all
forces may therefore be equally significant at all times. The advent of
Poststructuralism in the mid-1980s was, for example, clearly connected
to the general influence of Postmodern and Poststructuralist philosophy
first on the humanities and later on the social sciences. Here, the driving
force ‘the internal dynamics of academic debate’ was clearly a strong
influence. Human Security, by contrast, was not linked as much to internal
academic debate, but made it from the field of policy into academe (see
chapter 7).

To theorise the five forces as interplaying rather than as distinct and
free-standing variables implies that we may identify a transformation that
starts with one, or more, force(s) which then has implications for, or at
least raises questions concerning, the others. The complicated interplay
between the forces implies that there is not a simple domino effect between
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the forces, that a change (or a continuity) that we identify in force A will
automatically lead to changes in B, C, D and E. We can say that major
events, like 9/11 and the end of the Cold War, apply pressure on the other
forces, but exactly how different approaches to ISS then negotiate these is
an empirically open question.

A good question is perhaps how the five forces relate to the ISS perspec-
tives we examine in the chapters ahead. Is it that there are some driving
forces that ‘belong’ to particular ISS perspectives, that great power pol-
itics for instance is a Strategic Studies force, while institutionalisation is
a Constructivist one? This may seem tempting at first, but it is impor-
tant to distinguish between the theoretical claims and concepts of ISS
perspectives on the one hand, and how they (might) answer questions of
security on the other. It would, for instance, be quite difficult to think of
an ISS approach that would not accord some importance to great power
politics, but approaches differ significantly in their analytical, political
and normative analysis thereof. All approaches are going to point to their
ability to analyse key events, but they may disagree dramatically on which
events are more important, wherein their importance lies and how they
should be responded to.

Analytically the forces are both a way of organising our discussion and
a framework that explains the evolution of ISS, i.e. the continuity and
transitions in the concept of security, the major political and empirical
questions on the agenda, and the epistemology through which security
is studied. This means that chapters 4 to 8, which document and analyse
the evolution of ISS, are not all structured in the same way. The driving
forces are used as an analytical framework in all five chapters, but with
four variations.

First, ‘events’ has a special status in that it functions as a way of arranging
the chapters into three chronological groups: chapters 4 and 5 are about
the Cold War, chapters 6 and 7 are about the post-Cold War and pre-9/11,
and chapter 8 is about the impact of these attacks and the subsequent
‘War on Terror’. This, however, does not mean that everything changes
in 1989 or 2001, but rather that these events pose a series of significant
questions for ISS.

Second, there is also a division of labour logic at work that follows
from the way in which the two major events in ISS have been used to
structure the chapters: since chapter 5 (Cold War Challengers) is to a
large extent a critical counter chapter to chapter 4 (Cold War Strategic
Studies), many of the descriptions of the major events and technology
need not be introduced again in chapter 5.
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Third, it is, of course, not everything that fits nicely into a chronolog-
ical structure, in that approaches that were first laid out during the Cold
War were in most cases also important later on. Feminism and Poststruc-
turalism were, for example, introduced into ISS in the mid–late 1980s
and they are therefore dealt with at length in chapter 5. Chapter 7 will
build on this presentation and ask how the end of the Cold War and the
general evolution of the field of ISS impacted on these approaches. Those
approaches that were genuine newcomers to the widening debate in the
1990s are thus dealt with more extensively in this chapter. These divisions
of labour mean that there is a quantitative difference that one should
notice (Conventional and Critical Constructivism get more pages than
Poststructuralism in chapter 7), but that this does not by itself amount to
a qualitative difference or to a qualitative or normative preference on our
part.

Fourth, each chapter has one or more disciplinary and conceptual
stories to tell or plots to unfold, and the driving forces help tell those
stories (see chapter 1). But because the plots are different, the way in
which the driving forces help organise the chapters also differs.

The five driving forces as general analytical categories

Great power politics

Perhaps the most obvious driver of the ISS literature has been the major
movements (and non-movements) in the distribution of power among
the leading states. The crystallisation of bipolarity during the late 1940s,
with its peculiarly intense and militarised superpower US–Soviet rivalry,
set the dominant framing of ISS for the next forty years. Within that
framing, and necessary to it, was an important non-event: namely that
both Western Europe collectively and Japan remained as mostly civilian
powers closely associated with the US, and did not seek to reassert tra-
ditional great power military capability. This action stabilised bipolarity
and extended its run. As a consequence, security analysis during the Cold
War was almost synonymous with studying US–Soviet relations and a
bipolar system with enmity between two superpowers whose direct and
covert influence stretched around the globe. Other phenomena appeared
on the research agenda, for instance the question of Third World security
(Bull, 1976), but these were seen as structured (if not determined) by
bipolarity.

The importance of great power politics is also evident from the debate
over which polarity replaced bipolarity after the end of the Cold War, with
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suggestions ranging from uni- to multipolarity (Waltz, 1993; Kupchan,
1998; Huntington, 1999). Until the end of the 1980s, superpower rela-
tions had been frozen at only slightly fluctuating levels of enmity and
engagement, but with the dissolution of the Soviet Union came not only
a reconsideration of the polarity of the international system, but also of
the relations between the great powers. Was the US going to face enemies
or would its deployment of ‘soft power’ or ‘co-optive power’ stabilise the
system (Nye, 1990)? And what level of resources was the US prepared to
devote to security problems outside its own immediate sphere of interest
(Posen and Ross, 1996/7)?

The rise of China has also been a perennial great power issue since
the victory of the Chinese Communist Party in 1949, but moved more
centre-stage as the only obvious ‘peer competitor’ to the US from the early
to mid 1990s, when the demise of the Soviet Union and the economic
eclipse of Japan made it more obvious. The huge expansion in China’s
economy, and its half-friendly, half-rivalry relationship with the West,
make its status a key theme in discussions of international security, and
one whose importance is almost certain to rise during the early decades of
this century. The attacks on 9/11 led US policy-makers and many security
analysts to define a new era. Whether the ‘Global War on Terrorism’ will
ultimately boost or weaken the relative power of the US and exacerbate
or ameliorate patterns of amity and enmity remains to be seen, but great
power politics is still a key question on the agenda.

To point to great power politics as a driving force is also to note that
ISS began as an American discipline, focused on American security and
written by Americans (although some had emigrated from Europe to
the US before or during the Second World War) (Kolodziej, 1992: 434).
European approaches might have gained more ground after the end of the
Cold War, but as Ayoob (1984) and Krause (1996) point out, it is still the
Western model of the state which forms the core of ISS. The US-centrism
that has infused the birth of ISS and its development during the Cold War
means that the particularities of the US as a state and society have been,
and remain still, one of the central driving forces of ISS; hence there is an
analytical incorporation of a domestic societal variable under the driving
force of great power politics.

US dominance was large during the Cold War, but from the 1990s
onwards, with the US as the sole superpower, the particularities and
peculiarities of the US became even more influential. It is not that the US
is unique in having its own peculiarities: all countries do. It is that the
dominant position of the US makes its peculiarities matter much more
than those of less powerful states. This is a massively complicated and
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controversial topic which pushes enquiry towards the large literature on
American exceptionalism (Buzan, 2004a: 153–182).

A distinctive feature of the US is that its geography and history have
insulated it from the rigours of war and the balance of power to a much
greater extent than is true for most of the countries of Eurasia. Isolationism
has been an option for the US in a way that it was not for other powers,
and the US has strong traditions against military entanglements and
engagements abroad. It also has as its norm a higher standard of national
security: a desire to be absolutely secure against outside threats as it
largely was for much of its history. The Soviet threat was sufficiently
global, and sufficiently challenging to the much cherished American idea
that their country was the model for the future of humankind, to draw
the US out of isolationism. But even though the US accepted a long-
term global commitment against a broad-spectrum challenger, it still did
not abandon its high standard for national security (Campbell, 1992).
One can read this into both the frenzied US reaction to Sputnik (see
chapter 4), and, up to a point, into the obsession with working out
the last detail of deterrence logic in order to ensure that the US would
not be caught at a disadvantage. Even clearer is its impact on the Anti-
Ballistic Missile/Ballistic Missile Defence (ABM/BMD) project, where the
promise was precisely of invulnerability to attack. The allure of that goal
made ABM/BMD a central feature of US strategic thinking and policy,
despite the fact that the technology has never come close to delivering the
promise, and that many experts argue that it never will. It is also visible
in the decision to retain unprecedentedly high relative levels of military
expenditure after the end of the Cold War, though there one might want
also to look at bureaucratic and domestic political factors. The high
expectation of security can additionally be seen in the US response to
9/11. The shock of vulnerability ran deep in the US, in ways that it has
been difficult for societies with less stringent expectations of security to
understand or empathise with.

Summing up this discussion, the driving force of great power politics
comprises: the distribution of power among the leading states (the polarity
of the international system); the patterns of amity and enmity among
the great powers; the degree of involvement and interventionism by the
great powers; and their particular societal dispositions towards levels of
security. These elements are to some extent related, at least according
to a Realist logic. In a bipolar system, for instance, there would tend to
be stronger patterns of enmity than in a multipolar one, and a bipolar
system would also presuppose that its two superpowers were driven to
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a high degree of interventionism. One may indeed argue that a great
power has to show at least the traces of a desire to be involved in global
politics (Buzan and Wæver, 2003: 35). Yet while these four elements may
be related they are also distinct: the bipolar structure witnessed both
periods of détente and ‘colder Cold Wars’ where the level of amity/enmity
fluctuated, and US–EU relations have done so as well over the last two
decades of unipolarity combined with a European great power. And, the
interventionism of the US receded after the Gulf War of 1990–91 and
Somalia only to return in full with the ‘intervention’ in Kosovo, all under
the same polarity structure. From the US concern with enemies also arises
the question of whether or not the US in particular, and great powers in
general, need enemies or threats in order to define themselves and ease the
problems of domestic governance. As one moves into the study of enmity
one may also ask more specific questions about how ‘enmity identity’ is
constructed: is it an entire nation/civilisation or culture which is seen as
radically opposed to ‘Us’ or is it because that country is run by a corrupt,
power-mongering elite? Is enmity connected to a barbaric identity that
cannot be transformed, or is it based simply on states being self-sufficient,
rational actors within an anarchical structure (Hansen, 2006)?

The technological imperative

Almost equally obvious as a driver of ISS is the continuous unfolding
of new technologies and the need to assess their impact on the threats,
vulnerabilities and the (in)stabilities of strategic relationships. The arrival
during the mid-1940s of the atom bomb was pretty much the founda-
tional event for Strategic Studies and the impact of nuclear – and nuclear
related – technology during the Cold War can hardly be exaggerated.
Nuclear weapons provided a huge surplus capacity of destructive power
for the first time in military history. Long-range ballistic missiles speeded
up delivery times and were capable of carrying nuclear warheads, a tech-
nological development that liberated nuclear weapons from vulnerable
bomber delivery systems, and greatly increased the capacity to make a first
strike against opponents. Whereas nuclear warheads and intercontinental
missiles were real developments feeding huge quantities of ISS literature,
the enormous and ongoing literature on ABM/BMD reveals that even
potential technology developments could have major impacts on both
strategic relations and ISS.

Technology need not be exclusively military in kind to make an impact
on ISS. The history of military and civilian technologies is often one of
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interplay and ‘dual-use’. The Internet, for instance, was originally devel-
oped as a military technology, as a distributed network transmitting infor-
mation under a nuclear attack. Nuclear technology, to take another exam-
ple, has a military as well as a civil side (energy and medicine) that can
be difficult to differentiate, a fact which also complicates the assessment
of nuclear proliferation. The same dilemma is applicable to biological
and chemical weapons or to the communications technologies applied in
both civilian consumer electronics and battlefield management.

If the concept of security is expanded beyond the military sector, the
list of technological factors that can drive security debates grows as well. If
HIV/AIDS is seen as a threat to regional security in parts of Africa and Asia,
the retroviral technology for treating those infected is key to the spread
and consequences of the disease (Elbe, 2006). Or, if the environment
is threatened by the effects of industrialisation, then the technologies
implicated in these threats and their solution become central. The attacks
on 9/11 and the ‘Global War on Terrorism’ show that technology and the
identification of threats and enemies are intimately linked and that the
list of technologies central to ISS changes over time.

The question of how technology impacts economic, political, military
and cultural developments has been a topic of great debate in the social
sciences and to speak about technology as a driving factor thus raises
the spectre of technological determinism (Levy, 1984; Paarlberg, 2004).
Yet while technology is undoubtedly a main driver in the development
of ISS, it is by no means a determining one: first, because technology is
itself influenced by the other driving forces; and second, because there are
human agents (civilian and military, commercial and public) who make
decisions about which technology to develop. The evolution of nuclear
technology during the Cold War was, for example, hugely impacted
by the bipolar confrontation between the US and the Soviet Union.
Once in the world, technology creates pressures of its own, which again
impacts the political process, but this is a complex process of feedback
between technology and the other driving forces and human decisions, not
one of determinism.

Events

As the discussion above has already indicated, it is impossible to imagine
the birth and the evolution of ISS without the impact of key events,
but it is equally important that this impact is theorised in a way that
does not claim events as a causal force that simply exerts its power on a
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pliable academic community. Hence we theorise events in a Constructivist
manner and emphasise the interplay between events and the other driving
forces. Events come in various forms, and they can change not only
relationships among the powers, but the academic paradigms used to
understand those relationships. The most dramatic are specific crises that
not only become objects of study in their own right, but which change
existing understandings, relationships and practices in the wider strategic
domain. Two examples of this type are the Cuba Missile Crisis in 1962
(Snyder, 1978; Weldes, 1996) and the terrorist attacks on the US on 9/11
(Barkawi, 2004; Der Derian, 2005).

Other events take the form of steady processes unfolding over time that
change the knowledge, understanding and consciousness that support
existing practices. A good example of this is the rise of environmental
concerns and the move of the environment from a background variable
to a foreground one (Ullman, 1983; Deudney, 1990). There was no spe-
cific crisis that put environmental issues into the forefront, but rather a
steady drip of new information, new understandings and a rising pub-
lic consciousness that grew sufficiently wide and deep to open a place
for environmental security in policy debates and the ISS literature. The
identification of key events might often seem common-sensical: it is not
hard to see the impact of the Soviet Union gaining nuclear weapons, its
dissolution in 1991, or the attacks on 9/11. Yet in analytical terms one
should note that events are in fact politically and intersubjectively con-
stituted. It is the acknowledgement (or not) by politicians, institutions,
the media and the public that something is of such importance that it
should be responded to, possibly even with military means, that makes it
an ‘event’ (Hansen, 2006). Herein lies much controversy over why events
that kill or maim huge numbers of people in the Third World (hunger,
disease, civil war) often fail to get constructed as security events in the
West.

We divide events into three categories. Constitutive events are those
singled out by a theory as major occurrences which have given rise to
the theory in question or which are seen as reinforcing the basic tenets
of the theory either because they confirm central analytical assumptions
or because they can be explained by the theory. A particular kind of
constitutive event is what Parmar (2005) has called catalysing events:
events that politicians or academics have been waiting for in the belief
that these would ‘permit their relatively unpopular ideas and schemes for
a radical foreign policy shift to gain an attentive public hearing’ (Parmar,
2005: 2). Catalysing events may be identified methodologically prior to
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an event if they are constituted as such in discourse. After the catalysing
event has taken place, we may trace how it is constituted in support of
the shift in question. One of the examples provided by Parmar is the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941 which was the ‘shock’ that men
in the US State Department felt that the isolationist public needed to enter
the Second World War (Parmar, 2005: 17). As Parmar notes (2005: 8),
to take advantage of catalysing events ‘requires planning, organization,
publicity and political positioning’, which is to say that events do not
become catalysing – or indeed key events at all – without the support of
other driving forces.

Significant critical events are those that appear to challenge key aspects
of the theory in question. Significant critical events are put on the agenda
due to pressure from the media, policy initiatives or other, competing
theories and they may lead the theory in question to expand its research
agenda in response to these ‘new questions and themes’. Or it may lead
the theory to offer elaborate justifications as to why it is able to account
for these alleged ‘critical’ events. Or it may cause the theory to offer minor
adjustments to its basic assumptions and hypotheses. A good example of
a significant critical event is the upsurge in so-called ethnic intra-state
wars as these were taken on board by Neorealist scholars during the first
half of the 1990s (Posen, 1993; Van Evera 1994; Kaufmann, 1996). The
third category of events are deferred critical events, that is events that are
constituted as significant by other political, media or academic actors, but
which the theory either chooses to ignore, or to categorise as not falling
within the scope of proper ISS. As an illustration of deferred critical events
we may point to issues such as wartime rape, honour killings and sex-
trafficking, which in spite of being granted significant media and policy
attention have not led most security scholars to incorporate gender issues
(Tickner, 1997, 2005; Hansen, 2000a).

Because different perspectives will constitute events differently, there
is not a simple one-to-one relationship between ‘the real world’ and
ISS. What register as events and facts are also implicated in the very
conceptualisation of security within a particular approach. Since what we
are tracing is the evolution of ISS and not the real world, the events that we
are going to identify are also those that have been granted ISS significance.
Our accounts of key events in chapters 4 to 8 are thus through the lens
of what has been analysed and debated, not a balanced account of what
happened in the world as such. That said, we should also understand ISS
as a sub-field that is itself struggling with other sub-fields and disciplines
for funding, prestige and the claim to ‘policy relevance’. This means that
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ISS cannot neglect entirely what other fields and actors, not least policy-
makers, constitute as key events.

The internal dynamics of academic debates

A positivist model of how academic knowledge is created would, as noted
above, predict that ISS has evolved progressively in response to key events,
new technologies and great power politics. Hypotheses would be derived,
falsified or verified, and theories revised, expanded or abandoned in
response. The actual development of ISS is, however, much more con-
flictual due to the absence of consensus on what scientific model should
be adopted and the inherently political nature at the heart of the field.
IR literature, including ISS, is much affected by current affairs, but it is
also affected by changes in theoretical and epistemological fashion which
may or may not have any immediate link to what is going on in the real
world. Looking more systematically at the internal dynamics of academic
debates, there are four dimensions within this driving force that are of
significance for the evolution of ISS.

First, what drives the social sciences, including ISS, is to a large extent
debates on epistemology, methodology and the choice of research focus.
As shown in chapter 2, the call for objective measures and rational science
has been part of ISS since the early 1950s, and discussions of epistemol-
ogy and methodology have been central ever since, particularly from the
late 1980s onwards. A distinctive and recurring feature of ISS debates is
the dichotomy that obtains between the hard positivist understanding
of theory which dominates in the US, and the softer reflectivist under-
standings of theory found more widely in Europe (Wæver, 1998). This
reflects a deeper divide in the whole approach to what ‘theory’ means in
IR, as was laid out in chapter 2. US social science is particularly receptive
to rationalist, economistic approaches to its subject, a feature again on
display from the early years of deterrence theory and onwards whereas
critical, predominantly European, approaches have emphasised interpre-
tative and hermeneutic forms of analysis. Once in place, academic debates
have a quite considerable life of their own. One could be cynical about
this, and point to careerist motivations for doing various kinds of writ-
ing, and distortions of priority created by both state and private funders,
but the core fact is that academics thrive on argument, and most schol-
ars believe that competition between different interpretations of things
is essential to the pursuit of understanding. In the social sciences, com-
peting interpretations of problems can be primarily normative, such as
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those between Strategic Studies on the one hand and Peace Research and
Critical Security Studies (CSS) and Human Security on the other. Or
they can be primarily analytical, as in the debate about whether deter-
rence is easy or difficult. Mixtures are also there, as in the ABM/BMD
debates.

Second, academic debates in ISS are influenced by developments in
other academic fields. ISS has relied upon significant imports from other
disciplines, and not just on Mathematics and Economics which delivered
most of the first generation of nuclear strategists. These imports include:
game theory (Jervis, 1978); Cognitive Psychology (Snyder, 1978); Lin-
guistics (Cohn, 1987; Wæver, 1995; Fierke, 1996); social theory (Dalby,
1988; Price, 1995; Wyn Jones, 1995; Krause, 1996; Hansen, 2000a; Bigo,
2002; Der Derian, 2005); Political Theory (Walker, 1990; Williams, 1998);
Development and Post-colonial Studies (Ayoob, 1984; Krause, 1996;
Thomas, 2001; Barkawi, 2004); and Feminist Theory (Cohn, 1987; Grant,
1992; Tickner, 2004; Hansen, 2006). The impact of these disciplines and
their debates have been felt in ISS both in terms of how security should
be conceptualised/what should fall under the rubric of ISS, and in terms
of how it should be analysed. This, however, has not been all a one-
way street: during its golden age ISS also exported to other disciplines
significant advances in game theory and systems analysis.

The close relationship between ISS and IR and Political Science, and
periodically to other disciplines as well, imply, as noted in chapter 1, that
there is a ‘frontier zone’ between ISS and these adjacent fields or disci-
plines. The existence of frontier zones also indicates that there are different
kinds of relationships between ISS and the other fields/disciplines. Most
crucially there is an important difference between those ISS approaches
that came out of general IR to pick ISS as a particular (difficult) case, such
as Constructivism, and those, like Critical Theorists, Feminists or Post-
structuralists, who chose security, not because of its epistemological or
methodological status, but because this was considered a hugely impor-
tant political question to engage. During the Cold War, ISS had close links
to (Neo)realism, a link fortified by the division of labour between ISS and
IPE, which emerged as the other great sub-field of IR in the 1970s. IPE
partly defined itself against ISS, the two sub-fields carving up the terrain
of IR so that IPE claimed the cooperative, joint-gains side of the subject,
with ISS claiming the conflictual, relative gains one.

Third, a particular feature of academic debates in ISS which reflects
its political and politicised nature concerns the political and normative
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status of security scholars. ISS is constituted as an academic field, which
means that it gains its legitimacy from being a particular form of knowl-
edge however broadly conceived. But it is also a field which has been
formed around a set of perceived urgent policy questions and the bound-
ary between the academic and the political, the scholar and the advisor,
has thus always been a tenuous and debated one. Academics may choose
to act politically, either directly as advisors or as public intellectuals who
engage in debate in the attempt to influence policy decisions. The advi-
sory role blurs in most cases the lines between scientific authority and
policy advocate, while the identity of the public intellectual is built upon
a particular epistemic authority that sets him or her aside from ‘the aver-
age citizen’. As an illustration, many universities have a policy for how
staff should be listed when making media appearances: when speaking
on matters of security one gives one’s university affiliation, when writing
about the joys of gardening one does not. Security scholars may speak
about politics, as did prominent Realists in the lead-up to the war against
Iraq in 2003 (Mearsheimer and Walt, 2003), but they also need to be care-
ful to make sure that they do not compromise their academic authority
and become viewed as ‘merely’ politicising. Exactly where the boundary
between the academic and the political is drawn can, however, be diffi-
cult to tell; it is contextually constituted and may differ from country to
country and perhaps even from university to university. The combination
of the high politics nature of ‘security’ and the absence of any objective
definitions of the ‘good security analyst’ means that ISS has witnessed
heated discussions of the drawing of the academic–advisory boundary
both within and across approaches.

Fourth, ISS is also impacted by the ‘meta-view’ that scholars hold
about how the field should evolve. This goes back to the Kuhnian discus-
sion of academic paradigms and commensurability above and underlines
that there are different views on whether ISS is – or should be – a field
made up by only one approach or whether it thrives on debate across
different approaches. If ISS is made up of different perspectives, are these
incommensurable or is there, in spite of the different views of referent
objects, threats and politics, a substantial and thematic core that ties the
field together, thus constituting a ‘meta-commensurability’? Do security
scholars have a responsibility to engage across paradigms, or may they
just as well try to either exile or ignore opponents? Different scholars have
responded differently to these questions and their responses have impor-
tant consequences for how ISS evolves as a field, both for its diversity and
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for its culture of scholarly communication and engagement. We address
this explicitly in chapter 9, where we discuss whether ISS has become a
delta connecting a variety of approaches or whether it has retreated into
a series of inward-looking camps.

Institutionalisation

To identify institutionalisation as a driving force is to further highlight that
academic debates do not unfold in an economic and structural vacuum.
Simply put, for there to be an academic discipline (Political Science), or
a field (IR), or a sub-field (ISS), there has to be a set of supporting insti-
tutional structures and identities. Academic disciplines and fields are not
objective representations of reality, but rather particular ways of looking
at, and generating knowledge about, the world (Foucault, 1969, 1970).
As a consequence, it is essential for there being a field of study that there
is an academic community that self-identifies as, for instance, security
scholars or IR theorists. The institutionalisation of any subject involves
not only the allocation of resources and the embedding of a certain pro-
cess of reproduction, but also brings with it the bureaucratic dynamics
of organisations. Since organisations, once established, are often hard to
kill, institutionalisation also creates a type of inertia (which could be seen
as momentum) carrying the past into the future. The institutionalisation
of ISS through generations of hiring practices might easily breed a certain
conservatism as far as broadening the concept of security is concerned.
Institutionalised conceptions might also ‘slow down’ the impact of key
events, as when Neorealism managed to reinvent itself after its failure to
predict the end of the Cold War. But other aspects of institutionalisation,
for instance a change in funding programmes, may also speed up the
effect of other forces.

Surprisingly little has been written about this in relation to IR and ISS
so we need to explain it at greater length than for the other driving forces.
Simply put, institutionalisation may be seen as comprising four overlap-
ping elements: organisational structures, funding, the dissemination of
knowledge, and research networks. These are summed up in Table 3.1
and will be laid out in more detail below.

First, institutionalisation identifies the way in which ISS is conducted
within – and hence supported by – a set of organisational structures.
Organisations range from the academic ones of universities through
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Table 3.1. The driving force of institutionalisation

INSTITUTIONALISATION

Organisational Dissemination Research
structures Funding of knowledge networks

Academic
Universities

- Undergraduate and
graduate programmes/
degrees
- Departments and
positions in Security
Studies
Academic/policy

Research centres
Policy/advocacy

Think-tanks

- Governments
- Foundations
- Universities
- Think-tanks

Academic
- Publications

(books,
journals, etc.)

- Conferences
Public

- Expert
appearances

- Public
intellectual

- Conferences
- Digital

networks
- Visiting

positions
- Placement of

PhDs

research centres to think-tanks with a more explicitly political agenda.
Policy research may be carried out by all organisations, but tends to
play a stronger role in think-tanks and research centres. Beginning with
academic institutions, ISS is concretely influenced by the way in which
departments educate, grant degrees, conduct research and fill positions on
a given subject. The very fact that courses on Strategic Studies were taught
from the late 1960s onwards institutionalised ISS within academe as well
as in the policy world. Tenured professors make decisions on what future
students learn and they decide which graduate students are accepted and
on what topics. Successful graduate programmes are characterised by the
ability of graduating PhDs to find jobs at respectable universities and pol-
icy institutes, and hiring policies at universities are thus extremely central
to institution building (Betts, 1997).

In contrast to academic institutions which are presumed to be adopt-
ing an objective, analytical stance, think-tanks – and the foundations
supporting them – are often mapped according to political–ideological
categories: the American Enterprise Institute, the Heritage Foundation
and the Hoover Institution are considered Conservative; the Center for
Strategic and International Studies is centre-right; the Council on For-
eign Relations and RAND are centrist; the Brookings Institution and the
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Carnegie Endowment for International Peace are centre-left. Turning to
foundations, the Ford Foundation, John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation, Pew Charitable Trusts and the Rockefeller Foundation are
defined as Liberal, whereas some of the major Conservative ones include
John M. Olin Foundation (closed by 2005), Sarah Scaife Foundation,
Earhart Foundation and Lynde and Harry Bradley Foundation (McGann,
2007: 25, 63). These categorisations provide some indication of what work
is going to be carried out or supported by the think-tank or foundation in
question. Yet we should also be cautious about making rigid connections
between think-tank labels and the kind of ISS research which is being sup-
ported or the policy stance adopted. Foundations and think-tanks differ
in how explicit and narrowly their political agenda is defined, and they
differ in how they balance or mix the scholar/advisor constellation dis-
cussed above. A particular ideological agenda may not exclude supporting
works that come to quite different readings of global security politics, and
hence the (Western/American) policies to be pursued. The John M. Olin
Foundation, for instance, sponsored both Fukuyama’s ‘End of History’
and Huntington’s ‘Clash of Civilizations’ projects, which shows that insti-
tutions may also see themselves as thriving on debate (within particular
parameters) (Wooster, 2006).

To point to the influence of think-tanks, one of the most politi-
cised issues concerning institutionalisation, indicates that the boundaries
around ISS can sometimes be difficult to draw. The analytical and method-
ological criteria we apply when distinguishing between ISS scholarship
and ‘pure’ policy advocacy is thus an open one based on how it is viewed
by others in the field. Work conducted in think-tanks may sometimes
be part of ISS, as in the case of RAND scholars’ path-breaking contri-
butions to game theory and deterrence thinking, while in other cases it
is perceived as so ideological that it is not a part of ISS as such. That
this boundary is sometimes hard to draw is illustrated by the debate over
US Neo-Conservatives and their impact on the Bush administration. As
pointed out by Williams (2005: 308), Neo-Conservatives do not publish
in academic journals nor do they engage in academic theoretical debate
inside IR or ISS. They prefer magazines and newspapers and concrete
issues, and often adopt a ‘polemical language that sits uncomfortably
with the culture of scholarly discourse’. Yet, argues Williams, the impact
of this movement on the Bush administration and the deeper resonance
between Neo-Conservative discourse and key Political Theory themes
justifies a consideration of Neo-Conservatism as IR theory. This grey
zone between policy and academe is on the one hand an analytical and
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methodological challenge – it’s always easier if the material at hand falls
neatly into distinct boxes – but it is also on the other hand an indication
of the fact that ISS is a field that has been constituted by an ambiguous
juggling of the objective detachment of the analytical observer and the
passionate ideological commitment of the concerned citizen.

The discussions of the significance of think-tanks and foundations
often concern their ability to influence either the policy world or the aca-
demic world of ISS. The question of political influence also comes to the
fore in discussions of the links between ISS and governmental institutions.
To the extent that universities and other research institutions are publicly
funded they are of course dependent on governments – and parliamentary
support more broadly – granting priority to higher education. Depending
on the political system in question, public funding may be more or less
explicitly targeted and come with particular restrictions. Much security
analysis adopts an implicit view of scholar–state cooperation as either
unproblematic or as desirable: since ISS should be ‘policy relevant’, work-
ing for the state as a consultant or periodic employee is uncontroversial.
Yet, there is also a body of work that takes a much more critical view of
such collaborations. Criticism may be raised in the context of particular
policies, as in the debates over the US and the Vietnam War, or who
‘lost’ China, or policies that break with essential civil liberties and human
rights. Criticism may also be raised not only against particular policies,
but towards collaboration with the state in general (Oren, 2003). This
view of the state ties in with state-critical approaches more broadly, par-
ticularly Poststructuralism, parts of Peace Research, and Critical Security
Studies (see chapters 5 and 7).

Second, the level and kind of funding provided by governments and
foundations is obviously important – without economic support it is
hard to envision how organisations could work. In countries charac-
terised by high levels of public spending on education and research it
might make a significant difference that resources are invested not only
in university education and research, but in research centres such as the
Copenhagen Peace Research Institute (COPRI), home of the Copenhagen
School (Huysmans, 1998a), the Stockholm International Peace Research
Institute (SIPRI), PRIO and the Norsk Utenrikspolitisk Institutt (NUPI).
Foundations have significant discretion to target their financial support
towards particular programmes, and to foster or inhibit new directions.
The growth in widening approaches in the 1990s was, for instance, aided
by a series of American foundations (Nye and Lynn-Jones, 1988: 21;
Kolodziej, 1992: 437). Funding patterns also impact ISS more indirectly
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through the way in which universities make internal allocation between
academic departments, and within departments between different sub-
jects. Successful degree programmes in turn provide economic input as
students bring tuition fees to universities.

Third, a crucial element in the institutionalisation of academic dis-
ciplines is the formation and dissemination of its research. Academic
publication works both as a way of disseminating knowledge to students
through curricula and textbooks, and as a way of gaining individual and
institutional academic prestige through top journals – seen by Wæver as
the ‘crucial institution of modern sciences’ – and book publishers (Wæver,
1998: 697). Although scholars rarely make much money on their publica-
tions, to publish is a commodity that is valued within the reward system
of academe in that prominent publications often generate support for
the researcher’s institution and hence provides the researcher in question
with bargaining power when jobs and promotions come up. As a conse-
quence, such things as the reviewing procedures adopted by top journals
are significant for the degree and form of gate-keeping that may be tak-
ing place, and hence what becomes considered, and institutionalised, as
legitimate research.

Another crucial component in the dissemination of academic research
is conferences where researchers meet, network and test their arguments
prior to official publication. While academic publications may form the
backbone of a discipline’s intellectual institutionalisation, the wider pub-
lic dissemination might be significant as well in that this demonstrates
the broader societal value of a body of research – and hence why it should
be supported financially. Security scholars thus often function as public
intellectuals and experts by writing op-eds and essays for a non-specialist
audience and by being interviewed for print and electronic media.

Institutionalisation is not only about the impact of material resources
on the waxing and waning of academic disciplines – and the sub-fields and
particular approaches within them – it is also about ideational, symbolic
and normative factors. Quoting institutional sociologist Richard Scott,
Williams has pointed to institutionalisation as ‘the process by which a
given set of units and a pattern of activities come to be normatively
and cognitively held in place, and practically taken for granted as lawful
(whether as a matter of formal law, custom or knowledge)’ (Williams,
1997: 289). Institutionalisation points to what is considered legitimate,
both as an academic discipline or field and as a form of knowledge,
and it relies upon and (re)produces structures of knowledge, trust and
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symbolic power (Williams, 1997). Here the fourth element of institu-
tionalisation, the building of research networks and the legitimation of
particular forms of research that happens within them, is hugely sig-
nificant. Research networks are built through professional associations,
meetings at conferences, the exchange of faculty and students through
visiting programmes, the placement of graduating PhDs by senior pro-
fessors, and through daily communication about research projects. To give
just a brief indication of how this has changed over the six decades since
ISS began, consider how email and cheap airfares have revolutionised the
way in which researchers can meet and stay in touch. Although difficult to
theorise, and certainly to quantify, personal sympathies and animosities
may also be highly important for the way in which research communities
evolve.

Summarising the brief overview of institutionalisation above, we will
work with this driving force analytically and methodologically in three
ways. First, we are relying upon existing accounts of different aspects of
institutionalisation which are relatively empirical and historical. These
accounts are usually not particularly critical of the subject under inves-
tigation, although they do not necessarily praise it either. Second, where
necessary we have conducted preliminary primary research to fill in some
of the gaps in the existing literature, for instance in getting an overview
of the financial flows of think-tanks and foundations. Third, we deal with
critiques of institutionalisation as part of ISS debates. There is, as a conse-
quence, a division of labour between chapters 4 and 5, where the former
tells a fairly straightforward story of how Strategic Studies became insti-
tutionalised and institutionally supported during the Cold War. Chapter
5 then covers both the institutionalisation of Peace Research and other
alternative approaches to security that emerged in the 1980s and the crit-
ical analyses made of the institutionalisation processes covered in chapter
4. Chapters 6 to 8 follow a similar strategy of examining both the institu-
tionalisation of the approaches covered and the latter’s critical account of
institutionalisation itself.
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4

Strategic Studies, deterrence and the Cold War

This chapter focuses on the Cold War and the military, political, tech-
nological and strategic aspects of the superpower rivalry as theorised by
the Strategic Studies core of ISS. The central theme of that story is how
nuclear weapons influenced, and were influenced by, the rivalry between
the US and the Soviet Union.

The distinct field of study we are calling ISS did not crystallise out until
the mid-to-late 1940s, and neither the field nor the concept of security
were fully formed and accepted from day one. What emerged in the
US, and to a lesser extent Europe, during the 1940s and 1950s was a
category of work at the intersection of military expertise and university
based social science, aimed at addressing the policy problems arising
from nuclear weapons and the broad-spectrum challenge posed to the
West by the Soviet Union. These problems were seen as urgent. Because of
their crucial contributions during the Second World War, civilian experts,
mainly physicists and social scientists, could now specialise in military
issues under the heading of security, which unlike ‘war’ or ‘defence’ nicely
bridged the military and non-military aspects of the subject. As well as
having relevant technical expertise not possessed by the military, a large
and influential civilian cohort helped to address specifically American
concerns about the dangers of society becoming militarised by a long-term
struggle (Lasswell, 1941, 1950; Huntington, 1957; Deudney, 1995, 2007:
161 ff.). One of the reasons why this was a uniquely American moment
was that this period was when the US left behind its traditional foreign
policy of political isolationism and entered into long-term struggles and
commitments as the central player in the global balance of power.

This momentous transition explains why the development of ISS was
encouraged by US government funding for ‘strategic’ research. Not only
was permanent global strategic engagement a new game for the US in a
way that it was not for other countries, but nuclear weapons opened a new
game for everyone. As succinctly put by Betts (1997: 14), ‘Nuclear war

66
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spurred theorizing because it was inherently more theoretical than empir-
ical: none had ever occurred’. As it began to be clear that the Cold War
could become a drawn-out, all-encompassing and existential struggle, the
idea took hold that one needed a form of integrated understanding, where
different forms of knowledge could be combined. This was a major part
of the reasoning behind the US National Security Act of 1947 (in addition
to closer coordination of the services plus intelligence reform). When the
US moved towards institutionalising an unprecedented level of military
mobilisation, this could not be done purely in terms of ‘war’ or ‘defence’
without the spectre of the garrison state (Lasswell, 1941) threatening the
values of American liberalism. This is a central part of the explanation
for the rise of the term ‘security’ to cover mobilisation in more inclusive
and ‘civilian’ terms (Wæver 2004b, 2006), and it conditioned a particular
space for civilian expertise in a military-centred universe. This nexus of
peculiarly American concerns explains a lot about the origins of ISS.

The first decade after the Second World War is described by David
A. Baldwin (1995: 121–122) as ‘the most creative and exciting period in
the entire history of security studies’, perhaps because ‘no single research
question dominated the field’, hence there was a broader consideration
of non-military techniques of statecraft and of domestic affairs than later
became the norm. As the Cold War went on and Security Studies went
through its so-called golden age between 1955 and 1965, these conceptual
discussions receded and the sub-field became almost exclusively devoted
to the study of nuclear weapons and bipolar rivalry. One of the central
plotlines of this chapter is how the Strategic Studies understanding of the
state, dangers and insecurities became institutionalised to such an extent
that the majority of Strategic Studies literature felt no need to explicitly
discuss its conceptualisation of security.

This did not, however, mean that there were no debates within ISS
and the four questions laid out in chapter 2 resurfaced in discussions of
the rationality of states in general, and the Soviet Union in particular,
and hence over the way in which security politics should be understood.
There was also a recurring concern with the significance of societal cohe-
sion, in the West as well as the Soviet Union. While there was general
agreement that the latter was the enemy of the US and the so-called Free
World, there were rich discussions of the interplay between technology
and amity/enmity which had an impact both on how Cold War contes-
tations of Strategic Studies were made and on post-Cold War debates on
the role of the state and military technology. ISS was simultaneously pro-
ductive, influential and fashionable. With its core centred around game
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theory and nuclear deterrence, it had the appearance of being method-
ologically coherent, and because of the explicit link to public policy it was
also generously funded. This ‘golden age’ was the formative period of the
new sub-field, and therefore defined the position from which subsequent
studies of the subject had to proceed.

The main goal of this chapter is to show in more detail how the five
driving forces can explain both the initial demand for ISS, its first concep-
tually driven decade and its continued evolution through the golden age
of Strategic Studies and into the later parts of the Cold War. The detailed
story of how nuclear strategy evolved during its first four decades has
been told by Freedman (1981a), and it is not our intention to repeat that
effort here. Instead, we want to locate the main themes of that literature
within a broad brush story of the historical background to the literature
of ISS. But the Cold War period is not just interesting as history. It estab-
lished the meaning of what ‘international security’ is about, and did so
with sufficient depth that this still serves as the centre of gravity around
which the many subsequent widening and deepening debates within ISS
revolve.

Great power politics: the Cold War and bipolarity

The Cold War emerged during the mid-to-late 1940s as the new power
structure created by the outcome of the Second World War settled into
place. Its two big defining features came into play almost simultaneously:
nuclear weapons and a rivalry between the US and the Soviet Union. This
rivalry was made exceptionally intense not only because they were the big
winners of the 1939–45 war, overawing all of the other erstwhile great
powers, but also because they were the champions of mutually exclu-
sive ideologies (democratic capitalism, totalitarian communism) each of
which claimed to own the future of humankind. This rivalry, and the
fact that the US and the Soviet Union quickly became by far the largest
holders of nuclear weapons, was captured in the concepts of superpower
and bipolarity. One enduring question of both the Strategic Studies and
IR theory debates was whether the simple fact of bipolarity, or the exis-
tence of nuclear weapons, did more to explain the character of the Cold
War (Waltz, 1964; Goldgeier and McFaul, 1992: 469, 490). Was bipolarity
stable simply because a two-party, zero-sum game eliminated much of the
uncertainty and possibility of miscalculation from superpower relations,
as Waltz (1979) so famously maintained? Or was bipolarity intrinsically
unstable, as suggested by Classical bipolarities: wars to the death between
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Athens and Sparta, and Rome and Carthage? If bipolarity was unstable,
then only the fear of national obliteration posed by nuclear weapons
stopped it from spiralling into war.

There was some challenge to the bipolar framing from China after
Mao’s break with Moscow in the late 1950s, with some thinking of China
as a third power, at least in Asia, because of its willingness to challenge both
superpowers (Hinton, 1975; Segal, 1982). Yet the bipolar framework held
firm throughout the more than four decades of the Cold War. Japan and
Western Europe were closely allied with the US and accepted its military
dominance and leadership. Even when they surpassed the Soviet Union
economically, both remained politically weak, and the US remained very
much the dominant partner in both the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion (NATO) and the bilateral alliance with Japan. With the brief exception
of the ‘Japan as number 1’ flourish in the late 1980s, neither sought to, nor
was thought able to, challenge bipolarity. The huge superpower military
establishments and arsenals of nuclear weapons sustained it even after the
economic challenge from the Soviet Union (which seemed formidable in
the 1950s and 1960s) had faded into palpable backwardness and decline.
This meant that right to the end of the Cold War, bipolarity stood as
the general framing for nearly all strategic theorising. Whether it was
about deterrence, arms racing, arms control or alliances, the underpin-
ning assumption of Cold War Strategic Studies was bipolarity (Buzan,
1987a: 173–177). This assumption is extraordinarily prominent in deter-
rence theory, and goes some way to explaining the attractions of game
theory, especially ‘chicken’ and ‘the prisoner’s dilemma’ (Snyder, 1971).
These two games depend on two-player assumptions (without which they
quickly get too complicated) and thus mirror bipolarity. Bipolarity also
explains US and Soviet sensitivity to nuclear proliferation, which more
than anything else could threaten their status and privileges as the only
members of ‘the big two’ club.

The bipolar framing of the Cold War manifested itself in the geostrate-
gic policy of containment. The rivalry between the US and the Soviet
Union developed from the ceasefire lines of the Second World War, and
quickly settled into a US attempt to ring the Soviet bloc with allies (NATO,
Japan, Iran, Pakistan, South Korea, Thailand, Taiwan, etc.) to prevent fur-
ther expansion of the communist world. The Soviet response was to try
to breach, or jump over, these containment barriers. This strongly terri-
torial formation explains the significance of crises in Berlin, Korea, Cuba,
the Middle East and Vietnam, all of which were seen as crucial to main-
taining or breaching the lines of containment. Once China emerged as a
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power opposed to both the US and the Soviet Union, a secondary game
of containment opened up with the Soviet Union trying to contain China
by making alliances with India and Vietnam. The communist victory in
China was initially seen in the West as a big victory for Moscow, but by the
mid-1970s China could be seen in Washington as part of the containment
of the Soviet Union.

Two of the other analytical components of great power politics laid
out in chapter 3 are the patterns of amity and enmity among the great
powers and their degree of involvement and interventionism. In Cold
War ISS these two components were deeply intertwined in that the Soviet
Union was viewed as a hostile enemy Other whose communist ideology
professed the downfall of capitalist societies and the subsequent spread
of communism to the whole planet. In the West, and especially in the
US, a characterisation of the Soviet Union as a ruthless and implaca-
ble opponent requiring long-term containment and vigorous ideological
challenge quickly became sedimented as the foundation of US policy. Part
of this rivalry was the necessity to prove false the Marxist projection of
capitalism as exploitative, polarising and doomed to terminal crisis. The
broad-spectrum nature of the challenge from the Soviet Union was a key
reason for the shift to policies based around the concept of national secu-
rity (Smoke, 1975; Yergin, 1978; Neocleous, 2006a), which itself became
an ongoing subject of debate in the literature (Wolfers, 1952; Buzan,
1983). Kennan’s (1947) powerful ‘X’ article was instrumental in setting
this path, and his image of the Soviet Union remained deeply influential
through to the end of the Cold War. Although constituting its foreign pol-
icy and intentions in radically different terms, the US shared the Soviet
Union’s interventionist – and messianic – stance, in that it, too, believed
in the eventual downfall of the opponent’s political and economic system
and the rise of a global order based on its own model. As in communist
ideology, this stance was grounded in an economic analysis combined
with an unquestioned normative certainty about the virtues of one’s own
societal mode of organisation.

Yet if there was general consensus that the Soviet Union was radically
opposed to the West, and the US in particular, there were still crucial
differences as to how Soviet Otherness and enmity was constituted. These
differences grew out of more general assumptions about the state and
the international system and thus also pointed to different ways in which
nuclear bipolarity could be managed. The first line of discussion was over
how to define Soviet intentions. Kennan famously held in this ‘X-article’
in 1947 that the Soviet leadership was inextricably tied to an ideology of
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communist superiority and capitalist downfall. Hence one should take
no expressions of trust and accommodation at face value but view them
as tactics in the battle for long-term domination. Soviet officials were like
‘toy automobiles’ unable to break from the party line and ‘unamenable to
argument or reason which comes to them from outside sources’ (Kennan,
1947: 574). Kennan’s remedy was an unwavering containment of the
Soviet Union ‘at every point where they show signs of encroaching upon
the interests of a peaceful and stable world’ (Kennan, 1947: 581). Others
argued that the Soviet Union took a much less aggressive stance. The
founding father of Neorealist theory, Waltz held, for example, that the
Soviet Union had ‘assumed a posture of passive deterrence vis-à-vis her
major adversary, whom she quite sensibly does not want to fight’ (Waltz,
1964: 885). Waltz came to a different view of the Soviet Union, not because
he held a more amiable view of Soviet ideology and its leaders, but because
in his theory, bipolarity exerted a disciplining effect on the leaders of great
power states that ‘will strongly encourage them to act in ways better than
their characters might otherwise lead one to expect’ (Waltz, 1964: 907).
Two further assumptions underlay Waltz’s structural analysis. First was
that international polarity held a stronger explanatory power than unit-
level factors like ideology or the composition of a state’s leadership. Second
was the view that the Soviet Union was fundamentally a rational actor
capable of understanding that managing nuclear bipolarity rather than
embarking on an expansionist military policy would be in its own best
interest.

In the later period of the Cold War, the debate over rationality was
influenced by a growing concern with the extent to which the Soviet
Union was in several important respects a different type of actor from
the US, with different concerns and understandings (Kolcowicz, 1971;
Ermarth, 1978; Snow, 1979; Gray, 1980; Holloway, 1980; Erickson, 1982;
Hanson, 1982/3). Was the Soviet Union ruthless, expansionary and driven
by revolutionary fervour, or was it essentially defensive and moved by
feelings of inferiority to the West? What difference did Russian military
culture and tradition make, and did the Soviets understand concepts
such as deterrence in the same way as Western theorists and policy-
makers did? Did the Russian language, indeed, have a word for deterrence?
Could the Soviets be trusted to pursue apparent joint interests in survival
and accident avoidance, or was the Kremlin not to be trusted to keep
agreements, and to be assumed as always seeking strategic advantage
under the guise of arms control? Did they calculate ‘unacceptable damage’
in the same way as Americans did, or was the Soviet Union, and even
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more so Mao’s China, a hard and ruthless player, prepared to accept huge
casualties, while the US was relatively soft and easy to threaten?

Waltzian Neorealism was built on the assumption that states, includ-
ing the Soviet Union, were rational actors, and other scholars such as
Jervis held that Soviet military doctrine was not that dissimilar to that of
American military officials, that their ‘ideas are not particularly Russian
or particularly Marxist but simply those one would expect from people
charged with protecting society and winning wars’ (Jervis, 1979/80: 630).
The Russians understood ‘very well the potency of the American threat
to destroy their society’; the difference between the two countries resided
rather in the different distributions of power between civilian and military
leadership (Jervis, 1979/80: 630). Others agreed with Kennan that more
fundamental differences between the East and West were to be found.
According to Colin S. Gray (1980: 139), there were ‘no functional Soviet
equivalents to the Western theories of deterrence, limited war, and arms
control, just as the key Western concepts spawned by those theories – sta-
bility, escalation control, bargaining, sufficiency/adequacy, and the rest –
appear to play no identifiable role in guiding Soviet military planning’.
Those who emphasised Soviet difference fell into two broad camps: there
were those who, like Kennan, linked Soviet enmity to the communist
ideology of its leadership, while arguing that the Russian people were
inadequately represented by this ideology and would eventually topple
‘their’ leaders. Others like Gray claimed that what explained the adoption
of this ideology was ‘a Russian national political character marked by
cunning, brutality, and submissiveness’ and that Soviet strategic culture
was thus ‘at root, Russian rather than Marxist-Leninist’ (Gray, 1980: 142).
Although couched in more concrete, empirical terms, these discussions
foreshadowed later ISS debates over the significance of cultural factors
versus material capabilities, and of the importance of societal cohesion
and ‘national identity fit’ between governors and governed.

There was no easy way of settling such questions: Western access to
the Soviet Union and China was severely restricted and estimates of their
intentions were thus deduced from a combination of these countries’
observed behaviour, and assumptions about ideology, national identity
and structure of government. The tricky thing was that behaviour often
lent itself to multiple interpretations depending on which deeper assump-
tions about actor rationality and the specific views of the enemy Other ISS
analysts held. Underneath these debates was also a more fundamental ana-
lytical difference between Neorealist explanations located at the level of
the international structure where actor rationality was a basic ontological
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assumption, and unit-level explanations that allowed for a greater range
of ‘irrational’ behaviours where ‘rationality’ itself was contextualised and
changing over time and space. Game theory, which constituted an impor-
tant part of ISS – particularly since the absence of nuclear exchanges
between the superpowers created an analytical space for the modelling of
hypothetical encounters – can be seen as taking up a middle ground. Most
games allowed for multiple (initial) forms of state rationality (coopera-
tive, deceiving, secretive, distrustful, etc.), but also often positioned the
ability of states to recognise the virtues of cooperative behaviour if games
were played repeatedly, hence becoming more ‘rational’ (Jervis, 1978).
As a consequence, at the core of ISS were diverging empirical as well as
normative views of how the patterns of amity and enmity could evolve,
leaving the dispute about them as part of what differentiated hardlin-
ers, moderates and pursuers of peace (more on this in chapter 5). One
should note that ISS deterrence logic, the difference between particular
approaches above notwithstanding, always entailed a fundamental ambi-
guity. A minimum of common understanding and rationality between
the two great powers had on the one hand to be assumed for deterrence
to work. If the Soviet Union was flat out unpredictable and insane it
would not make much difference which strategies the West adopted and
it might well be the safest thing to do to initiate a preventive attack. On
the other hand, deterrence logic always retained an element of uncer-
tainty at its core: even if the Soviets were presumably sufficiently rational
not to attack out of the blue, how could one know for sure? The advent,
spread and development of nuclear weaponry made the answers to these
questions of the utmost importance.

The technological imperative: the nuclear revolution
in military affairs

The development of Cold War Strategic Studies took place in a con-
text in which the bipolar power political framework of the Cold War
became broadly stable, but the technology surrounding nuclear weapons
was highly dynamic. Nuclear weapons technology (meaning not just the
warheads themselves, but also their delivery systems) underwent very
rapid and dramatic development throughout the Cold War, and indeed
beyond, generating an ongoing strategic imperative that lay at the heart
of the problematique of ISS. Discussion of the evolutions of military
technology and their strategic consequences became the principal con-
cern of the literature (Brodie, 1976; Snow, 1979; Martin, 1980; Luttwak,
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1980a; Buzan, 1987a). During these decades, nuclear weapons and many
of their associated systems were in the middle stage of the classic ‘S-curve’
of technological development where improvements are rapid before the
technology matures and its performances level out. To get a sense of this
‘S-curve’ think of the long and very slow development of aircraft dur-
ing the nineteenth century, the extremely rapid developments in range,
speed, size, altitude and reliability from the Wright brothers’ flight in
1903 to Concorde and the SR-71 in the 1970s, and the levelling out
thereafter.

Explosive power multiplied many times. Accuracies of delivery shrank
from several kilometres to a few metres. Unstoppable ballistic missiles
replaced vulnerable bombers as the principal carrier of nuclear weapons,
in the process reducing potential delivery times from many hours to
thirty minutes or less. The power-to-weight ratios of warheads improved
hugely, meaning first that smaller rockets could carry the same payloads,
and later that one rocket could carry many warheads. Smaller, lighter
warheads meant that nuclear weapons could be mounted onto tactical
missiles and even put into artillery shells. Missiles became not only more
accurate, but more reliable, and with solid instead of liquid fuel having
response times of seconds rather than hours. All of these developments
enabled missiles to be sent to sea in submarines, making them very difficult
to detect, and potentially shortening the warning time between launch
and arrival to a few minutes. Rocket, radar and guidance technology
improved to the point where it became technically possible, and in the
US context politically necessary, to think about developing ABM systems.
All of this was neatly summed up by Brown’s (1977: 153) observation
that:

For thousands of years before [1945] firepower had been so scarce a
resource that the supreme test of generalship lay in conserving it for
application at the crucial time and place. Suddenly it promised to become
so abundant that it would be madness ever to release more than the tiniest
fraction of the total quantity available.

By the late 1970s the superpowers had accumulated many tens of thou-
sands of nuclear warheads, so the point about the ‘tiniest fraction’ was
not merely rhetorical.

As noted above, bipolarity conditioned the whole argument about
nuclear deterrence, but this general truth was moderated by the specific
nature of the military balance between the US and the Soviet Union,
which varied over time. Until the mid-1950s, the US had a monopoly
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first of nuclear weapons, and then of long-range bombers with which
to deliver them. Deterrence was easy for the US under these conditions,
with the Soviets having only their conventional military superiority and
nuclear threats in Europe to offer a counter-threat. The launching of
Sputnik in 1957 changed all this, by demonstrating that the Soviet Union
had mastered (if not yet deployed) rocket technologies that would enable
them to strike the US quickly and unstoppably, and also threaten the then
largely bomber-based US nuclear forces. From the late 1950s onwards,
and as anticipated by the early writers on the nuclear age, the game was
increasingly one of mutual nuclear deterrence with the Soviet Union
moving steadily towards a general nuclear parity with the US. This pro-
cess was not smooth. Large uncertainties were introduced not just by
technological developments, but also by misinformation about who had
deployed what: the bomber and missile ‘gaps’ of the mid and late 1950s,
in which Soviet secrecy and American domestic politics combined to
produce huge US overreactions to non-existent Soviet ‘leads’. During the
1950s and 1960s the basic rules and dynamics of mutual nuclear deter-
rence were worked out in detail (Kissinger, 1957; Wohlstetter, 1959; Kahn,
1960, 1962; Schelling, 1960), though many had been anticipated by ear-
lier writers responding to the first arrival of nuclear weapons (Brodie,
1946, 1949; Blackett, 1948). Whether these theoretically elegant rules
of the game would actually work during a real crisis was an ongoing
question. Could decision-makers stay rational in a crisis (Green, 1966;
Allison, 1971; Jervis, 1976)? Would the armed forces actually follow the
official policy, or would their implementation of orders in effect cre-
ate escalation? During the 1970s the US more or less accepted nuclear
parity with the Soviet Union as the basis for arms control negotiations,
though this position was rolled back during the increased tension of
the so-called ‘Second Cold War’ from the late 1970s to the mid-1980s,
when the Reagan administration pursued defences against ballistic mis-
siles and other aspects of warfighting strategy as a way of reasserting US
superiority.

Technological developments locked the superpowers into a fierce arms
race with both quantitative (how many missiles/warheads?) and also qual-
itative (how accurate, how quickly delivered, how well protected against
pre-emptive attacks?) dimensions (Wohlstetter, 1974). They also gener-
ated an accompanying space race, in which the two superpowers com-
peted to be first to master orbital, then manned orbital and interplanetary
probes, and finally moon-landing technologies. Arms racing not surpris-
ingly became another staple topic in the literature (Huntington, 1958;
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Gray, 1971, 1974; Bellany, 1975; Rattinger, 1976; Hollist, 1977; Russett,
1983: Levine and Carlton, 1986; Buzan, 1987a: 69–131), giving yet more
weight to what seemed to be the material driving forces defining the strate-
gic agenda. There were obvious comparisons to be made between earlier
arms races, such as the famous naval rivalry between Britain and Ger-
many before 1914, and the nuclear race between the superpowers. Both
reflected the continuous pressure of rapid technological development on
military options that had been a feature of international relations since the
industrial revolution (Buzan, 1987a). Like earlier industrial arms races,
the superpower one was driven not just by action–reaction between rivals,
and more or less autonomous improvements in technology, but also by
the lobbying power of arms industries and military establishments. Eisen-
hower’s warning about the influence of a ‘military–industrial complex’
(MIC) in American life unfolded into a whole literature on how domestic
politics influenced what sorts and amounts of weapons the superpowers
acquired (Kurth, 1973; Rosen, 1973; Allison and Morris, 1975; Freedman,
1981a: ch. 22; Evangelista, 1984, 1988; Buzan, 1987a: 94–113; McNaugher,
1987).

An interesting theme in the literature on the MIC was that while the US
had an MIC, and so faced the problem of domestic industrial and military
interests taking advantage of the Cold War to further their own goals, the
Soviet Union virtually was an MIC, with a large part of its economy
devoted to the production of military power. That the US was a capitalist
democracy mattered, and played importantly into the general American
enthusiasm for – and belief in – technological and scientific solutions
(Wæver and Buzan, 2007: 386). On the one hand, one might think that
capitalist political economies, with their general preference for capital
over labour, would naturally lean towards high technology solutions to
military challenges. The logic of capitalism points to capital intensive
solutions regardless of whether the problem is production or destruction,
a leaning reinforced by a democracy’s natural desire to minimise risks to its
citizen/soldiers. On the other hand, the very awareness of the MIC in the
US reflected a keen and sustained interest in the economics of defence.
Despite the ‘gold-plated’ reputation of US military procurement, the
strategic debates were not just driven by new developments in technology
and calculations of Soviet military capability. Discussions about possible
new technologies were also much concerned with cost-effectiveness, and
calculations about how to achieve desired military goals in the most
economic fashion (Kapstein, 1992). And while the US was not close to the
Soviet model of being an MIC, it is clear that the large and sustained US
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military expenditure served Keynesian purposes (i.e. the state channelling
large sums of public money into the economy) for the US economy
that it would have been ideologically difficult for US governments to do
without making themselves vulnerable to charges of socialism or big-
government. In other words, military spending in the US played the same
role that government spending on industrial policy played in most other
Western states. Unlike in Europe, where there was no ideological barrier
to Keynesian state spending, this element of military Keynesianism in the
US eased the politics of military budgets (Russett, 1983).

But regardless of whether the development and acquisition of new
military technology was driven domestically or by arms racing, the fear
was that failure to keep up would make one’s nuclear forces vulnerable
to first strike by the enemy. Any such development would neutralise the
effects of mutual deterrence by fear of retaliation on which both sides
relied. For example, if one’s missiles were liquid-fuelled, and took an
hour to launch, but one’s opponent could launch a surprise attack which
would give only thirty minutes’ warning, then the opponent had powerful
incentives to strike first. From this foundational insecurity arose a huge
and elaborate body of theory and argument about incentives to attack
(or not) under various conditions of nuclear balance, and the need to
create a ‘secure second strike’ force able to retaliate even after a major first
strike (Wohlstetter, 1959; Rosecrance, 1975; Howard, 1979; Jervis, 1979,
1979/80; Art, 1980; Gray, 1980; Lodal, 1980; Weltman, 1981/2; George,
1984; Allison et al., 1985). Formal theoretic ways of thinking were called in
to help in understanding the ‘game’ of deterrence and bipolar superpower
rivalry (Snyder, 1971; Jervis, 1978).

Much of this literature was heavily dependent on the assumptions of
rationality laid out above (Steinbruner, 1976; Snyder, 1978) to work out
the great chains of if–then propositions that characterised deterrence
theory: if A attacks B in a given way, what is B’s best response, and what
would A then do in reply, and then . . . and then . . . The foundational
insecurity here was that of being disarmed by one’s opponent in a first
strike (a so-called ‘counterforce’ strike). This fear was real in the early
phases of the Cold War when nuclear arsenals were relatively small, slow
to launch and not well protected. It diminished from the later 1960s as
nuclear arsenals got larger and much harder to attack (particularly when
missiles were put into submarines), giving an effective secure second
strike. But it was replaced by another, more subtle, fear known as the
ex ante ex post dilemma (Rosecrance, 1975: 11–12; Steinbruner, 1976:
231–234). This envisaged a counterforce attack by one side (B) against
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the other (A) in which A loses more of its nuclear weapons than B uses
in its first strike. Such an outcome was plausible if the attacker used the
multiple warhead missiles that became widely available during the 1970s.
If B attacked with ten missiles each with ten warheads, it might eliminate
up to 100 of A’s missiles. The dilemma is about what A would then do.
It is not completely disarmed, and could either retaliate by striking B’s
missile silos or B’s cities. Attacking B’s silos would be potentially wasteful
of A’s remaining missiles because it is unclear which ones are empty and
which ones are still holding missiles. The chances of eliminating B’s ability
to retaliate would thus be slim. Alternatively, escalating by attacking B’s
cities would mean effectively committing suicide, because B would then
be able to use its remaining missiles to retaliate and destroy A’s cities.
Would rationality suggest that A should not retaliate in the first place,
thereby having to accept the attack without making any retaliation? To
do that might indeed be rational, but the possibility of it undermined the
whole structure of deterrence by seeming to give incentives for aggressors
to make counterforce first strikes. Getting these great chains of reasoning
right was seen as crucial to developing the best military options that would
deter the enemy from attacking in the first place.

The seeming impossibility of working out plausible rational responses
across the entire range of complexities thrown up by nuclear war scenarios,
led to an increasing acceptance that the effectiveness of deterrence lay in
the possibility, or even likelihood, of irrational behaviour. Not many con-
tinued to believe that the rationality assumption would hold once nuclear
exchanges, even limited ones, began. The ‘threat that leaves something to
chance’ (Schelling, 1960: ch. 8) was a theoretically sophisticated answer
to the otherwise unsolvable ex ante ex post policy dilemma. Potential
attackers would be deterred precisely by the fear of an irrational response,
whether on the individual level (anger, revenge), or the bureaucratic one
(breakdown in command and control). But if deterrence depended on
irrationality, then much of the incentive for elaborate theoretical scenario
spinning, and thus for Strategic Studies itself, went out the window.

The whole edifice of deterrence theory was also continuously under
pressure from new developments in technology that might make one
more, or less, vulnerable to attack, and often the arguments were about
which types of technology to pursue (or not) in order to improve one’s
position. Much ink was spilled among other technological choices over
the costs and benefits of putting multiple warheads on missiles; of pursu-
ing high levels of accuracy with so-called precision-guided munitions; of
developing supersonic bombers; of developing neutron bombs (designed
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to produce a lot of radiation and little blast, so killing people but not
destroying property); of deploying cruise missiles; and of building elab-
orate protected hiding places for land-based intercontinental ballistic
missiles.

One of the fiercest, and still ongoing, debates of this sort was about
ABM, aka BMD, systems, under argument since the late 1960s (Stone,
1968; Brodie, 1978; Lodal, 1980; Independent Commission on Disarma-
ment and Security Issues, 1982; Glaser, 1984, 1985; Hoffman, 1985), and
still today (Glaser and Fetter, 2001; Powell, 2003; Karp, 2004). Part of the
argument was about whether it could be done or not with existing or
likely technology, and involved everything from particle beams mounted
on orbiting satellites to super-fast interceptor rockets and elaborate radars.
But the more interesting theoretical part was about what impact deploy-
ment of an effective, or even partly effective, BMD would have on strategic
nuclear stability. The immediate allure was that BMD offered an escape
from the whole logic of deterrence, and especially from having one’s popu-
lation held hostage under the grim, but supposedly stabilising, logic of the
Cold War’s most notorious acronym, MAD (Mutually Assured Destruc-
tion). It could thus be posed as a return to national defence by blocking
an attack. One obvious problem was that this defensive measure would
give its first possessor a free hand to launch an offensive first strike against
its rival without fear of retaliation. Another was that, unit for unit, BMD
was always going to be much more expensive to deploy than offensive
missiles because shooting down missiles was intrinsically and massively
more difficult than simply firing them from one place to another. Moves
towards BMD thus threatened to trigger an unending arms race in which
BMD deployments would be countered by the addition of enough offen-
sive missiles equipped with penetration aids to swamp the system. In
the event, and mainly because mastering the technology looked like a
fabulously expensive venture of very uncertain outcome, the two super-
powers deferred this issue in the ABM Treaty of 1972, which restricted
deployment but not research. Ronald Reagan’s SDI in the early 1980s,
designed partly as an attempted escape from MAD, and partly to roll back
the strategic parity that the US had accorded the Soviet Union during
the 1970s, put BMD back onto the US agenda, where it has remained
ever since. With its promise of escape from MAD, BMD proved partic-
ularly attractive in US domestic politics, helped there by its appeal to
enthusiasm for technological fixes, and its amenability to being staged as
defensive (the protests of strategists about its destabilising consequences
notwithstanding).
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In addition to the pressures from rapidly evolving technologies, there
was an ongoing fundamental disagreement about the basic nature of
nuclear deterrence itself, and whether it was easy or difficult to achieve
(Jervis, 1979/80; Gray, 1980; Lodal, 1980; Buzan, 1987a: 173–196). In part
this overlapped with the technology debates, but apart from assuming the
existence of deliverable nuclear weapons it was not heavily dependent on
their details. Some thought that nuclear weapons made deterrence easy,
because any even half-rational actor would be given extremely serious
pause by the prospect of obliteration. In other words, possession of a
nuclear arsenal sufficient for ‘assured destruction’ would basically suffice,
leading to a so-called ‘minimum deterrence’ strategy. Others, taking a
maximum deterrence approach, calculated that a ruthless rational actor
(as Kennan had postulated the Soviet Union to be) would require not
only a threat of high damage, but also a near certain probability that
such a retaliation would be delivered, before deterrence could be effec-
tive. Because of the ex ante ex post dilemma outlined above, providing a
high certainty of retaliation under conditions of mutual deterrence was
difficult. Logic might dictate that retaliating after being struck was an
irrational act, thus opening the opportunity for the ruthless aggressor to
think about attacking in the first place.

Minimum deterrence offered a kind of stability in easy parity, and also
economy, but at the risk of vulnerability to utterly ruthless opponents
prepared to gamble in the face of huge threats to their own survival. Its
logic also provided incentives for so-called ‘horizontal’ nuclear prolifer-
ation (the spread of nuclear weapons to states not previously possessing
them), making it seem fairly straightforward for lesser powers to acquire a
great equaliser (Waltz, 1981). Bipolarity defined a nuclear club of two, and
associated nuclear weapons with superpower status. Britain, France and
China had, by the early 1960s, joined the nuclear club, obliging the two
superpowers to assert their difference by acquiring much bigger nuclear
arsenals than the new arrivals. One of the few things the US and the
Soviet Union agreed on was that they did not want additional nuclear
powers. This concern was initially focused on other industrialised states,
particularly Germany and Japan, but during the 1970s shifted more to
Third World states such as Argentina, Brazil and India, and also to Israel
and the Middle East, and South Africa. Any horizontal proliferation not
only questioned the superpowers’ status, and complicated their options
for military interventions, but also raised the risk of nuclear war, whether
intentional or accidental. In what became the leading example of super-
power cooperation during the Cold War, the US and the Soviet Union led
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the way in promoting a nuclear non-proliferation regime which tried to
promote the spread of civil nuclear technology while blocking the acqui-
sition of military nuclear capabilities by other states. Although mainly
subordinate to the agenda driven by expanding and evolving superpower
nuclear arsenals, horizontal nuclear (non-)proliferation became a large
and elaborate subject in its own right within the Cold War ISS literature,
which we will look at in chapter 5.

In contrast to minimum deterrence, maximum deterrence thinking
offered higher entrance costs to would-be nuclear weapon states, and an
expensive, open-ended arms race to existing nuclear weapon states. The
supposed gain was to close loopholes against extreme aggressors who
might take risks along the lines of the ex ante ex post dilemma, or try
to find other ways around the military paralysis of nuclear deterrence
by, for example, making small, swift, military attacks. Dealing with this
contingency generated demands for huge and elaborate forces capable
of responding to aggression at any level, and of maintaining ‘escalation
dominance’ throughout a complicated and possibly extended spectrum
of conventional and nuclear warfighting. Maximum deterrence thinking
rested on the assumption of a highly aggressive, risk-taking and oppor-
tunistic opponent. Given the experiences of the Second World War (the
successful surprise attacks by Japan on the US and by Germany on the
Soviet Union), this assumption was not historically unreasonable, and was
supported by the understanding of the Soviet Union in the US embedded
by Kennan. Maximum deterrence thinking was pushed along by three fac-
tors: a certainty-seeking understanding of the logic of bipolar deterrence
plus a high threat perception of the Soviet Union; successful lobbying
within the US by the MIC (Kurth, 1973); and the problem of extended
deterrence that arose when the US guarantees to protect Europe had to be
implemented in the face of a growing Soviet ability to strike the US with
nuclear weapons.

Extended deterrence (ED) links the technological driver to the great
power politics theme discussed above. Mutual nuclear deterrence exclu-
sively between the US and the Soviet Union was a fairly straightforward
proposition, albeit with some pretty complicated ramifications. But dur-
ing the period when it had a nuclear monopoly, the US took on an obliga-
tion to defend Western Europe from the Soviet Union (embodied in the
1949 NATO alliance). Extending the US nuclear umbrella was uncompli-
cated when the US nuclear monopoly made deterrence easy, even in the
face of much superior Soviet conventional military strength in Europe.
But it became fiendishly difficult when the Soviets also acquired the
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capability to threaten the US with nuclear weapons. How could the Euro-
pean allies believe that the US would retaliate against the Soviet Union for,
say, an attack on West Germany, when the consequence could be Soviet
retaliation against American cities? This question and its many variants
haunted Western strategic thinking from Sputnik onwards (Beaufre, 1965;
Rosecrance, 1975; Snyder, 1978; Jervis, 1979/80; Gray, 1980; Martin 1980;
Cordesman, 1982; George, 1984; Huth and Russett, 1984; Allison et al.,
1985; Huth, 1988). It was also central to the literature on NATO and its
recurrent discontents over especially nuclear strategy, which was another
major theme in the ISS literature (Luttwak, 1980a; Bertram, 1981/2; Freed-
man, 1981/2; Hoffmann, 1981/2; Treverton, 1983; Duffield, 1991; Zagare
and Kilgour, 1995).

The questions arising from ED were addressed, though not settled,
in various ways. Uncertainty over the US nuclear guarantee provided
incentives for the European powers to acquire their own nuclear deterrents
(which Britain had already done, and France proceeded to do), and made
for a kind of permanent crisis in NATO about the credibility of its deterrent
posture and the division of labour between the US and its European allies.
Mainly it pushed the US into taking various measures to strengthen its
commitment (by basing its own troops in Europe in substantial numbers),
and to increase the risks to the Soviet Union of ‘salami tactics’ (taking one
slice at a time and so staying below the threshold at which nuclear weapons
would be used) by such measures as integrating so-called ‘tactical’ nuclear
weapons (‘tactical’ being mainly defined by short or intermediate, rather
than intercontinental range) into NATO’s forward deployments. ‘Flexible
response’, as this doctrine came to be known, led inexorably towards the
logic of maximum deterrence by trying to find force deployments able
to meet all of the possible types and levels of Soviet threat to Europe.
Since NATO never managed to match Soviet conventional strength in
Europe, the commitment to extended deterrence fed the nuclear logic
that strengthened maximum deterrence thinking and policy in the US.
Europe was always the main issue in extended deterrence, but the problem
affected US relations with other allies such as South Korea and Japan,
which were also under its nuclear umbrella.

Extended deterrence and flexible response spurred another concern
intrinsic to the whole logic of maximum deterrence, and also linked to
rival superpower interventions in crises and conflicts in the Third World:
escalation and how to control it (Ball, 1981; Clark, 1982; George, 1984;
Allison et al., 1985). The practice of extended deterrence inevitably led
to scenarios about low-level warfighting in response to local aggression,
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and how to respond if the opponent raised the ante by moving to higher
levels of force, especially to the use of ‘tactical’ nuclear weapons (Davis,
1975/6). Maximum deterrence required meeting threats at every level, but
this ran into difficulties when tactical nuclear weapons were embedded
in forward-based units. Should one use such weapons early, or take the
risk of losing them to the attacker? If nuclear exchanges began, could
escalation be controlled or, once started, would it become uncontrollable,
meaning that even a small nuclear use carried a big risk of ending up with
all-out nuclear war between the superpowers? These escalation questions
were as much a problem in relation to crises arising in the Third World
(more on these below) as they were for the defence of Europe. Maxi-
mum deterrence logic required that rationality prevail, and that limited
nuclear war be containable, but there were as noted above real doubts
about whether such cool-headedness and fine tuning would be possible
once command and control systems came under the intense and unpre-
dictable pressures of actual nuclear warfighting. Maximum deterrence
logic and ED thus pushed deterrence theory into fantastic complications.
The great chains of if–then propositions became so long, and rested on so
many questionable assumptions about both technological performance
and human rationality, particularly under stress (Snyder, 1978), that the
credibility of the theory itself came into question.

Although most of Strategic Studies was concerned with working out
the novelties of nuclear-age military relations, there was also work that
covered enduring fundamentals of the military agenda in any period:
the utility of force/war (Howard, 1964; Knorr, 1966; Hoffmann, 1973;
Martin, 1973; Keohane and Nye, 1977: 27–29; Art, 1980; Mueller, 1989),
and the question of whether offensive or defensive strategies were the
most appropriate in the technological conditions of the day, and what the
consequences of pursuing either would be (Quester, 1977; Jervis, 1978;
Levy, 1984; Van Evera, 1984). Looking beyond nuclear questions, there
were virtually no considerations related to the specifically technological
demands produced by conventional wars in the Third World.

The pressure of current affairs and ‘events’

Bipolarity and nuclear weapons certainly set the main framing for the
evolution of ISS during its first four decades, but they were not the
only driving forces in play. Looking first to the constitutive events that
impacted Strategic Studies, the end of the Second World War and the
rise of the Soviet Union and the US as antagonistic superpowers was, of
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course, the foundational event that the discipline set out to both explain
and advise policy-makers about. As the Cold War unfolded, a mixture of
constitutive and significant critical events worked to reinforce this view
of the Soviet Union while also expanding the scope of ISS. The events
that made a significant impact on the evolution of ISS were: Berlin (the
Soviet blockade of West Berlin in 1948–49, and the building of the Berlin
Wall in 1961), the Korean War (1950–53), the Cuba Missile Crisis (1962),
the Middle Eastern oil crisis (1973) and the Vietnam War (1964–75).
One might add the Suez Crisis (1956) generated by Egyptian President
Nasser’s nationalisation of the Suez Canal, which pitched long-term allies
Britain and the US against each other and confirmed bipolarity and the
inability of the European powers to operate independently from the US.
It also inaugurated US engagement in the Middle East, but it did not have
a major impact on the ISS literature as such. The launching of Sputnik
(1957) and other key technological innovations have been covered under
technology.

The crises in Berlin and Korea served mainly as constitutive events that
confirmed in the West the expansionist view of the Soviet Union (and
China) and the need for containment. The war in Korea inaugurated a
major rearmament in the US and up to a point Europe. It consolidated
the idea in the West of a ‘communist bloc’, and provided a real example
of the extended deterrence and containment problems that NATO faced
in Europe. US possession of nuclear weapons deterred neither the North
from invading the South, nor the Chinese from intervening against the
US counter-invasion of the North. Containment clearly had to involve
both conventional and nuclear capabilities.

The crisis caused by the Soviet emplacement of nuclear-armed mis-
siles in Cuba in 1962 brought the world closer to nuclear war than
it has been before or since. It was consequently the biggest ‘event’ for
the evolution of ISS during the Cold War. Not only did the crisis gen-
erate a substantial literature of its own that continued long after the
ending of the Cold War, it also provided lessons that impacted on the
ISS debates in several different ways, thus making it both a constitutive
and a significant critical event that expanded the topics on the agenda
of ISS (Horelick, 1964; Abel, 1966; Kennedy, 1969; Allison, 1971; Din-
erstein, 1976; Snyder, 1978; Lebow, 1983/4; Landi et al., 1984; Tracht-
enberg, 1985; Garthoff, 1988; Allyn et al., 1989/90; Scott and Smith,
1994; Weldes, 1996; Bernstein, 2000; Pressman, 2001). Most obviously,
the Cuba Missile Crisis generated an interest in crisis management as a key
area of concern within ISS. It underlined the dangers of escalation in an
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action–reaction process and exposed the need for reliable means of com-
munication between Washington and Moscow. This need was quickly
met by the installation of a ‘hot line’. The crisis provided a neat template
for looking at the reality of how decisions get made, and questioning the
rationality assumptions central to deterrence theory (Allison, 1971; Janis,
1972; Jervis, 1976). Knowledge of the various military response options
considered by the US, and the effectiveness of the naval ‘quarantine’ of
Cuba by the US, fed into and validated the utility of ‘flexible response’
then being discussed by NATO, but the underlying concern was under-
standing the actual and potential production of irrationality in foreign
policy-making, especially in the US. It could be argued that the experience
of staring into the nuclear abyss for days on end sensitised both policy-
makers and the ISS community, not to mention the peace researchers
and activists, to the need for management of the nuclear arms race. Cuba
demonstrated the common interest of the two superpowers in survival,
and so paved the way for the rising interest in arms control and détente
that began during the 1960s.

Like the Cuba crisis, the Middle East crisis of 1973 again underlined
the problem of unwanted escalation, though this time not in a direct
confrontation between the superpowers, but as a consequence of both
being drawn into regional conflicts on behalf of their allies. By the early
1970s, nuclear forces on both sides were much larger than a decade earlier,
much more based on missiles, and with much more sophisticated warning
systems and shorter response times. As both superpowers got involved
in the conflict between Israel and its neighbours, the interlocking of
their alert systems signalled a new form of escalation problem in which
automated systems and protocols could ratchet up levels of alert as each
side reacted to the other. The intense time pressures within the logic and
technology of nuclear deterrence seemed to necessitate such automation,
but doing so then created a danger of unwanted escalation all the way to
war.

The ability of events to found, expand and reorient a field of research
is often only fully detectable in hindsight. In retrospect, perhaps the main
impact of the 1973 Middle East crisis was, especially in the US, to put
economic security and international terrorism onto the ISS agenda (Nye,
1974; Knorr and Trager, 1977) as well as introduce ‘interdependence’ and
International Political Economy into IR, and up to a point ISS, agendas
(Keohane and Nye, 1977; Gilpin, 1981). The use of the ‘oil weapon’ by
the Arab states forced the US to notice that Western prosperity and US
hegemony depended on the availability of cheap oil, much of it from
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the Third World (IISS, 1975a, 1975b; Maull, 1975; Odell, 1975; Krapels,
1977). More broadly, this triggered awareness that denial of access to other
strategic resources by cartels seeking political leverage could, and in some
views should, be seen as a strategic threat (Connelly and Perlman, 1975;
Foley and Nassim, 1976). Less visible at the time was the fact that this
crisis drew the US much more deeply into the Middle East on the side of
Israel, thus creating a set of acutely contradictory objectives (support for
Israel and maintenance of stable relations with the oil-producing states)
which would increasingly entrap US foreign policy over the subsequent
decades. The ongoing crisis between Israel on the one hand, and the
Palestinians in particular, and the Arab states generally, on the other, bred
terrorism, and how to respond to it, as a new subject within ISS (Dugard,
1974; Bell, 1975; Fromkin, 1975; Stern, 1975/6; Clutterbuck, 1976; Pierre,
1976; Wohlstetter, 1976; Hopple, 1982; Wilkinson, 1986; Wilkinson and
Stewart, 1987). Because this literature was mainly focused on the relatively
localised terrorism stemming from the Arab–Israel conflict, it was largely
marginal to the central strategic preoccupations of Cold War Strategic
Studies.

The most significant candidate for the category of deferred critical
events was substantial intra-Third World events such as the Iran–Iraq
War during the 1980s. Third World security was largely discussed as part
of the superpowers’ global rivalry, and this perhaps explains the relative
lack of concern about Western support for anti-communist military dic-
tatorships. Only a few ISS writers, to be further discussed in chapter 5,
pointed to the security concerns of Third World states in their own right
(Girling, 1980; Kolodziej and Harkavy, 1982; Ayoob, 1984; Thomas, 1987;
Azar and Moon, 1988). Many relatively minor superpower engagements
in Africa, Central America or elsewhere just became small parts of the gen-
eral literature without making much impact on its main lines of thought
(e.g. IISS, 1981). In a general sense, this literature might be seen as a
response to decolonisation as a broad ‘event’, but without the ability to
fundamentally change the basic scope or analytical assumptions which
characterised Cold War ISS.

The war in Vietnam constituted a particularly critical case, but for an
event of such scale and political controversy it made surprisingly little
impact on the ISS literature, thus making it the strongest single inci-
dent of a deferred critical event. There were rather few articles in IR
or Strategic Studies journals (Fishel, 1966; Hunter and Windsor, 1968;
Thompson, 1969; Goodman, 1972), and the IISS did not devote even
one Adelphi Paper to it. In the Cold War context, the Vietnam War was
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primarily about US containment policy and the ‘domino theory’ fear
that allowing a breach anywhere in the US wall around the communist
world would result in a cascade of conversions to communism in the
Third World. Along with events in Africa and Central America, it gave
rise to a sub-literature on guerrilla war and counterinsurgency (Johnson,
1968a, 1968b; Soderlund, 1970), and cruelly exposed the difficulties for
the US in fighting limited wars in the periphery as part of containment
(Mack, 1975). It also highlighted the limits of the abstract strategic theory
then at its height in relation to deterrence, but seemingly useless in a war
where body counts and battles won seemed to bear no direct relation-
ship to the politics of victory and defeat (Gray, 1982b: 90). Perhaps most
importantly, the defeat suffered by the US in the Vietnam War generated
a sustained doubt in the US about the utility of force in general, and US
ability to fight limited wars in the Third World in particular – the so-called
‘Vietnam syndrome’ (Herring, 1991/2). In the postmortem literature on
what went wrong two key lessons crystallised: technological preponder-
ance did not win wars, and domestic cohesion was essential, both to the
enemy’s ability to suffer high levels of casualties and for the ability of
Western media to sway the support of the public (Cooper, 1970; Kalb and
Abel, 1971; Ravenal, 1974, 1974/5; Grinter, 1975; Fromkin and Chace,
1984/5).

In the main, superpower concerns dominated, and the discussion of the
Third World within ISS was therefore mainly tied into its consequences
for the central balance. The literature focused on five possible effects: con-
tainment (how would instabilities and conflict in the Third World affect
the structure of superpower spheres of influence?), extended deterrence
(could Third World allies be supported by superpowers extending their
nuclear umbrella to them?), escalation (was there a danger that the central
stability of deterrence could be upset by the superpowers being drawn into
Third World conflicts between their clients and allies?), nuclear prolifera-
tion (see above and chapter 5) and economic security (could Third World
supplier cartels disrupt the Western economy by raising prices or restrict-
ing supply?). Consideration of deterrence logics outside the superpower
framework was rare (Rosen, 1977; Waltz, 1981).

The internal dynamics of academic debates

In a broad brush perspective, the internal academic dynamic of Strategic
Studies across the duration of the Cold War can almost be seen as following
the same ‘S-curve’ described for technology earlier in this chapter. It had
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a slow start, a dramatic period of development and then a levelling off.
Stimulated by nuclear weapons and the Cold War, it begins to gather
strength during the 1940s and 1950s, reaching a kind of peak in the
1950s and 1960s golden age with a string of classic books centred around
nuclear deterrence (Brodie, 1946, 1959; Kissinger, 1957; Osgood, 1957;
Kahn, 1960, 1962; Rapoport, 1960, 1964; Schelling, 1960, 1966; Snyder,
1961; Singer, 1962; Green, 1966; Morgan, 1977). There were inputs from
many disciplines and a real sense of excitement driven by the intrinsic
intellectual interest of the problem, the sense of fear and urgency about
what choices to make in practice, and the high public profile and generous
resourcing of nuclear strategy.

But by the 1970s, the main breakthrough work had been done, and
some of the enthusiasm was waning as both the superpower relation-
ship and Strategic Studies itself became more routine and institution-
alised. The theoretical debates about deterrence were beginning to sink
under the weight of their own logical complexity (Freedman, 1991). The
nuclear balance had reached a kind of stalemate which seemed fairly
stable, and about which there did not seem all that much more new to
say except for responses to technological developments, most notably in
defences against ballistic missiles. Mainstream Strategic Studies literature
succumbed to hectic empiricism, in which the main job of analysts was to
keep up with ever-changing technologies and political developments. On
a deeper level, some academics and some policy-makers drifted towards
a kind of exhausted acceptance of existential or general deterrence, where
the main effect came not from ever more elaborate and less credible
preparations to meet every contingency, but from the simple existence
of nuclear weapons and fear of them being used (Waltz, 1981; Morgan,
1983; Freedman, 1988).

As noted above, one of the distinctive features of Strategic Studies (and
ISS more broadly) was and is the involvement of civilians in strategic
thinking, an involvement which produced a number of distinctive out-
puts. Systems analysis, for example, which was a method for solving prob-
lems of force structure and resource allocation, was based on economic
theory as well as on operations research developed by natural scientists,
engineers and economists during the Second World War (Smoke, 1975:
290–293). Several pioneering RAND studies were implemented into pol-
icy, notably the famous ‘air bases’ study by Wohlstetter, a mathematician,
and his associates (1954). Some of the leading representatives of this way
of thinking entered the Kennedy administration labelled as McNamara’s
‘whiz kids’ (Kaplan 1983; Brodie 1965). From there, this method and
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related RAND techniques like the ‘Planning-Programming-Budgeting-
System’ ‘spread through most of the federal government’ (Smoke, 1975:
292).

This unfolding of Strategic Studies meshed with both the problem-
solving disposition of American social science generally, and its prefer-
ence for values of ‘objective’ science (quantification and hard theory) as
opposed to the traditionalism (history) and normative approaches (aca-
demic and activist) that were the main approaches in Europe. Wæver
(Wæver and Buzan, 2007: 388; see also Smoke, 1975) argues that:

Under a Cold War situation with a booming US economy, a mood of tech-
nological optimism and a willingness to support social science as part of
the solution to social challenges (including not only the Cold War struggle
but social problems of all kinds), the reward was high for new approaches
that seemed to move IR in the direction of the use of scientific methods
and tools ranging from coding of events data allowing for computerized
data processing through cybernetic models and experimental psychology
to game theory. Deterrence theory became a success story in this context
for two reasons. On the one hand, it produced a seemingly productive
(‘progressive’) research programme where theoretical work produced ever
new and more complex problems which could in turn be dealt with by
new theoretical moves. On the other hand, all this seemed highly useful
because the theories actually produced their own reality of abstractions,
the world of ‘secure second strike capability’, ‘extended deterrence’ and
‘escalation dominance’.

There was a noteworthy synergy between the commitment of Strategic
Studies to ‘scientific’ methods (positivism, quantification, game theory)
and the parallel enthusiasm in much of American Political Science and
IR for ‘behaviouralism’ which sought not just to bring the epistemology
and methods of the natural sciences into the social ones, but to judge
what counted as knowledge by those standards. Here golden age Strategic
Studies with its system theories, game theory and quantification was
in the vanguard, showing the rest of IR what could (and should) be
done. The steady absorption of Strategic Studies into the expanding and
consolidating field of IR was facilitated by this synergy.

Moving from the golden age to the full forty-five years of Cold War
Strategic Studies, the general commitment to ‘scientific’ methods and
positivist, rationalist forms of scholarship comprised quite a diverse set of
analytical and methodological approaches. Waltzian structural Neoreal-
ism drew explicitly on micro-economics, with its rational actor assump-
tions taken from the level of the individual human being or firm, and
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applied these to states. Structural Realism as well as Strategic Studies more
broadly lent itself to quantitative studies of large data-sets, a methodol-
ogy aided by the introduction of computers in the 1950s and 1960s,
as well as to comparative case-studies which became the norm in the
influential journal International Security published from 1976. Game the-
ory constituted yet another form of scientific scholarship based not on
the correlates deduced from data-sets or historical case-studies, but on
the running through of different scenarios and mathematical equations
built around different actor assumptions and the prospects for conflict or
cooperation. The fact that no nuclear exchanges took place, and hence did
not generate quantifiable data, made game theory particularly suited for
the development of deterrence theory. As game theory evolved during the
1950s and 1960s it was also greatly aided – and in fact spurred – by the
construction of computers powerful enough to run games through a
large number of cycles (Edwards, 1996). One should note, though, that a
large part of what was written on international security did not evoke high
theory or complicated deductive or quantitative techniques but came in
the form of rather straightforward empiricist scholarship with contem-
porary history and policy problem-solving as the principal framings.

The passions for ‘scientific’ method were mainly, though as we shall
show in the next chapter not exclusively, American. In Europe, though
again not exclusively, there was more support for historical and norma-
tive approaches. This epistemological clash was represented by the famous
exchange between Hedley Bull (1966), who defended ‘traditional’ meth-
ods and was sceptical about scientific ones, and Morton Kaplan (1966)
who defended the behavioural move. In the event, however, it was nor-
mative differences that were the most prominent dividing feature of the
discourse about nuclear weapons and, as with the methodological divide,
this largely resulted in the formation of two sides shouting past each other
(the opposition to Strategic Studies is surveyed in the next chapter). In
general the two sides stuck to their positions, though in the self-reflections
on the state of the field (Bull, 1968; Gray, 1977, 1982a, 1982b; Booth, 1979;
Howard, 1979; Freedman, 1984b) that were a staple of the Strategic Stud-
ies literature, there was some attempt to address the normative critiques
of Strategic Studies from Peace Research.

Although dominated by American scholars, Strategic Studies was by
no means an exclusively US field. Some innovative thinking was done in
Europe, perhaps most notably Hedley Bull’s (1961) path-breaking work
on arms control. British and French military thinkers made some impact
on both deterrence theory generally, and on the more self-interested topics
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involving the endless debates about NATO and how to make extended
deterrence work (Liddell Hart, 1946; Blackett, 1948, 1956; Gallois, 1961;
Beaufre, 1965), as did some strategic analysts (Noel-Baker, 1958; Aron,
1965; Hassner, 1968; Howard, 1973, 1976, 1979, 1981; Pierre, 1973; Freed-
man, 1981a, 1981b, 1981/2, 1988; Joffe, 1981). But regardless of which
side of the Atlantic they were on, most of those involved in Strategic
Studies followed the ‘S-curve’ described above and faced the same crisis
of relevance when the Cold War ended.

Institutionalisation

The story of how a new field, ISS, arose and became established is not ‘only’
one of great power politics, technology, events and academic debates. It
is also crucially a story of how the field became institutionalised, how
it achieved a standing and a legitimacy that allowed it to build research
programmes, get funding, find outlets for the dissemination of its results
and make researchers self-identify as ‘security scholars’. Institutionalisa-
tion can thus be seen as a driving force that is at first produced through
the successful interplay of the four others, but which also, once the pro-
cess of institutionalisation gains ground, becomes a driving force in its
own right. A field which is strongly institutionalised is one with good
chances of succeeding in the competition for funds, policy influence and
prestige. Institutionalisation may be a conservative force, but it may also
be a driving force that pushes ISS in new directions.

A general idea of how this institutionalisation occurred can be gained
from looking at five different aspects of it: the establishment of ISS courses
and institutes within universities; the creation of specialist sections within
academic associations; the development of specialist ISS journals; the
founding of ISS think-tanks; and the setting up of funding programmes
(by government and foundations) aimed at promoting ISS. It is not
within our resources to tell this story comprehensively, particularly at
the level of how concrete research networks were formed, but we can
certainly demonstrate the general pattern. Here we focus mainly on the
institutionalisation of Strategic Studies itself: the story is of how a new
field arises and becomes established.

Prior to the formation of a field of ISS there had, of course, been a
long tradition of studying war that security scholars could draw upon.
The Royal United Services Institute (RUSI) was founded in 1831 on the
initiative of the Duke of Wellington to study naval and military science,
and its journal dates from 1857. The US Army War College is more than
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a century old. As already noted, the ISS that emerged as a self-conscious
field after the Second World War in part built on this tradition, but as
noted above was also distinctive in purpose and personnel, and carried
the new label and wider orientation of international security. Broadly
speaking, the development and institutionalisation of ISS proceeded in
parallel with that of IR more widely as a field/discipline distinct from
Political Science, History and International Law – distinct here meaning
having its own academic associations, departments, degrees and journals.
ISS did not start as part of IR, and some of its early key thinkers, for
example Schelling, probably never thought of themselves as part of IR.
But their many overlaps, synergies, shared personnel and intertwined
processes of institutionalisation steadily drew them together. By the late
1960s, ISS had become one of the major sub-fields of IR without anyone
really noticing this happening. It was not uncommon for major figures
in IR theory, such as Bull, Jervis and Waltz, also to be active writers
in ISS.

A few of the institutions in which ISS was to be pursued existed before
the Second World War (e.g. the Brookings Institution think-tank founded
in 1927), but most of them came into being as the subject of ISS devel-
oped, a process that is still ongoing. The US Army formed a Strategic
Studies research group in the mid-1950s, which during the 1970s became
the Strategic Studies Institute of the US Army War College. The Inter-
national Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) was founded in London in
1958. In universities, the Institute of War and Peace Studies at Columbia
University was established in 1951, and the Department of War Studies at
King’s College London also in the 1950s. The Mershon Center for Interna-
tional Security Studies at Ohio State University was inaugurated in 1967,
consolidating programmes on defence and national security that dated
back to the mid-1950s, funded by a private bequest. On the government
side of things, the US established an Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency (ACDA) in 1961, and in 1965 the Indian Defence Ministry set up
the Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses (IDSA). In its ‘Survey of
Strategic Studies’ (1970) the IISS listed 128 places in 29 countries where
research in Strategic Studies (interestingly including Peace Research) was
being pursued. Most of these were in the West and Japan, with the US
accounting for 20 and the UK 13, but Eastern European and some Third
World countries also had significant representation.

The 1970s and 1980s continued this trend, with ever more think-tanks,
university programmes and institutes coming into being. Stanford Uni-
versity’s Arms Control and Disarmament Program was founded in 1970,
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and the Oxford University Strategic Studies Group in 1971. The Inter-
national Security Studies section of the International Studies Association
(ISA) was also set up in 1971, the Institute of Strategic Studies Islamabad
in 1973, the Canadian Institute of Strategic Studies in 1976, and the Center
for Peace and Security Studies, Georgetown University and the Center for
Strategic Studies, Tel Aviv University, both in 1977. In Geneva, the Pro-
gramme for Strategic and International Security Studies was started in
1978 as part of the Graduate Institute of International Studies. In the US,
a National Defense University was formed in 1976 by the merger of earlier
programmes and in 1984 this created its own research arm, the Institute
for National Strategic Studies. Johns Hopkins University formalised its
Strategic Studies programme in 1980 and the Committee on International
Security Studies of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences began to
function during the late 1980s. A benchmark for how widely and deeply
ISS had become institutionalised by the late 1980s was the establishment
in 1987 of Women in International Security (WIIS) based in Georgetown
University and dedicated to increasing the influence of women in foreign
and defence affairs. It has subsequently expanded to 1,400 members –
women and men – in over thirty-five countries from academia, think-
tanks, the diplomatic corps, the intelligence community, the military, gov-
ernment, non-governmental organisations, international organisations,
the media and the private sector (http://wiis.georgetown.edu/about/ –
accessed 2 January 2007).

Think-tanks and foundations also played a crucial role in supporting
the birth and Cold War evolution of Strategic Studies. Some think-tanks
undertook work that fell squarely within ISS itself, with RAND and the
IISS being the most prominent examples. Others were significant in that
they sponsored academic programmes and university centres. As noted
in chapter 3, foundations and think-tanks are often listed along a Liberal–
Conservative ideological spectrum, and as a rough general rule, Conser-
vative institutions would be stronger supporters of conventional Strategic
Studies, while Liberal institutions have, relatively speaking, been more
generous in their funding of Peace Research, Arms Control and, from
the early 1980s, programmes devoted to the rethinking of the concept
of security itself. That said, some foundations bridged these divides by
providing support for Strategic Studies as well as for Peace Research and
Arms Control. Think-tanks and foundations differed and differ further-
more in how explicitly ideologically they conceive of themselves with, for
instance, the American Enterprise Institute and the John M. Olin Founda-
tion taking an explicitly political–normative position, while others such
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as the Brookings Institution or Ford Foundation emphasise political ide-
ology less while highlighting their contributions to academic knowledge
production.

Institutionally, foundations and think-tanks are often interwoven as
foundation grants are essential to the upkeeping and growth of think-
tanks. Looking to the key think-tanks and foundations which underwrote
traditional Cold War ISS, the question of where to draw the line between
ISS and the policy world becomes a crucial, but also a blurred, one. A
narrow definition of what falls within the ambit of the institutionalisa-
tion of ISS would look exclusively to those think-tanks and foundations
which either conducted or funded academic research, whereas a broader
definition would incorporate those institutions that more explicitly target
policy-makers in a manner that mixes academic knowledge and policy
advice/advocacy. Starting from a more narrow definition, the cases of
RAND and IISS noted above are the most prominent examples of think-
tanks with a clear academic status which impacted core elements of ISS.
RAND’s contribution to game theory and deterrence thinking during the
golden age of Strategic Studies has already been noted, and although later
decades did not produce similar path-breaking theoretical contributions,
RAND continued to make a crucial input at the level of empirical security
analysis. Locating RAND on the political landscape of security institu-
tions, its strong reliance on government contracts has led some to view
it as compliant with, and hence politically skewed towards, state policies,
while others have viewed it as less ideologically driven and pointed to
it being supported by a variety of foundations including Ford, Bill and
Melinda Gates, and the Pew Charitable Trusts (Oren, 2003). Looking
to the UK, the IISS, which was during the Cold War perhaps the pre-
mier specialist Strategic Studies think-tank, was the source of several key
periodicals in the field (Survival, Adelphi Papers, The Military Balance,
Strategic Survey).

Broadening the scope to cover think-tanks known for their more
explicit Conservative ideological agenda and hence often a stronger focus
on influencing policy and public debate, rather than on ‘pure’ ISS the-
ory work, we find first the American Enterprise Institute, a think-tank
founded in 1943 as a promoter of free enterprise capitalism. The American
Enterprise Institute was and is a large recipient of money from Conserva-
tive foundations, including the John M. Olin Foundation, the Sarah Scaife
Foundation, the Smith Richardson Foundation, and the Lynde and Harry
Bradley Foundation (www.aei.org/ – last accessed 16 November 2007).
The importance of the American Enterprise Institute fellows has not been
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so much in the key field of ISS theory, but as individuals combining the
roles of academic analysts, policy advisors and public intellectuals. Some
of the most prominent fellows associated with the American Enterprise
Institute during the Cold War were Richard Perle, Assistant Secretary of
Defense for International Security Policy under Reagan, and Irving Kris-
tol, the founding father of the Neo-Conservative movement which rose
to a prominent position with the election of George W. Bush in 2000
(Williams, 2005). The confluence of think-tanks and the policy world
was further indicated by the claim that the American Enterprise Institute
played a key role in developing and implementing President Reagan’s con-
tested policy in Nicaragua in the 1980s when the CIA trained the ‘Contra’
insurgents.

Another prominent Conservative think-tank is the Heritage Founda-
tion, founded in 1973 by an initial grant from beer magnate Joseph
Coors, defined by Abelson (1996: 49) as the archetypal advocacy think-
tank (www.heritage.org/ – last accessed 16 November 2007). The Heritage
Foundation has also been supported by major Conservative foundations
including the Sarah Scaife and the John M. Olin foundations and like the
American Enterprise Institute has been linked with the Reagan adminis-
tration’s support for anti-communist forces in Nicaragua, Guatemala and
El Salvador. That competition between like-minded institutions is also a
challenge to foundations is evidenced by the prominent Olin Foundation’s
decision to support the Heritage Foundation rather than the American
Enterprise Institute in 1986. The Center for Strategic and International
Studies (CSIS) founded in 1962 through the Conservative Sarah Scaife
Foundation should be mentioned as an example of an institution first
based at a university (Georgetown University’s School of Foreign Ser-
vice), but whose (perceived) ideological agenda led the university to cut
ties in 1986. Other prominent think-tanks/policy institutes based at uni-
versities include the Conservative Hoover Institution founded in 1919
through a donation to Stanford University made by Herbert Hoover to
support the Hoover War Collection. Finally, at the end of the Cold War,
the United States Institute of Peace was founded in 1986 through an act
signed by President Reagan.

An important think-tank operating with strong academic credentials
and an explicitly political agenda is the Hudson Institute, founded in
1961 by prominent RAND strategist Herman Kahn (www.hudson.org/ –
last accessed 16 November 2007). The Hudson Institute was explicitly
concerned with what it saw as left-wing nuclear pessimism arguing both
the necessity and feasibility of nuclear deterrence. Prior to his death in
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1983, Kahn expressed support for Reagan’s agenda as well as optimism
regarding the strategic use of space. Until the end of the Cold War the
Hudson Institute received substantial government contracts and support
from major Conservative foundations.

Not all think-tanks had explicitly ideological agendas and some carried
out work that fell in part within Strategic Studies, in part within more
critical approaches to arms control (see chapter 5). These included the
Brookings Institution, the Council on Foreign Relations which also pub-
lishes Foreign Affairs, the London-based Royal Institute of International
Affairs – Chatham House (founded in 1920), the Woodrow Wilson Inter-
national Center for Scholars, established by the American Congress in
1968, and national institutes of international affairs, such as the Finnish
Institute of International Affairs (1961), the Swedish Institute for Interna-
tional Affairs (1938), and the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs
(1959).

As this short account of how think-tanks contributed to the institu-
tionalisation of ISS shows, telling the story of think-tanks is also telling
the story of the significance of major foundations. Chapter 3 provided
a list of the largest Liberal and Conservative foundations, and although
we should be careful not to overdraw the distinction between the two
as far as providing funding for ISS is concerned, it should be clear from
the account above that Conservative foundations, most prominently the
Lynde and Harry Bradley Foundation, the John M. Olin Foundation, the
Sarah Scaife Foundation and the Smith Richardson Foundation played
key roles in supporting think-tanks. But foundations also made grants to
universities, thereby directly impacting the institutionalisation of ISS in
another way. Most significant in this respect is probably the John M. Olin
Foundation, founded in 1953 by John M. Olin, who turned a small family
company into one of America’s largest suppliers of guns, ammunition and
chemicals (Wooster, 2006). John M. Olin retained tight control over the
foundation, thus, when his alma mater, Cornell, ‘capitulated’ to student
protesters in 1969, Olin stopped his contributions (which all combined
had come to five million dollars). His fear that the foundation might drift
from his Conservative agenda also led him to disband it by 2005. During
the 1970s and 1980s the foundation had an important impact on ISS: it
provided, for example, funding for the International Security Program
at Yale, and the John M. Olin Institute for Strategic Studies at Harvard,
which began in 1989.

Although ISS did eventually develop a whole suite of specialised pub-
lications, including a number of textbooks (Baylis et al., 1975, 1987;
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Russett, 1983; Buzan, 1987a), initially the academic discussions about
international security took place in less specialised journals. An indica-
tion of this can be seen in a selection of key articles in the evolution of
ISS (Buzan and Hansen, 2007). This shows that the debates about inter-
national security occurred not just in IR and foreign policy journals such
as World Politics, International Affairs, International Studies Quarterly and
Foreign Affairs, but also in Political Science journals such as the Ameri-
can Political Science Review and Political Studies Quarterly, and general
social science and humanities journals such as Daedalus. Interestingly,
the first specialist ISS journal appeared in Europe, Survival in 1958, with
the main US entry International Security not starting until 1976. Oth-
ers followed: Terrorism/Studies in Conflict and Terrorism (1977), Journal
of Strategic Studies (1978), Arms Control/Contemporary Security Policy
(1980), Intelligence and National Security (1986), Terrorism and Political
Violence (1988) and Security Studies (1990), and these can be seen both as
an expression of how prominent ISS had become and as part of a wider
process of expanding numbers of IR journals generally. These more spe-
cialised journals certainly facilitated an expansion of the ISS literature,
but they did not acquire anything like a monopoly position. The general
IR journals remained important forums for ISS debates, including later
arrivals such as the British Journal of International Studies (1975) (later
Review of International Studies), the European Journal of International
Relations (1995) and Cooperation and Conflict (1965).

By the end of the Cold War, Strategic Studies had put down deep
institutional roots. As a student, you could take courses, and sometimes
whole degrees, in it at hundreds of universities. From there, you could
look to jobs in teaching, media, research, public policy, think-tanks, gov-
ernment and the military. Once courses and degrees and think-tanks had
been institutionalised, they fed student demand for ISS, not just because
they seemed interesting and relevant to major questions of the day, but
because they offered good careers. In the US, ISS had become one of the
big two subjects within IR, more or less dividing the field with IPE on
the basis of a division of labour between the conflictual and coopera-
tive aspect of international relations (Caporaso, 1995; Wæver and Buzan,
2007). Interestingly, as this division of labour itself became institution-
alised into separate journals and associations it stunted the development
of the economic security literature that came out of the Middle East oil
crisis.

In sum, over the four decades of the Cold War, and not least because
of its intimate connection to the public policy problems generated by the
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Events

• Berlin (Soviet blockade, building
of Berlin Wall) (constitutive)
• Korean War (constitutive)

• Cuba Missile Crisis
(constitutive and significant

critical )
• Middle East oil crisis

• Vietnam War (deferred
critical)

• Iran–Iraq War 1980s

STRATEGIC
STUDIES

Institutionalisation

• founding of
institutes, think-tanks,

foundations,
university programmes

• specialised
journals 

Great power
politics

• stability of
bipolarity

• identity of Soviet Union

Technology
• nuclear weapons
(accuracy, delivery

time, BMD,
proliferation)

Academic debate

• civilian involvement in
strategic thinking

• linkage to public policy
• enthusiasm for

‘scientific’ methods
• multidisciplinary start

Figure 4.1. The main drivers of Strategic Studies

Cold War, Strategic Studies had acquired formidable weight and momen-
tum. The success of its institutionalisation combined with its linkage to
the military problems of the Cold War meant that when the Berlin Wall
fell, Strategic Studies in particular, and ISS in general, were faced with an
existential crisis. How could all this survive once its core problem was no
longer there? More on this in chapters 6 and 7. In Figure 4.1 we illustrate
the main driving forces that impacted the birth and evolution of Cold War
Strategic Studies, their main content and interplay. Those circles with a
thicker line exerted a particularly strong impact.

Conclusions

Looking to the five driving forces, the main drivers behind this foun-
dational stage of ISS were thus unquestionably great power politics and
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technology. These two driving forces highlight the way in which the enemy
image of the USSR became fixed in the US at an early stage, and how this
played into the impact of nuclear weapons, and the rapidly evolving
technology associated with them. The other three driving forces were,
however, by no means unimportant. Events were significant first of all
because it was key events in the mid and late 1940s and early 1950s which
produced the very Cold War that Strategic Studies was founded upon.
Throughout the Cold War there was a series of events that fortified the
view of the Soviet Union as an enemy, but also expanded the agenda of
ISS. The two most critical events during the Cold War that challenged
the geographical and sectoral scope of Strategic Studies were wars in the
Third World, most crucially the Vietnam War, and the oil crisis of the
1970s. Turning to the importance of internal academic debates, this is a
less crucial driving force in that for most of the Cold War, mainstream ISS
(Strategic Studies) had little interest in epistemological questions, though
there was a de facto predominance of rational, empirical and positivist
approaches, albeit often mixed in with elements of history, as with Clas-
sical Realist IR. To a large extent, this literature was driven by the policy
problems facing mainly the US, and to a lesser extent those of its allies
(e.g. Beaufre, 1965). Yet if the Cold War saw few of the epistemologi-
cal discussions that we have become accustomed to since the 1980s, the
diversity of disciplines that impacted early ISS was still significant for con-
stituting both the scope and methodology of the field. The driving force
of institutionalisation finally laid out the way in which Strategic Studies
and ISS developed as an academic field, how it received substantial public
and private funding and how think-tanks and venues for teaching and
publication underpinned its birth and growth.

As the Cold War came to an end, the operation and interaction of
the five driving forces began to change dramatically. Current affairs and
events, which had largely made their impact within the context of the
Cold War, were completely overshadowed by the cosmic central collapse
of both ideological and political–military bipolarity. From the mid-1980s,
as Gorbachev began to reverse the image projected by the Soviet Union,
developments in great power politics became the dominant driver. The
Cold War itself began to wind down, taking with it the debates about
the nature of the Soviet Union, the sense of urgency that had attached
to deterrence theory, containment policy and extended deterrence, and
even much of the fear of nuclear weapons that had dominated ISS since
the beginning of the nuclear era. There had already been some decline in
the pressure from the technological driver as nuclear weapons and their
delivery systems became technologically mature, levelling out at the top of
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the ‘S-curve’ from the late 1970s onwards. But as we will show in chapter
6, the winding down of the Cold War did not take away an ongoing
preoccupation with new military technologies, and neither did it remove
concern about nuclear weapons. As the focus on superpower arsenals
receded, that on horizontal proliferation became more prominent.

As already noted, the ending of the Cold War posed a possible crisis for
the extremely successful institutionalisation of Strategic Studies, which
now faced hard questions about its relevance, resourcing and bureau-
cratic survival on anything like its 1980s scale. It also derailed the internal
dynamics of academic and policy debates. The 1980s intellectual drift
of Strategic Studies into an unattractive choice between an existential
deterrence dependent on irrationality, and a full-spectrum deterrence
dependent on a sustained rationality so complex as to make its plausibil-
ity questionable, was simply swept away. With the Cold War gone, these
questions became of only theoretical interest. And since Strategic Studies
had lived on its linkage to public policy questions, theoretical interest was
not nearly enough to sustain engagement by the large establishment that
had grown up during the Cold War. Gone also was the whole problem
of managing extended deterrence that had so much defined political and
intellectual tensions across the Atlantic. With the Soviet Union disap-
pearing as a threat, Europe no longer needed US protection. The problem
with NATO shifted from how to share the burdens and risks of extended
deterrence to whether NATO was necessary at all, and if it was, then for
what?

With the end of the Cold War, Strategic Studies faced a crisis born of
the very success that its marriage to the superpower nuclear rivalry had
given it. Despite this crisis, it was the Cold War development of ISS that set
the template for ‘international security’ to which all of the contemporary
and subsequent wideners and deepeners had to relate. But before we look
at how ISS rose from the ashes of the ending of the Cold War, let us turn
to the Cold War approaches which questioned Strategic Studies’ reading
of nuclear deterrence, the nature of the state, and the privilege accorded
to state-centric, military security.
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5

The Cold War challenge to national security

This chapter is devoted to those approaches which in various ways chal-
lenged Strategic Studies. These approaches had one thing in common –
namely their criticism of Strategic Studies – but they also differed so much
in their choices of key analytical and political concepts that it would be
difficult to present them as one approach and to take this approach
through one driving force after another. A significant challenge to Strate-
gic Studies (although in part operating from within it and in part rooted
in Peace Research) was Arms Control, which emphasised the collective
risk to survival arising from the intersection of superpower rivalry and
nuclear weapons.1 The Peace Research branch of Arms Control offered a
very different, more normatively and politically driven, view of nuclear
deterrence than Strategic Studies. But it was still, when viewed through
the lens of the four questions that structure ISS laid out in chapter 1,
an approach to security that focused on security’s military dimensions
and on external threats. The extent to which most Arms Control Peace
Researchers envisaged bipolarity as a structure that could be eased but not
eradicated, was striking. Détente – the political alternative to containment
and deterrence – was seen as ‘rivalry with lower risks of war, not an end
to rivalry’ itself (Buzan et al., 1990: 9; see also Pastusiak, 1977; Schlotter,
1983).

Other parts of Peace Research took a more radical approach, ana-
lytically as well as politically, arguing that governments on both sides
of the Iron Curtain held their populations – and the planet – hostages
to nuclear disaster. This constituted ‘humanity’ or the individual as the
referent object rather than the state, thereby invoking the long-standing

1 Given that Arms Control had roots in both Strategic Studies and Peace Research, how to
place it in these chapters posed a problem. To put it in chapter 4 would have meant splitting
the discussion, while putting it in chapter 5 risks underplaying the extent to which major
elements of Arms Control were outgrowths of the Strategic Studies debates. It was not
a big enough topic to justify a separate chapter, yet its inclusion here is one reason this
chapter is so long.

101
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Liberal tradition of critically scrutinising the relationship between citizens
and the institutions of authority and sovereignty described in chapter 2.
Peace Researchers of the 1960s and 1970s did not, however, go through
the concept of security in launching their critique of Strategic Studies,
but through the oppositional concept of ‘peace’. Peace Researchers fur-
ther divided ‘peace’ into positive and negative peace. Negative peace was
defined as the absence of war, large-scale physical violence or personal
violence and opened up a research agenda on military security (Galtung,
1969: 183). Positive peace had multiple connotations. In the 1950s and
1960s, it was defined as ‘the integration of human society’ (JPR, 1964:
2), but towards the end of the 1960s, it was reformulated to include
‘structural violence’, which emphasised social injustice and inequality
(Galtung, 1969: 168, 171, 175). Successful academic concepts often owe
their popularity to their ability to encapsulate a body of existing or bur-
geoning research while simultaneously outlining a conceptually focused
new research agenda. Structural violence fitted this formula perfectly.
It provided an anchor for work on development issues, imperialism,
domestic conflicts in Western as well as Third World societies, environ-
mental resources, human rights and economic exploitation. It incorpo-
rated parts of a critical Marxist agenda while not endorsing the radical
Marxist call for violent revolution. Yet, in a premonition of post-Cold War
widening debates in ISS, this expansion of ‘peace’ beyond the absence of
war/conflict was criticised, not only by Strategic Studies, but from within
Peace Research itself.

Like Strategic Studies, neither Arms Control nor Peace Research explic-
itly foregrounded ‘security’, featuring instead complementary, parallel and
oppositional concepts: détente, arms control, peace, structural violence,
basic human needs and social justice. In 1983, Buzan (1983, 1984a) could
thus describe security as ‘an underdeveloped concept’, but as the decade
wore on, ‘security’ appeared as a concept bridging the fields of Strategic
Studies and Peace Research. The concept of common security, coined by
the Palme Commission in 1982 linked arms control and broader concerns
for the livelihood of people across the globe and became a popular concept
connecting the policy world and the critical parts of ISS. Articles which
expanded the military conception of security into environmental and
economic security began to appear in such prominent journals as Inter-
national Security (Ullman, 1983) and International Organization (Buzan,
1984b). Finally, two new academic perspectives, Poststructuralism and
Feminism, which had made an impact on the social sciences and the
humanities in general, grew out of Peace Research to establish themselves
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as distinct approaches. This literature was much smaller quantitatively
speaking than Arms Control or Strategic Studies, yet, in the light of the
changes brought about by the end of the Cold War, it turned out to be
significant for how ISS has evolved. Had there not been a small but grow-
ing concern with broader concepts of security in the 1980s, it is doubtful
whether widening approaches in the 1990s could have capitalised to the
extent that they did on the ending of the Cold War.

To handle the several strands of opposition to Strategic Studies we
structure the chapter as follows. The next section assumes that the reader
has the account of Strategic Studies and the manner in which the five
forces drove this literature reasonably fresh in mind, and focuses on
how the two driving forces of great power politics and technology drove
Peace Research and Arms Control to a different view of deterrence and
military technology. Since Peace Research to a large extent functioned
as a mirror image/attacker, and thus centred largely on the same set of
events as Strategic Studies, there is no particular section on this driving
force.

The third section focuses on the conceptualisation of positive peace
as integration, an expansion of the research agenda that implies both
a challenge to the Realist understanding of international security and
a more thorough concern with the importance of domestic cohesion.
Looking to the driving forces, this research was partly spurred by a com-
bination of events such as the formation of NATO and the European
Economic Community, the growing density of mass media coverage, and
the impact of peace movements and civil rights movements. It was also
driven by internal academic factors insofar as positive Peace Research drew
upon a longer Idealist–Liberal tradition that makes different assumptions
about state identities. The fourth section turns to the reformulation of
the concept of positive peace as structural violence, a challenge to both
Strategic Studies and older Liberal Peace Research traditions driven by
events which were to a large extent also linked to great power politics
(decolonisation as a longer process, the oil crisis of the early 1970s, wars
in the Third World, calls for a New International Economic Order, envi-
ronmental degradation and the student uprisings in the late 1960s) and
by internal academic debates, most significantly the popularity of Marxist
and post-Marxist theories in the wake of the student protests in the late
1960s.

The fifth section is concerned with the internal dynamics of aca-
demic debate within Peace Research, and it examines first the debates
over whether negative, military peace/security should be privileged, or
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whether positive peace should be given equal status. The analysis also
examines the shifts in the relative balance between positive and negative
approaches, relating it to events and academic fashions outside Peace
Research itself. It presents the debates over epistemology and methodol-
ogy within Peace Research which pitched behavioural, quantitative and
game-theoretical approaches against broader normative, but still largely
positivist, perspectives.

The sixth section is also driven by internal academic forces insofar as
it examines the turn from the concept of peace to the concept of security.
First comes a shorter section on Common Security, before two separate
accounts of how Feminist Security Studies and Poststructuralism fol-
lowed on from a Peace Research agenda. The seventh and final section
of the chapter turns to the question of institutionalisation and provides
an account of how Peace Research as a whole was brought into the insti-
tutions of academe through university education and research, journals,
textbooks and associations, and how it was supported by foundations and
think-tanks.

Peace Research and Arms Control

Peace Researchers questioned both the morality and the rationality of
Strategic Studies (Bull, 1968; Wiberg, 1981) and the meanings of war
and peace (Galtung, 1969). They worried about the seeming co-option of
the academic debates (and some of the debaters) by the national security
policies of the US in particular and the Western alliance as a whole. There
was a monumental set of ethical questions raised by nuclear deterrence
(Winters, 1986), not the least of which were the explicit leaving of one’s
population as hostage to the other side’s nuclear weapons in policies of
MAD, and the explicit willingness to plan the mass murder of the other
side.

The motives and political analysis behind this opposition varied sharply
and came in many mixtures: traditional pacifists opposed to all violence;
nuclear pacifists opposed to the threat that such weapons posed to the
survival of the human race; ideological sympathisers and fellow-travellers
on the political left who saw the US as equally, or more of, a threat than the
Soviet Union; strategists (working under the new topic of Arms Control)
who came to think that the dangers of nuclear rivalry created a com-
mon interest in survival between the two superpowers; and people who
argued that the ideological struggle of the Cold War was not the only,
or in some cases even the most important, international security issue
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Figure 5.1. The location of Arms Control on the terrain of ISS

facing humankind. These perspectives formed a spectrum with Strategic
Studies at one end, Peace Research at the other and a range of views in the
middle that we might loosely call Arms Control. Arms Control was not
independent from Peace Research and Strategic Studies but overlapped
with both. It was in one sense a product of golden age strategic thinking,
and in another part of the reaction against such thinking. On its Strate-
gic Studies end, Arms Control demonstrated that many strategists had
normative concerns not only about the fate of their own side in the Cold
War, but also about more collective aspects of morality and survival. It is
not without significance that Survival, the journal of the London-based
IISS, could equally well have been the name of a Peace Research journal.
This in-between position that Arms Control had within ISS is illustrated
in Figure 5.1.

Both Peace Research and Arms Control involved not only the moral,
historical and political questioning of Strategic Studies, the Cold War
and nuclear policy, but also hard technical critiques of deterrence theory
and strategy, and of the narrowing of the international security agenda
down to an obsessive concentration on the superpower military rivalry.
As with early Strategic Studies, Peace Research also contained its share of
natural and social scientists who brought the positivist methodological
tools of their disciplines with them. Despite the fact that in retrospect this
was in substance and method a single conversation, in practice, during
the Cold War, Peace Research and Strategic Studies (along with Realist
IR in general) were mainly staged as opposites and political enemies,
with Arms Controllers suspended uncomfortably across the political gulf
between them. Much of this oppositionalism was framed in the classic
Realist versus Idealist mould of IR, and thus at a higher level of abstraction
concerned very deep ontological assumptions about human nature and
the state (Carr, 1946). Each side was secure in its own moral high ground
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and viewed the other as a threat to its project. Some Peace Researchers
saw Strategic Studies as complicit in legitimising the prologue to nuclear
extermination, while some strategists saw Peace Research as at best naive
Idealism, offering prescriptions dangerously detached from reality, and
at worst as a kind of fifth column for the Soviet Union. Arms Control was
a fragile bridge between these positions. This spectrum was not evenly
distributed in either time or space. In the early decades of the Cold
War, Strategic Studies unquestionably dominated both intellectually and
politically, especially in the US. As the Cold War wore on, and deterrence
theory became more complicated and less convincing, room opened up
for the Arms Control middle ground everywhere. Peace Research was
always politically stronger in Europe and Japan than in the US, though
perhaps dominant only in parts of Scandinavia and Germany (Onuf,
1975; Reid and Yanarella, 1976).

Great power politics: the Cold War and bipolarity

For Peace Research and Arms Control, as for Strategic Studies, super-
power bipolarity was the foundational political and strategic fact. Just
as the whole edifice of deterrence theory was largely constructed on the
assumption of a two-player game, so also was much of the literature on
arms control, disarmament and arms racing. Bipolarity framed both the
strategic agenda and the political one. To the extent that the differences
between Strategic Studies and Peace Research were political, these also
were framed as being on one side or the other, or else trying to escape the
bipolar construction by seeking some kind of third way where bipolarity
did not equate to bottomless antagonism and a complete lack of shared
interests.

Although there was widespread acceptance of the fact that the world
had become bipolar, and that the US and the Soviet Union represented
deeply opposed views of what humankind’s political, economic and social
future should look like, this did not mean that everyone thereby accepted
the orthodox Western view of either what caused the Cold War or how
such a ‘war’ needed to be fought. Dissidence was possible on political
grounds, by rejecting the argument that it was Soviet aggression that was
responsible for the Cold War. Some interpreted Soviet moves as basically
defensive against a surrounding West that threatened the Russian revo-
lution from a position of greater economic and military strength. In this
view, the US was as much an aggressor as the Soviet Union. More moderate
versions, some anticipating later Critical and Constructivist approaches,
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questioned whether the Cold War conflict was real, or just a construction
set up for the convenience of the ruling elites in the two superpowers
(Kaldor, 1990). Dissidence was also possible on military grounds, as to
whether raising the dangers of nuclear war was an appropriate response
to ideological and superpower bipolarity.

Within this bipolar framing, the particular position of Western Europe
looms large on two grounds: its pig-in-the-middle position as the front
line and principal prize of the Cold War, and the differences between
its domestic politics and those in the US. Thus there was a tendency to
allocate more space to the particular question of European security in
moderate Peace Research and Arms Control than in US-centred Strategic
Studies.

On positional grounds, the US–Europe political divide was amplified
by the fact that Europe was the main front line in the Cold War and
therefore at considerable risk of becoming the first, and perhaps the
only, battlefield in any superpower hot war. In the orthodox framing,
a dependent and under-armed Western Europe was being defended by
the US against a shared threat from the Soviet Union, and this risk was
therefore both unavoidable and reasonable. NATO was the political and
military framework within which to handle the stresses created by an
alliance that was not only unequal, but had continuously to juggle the
tensions between defending Western Europe and its people on the one
hand, and providing forward defence for the US on the other (De Porte,
1979; Grosser, 1980; Bull, 1982; Rogers, 1982; Windsor, 1982; Cohen,
1982/3; Lundestad, 1986; Garnham, 1988). In dissident perspective, US
policy was more about the forward defence of itself, and creating strategies
that ensured that if any fighting did take place, it should be as far away
from the US as possible. This way of thinking was one natural response
to the US and NATO shift towards limited nuclear war (LNW) strategies
during the 1970s. LNW meant that the opening (and possibly only) phases
of an East–West war would be fought in Europe, escalating fairly quickly
to the use of ‘tactical’ nuclear weapons. The result would be the certain
obliteration of most of Germany, Denmark, Poland and Czechoslovakia,
and possibly of much of the rest of Europe as well.

The seeming inequity of risk, and the questionable sanity of a policy
that involved destroying countries in defence of their freedom, opened
up powerful intellectual and political opposition to both nuclear strategy
and those whose work seemed to legitimise it by reducing it to a kind of
economistic science of mass threat. Western Europeans generally accepted
the need to deter the Soviet Union even though many of them were less
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inclined than Americans to accept extreme enemy images of it. They were
caught in the contradiction of desiring to keep defence expenditure low,
yet wanting to avoid too much dependence on and subordination to the
US. Europe was the likely first victim of any nuclear war, but since it would
not provide adequately for its own defence, also the most dependent on
nuclear weapons to provide deterrence.

This positional factor alone would have been enough to support more
dissident thinking in Western Europe than in the US, but it was com-
plemented and reinforced by domestic political factors within Europe.
European politics contained much stronger leftist parties, including com-
munist ones, than was the case in the US, which famously lacks a strong
leftist political tradition (Moravscik, 2002: 352–357). Partly because of
this, Europeans were much more aware of the huge part that the Soviet
Union had played in the defeat of Nazi Germany, and there was much
more socialist sympathy than in the US for at least part of what the Soviet
Union claimed to stand for. In the first decade of the Cold War, and much
more in Europe than in the US, years of Second World War pro-Soviet
propaganda had to be undone in order to make the Cold War project
legitimate among the electorates. Subsequently, although majority opin-
ion in Western Europe mainly did come around to the official framing of
the Cold War, very substantial minorities (and in some places majorities)
either did not accept the Soviet Union as an enemy or held more neutral
positions, seeing both superpowers as equally to blame for the Cold War.
There was also significant anti-militarism in many countries, some of it
as part of left-wing views, some a reaction against war from the horrors
of the 1914–45 experience.

The combination of these positional and political factors meant that
there was a strong peace movement active in many Western European
countries.2 The first peak of this was in the 1950s and early 1960s when the
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND) campaigned against nuclear
weapons and the possibility that they would be used to ‘defend’ Europe.
The second was during the late 1970s and early 1980s in the European
Nuclear Disarmament (END) campaigns against the deployment of US-
controlled cruise and Pershing 2 missiles in Western Europe, and up to
a point also against the Cold War itself (Burke, 2004). These campaigns
were a formative event for peace movements as well as peace researchers.
There were close personal links between this activism and Peace Research,

2 France was an exception to this rule, having no strong anti-nuclear movement (Fontanel,
1986).
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and those political connections were a substantial part of what alienated
Peace Research and Strategic Studies.

The technological imperative: the nuclear revolution in military affairs

Again in parallel with Strategic Studies, Peace Research and Arms Control
were in large part motivated by, reacting to, and trying to influence,
developments in military technology. The dominant driver was nuclear
weapons and what to do about them. For orthodox strategists, the driving
force of the ever-unfolding nuclear revolution was how to respond in
national security terms to new capabilities that either had, or might soon,
come into the hands of the enemy. For most Peace Researchers, and
Arms Controllers, this problem was either paralleled, or overridden, by
seeing nuclear weapons themselves as the main source of threat, and
humankind as a referent object with an equal or greater claim to survival
than that of states. While there was no doubt that the two superpowers
posed mortal threats to each other, as their nuclear arsenals expanded
to tens of thousands of warheads, some became more concerned about
the threat that unleashing such arsenals would pose to human existence.
For the first time humankind had attained the capacity to commit species
suicide. Given the hair-trigger preparedness for war on both sides, and the
complexity and fallibility of their interlocked warning and command and
control systems, there was some risk that humankind would terminate
itself through the potential for accident that was built into the design of
MAD and the whole project of nuclear deterrence. Among other things,
the 1962 Cuba Missile Crisis, a formative and critical event for Peace
Research as well as Strategic Studies, had shown just how easily and
quickly the superpower confrontation could be brought to the brink of
nuclear war. Thus, while one side of the ISS literature pursued the problem
of how to make nuclear deterrence work as a national security strategy,
another side increasingly saw nuclear weapons and deterrence strategies
(especially maximum ones) as posing their own distinctive threat to the
survival of all human beings regardless of ideology.

It is a theme of this book that, despite its increasing diversity, ISS can
be understood as a single conversation organised around a core con-
cern with international security. Surprisingly perhaps, nowhere does this
coherence become more obvious then when one looks at those Peace
Research and Arms Control literatures of the Cold War that focused on
military technology. Despite what was frequently strong political hostility
backed up by institutional differentiation (see below), the actual agendas
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of Peace Research and Strategic Studies on this topic overlapped exten-
sively. Sometimes there were normative differences, most obviously about
whether national security or humanity was the purpose of the game, and
whether these were compatible or irreconcilable goals under Cold War
conditions. These differences were most obvious in relation to arms con-
trol and especially disarmament. But in some areas of arms control, and
much of the discussion of arms racing, deterrence theory and nuclear
non-proliferation, these normative differences often mattered little. Even
the discussions about transarmament, non-offensive defence and civilian
defence that were generated by Peace Researchers can be seen as in some
senses complementary to the Strategic Studies debates about extended
deterrence.

Disarmament has a long record as the principal plank for many kinds
of peace movement. Arguments for it ranged from moral (weapons as
bad in themselves), through economic (the opportunity costs of mil-
itary expenditure in terms of schools, hospitals and other civil goods
in the industrial countries, and to development prospects in the Third
World), to pragmatic (arms racing as a cause of war, a particularly pow-
erful argument in the wake of the First World War of 1914–18). Those
opposed to such movements saw disarmament as at best naive, and at
worst as a kind of treason designed to make the state vulnerable to its
enemies. This latter view was facilitated by the left-leaning character of
many peace movements and their leaders. To this traditional mix, nuclear
weapons added the fear that the human race might exterminate itself
and massively damage the planetary ecosphere. This fear for the survival
of humankind (or at least of Western civilisation) was not entirely new,
having been a feature of peace campaigners during the 1920s and 1930s
in relation to the threat of fleets of bombers destroying cities with poi-
son gas and high explosives. But nuclear weapons made this threat real
and undeniable, and consequently one feature of the Cold War was mass
movement campaigns such as CND and END calling for the abolition of
nuclear weapons. Mainly this demand was for multilateral nuclear dis-
armament of all of the nuclear weapons states, but some of those who
saw the danger of nuclear extermination as high also advocated unilateral
disarmament.

The demand for nuclear disarmament was not just a matter of public
protest movements. Especially during the late 1940s and the 1950s, disar-
mament talks were a formal, if ineffective, part of superpower diplomacy.
More dramatically, complete nuclear disarmament was also a formal,
if insincere, commitment by the nuclear weapon states that adhered to
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the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) of 1968. They promised in
article 6:

to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective measures relating to cessa-
tion of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament,
and on a Treaty on general and complete disarmament under strict and
effective international control.

The failure of the nuclear weapon states to live up to their commitments
under this article was a recurrent theme in the quinquennial NPT review
conferences throughout the Cold War and beyond.

Although it was probably the most divisive and politicised subject in
that part of the ISS agenda driven by military technology, disarmament
was thus an acknowledged topic even for Strategic Studies. There was no
shortage of proponents at the conjuncture of peace movements and Peace
Research (Noel-Baker, 1958; Falk and Barnet, 1965; Brandt, 1980; Inde-
pendent Commission on Disarmament and Security Issues, 1982; Frei
and Catrina, 1983; York, 1983; IDS, 1985). Textbooks aimed at the main-
stream ISS market generally had substantial discussions of disarmament
(Singer, 1962; Baylis et al., 1975, 1987; Buzan, 1987a), and respected IR
theory writers did not hesitate to discuss it seriously (Bull, 1970; Singer,
1970; Morgenthau, 1978: 391–416).

But while disarmament remained a key issue for peace movements and
some Peace Researchers, by the 1960s it was being pushed into the margins
of ISS by the new concept of Arms Control. Disarmament confronted
the threat posed by military technology and the arms dynamic with the
seemingly simple and morally clear prescription of getting rid of them.
This simplicity and clarity was the key to both its popularity among
peace movements and its lack of popularity amongst strategists and IR
Realists, who thought its apparent simplicity wrong and dangerous. Arms
Control tried to establish a halfway house between these two extremes.
It did not problematise weapons as such, but stood for a managerial
approach to military technology and the arms dynamic that would aim to
maximise their security utility and stability, and minimise their dangers.
Arms Control could include arms reductions or even eliminations, and
thus incorporate parts of the disarmament agenda, but it might also
point to increases in some types of weapons thought of as stabilising.
It included a range of other ideas such as freezes on deployments, force
restructuring to reduce provocation and the risk of accidents, and a variety
of stabilising measures such as communication between enemies, bans
on certain technologies, and restrictions on testing and deployment and
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suchlike (Harvard Nuclear Study Group, 1983: 203–212; Committee on
International Security and Arms Control, 1985). The theory, history and
problems of arms control quickly became a staple of ISS textbooks (Singer,
1962; Baylis et al., 1975, 1987; Buzan, 1987a).

Arms Control sought both to escape from the sterility and unreality of
negotiations on disarmament, and to address some real practical prob-
lems being generated by the superpower arms race. It quickly attracted
people from both the Strategic Studies and Peace Research ends of the
ISS spectrum, but it was a fragile bridge between them. Some of those
whose real interest was disarmament could buy into Arms Control as
an intermediate stage, something that could be used to pave the way
towards disarmament by building confidence and reducing tensions. But
few strategists saw it this way, and to the extent that they supported Arms
Control at all saw it as an end in itself, simply to help stabilise deterrence,
not as a means to disarmament. Arms Control was technical and com-
plex rather than clear and simple. It tended towards moral neutrality on
military technology and was not necessarily against nuclear weapons in
themselves. For this reason it had little of the intrinsic moral mobilising
power of disarmament. Its only claim in this direction was its linkage
to superpower détente: inasmuch as arms control became the practical
expression of improved relations between the superpowers and a lowered
risk of war it could establish moral currency in the public mind. Nev-
ertheless, its constituency was mainly experts on both ends of the ISS
spectrum, and as it became seen as simply permanent tinkering with the
arms dynamic it was vulnerable to losing the support of those who wanted
more.

Although there were precedents for arms control – most notably the
1922 Washington Naval Agreements that set ratios on naval power after the
First World War – the idea of arms control as a specific strategic concept
began to evolve during the late 1950s as part of golden age strategic
thinking (Freedman, 1981a: 130–207). The key statement was Bull’s 1961
book The Control of the Arms Race (see also Brennan, 1961; Schelling
and Halperin, 1961; Singer, 1962), and from there both a literature and
a practice burgeoned. During the 1960s the US and the Soviet Union
negotiated a number of significant agreements, amongst the highlights
of which were the Partial Test Ban Treaty (1963), the hot-line agreement
(1963), the agreement on peaceful uses of outer space (1967), the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (1968), the Seabed Arms Control Treaty (1971),
the ABM Treaty (1972), and the Biological Weapons Convention (1972).
During the 1970s, arms control was mainly focused on the two long
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rounds of the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT I, 1969–72; SALT II,
1972–79).

By the end of the 1970s arms control, like the superpower détente
with which it had become associated, was in trouble, both because of its
failure to stem the growth of huge nuclear arsenals and because US–Soviet
relations had moved out of détente and into a new round of distrust and
heightened rivalry. SALT I produced what were generally acknowledged as
substantive agreements limiting ABM deployments and offensive nuclear
missiles (though whether these agreements were a good or bad thing
for strategic stability was hotly contested). SALT II produced ceilings
on nuclear delivery systems and warheads, but these were set so high
that they simply seemed to legitimise the vast expansion of superpower
nuclear arsenals that had gone on during the 1970s. Intermediate-range
Nuclear Forces talks (INF), and Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (START)
ran respectively from 1981 and 1982 to 1983, but got nowhere due to
the tensions of the post-détente ‘Second Cold War’ and collapsed, more
or less ending superpower arms control activity until the Cold War itself
began to thaw. After a period of gloom, strategic arms control picked
up again from the mid-1980s as superpower relations began to warm.
In 1985, negotiations on both INF and START resumed, to be joined by
talks on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE). These produced
a series of agreements between 1987 and 1993 to reduce both nuclear
and conventional force levels substantially, and to reconfigure them into
less threatening forms. A missile technology control regime was agreed
in 1987 and a chemical weapons convention in 1993. As the structures of
the Cold War fell away these agreements became less about managing an
arms race, and more akin to the demobilisations that followed the end of
the First and Second World Wars.

The literature on arms control was mainly focused on nuclear weapons
and their delivery systems, though there was also concern about chemical
(Robinson, 1984), and to a lesser extent biological, weapons. Within
the nuclear framing there were two core topics: arms control for the
superpowers and the prevention of nuclear proliferation to states other
than the five nuclear weapon states (NWS) recognised in the NPT (the US,
the Soviet Union/Russia, Britain, France and China). While arms control
for the superpowers was, as suggested, a controversial and often divisive
topic, there was a much higher degree of consensus across the spectrum
of ISS that nuclear proliferation was a bad thing.

Looking first at arms control for the superpowers, there was an advocacy
literature stemming from the founding works cited above, and generally
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arguing the need for more and better arms control in order to stabilise
the superpower arms race (Bull, 1976; Dahlitz, 1984). As the practice of
arms control got under way it was not uncommon during the 1960s and
1970s for this advocacy to be linked to the maintenance of détente, a view
that some thought was to prove fatal to the whole process (Blechman,
1980: 106–112). It could also, of course, be linked to the maintenance of
deterrence (Calvocoressi, 1984). The bulk of the huge literature on arms
control reports, analyses and makes proposals about the negotiations,
implementations, problems (compliance/cheating) and side effects, and
as both achievement and optimism waned during the 1970s, reflected on
what went wrong (Terchek, 1970; Newhouse, 1973; Gray, 1975; Nerlich,
1975/6; Goldblat, 1978; Blechman, 1980; Luttwak, 1980b; Burt, 1981;
Sharp, 1981/2; Adelman, 1984; Brown and Davis, 1984; Freedman, 1984a,
1984b; Tuchman, 1984; Schear, 1985; Steinberg, 1985; Steinbruner, 1985;
Sartori, 1985/6; Schelling, 1985/6; Pieragostini, 1986; Barker, 1987; Dusch,
1987). The driving force of technology behind both the problems of and
opportunities for arms control were always a conspicuous part of the
literature (Gelber, 1974). The Peace Research end of the spectrum was
mainly disappointed that arms control had not done much to constrain
the arms race, while the Strategists were more concerned that it had not
done much to constrain Soviet military power.

One interesting section of this literature was that devoted to analysis
of US–Soviet differences in relation to arms control (Sienkiewicz, 1978;
Legvold, 1979; Pick, 1982; Rivkin, 1987; Guertner, 1988). This concern ran
parallel to that in the literature on rationality and deterrence discussed in
chapter 4. But for Arms Control the concern about the difference between
East and West was even more intense, because to a vastly greater extent
than deterrence, arms control depended on cooperating with the Soviets,
and being able to verify that agreements were being kept (Bhupendra and
Barnaby, 1984; Voas, 1986). Like disarmament, it was thus acutely vulner-
able to cheating, deception and problems of verification, and to differences
of opinion across the ISS spectrum about whether the Soviet Union was
essentially a defensive rational actor sharing an interest in stability and a
degree of coexistence, or a ruthless, offensive opportunist (Singer, 1962:
15–17). Although these concerns were almost entirely framed by super-
power bipolarity, China and arms control also began to attract attention
before the end of the Cold War (Segal, 1985, 1987; Johnston, 1986).

The second main theme of nuclear Arms Control was about pre-
venting the spread of nuclear weapons to non-nuclear weapon states
(NNWS). This became a large and distinct literature generally framed
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around the term ‘nuclear (non-)proliferation’, and both Strategists and
Peace Researchers broadly agreed that the spread of nuclear weapons was
undesirable. The consonance of this position with that of the two super-
powers, who were the principal promoters of non-proliferation, exposed
an embarrassing hypocrisy affecting this literature. Like the superpowers,
many strategists were caught favouring nuclear weapons for some or all of
the existing five NWS, but opposing them for everyone else. One notable
maverick in these ranks was Waltz (1981), who famously argued that
because nuclear weapons were an effective deterrent to war, ‘more may be
better’ in constraining interstate conflicts worldwide. Those on the Peace
Research end were less compromised here because they generally opposed
nuclear weapons for everyone. This underlying divide on motives did not,
however, much disturb the dominant line in the literature that prevent-
ing or at least curbing the spread of nuclear weapons was the central
goal.

The Peace Research logic was mainly driven by a desire to lower the
statistical probability of nuclear weapons being used. This line of thinking
had close connections to nuclear disarmament, and the NPT bargain in
which stopping the spread of nuclear weapons should be accompanied by
efforts to eliminate those already in existence. The strategic logic for non-
proliferation shared the concern with accidents and higher probabilities
of use, but rested also on a desire to preserve the status of the nuclear
superpowers, and to prevent third parties from triggering superpower
wars by launching so-called catalytic strikes, where uncertainty as to the
attacker would trigger responses against the other superpower. China, for
example, when it was at odds with both superpowers during the 1960s,
might have been tempted to trigger a war between them. Many strategists
opposed nuclear disarmament on the grounds that because the possibility
of cheating could not be removed, and the incentives for it would be high,
it would be a less stable configuration than a nuclear-armed deterrence.
Once the knowledge of how to make nuclear weapons was available in
society, the incentive to rearm would be there, and the first to do so could
have a huge advantage.

As with the literature on superpower arms control, that on non-
proliferation was a mixture of advocacy, reporting on developments, and
policy analysis and prescription. There was a substantial general literature
covering present and likely future developments in proliferation, techno-
logical and political issues, policy and progress in various countries, and
the possible consequences of allowing nuclear weapons to spread (Fisher,
1971; Young, 1972: 23–81; Quester, 1973; Bull, 1975; Maddox, 1975;
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Marwah and Schulz, 1975; Walker, 1975; Schelling, 1976; Kapur, 1980a;
Harkavy, 1981; Poneman, 1981; de Mesquita and Riker, 1982; Dewitt,
1987; R. C. Karp, 1991). In addition, there was literature about missile
proliferation (Hsieh, 1971; Karp, 1984/5, 1991; Navias, 1989; Potter and
Stulberg, 1990: Dunn, 1991), about the implications of proliferation for
deterrence and war (Berkowitz, 1982; de Mesquita and Riker, 1982; Kaiser,
1989) and about the possibility of nuclear terrorism (Beres, 1979). The
SIPRI Yearbooks contained extensive annual updates on most aspects of
nuclear proliferation. Because the subject touched on so many aspects of
IR, from regime theory and technology, through North–South relations
and area studies, to Strategic Studies and Peace Research, its literature
was published in a remarkable variety of journals. It was even possible
to teach whole courses on proliferation at universities, and some of the
books were published with this in mind, as well as for a wider public
audience (Beaton, 1966; Young, 1972).

The subject gained some of its popularity because of concerns over the
technological and political links between civil and military nuclear appli-
cations. Civil nuclear power was controversial in its own right. Because
there were close connections between some key aspects of the technol-
ogy (especially the enrichment of uranium and the reprocessing of spent
reactor fuel), this meant that there were economies of scale to be gained
in pursuing both civil and military nuclear power, as all of the early
nuclear weapon states, and later India, did. Civil nuclear power could not
be wholly insulated from military implications, and this fact was at the
heart of the controversial Faustian bargain in the NPT (Greenwood et al.,
1976; Camilleri, 1977, 1984; Wohlstetter et al., 1979: Lovins et al., 1980;
Brenner, 1981: 1–93; Dorian and Spector, 1981). States that renounced
nuclear weapons via the NPT won the right to have access to civil nuclear
technology, and that access could be used to prepare breakout options by
shortening the lead time for making nuclear weapons.

What came to be known generally as ‘the non-proliferation regime’
was in fact composed of many different elements, and whether these were
complementary or contradictory was one theme of the debates. At the
core of the regime were its two multilateral components: the NPT, and the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) which was responsible for
the system of safeguards (accounting, monitoring, inspection) built into
the NPT (Quester, 1970; Young, 1972: 82–135; Imber, 1980; Lodgaard,
1980; Gummett, 1981; Dahlitz, 1984; Schiff, 1984; Fischer and Szasz,
1985; Nye, 1985; Simpson, 1987; Smith, 1987; Tate, 1990). Although the
NPT was aimed at being universal, and except for a few holdouts such
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as Israel, India and Pakistan, nearly was, there were also regional nuclear
weapon free zones (NWFZ), sometimes with slightly different condi-
tions, and discussions about whether there should be more.3 In addition
to these multilateral approaches, there were also more elitist elements
in the non-proliferation regime. These included supplier clubs, in which
the main producers and sellers of civil nuclear technology coordinated
the security conditions they would demand from purchasers, and various
unilateral US policies on non-proliferation (Chari, 1978; Hildenbrand,
1978; Imai, 1978; Williams, 1978; Yager, 1980; Brenner, 1981: 93–245; Lel-
louche, 1981; Simpson, 1982). In addition to all of this, there were many
studies of individual countries and their policies on nuclear weapons.4

The bulk of this literature was about the nuclear programmes and poli-
cies, and technical capabilities, of the countries, and the implications of
these for the non-proliferation regime.

Arms control was not the only technology-driven area in which the key
themes and debates in Strategic Studies had their counterpoints in the
Peace Research literature. Deterrence was another (Doran, 1973; Weede,
1983; Wallace et al., 1986; Nalebuff, 1988; Tunander, 1989; Huth, 1990). So
also was arms racing (Brubaker, 1973; Chatterjee, 1974; Lambelet, 1975;
Krell, 1981; Diehl, 1983, 1985; Intrilligator and Brito, 1984; Leidy and
Staiger, 1985; Gleditsch and Njølstad, 1990) and the evolution of military
technology (Kaldor, 1982). Much of quantitative Peace Research took
its inspiration from the pioneering work on arms racing of Richardson
(1960a, 1960b; see also Rapoport, 1960: chs. 1–2; Bellany, 1975). Both sides
shared an interest in linking arms racing and war, and in the irrational
aspects of weapons accumulation due to bureaucratic politics and suchlike
intervening variables. In general, the Peace Research and Arms Control

3 These included the actual Latin American Nuclear Weapon Free Zone (Stinson and
Cochrane, 1971; Redick, 1975, 1981) and the South Pacific one (Power, 1986; Mogami,
1988), and proposed ones in the Indian Ocean (Buzan, 1981; Vivekanandan, 1981) and
the Balkans (Klick, 1987).

4 China (Halperin, 1966; Hsieh, 1971; Segal, 1981; Tan, 1989); Britain (Pierre, 1970; Carlton,
1976; Seignious and Yates, 1984), with a theme of Britain as the possibly first ex-nuclear
power (Freedman, 1981b; Dombey et al., 1987); France (Mendle, 1965; Lieber, 1966;
Seignious and Yates, 1984), including the curious case of the lack of anti-nuclear peace
movements in France (Fontanel, 1986); Canada (Lentner, 1976); Yugoslavia (Gedza, 1976);
India and Pakistan (Edwardes, 1967; Imai, 1974; Rao, 1974; Marwah, 1977, 1981; Betts,
1979a; Kapur, 1980b; Thomas, 1986; Chellaney, 1991); the Middle East (mainly Israel,
Iran, Iraq) (Freedman, 1975; Rosen, 1977; Feldman, 1981; Pry, 1984; Bhatia, 1988); Africa
(Cervenka and Rogers, 1978; Betts, 1979b; Mazrui, 1980; Adeniran, 1981; Ogunbadejo,
1984; Moore, 1987); and Argentina and Brazil (Rosenbaum and Cooper, 1970; Gall, 1976;
Gugliamelli, 1976; Lowrance, 1976).
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agendas were not much driven by international political events, a rare
exception being one attempt to apply the Richardson models of arms
racing to escalation in the Vietnam War (Alcock and Lowe, 1969). For
the most part they marched to the drumbeat of nuclear weapons and
the technological dynamics of the superpower arms race. Events within
that frame, such as public health scares over fallout from nuclear testing
during the 1950s, the Indian nuclear test in 1974, and the superpower
deployments of intermediate range missiles in Europe in the late 1970s,
also made an impact on public opinion, about which more in the next
section.

Although Peace Research and Strategic Studies overlapped in many
places, Peace Research did develop one distinctive response to the prob-
lems posed by technology and military strategy: non-offensive defence
(NoD, aka non-provocative defence). The central idea of NoD was to
overcome the security dilemma by designing mainly barrier modes of
defence that could stop an invasion, but not pose any threat of counter-
invasion or retaliation (Berg and Lodgaard, 1983; Dankbaar, 1984; Gal-
tung, 1984; Boserup, 1985; Windass, 1985; Agrell, 1987; Møller, 1987;
Saperstein, 1987; Dean, 1987/8). This happened during the last decade
of the Cold War, when some in Peace Research were moving towards a
more security-defined agenda (Wæver, 2008). This narrowing of the gap
became acceptable enough for NoD occasionally to sneak into mainstream
Strategic Studies (Gates, 1987) and general IR (Buzan, 1987b) journals.
It extended an earlier literature on the people’s war style of dispersed
but very deeply prepared armed resistance to occupation (Johnson, 1973;
Roberts, 1976; Fischer, 1982), and on the fringes also to unarmed, but
organised, national resistance to occupation (Roberts, 1967; Boserup and
Mack, 1974; Sharp, 1985). The mainstream NoD literature was an attempt
to take NATO’s defence problem seriously, and engage with it on military
terms, without thereby threatening the Soviet Union and so perpetuating
a security dilemma and a risk of nuclear war.

Positive peace, integration and societal cohesion

The military wing of Peace Research and Arms Control did not go into
a detailed conceptual analysis of security, although it did rearticulate
the understanding of security of Strategic Studies in important respects.
Perhaps most crucially, it held that the antagonistic view of interna-
tional relations, and the Soviet Union as the embodiment of the enemy
state, could be transformed through negotiations, confidence-building
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measures, arms reduction treaties and common institutional arrange-
ments. In terms of the referent object and the sectors to which security
was applicable there was a similarity to Strategic Studies in that military
security was privileged as the object of analysis and states were constituted
as the key actors.

But other Peace Researchers called for expanding the scope of analysis
from the negative peace of war avoidance to the ‘positive peace’ study
of ‘the integration of human society’ and for considering all forms of
group-based conflicts, not only interstate ones (Journal of Peace Research,
1964: 2). This line of Peace Research focused on the linkages between
societal and state-level integration and drew upon Deutsch and his con-
cept of security communities (Kemp, 1985: 134). Security communities
came in two forms: amalgamated ones which involved the merger of
states, and pluralistic ones which stopped short of institutional merger,
but where processes of interstate and trans-state societal integration had
led to such commonality in values and trust that war was no longer con-
sidered a viable way to resolve conflicts (Deutsch et al., 1957). The case of
the North Atlantic area in the 1950s became Deutsch’s primary example
of a pluralist security community, while the European Economic Com-
munity was advocated by first-generation European integration theorists
as an example of a (future) amalgamated security community. Others
examined the connections between conflict on the one hand, and com-
munication/integration on the other, as in Gleditsch’s studies of airline
networks and conflicts (Gleditsch, 1967, 1977), or the transmission of
cultural values from one country to another (Sauvant, 1976; Wilson and
Al-Muhanna, 1985).

Liberal Peace Research was based on the premise that individuals and
nations could change their (mis)perceptions about each other, and that
enemy images were not always realistic. Peace Researchers should criti-
cally interrogate the accuracy of such enemy images and governments’
strategic mobilisation – or manipulation – thereof (Deutsch, 1957: 201;
Loustarinen, 1989). More benignly, governments and mass media might
be unaware of how their enemy constructions perpetuated conflicts that
could be solved. In response, Deutsch suggested the establishment of ‘an
“early warning system,” in regard to the mass-communication aspects
of interstate conflicts’ that would detect when ‘the image of a particu-
lar “enemy” country is reaching the danger point’ (Deutsch, 1957: 202).
The concern with how governments and mass media produce or manip-
ulate enemy images resonated with the long-standing United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) tradition
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of seeing war as starting in people’s minds. A significant body of Peace
Research was thus devoted to the study of public opinion and propa-
ganda, including how children and young people were socialised into
accepting enemy images and ideas about war and peace (Deutsch, 1957:
203, footnote 4; Cooper, 1965; Becker, 1973).

A related body of literature dealt with news coverage, particularly for-
eign policy news. Here, the concern was with which events were selected
as ‘coverable’ by the media, particularly with the tendency of the media to
select violent events and report these in simplified and sensationalist ways
(Galtung and Ruge, 1965; Östgaard, 1965; Smith, 1969). Peace Researchers
called for a reversal of these tendencies and for a more balanced news cov-
erage which would provide a space for realising the commonalities among
diverse peoples and for less violent forms of conflict resolution (Östgaard,
1965: 55). Situating Peace Research’s concern with news coverage on the
broader terrain of ISS, this literature reads in some respects as early
studies of the ‘CNN-effect’ that became popular in the 1990s and which
argues that politicians are pressured to intervene in response to intense
media coverage. Yet, it is important to notice that the goal of Liberal
Peace Research was not to mobilise violent interventions by third parties,
but to push the media to support non-violent forms of conflict resolu-
tion. The concern was with news criteria in and of themselves, not the
actual connection between news coverage and foreign policy behaviour.
Moreover, the visual ontology adopted by Peace Researchers was a fairly
objectivist one. Deutsch (1957: 201) called for researchers to ‘find out
to what extent these images are realistic, that is, to what extent they do
correspond to objective factors beyond their control’, and Galtung and
Ruge (1965: 64) were concerned with ‘the selective and distorting factors’
that came between the event itself and ‘its’ media representation. Percep-
tions of reality might be more or less in concordance with reality itself,
but the two – reality and media representation – were ontologically and
analytically distinct. This marks an important difference between early
Peace Research and later discursive approaches that hold that ‘reality’ is
formed through structures of (media) representation and that one should
study how representational structures establish and legitimise particular
foreign and security policies rather than compare reality to news coverage.

The explicit concern with the process of enemy formation rested on
the deeper assumption that states need not perceive each other through
a Realist optic (as described in chapter 2), but could engage through
cooperation. Liberal Deutschian Peace Research also opened up another
critical front in the debates between Strategic Studies and Peace Research
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Table 5.1. Peace Research on societal cohesion

Institutional focus
policy area

Extra-parliamentarian Parliamentarian

Foreign policy Peace movements Public opinion – e.g. gender gap
(democratic peace)

Domestic policy Civil rights/African
American movements

Domestic election studies (not key
concern of PR)

in that it foregrounded the relationship between governments and pop-
ulations and the question of societal, domestic cohesion, identified as a
key element in security debate in chapters 1 and 2. Realist writers such
as Kennan were also concerned with domestic cohesion, but as seen from
the vantage point of the state: How could the government drive a wedge
between the governments and populations of enemy states like the Soviet
Union, and how could they prevent forces of dissociation domestically?

This Liberal Peace Research literature was structured along two dimen-
sions: first, whether it was concerned with foreign policy or domestic
(social, class, racial, ethnic or religious) issues; second, whether it was
focused on extra-parliamentary forces or on parliamentary forms of influ-
ence. Combining these two dimensions, we get the four options shown
in Table 5.1.

Beginning with the extra-parliamentary combinations, this category
problematised political leaderships’ claims to represent society. The exis-
tence of social movements questioned the basic premise of modern demo-
cratic society, namely that those elected provide legitimate and adequate
political solutions. The best example of this form of societal division was
the anti-nuclear peace movements which were formed from the late 1950s
with the so-called Easter marches first taking place in Britain in 1958. In
a few years, marches spread to most of Western Europe and North Amer-
ica, drawing such large attendances as, for instance, 25,000 and 35,000 in
Denmark in 1961 and 1962 (Boserup and Iversen, 1966: 345). As super-
power relations eased in the 1970s peace movements receded as well,
but the onset of the Second Cold War in the 1980s brought them back
into the streets, and research on the movements of the 1980s tended to
stress the transnational links that united movements across state borders
(Walker, 1988). Most Peace Researchers shared the normative goals of
the peace movements: nuclear disarmament, arms control or nuclear free
zones, but some did critically interrogate their tactics.
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In assessing the impact of peace movements, a major question that
divided Peace Researchers was the extent to which they had been instru-
mental in bringing about change, such as the Partial Test Ban Treaty in
1963 (Boserup and Iversen, 1966: 328; Wiberg, 1988: 44). Kenneth E.
Boulding’s ‘snowball theory’ held that small protests might grow to acti-
vate a large population. Against this optimistic vision of how passive, but
latently critical, individuals would be awakened by the vanguard, stood
the view (Boserup and Iversen, 1966; Galtung, 1964) that inactive popu-
lations may very well be more conservative than ‘their’ governments (who
had better access to the mass media) and peace demonstrations may thus
paradoxically strengthen the opponent. Another discussion concerned the
pros and cons of peace movements becoming like ‘real’ political parties
(Krasner and Petersen, 1986: 155; Wæver, 1989a).

Studies which focused on popular extra-parliamentarian contestations
at the domestic level (situated in the lower left corner of Table 5.1.)
worked along a similar structural logic, questioning the claim that soci-
etal contestations could be contained within the existing formal political
structures. The main case studied within this line of research was the so-
called ‘Negro movement’ and ‘ghetto riots’ that took place in America in
the 1960s (Goldberg, 1968; von Eschen et al., 1969; Monti, 1979). Moving
into the 1970s, these movements faded from the American political scene,
and so did their coverage by Peace Researchers. This body of literature
is worth noting, however, because it foreshadows later post-Cold War
concerns, empirically and analytically, with societal security problems
on the inside of Western states. It also, as hinted above, ties in with a
long-standing Realist anxiety about the production of domestic identity,
whether from a Conservative or a more Liberal perspective.

Peace Researchers also studied societal cohesion and parliamentary
settings. Popular opinion research combined with the Political Science
sub-discipline of election studies in generating complex models linking
attitudes to social, economic, cultural and later, gendered factors, iden-
tifying for instance a ‘gender gap’ in women’s and men’s foreign policy
attitudes (Boulding, 1984; Togeby, 1994). Opinion polls and surveying
techniques underwent a significant development in the 1960s as part of
the general behavioural revolution in the social sciences, and their adop-
tion by Peace Researchers was based on the ideal – drawn from Classical
democracy models of direct participation – that public opinion should
be reflected in the policies adopted (Galtung, 1964). The relevance of
public opinion – and more specifically, the ability to poll on questions of
peace and security – was clear: if ‘the public’ was more prone to conflict
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resolution and peace than ‘its’ politicians, the latter would be pressured
by the former in the direction of peace. This push was built, first, on the
normative assumption that leaders would listen to their citizenry, and sec-
ond, on the strategic assumption that politicians would seek re-election
and therefore have to be responsive to the views of (the majority of)
the population. The general belief that the US withdrawal from Vietnam
was due to a massive popular mobilisation underscored the possibility
of popular opinion to influence such ‘high politics’ questions as those of
warfare (Verba et al., 1967; Hamilton, 1968; Modigliani, 1972; Russett and
Nincic, 1976). As the Cold War faded, this line of research expanded into
democratic peace theory (see chapter 6): the unwillingness of democra-
cies to go to war, at least against other democracies (Russett, 1975; Doyle,
1986).

Structural violence, economics and the environment

The conceptualisation of positive peace as integration was reworked in
1969 in Galtung’s seminal article on structural violence, defined as ‘the
distance between the potential and the actual, and that which impedes the
decrease of this distance’ (Galtung, 1969: 168, 171). Structural violence
entailed a more conflictual view of the world than peace as integration
and opened up for an incorporation of a host of issues related to eco-
nomic inequality and differences between the global North and South.
It provided a bridge between Classical Liberal–Idealist Peace Research
on the one hand and the new agenda of ‘Critical Peace Research’, which
drew upon theories in the Marxist tradition, on the other (Wiberg, 1988:
53). Although Marxian in some of its analytical form, structural violence
was opposed to violence, and therefore countered that strand in radi-
cal politics that sought to legitimise it as a response to oppression and
exploitation. As a consequence, most Critical Peace Researchers did not
think that structural violence was sufficiently ‘critical’ (Schmid, 1968).
Galtung’s insistence on non-violence resonated, however, with a longer
Gandhian tradition in Peace Research as well as with the work by other
prominent Peace Researchers, such as Gene Sharp (1973), who held that
since the state depended on the obedience of its citizens, it could be
resisted through non-violent means.

Structural violence referred to manifest injustices with physical mate-
rial consequences, for instance hunger-related deaths in the Third World,
but also to phenomena with a less immediate bodily impact such as illit-
eracy (which could have been prevented) (Galtung, 1969: 169). Crucially,
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particularly in the light of later debates over the concept of individual
security, Galtung located the concept of structural violence at the level of
collectives, not individuals: ‘when one husband beats his wife there is a
clear case of personal violence, but when one million husbands keep one
million wives in ignorance there is structural violence’ (Galtung, 1969:
171). The referent object in Galtung’s conceptualisation of structural vio-
lence was thus human collectivities, neither states nor individuals, and the
primary sectoral expansion was to include (critical Marxist) economics.
The delineation of the collective referent object in this body of Peace
Research differed from Strategic Studies and its (predominant) focus on
external security in two specific respects: it argued, first and in retro-
spect prophetically, that conflicts at the sub-state or trans-state level may
be equally as explosive, and hence threatening to the state, as those at
the interstate level; second, that groups needed to be given the normative
possibility of being referent objects, whether the threat in question came
in the form of states, other groups or global imperialist/economic struc-
tures. And where negative Peace Research constituted the referent object
in relation to the absence of war or violent conflict, structural violence
theory constituted it in relation to a longer list of issues.

It is important to stress – especially in the light of the 1990s debates
over ‘individual security’ – that structural violence was a concept located
at the structural level and that it was distinct from interpersonal conflict
and from personal violence. True, there was a radical expansion of the
possible threats to peace/security, but the referent object was constituted
through its structurally disadvantaged position. An individual starving
to death was not by her- or himself a victim of structural violence, but
one who starves because of the global economic structures of imperialism
was. What this implies is an ambiguous constitution of the individual–
collective referent object dynamics: ‘individuals’ can appear in a way that is
impossible in state-centric Strategic Studies, but they do so because their
‘individuality’ is constituted in a way that has a particular structural–
political meaning, whether that meaning is religious, ethnic, racial, class-
based or gendered.

Debates between Galtung and his supporters and radicals like Schmid
were heated in the late 1960s and early 1970s, yet, by the mid-1970s,
and taking a broader view of the field, there was sufficient commonality
between ‘the Scandinavian school’ (Galtung, Eide), ‘the West German
school’ (Senghaas, Jahn, Krippendorff, Gantzel) and ‘the Neo-Marxist
school’ (Schmid, Dencik), argued Reid and Yanarella (1976: 317), that
they could all be seen as belonging to a Marxist Peace Research tradition.
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This tradition had its stronghold in Scandinavia and West Germany (Sen-
ghaas, 1975: 252; Reid and Yanarella, 1976: 329) and the Journal of Peace
Research, founded by Galtung in 1964, provided the main outlet for its
dissemination (Chatfield, 1979: 174). The link between development and
structural violence was based on a critical Marxist/post-Marxist analysis
of global economic, particularly capitalist, structures. Galtung drew upon
early Frankfurt School theorist Marcuse in criticising capitalist consumer
society for promising ‘euphoria’, but this (apparent) providence of ‘plea-
sure rather than pain’ might be ‘worse in terms of being more manipula-
tory’ than more overtly repressive societies (Galtung, 1969: 170). In later
works, including ‘A Structural Theory of Imperialism’ (Galtung, 1971),
the links to dependency theory were made explicit. Dependencia theory
was developed in a Latin American context by Cardoso and Faletto (1979)
and Gunder Frank (1967), and in an African setting by Amin (1972, 1975,
1976). It held that ‘underdevelopment’ was not simply a sign of non-
Western countries being at a less advanced stage of modernisation, but a
structurally determined condition. Third World countries played a par-
ticular role within global capitalist structures as they were the suppliers
of raw materials or a few commodities on conditions set by the extracting
countries and companies of the West. As Western capitalism went through
stages of crisis – as predicted by classic Marxist–Leninist theory – these
crises were transposed onto the global South (Senghaas, 1975; Jackson and
Sørensen, 1999: 200–201). Broadening the scope of imperialism beyond
the economic, Galtung (1971) argued that political, military, communi-
cation and cultural imperialisms supported an exploitative North–South
global structure. Neoliberal regimes would perpetuate and deepen the
conditions of structural dependency to the detriment of the populations,
if not the elites, of Third World countries.

The call for the inclusion of development issues in Peace Research was
further supported by the argument that the number of deaths due to mal-
nutrition, hunger and human-induced disasters in the periphery rivalled
the hypothetical body count of a nuclear war – a logic subsequently
reiterated by many widening perspectives. Moreover, reasoned Senghaas
(1975: 252), the poverty of the Third World constituted an ‘explosive
potential for conflict and violence’, and although such conflicts had so far
been confined to the Third World itself, they were likely to start spreading
to the West and the socialist East. That Senghaas, Galtung and other
critical ‘development’ Peace Researchers were at least partially successful
in setting a broader Peace Research agenda is evidenced by the many
articles on structural violence, imperialism and development published
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in the Journal of Peace Research in the 1960s and 1970s (Klausen, 1964;
Höivik, 1971, 1972; Hveem, 1973, 1979). Institutionally, the convergence
of Development Studies and Peace Research was illustrated by the
establishment of PADRIGU, the Department for Peace and Development
Research, at the University of Gothenburg in 1971.

Comparing Marxist Peace Research – and understanding ‘Marxist’ as
comprising both Neo-Marxist and Critical as well as softer Marxist Ger-
man and Scandinavian approaches – to the literature on Third World
security mentioned in chapter 4, there is thus a more fundamental chal-
lenge to the Strategic Studies agenda. Those in Strategic Studies who
studied Third World security in its own right, and not just for its impli-
cations for the Cold War, did for the most part not challenge the focus
on national security, mainly wanting this concept to be applied to the
particular positions and problems of Third World states (Ayoob, 1984;
Azar and Moon, 1988). The literature on structural violence, by contrast,
took a highly critical view of the Western (and to some extent the Third
World) state as the producer of Third World insecurity.

Situating Marxist Peace Research within the larger story of the evolution
of ISS, it is clear that this was linked to a series of constitutive events. The
most prominent of these was the general trickling effect of decolonisation
that began in the 1940s, sometimes peacefully, sometimes not, as in the
case of the Indochina War between the French and the Viet Minh (Rogers,
2007: 37); the protracted wars in Korea and Vietnam (Boulding, 1978:
345; Wiberg, 1988: 44); the covert, and sometimes not so covert, US
political and economic involvement in Latin and South America; and the
adoption of development as a key priority within the UN system more
broadly (Rogers, 2007: 40). While these events directly boosted the calls
for giving attention to the Third World, the oil crisis in 1973 became a
particular impetus to focus on the relationship between global economics
and peace/war/security, particularly in how the resource-rich parts of the
Third World held a bargaining power vis-à-vis the First World.

The easing of superpower confrontation in the latter part of the
1960s and 1970s was also seen as opening up space for non-military
security/peace concerns in Peace Research more broadly. The incom-
ing editors of the Journal of Conflict Resolution, Russett and Kramer,
wrote in 1973 that they wanted to shift the balance a bit from the jour-
nal’s traditional primary focus on international conflict, particularly the
danger of nuclear war, to ‘justice, equality, human dignity’ and ‘ecolog-
ical balance and control’, as ‘other problems are competing with deter-
rence and disarmament studies for our attention’ (Russett and Kramer,
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1973: 5). Kenneth E. Boulding held that there ‘was the feeling, certainly in
the 1960s and early 1970s, that nuclear deterrence was actually succeeding
as deterrence and that the problem of nuclear war had receded into the
background’ (Boulding, 1978: 346; Lopez, 1985: 125). With the election
of Ronald Reagan in 1980 and the Second Cold War of the 1980s, the rel-
ative balance between military and development issues shifted back again
in the direction of the former (Gleditsch, 1989: 3; Rogers, 2007: 44), and
Third World countries were pushed towards the adoption of Liberal poli-
cies which ‘emphasized the role of free market forces and the downsizing
of state bureaucracies and state regulations’ (Jackson and Sørensen, 1999:
201).

The broadening and deepening of the Peace Research agenda in the late
1960s and 1970s, and in particular the form that this took, was also influ-
enced by the way in which events interacted with the internal dynamics
of academic debates. The import of Marxist economic theory was in part
attributable to a general wave of Marxist and post-Marxist theory in the
social sciences in Western Europe in the wake of student radicalism in the
late 1960s (Gleditsch, 1989: 2). Scandinavian and especially West German
Peace Researchers drew on the older Frankfurt School theorists Adorno,
Horkheimer and Marcuse in pointing to the alienation and manipula-
tion of citizens in late-modern Western societies, and, younger ‘radical’
Peace Researchers went further back to classical Marxists and Leninist
writings (Gleditsch, 2004: 17). The older Frankfurt School held a rather
pessimistic view of the possibility of genuine democracy and popular
resistance to the machinations of political, financial and cultural elites,
whereas the younger Frankfurt School, represented by Habermas, allowed
for a more positive view of civil society, of the so-called ‘life world’s’ abil-
ity to resist systemic interests and of the possibility of emancipation.
The more pessimistic and radical branch of Neo-Marxist theory was the
stronger influence on 1970s Peace Research, whereas it was Habermas’s
theory that informed early Poststructuralist writings (Ashley, 1981) and
later Critical Security Studies (see chapter 7), which singled out ‘emanci-
pation’ as its core parallel concept (Alker, 1988; Booth, 1991, 1997, 2005a;
Wyn Jones, 1995, 1999, 2005).

During the 1980s, Peace Research becomes gradually more specialised
(Wiberg, 1981; Gleditsch, 1989: 2) and less is published on ‘pure’ eco-
nomic and development issues in key journals such as the Journal of Peace
Research. There is a growing division of labour between Peace Research
and Development Studies as the latter becomes a distinct specialism, and
a bigger differentiation between the sub-disciplines of IR and IPE. Peace
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Research remains the home of conflict studies, whereas development
economics become a part of IPE (Liberal or Neo-Marxist). As a conse-
quence, by the close of the Cold War, Peace Research is heavily dominated
by political scientists compared to its multidisciplinary make-up in the
1960s (Gleditsch, 1989: 3). But this does not mean, as we shall see in
chapter 7, that development disappears from the security–peace agenda
forever. In fact, one of the most successful new political concepts of the
1990s is Human Security, coined by the United Nations Development Pro-
gramme (UNDP) to locate questions of poverty and health more firmly
on the global security agenda.

Galtung’s structural violence theory did not explicitly foreground the
environment, but concern with the extraction of resources from the Third
World and a general worry about the impact of Western policies on future
generations clearly resonated with concerns about the environment which
arose in the 1960s and 1970s. Rachel Carson’s book Silent Spring (1962)
described the accumulation of pesticides through the food chain, and
the belief that industrialisation had such significant side-effects that local
and planetary environments were dramatically endangered gained hold
(Barnett, 2007: 184–188). Parts of the environmental literature linked
quite explicitly with the traditional agenda of Strategic Studies by iden-
tifying environmental ‘resource wars’, particularly in the Third World
(Ullman, 1983). Others, such as Deudney (1990), argued that there was
a low probability that environmental conflicts would lead to war. Here
the referent object was still the state, and the environment a strategic
resource that might precipitate conflict. Peace Researchers, by contrast,
who approached the environment from a Galtungian perspective, called
for industrialised countries to reduce their energy consumption (Gjess-
ing, 1967; Poleszynski, 1977), or for seeing the environment as an arena
susceptible to conflict resolution (Westing, 1988). A particular line of
‘environmental literature’ linked to nuclear warfighting, as in Sagan’s
(1983/4) path-breaking critique of how it would precipitate an environ-
mental crisis in the form of a ‘nuclear winter’ (Nye, 1986). A more fun-
damental reorientation of the ISS agenda was undertaken by those who
incorporated the environment as a referent object itself, seeing some of
the bigger environmental problems as threatening to human civilisation
as a whole.

The broader constitution of environmental security as threatened
through climatic changes or through the degradation of land, biodiversity,
the atmosphere, water, forests, coastal areas and rivers (Barnett, 2007: 189)
arose mainly from overlapping scientific and political agendas that had
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little to do with the superpower military rivalry (Brundtland Commis-
sion, 1987; Nye and Lynn-Jones, 1988; Nye, 1989; Mathews, 1989; Buzan
et al., 1998: 71–72). In terms of the driving forces, this happened mainly as
a response to events in the slow-moving sense: a generally rising concern
about the (in)stability of the ecosphere. But processes of institutionali-
sation, such as the joint organising of a programme on Environmental
Security in the 1980s by PRIO and the United Nations Environment Pro-
gramme (UNEP) also worked to situate environmental security as one of
the first sectoral expansions of national security beyond the military.

The internal dynamics of debates in Peace Research

The expansion of the concept of ‘peace’ from negative to positive was not,
however, uncontested. Peace Research in the 1970s features heated, con-
ceptually focused, debates over the concept of peace, the sectors to which
it is applicable and its epistemology. This stands in contrast to Strategic
Studies, which contained fierce discussions of the logics of deterrence,
but which hardly examined the concept of security itself. The conceptual
debates within Peace Research are further significant to the evolution of
ISS in that several of them were to be continued in – or mirrored by –
subsequent widening decades, particular in the 1990s.

‘Broadeners’ such as Galtung were challenged by other leading Peace
Researchers who protested the move from military security to develop-
ment. Kenneth E. Boulding strongly opposed this shift since most Peace
Researchers were not, in his view, particularly well qualified to speak
on the subject of development (Boulding, 1978: 346). More important
still was Boulding’s argument that military threats came with an urgency
that exceeded that of ‘positive peace’: nuclear weapons had the potential
to incinerate the entire planet, thereby making them the biggest threat
to humankind. ‘It still remains true’, held Boulding, ‘that war, the break-
down of Galtung’s “negative peace,” remains the greatest clear and present
danger to the human race, a danger to human survival far greater than
poverty, or injustice, or oppression, desirable and necessary as it is to
eliminate these things’ (Boulding, 1978: 348). Without a solution to the
problem of nuclear war – and ‘negative peace’ – all other problems would
become irrelevant.

Boulding’s stressing of the urgency and different modality of military
security was not the only criticism aimed at positive peace and struc-
tural violence. Foreshadowing later traditionalist concerns, other critics
pointed to the conceptual imprecision of structural violence: it could
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not be ‘differentiated from related and equally important concepts’ and
there were no criteria on which researchers could decide whether posi-
tive peace was attained (Sylvester, 1980: 307). Boulding (1978: 346) put
it more bluntly arguing that to critics the concept of structural violence
included ‘anything that Galtung did not like’. Concepts, sceptics held, are
only meaningful if they can be distinguished from other concepts and if
they can be identified empirically. With structural violence ‘everything
became peace’.

That the positive–negative peace debate was a fixture in Peace Research
is evidenced by the frequency with which the terms are used in publica-
tions, particularly in the late 1960s and 1970s. Another indication of the
constitutive nature of this distinction is that it features prominently in
studies of the field of Peace Research’s institutionalisation. In 1971, Everts
conducted a thorough study of Peace Research institutions on behalf of
UNESCO, a key promoter of Peace Research in the 1960s and 1970s. In
addition to Everts’s study, UNESCO sponsored a similar report in 1966,
and the committee under which Chatfield (1979) analysed the growth of
Peace Research journals. Everts found that 11% of the 140 Peace Research
institutions asked favoured the study of negative peace, 44% the study
of positive peace and 28% the study of both (18% provided no answer
or a different one). The significant change from 1966 was that at that
time 25% favoured positive peace, while 43% answered both; the 11% for
negative peace remained constant.

The debates over the concept of peace integrated normative, politi-
cal and epistemological concerns. Interestingly, when looking back on
Cold War Peace Research, there are striking similarities with contempo-
rary debates in ISS. There was an explicit debate on which epistemology
should be chosen, and on the normative implications thereof. There was
an engagement with the role that Peace Researchers should adopt vis-à-vis
the state apparatus, not least how Peace Researchers compare to strategic
experts. There was a strong sense that epistemological distinctions fol-
lowed a US–European divide. When comparing Cold War Peace Research
to Strategic Studies there was more explicit debate within the former
on epistemology and the identity of the discipline and its practitioners/
activists. This in part may be attributable to Peace Research being the
weaker player on the broader ISS terrain as concerns institutionalisation
in universities, think-tanks and government offices (if not necessarily in
terms of journals). But it may also be an outcome of Peace Research’s dou-
ble genesis as part mathematical and behavioural, and part philosophical,
historical and sociological.
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The dual epistemological roots of Peace Research go back to the found-
ing of the field itself. It was crucial to its self-identity that it was inter-
or even transdisciplinary, as evidenced for example by the listing of the
editorial board on the inside cover of Journal of Peace Research, which
announced the discipline of each member. In addition to the predictable
ones of Political Science, International Relations and Sociology, board
members came from Physics, Economics, Law, Psychology, Anthropol-
ogy, Biology, Philosophy, International Law and Chemistry. Beginning
with the mathematical, behavioural tradition, the first contributors usu-
ally identified as modern forefathers are Sorokin (1937), Quincy Wright
(1942), Lentz (1955) and Richardson (1960a, 1960b). Richardson was a
meteorologist and partly self-taught mathematician, who turned to the
study of war, particularly of arms racing, after having experienced the
trauma of the French battlefields during the First World War (Richard-
son, 1957: 301). Most of his work was not published until after his death
in 1953, but it drew the attention of other researchers such as Kenneth
E. Boulding (1978: 344; 1962), Rapoport (1957), Smoker (1964) and
Singer (1979, 1980). The next group of contributors were game theorists,
and game theory quickly became a key topic of concern in the jour-
nal Conflict Resolution, later Journal of Conflict Resolution, which from
1965 featured a special section on gaming edited by Anatol Rapoport.
The last group of contributors (Boulding, 1978: 345) came from Social
Psychology and worked on conflict processes and resolution in groups
(Osgood, 1953, 1959, 1962; Kelman, 1965; Gurr, 1970). Institutionally,
Conflict Resolution in 1957 located itself with the ‘sociologists, psycholo-
gists, educators, and pioneers of behavioral science’ (Conflict Resolution,
1957: 1–2), but interestingly also placed itself within the field of Inter-
disciplinaris internationalis, holding that ‘conflict resolution’ was a better
term, since ‘“peace” is a word too much abused in our day’. The Journal
of Conflict Resolution became the central launching pad for, in the words
of the incoming 1973 editors, Bruce Russett and Marguerite Kramer,
‘“hard-nosed peace research”, primarily formal theory and quantitative
research’, which formed the core of the field of Conflict Resolution (Rus-
sett and Kramer, 1973: 4). Taking stock of disciplinary developments,
Russett and Kramer (1973: 3) held that IR journals had seemed ‘hostile
or at best indifferent’ to quantitative research when the Journal of Con-
flict Resolution had been launched, thus giving Peace Research a stronger
behavioural foundation than IR or Strategic Studies. Russett and Kramer
(1973: 5) also argued – in keeping with the general 1970’s détente-related
turn – that they wanted to shift the balance from international conflict
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and nuclear war to ecological balance, and class, ethnic, racial and societal
conflict. Crucially though, this expansion of the substantial topic was not
followed by a broadening of the epistemological agenda. A little closer to
the middle of the epistemological spectrum, the Arms Control literature
was traditional, although there was much of it that was built on count-
ing military hardware. This literature was concerned with numbers and
material, quantifiable factors, but did not necessarily adopt more sophis-
ticated research designs seeking to demonstrate causal relationships. The
task was to work through the intricate balances between East and West
across a large set of elaborate classifications.

The other epistemological Peace Research tradition stretched back to
political theorists such as Kant’s Perpetual Peace and in the twentieth
century, writers such as Angell (1910, 1938) and Mitrany (1933, 1966)
(de Wilde, 1991). A broader historical agenda and epistemology was
adopted by the journal Peace and Change, first published in 1976 (Chat-
field, 1979: 172–173), and the journal Alternatives, edited by Rajni Kathari
and Richard Falk from the World Order Model Project, launched in 1975
and described by Chatfield (Chatfield, 1979: 174; see also Vasquez, 1976:
708) as ‘normative and policy-oriented’. Yet also Critical-positive Peace
Researchers were in favour of ‘disciplined methodology’ (Journal of Peace
Research, 1964: 4) even if it was not a formal, quantitative one, and
Scandinavian and German Peace Research were devoted to developing
key concepts and terminology. Epistemologically, this came closest to a
qualitative, sociological tradition with an empiricist, soft-positivist lean-
ing (Patomäki, 2001: 728) in that concepts had to be distinct and be
applicable to – or found in – the real world (Lawler, 1995; Väyrynen,
2004: 32). Theories referred to measurable material objects and actions,
and were structural rather than hermeneutic. When Galtung called for
an incorporation of case-studies, for instance, these were to be situated
inside structural analysis of economic and cultural imperialism. They
were not designed to uncover local constitutions of peace, development
and security issues. Nor were linguistic or discursive phenomena going
to be given much concern, as Galtung (1984: 128) put it: ‘Thoughts and
words come and go, actions depend on what is objectively possible, given
by the constraints of natural laws only.’

This epistemological diversity led to a concern in the 1970s with ‘the
two cultures problem’, that Peace Research might bifurcate into two epis-
temological camps unable to speak to each other, training students who
either would be ‘unable to read, let alone critically assess, a number of
socially important pieces of quantitative research’ or alternatively ‘be
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insensitive to the suffering that can occur from the violation of ethi-
cal norms’ (Vasquez, 1976: 710–711). This two cultures problem was
– as today (see chapters 8 and 9) – also seen in geographical terms:
Western Europe was humanistic and post-Marxist, the United States was
behavioural and quantitative (Onuf, 1975; Reid and Yanarella, 1976). The
Europeans had, held Boulding (1978: 347), retreated from reality into
‘fantasies of justice’, whereas Americans had succumbed to a ‘niggling sci-
entism, with sophisticated methodologies and not very many new ideas’.
Then, as now, researchers in the critical-European tradition were more
concerned with engaging the US-behavioural mainstream than vice versa
(Reid and Yanarella, 1976: 317). But European-Marxist Peace Researchers
were also rebutted for being ‘a closed, complete system of thought’ and
for seeking to explain all conflict of the global South with economic struc-
tures in the North (Onuf, 1975: 72; Reid and Yanarella, 1976: 316). Some
individuals did not, of course, fall into these rigid categories, and the
most important European journal, the Journal of Peace Research, contin-
uously published articles from all corners of Peace Research (Gleditsch,
1993).

Worth noting in this debate is that the criteria for what constitutes a
humanistic epistemology are not at all fixed. Vasquez (1976: 710) defines
for instance the Journal of Peace Research as having shifted to ‘a more
humanist approach by publishing radical and normative work’, while
Reid and Yanarella (1976: 322) argue that this approach ‘tacitly share[s]
a scientistic foundation with establishment figures’. Certainly, to a con-
temporary audience, the ‘radical’ writings of the 1960s and 1970s would
in most cases not look particularly radical compared to how the epis-
temological fault-lines became established from the late 1980s onwards.
How a field is understood and divided into epistemological perspectives is
thus not based on trans-historical objective factors, but is itself something
that can change in hindsight as other approaches appear. Epistemological
differences and commonalities are, in short, socially constituted.

There are also numerous discussions of the normativity of Peace
Research, but no consensus on what that means. Sometimes human-
ism and normative theory are linked and opposed to quantitative studies
(Vasquez, 1976: 710; Lopez, 1985: 118) or it is held that the scientism
of behavioural approaches depoliticises the normative issues that should
be confronted (Reid and Yanarella, 1976). The latter position became
increasingly common as epistemological debates gained hold of IR and
ISS in the late 1980s and after the Cold War (see, for instance, Walker,
1987; Patomäki, 2001) and we will return to it in coming chapters. But
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many Peace Researchers in the scientific camp did conceive of them-
selves as normative. Kenneth E. Boulding (1978: 343) argued that Peace
Research had always been normative and Richardson’s son described how
his father had been strongly motivated by his Quaker faith, foregoing
wealth, vacations, hobbies and a professorship in his search for the causes
of war (Richardson, 1957). Gleditsch (2004: 17) also notes how Nor-
wegian Peace Researchers in the early 1960s linked behaviouralism to a
radical agenda – as did Finnish Peace Researchers (Väyrynen, 2004: 31) –
only to constitute it as a symbol of imperialism and US dominance
by the late 1960s. Marxist Peace Research at that time still adopted a
soft positivist epistemology, only not the quantitative, statistical one of
behaviourally influenced approaches. As both scientific and softer posi-
tivist Peace Research had normative foundations, their difference lay not
in whether normativity was involved, but where and how it entered the
research process. Peace Researchers should, according to Boulding, choose
important political problems, but subject them to scientific scrutiny. The
lessons learned should then be normatively assessed, but the scientific
testing should not be influenced by normative concerns. To Critical
Theorists, this cutting up of the research process was problematic at
best.

The view of Peace Research as normative also had consequences for
the conception of the role that Peace Researchers adopted – and should
adopt – vis-à-vis other disciplines and the political structures in place.
Galtung repeatedly described Peace Research as akin to medicine and
Peace Researchers as doctors: against the eradication of illness and in
favour of health. Many others held that Peace Research should have a
policy relevance (Journal of Peace Research, 1964: 4; Gleditsch, 1989: 4),
or act in ‘the dual capacities of scientists and reformers’ (Burtan, quoted
in Chaudri, 1968: 367). Yet as Wiberg (1981: 111) noted, this often took
on ‘a highly artificial impression’, with authors trying to squeeze out
general policy implications from quite specific studies. Particularly to
Peace Researchers in the Marxist tradition, there was a sense of being
different from ‘war researchers’ (Reid and Yanarella, 1976: 318), not only
in substantial research focus, but in one’s willingness to be complicit
with the state. Controversy arose, for instance, over Peace Researchers
who offered their advice to the US government during the Vietnam War
(Olsen and Jarvad, 1970). To others working on concrete questions of
arms reduction, conflict resolution and game theory, the disciplinary
distinctions and the self-identities of Peace Researcher versus security
strategist seemed less significant and more pragmatic.
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From peace to security: Common Security, Feminism and
Poststructuralism

During the 1980s there is a gradual shift from ‘peace’ to ‘security’ as
the guiding concept of approaches critical of the Strategic Studies main-
stream. Gleditsch notes in 1989 that ‘most authors avoid the word peace,
possibly because it sounds too grand and pretentious’ (Gleditsch, 1989:
3). At the close of the 1980s, it seems thus as if Buzan’s (1983, 1984a) call
for changing the status of ‘security’ from underdeveloped to the concep-
tual common ground between Strategic Studies and Peace Research has
been heard. This section explores three approaches – Common Security,
Feminism and Poststructuralism – which grew out of early 1980s Peace
Research, yet, particulary in the case of the latter two, intersected with
social, political and feminist theories that propelled them away from the
mainstream of Peace Research as the Cold War ended.

Foregrounding ‘security’

Picking up the concept from Wolfers’s old article on security as an ambigu-
ous symbol, Buzan (1983: 6) looked back on thirty years of ‘security’ as
an unexplored and essentially contested concept. This was unfortunate,
argued Buzan (1983, 1984a), because ‘security’ had the ability to act as
a conceptual meeting ground between the extremes of Realist Strategic
Studies ‘power’ on the one side, and the ‘peace’ of Peace Research on
the other. Moreover, Buzan pointed to ‘[t]he hazards of a weakly con-
ceptualised, ambiguously defined, but politically powerful concept like
national security’, which ‘offers scope for power-maximising strategies
to political and military elites, because of the considerable leverage over
domestic affairs which can be obtained by invoking it’ (Buzan, 1983: 4,
9). Since ‘security’ was already in widespread high-politics use, one would
for academic as well as political–normative reasons be better off engaging
it directly.

Coining the terminology of ‘referent objects’, Buzan stressed the inter-
linkages and tensions across levels of analysis. As the subtitle of his book
People, States and Fear: The National Security Problem in International
Relations indicated, ‘national security’ stood at the centre of the analysis,
but it was simultaneously stressed that ‘people represent, in one sense,
the irreducible basic unit to which the concept of security can be applied’
(Buzan, 1983: 18). Echoing the view of security as always an individu-
alising and a collectivising concept laid out in chapter 2, Buzan (1983:
20, 31) held that there was a tension between the state as the protector
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of ‘its’ citizens’ security and the state as a threat to its own individu-
als, and that this was an inherent one rooted in the ‘nature of political
collectivities’. This did not mean that individual security should not be
taken into account, but rather that there would be no abstract ‘individual
security solution’ that could be laid out a priori. Security scholars needed
therefore to theorise the relationship between individual and collective
security and to analyse its empirical manifestations. Building on this ten-
sion, Buzan opened up the concept of the state to see it as constituted
by its physical base, the idea supporting it and its institutional expres-
sion. A central point here, which was later developed into the theory on
societal security, was to stress that the idea of the state might be more,
or less, accepted and that questions of nationality might either support it
(in a nation-state) or weaken it (in multinational states where minority
nations feel repressed or maltreated). National security thus has an ‘inside
dimension’ and unless this is relatively stable, ‘the image of the state as a
referent object for security fades into a meaningless blur’ (Buzan, 1983:
69). The question of the weakness/strength of the state should therefore
be separated from the question of the power that a state wields against
other states. On the outside, international security is dependent upon the
character of the international system, not only, as Neorealists pointed out,
on the polarity of the system, but also on whether its character is one of
immature anarchy (an unmediated Hobbesian world) or a mature anar-
chy where states have developed in Bull’s terms an international society
of norms, rules and institutions to mediate the effects of the anarchical,
fragmented system (Buzan, 1983: 96). Buzan’s conceptualisation of secu-
rity as individual, national and international pointed to a deepening of
security along the axis of referent objects. The second significant expan-
sion advocated by People, States and Fear was along the axis of sectors,
where the traditional military sector that Strategic Studies had concen-
trated on should be widened to include the economic, the political and
the ecological.

In parallel with this new agenda, criticism of traditional national secu-
rity rhetoric triggered a discussion about new concepts: Common Security
(Independent Commission on Disarmament and Security Issues, 1982;
Väyrynen, 1985; Windass, 1985; Buzan, 1987b; Dewitt, 1994) and com-
prehensive security (Chapman et al., 1983; Akaha, 1991; Dewitt, 1994).
Comprehensive security, particularly linked to thinking in Japan, but also
elsewhere in East Asia, retained a national security focus but widened the
agenda away from just military security to other concerns, particularly
economic, political and environmental threats.
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The single most successful ‘expansive’ concept of the 1980s, is, however,
probably ‘Common Security’, coined by the Independent Commission on
Disarmament and Security Issues chaired by Olof Palme in 1982. Com-
mon Security was picked up by Peace Researchers, particularly perhaps in
Germany, where the concept resonated with central policy debates (Meyer,
1989; Wæver, 1989b) The underlying assumption of Common Security
was that ‘the main threats to international security come not from indi-
vidual states but from global problems shared by the entire international
community: nuclear war, the heavy economic burden of militarism and
war, disparities in living standards within and among nations, and global
environmental degradation’ (Porter and Brown, 1991: 109). Starting from
national security, the report stressed that many aspects of the security
agenda were collective and pointed to the ‘less tangible dimensions to
security’. It held that ‘Citizens of all nations want to be able to remain
true to the principles and ideals upon which their country was founded,
free to chart futures in a manner of their own choosing’ (Independent
Commission on Disarmament and Security Issues, 1982: 4). Clearly, this
should be read against the backdrop of the Second Cold War. To say
that citizens wanted to be true to their countries’ ideals was to reiterate
not only the (fictitious) harmony between state and individual held by
state-centric conceptions of security, but also to invoke the principle of
‘non-interference in domestic affairs’: state sovereignty protected states
from others meddling in their domestic ideological, religious, political
or economic choices. The Palme Commission was thus firmly embedded
within the bipolar confrontation where states were seen as the key to
a more peaceful world. Suggesting that states could override the prin-
ciple of non-interference in domestic affairs to defend the insecurities
of threatened populations, as became the norm in humanitarian opera-
tions/wars in the 1990s (Kosovo being the strongest example), was not on
the agenda. The way in which questions of military technology saturated
critical security thinking in the early 1980s is also evidenced in that after
the first 12 pages laying out more general links between Common Secu-
rity, national security, development and the Third World, the rest of the
Palme Commission Report’s 177 pages are devoted to detailed discussions
of different disarmament and arms control scenarios. ‘True security’ was
defined as ‘ending the danger of nuclear war, reducing the frequency and
destructiveness of conventional conflicts, easing the social and economic
burdens of armaments’ (Independent Commission on Disarmament and
Security Issues, 1982: 6) and underdevelopment was considered through
its relationship to military conflict: either because the militarisation of
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Third World countries tied up resources that could have been spent on
welfare and poverty reduction, or because scarcity, hunger and underde-
velopment may cause conflict.

Yet, to articulate citizens’ ability to chart their own future introduced
a certain ambiguity: did this refer to citizens happily applauding ‘their’
government’s choices, or did it refer to each individual’s right to choose a
future different from the one sanctioned by the state? This ambiguity, as
well as the remark that the ‘furtherance of human rights must continue’
(Independent Commission on Disarmament and Security Issues, 1982:
6) makes it possible to read the Palme Commission as sowing the seeds
of a concept of individual security. Although the state was supposedly the
guarantee of citizens’ security, this may not always be the case in real life.
This ambiguity has made Common Security a concept that is often used
in opposition to state-centric security, and viewed as setting the scene for
individual security. It becomes in this respect the forerunner to Human
Security, launched in 1994 by UNDP, which explicitly constituted the
individual as the referent object for security.

Women as a particular group: the birth of Feminist Security Studies

A particularly noteworthy case of the negotiation of the tension between
an individual and a collective–structural concept of security was the one
over ‘women’ which began in the late 1970s and developed into the 1980s.
Of the long list of issues falling under the rubric of structural violence, or
linking to questions of conflict and group-formation, gender was not one
given pride of place. Gleditsch (1989: 4) summed up the state of affairs
in 1989: ‘Only 8% of the articles in the JPR’s [Journal of Peace Research]
first 25 years were written by women; this figure shows little change over
time. Moreover, we have not had very much to say on such issues as
feminist approaches to peace.’ In this the JPR was not alone: of the eighty
subjects of research identified by Peace Research institutions in Everts’s
1972 study none included gender, while class, imperialism, religion and
race are prominently mentioned (Everts, 1972: 500–501). The absence
of gender in Galtung’s theory on structural violence may also be related
to the downplaying of gender in post-Marxist theory in the late 1960s
and 1970s. Marxists held that class relations were more fundamental,
hence solving the problems of capitalist societies would also bring gender
equality. In the 1960s and 1970s a few game-theoretical studies of women’s
behaviour in prisoner’s dilemma appeared (Lutzker, 1961; Ingram and
Berger, 1977), but these were situated inside a general game-theoretical
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research agenda and were concerned neither with women’s contributions
to Peace Research nor with the question of whether women might be
facing particular security problems.

The absence of gender was not a particular feature of ISS, but a general
trait of IR as a whole, and the writings on gender, peace and security
that first materialised in the early 1980s grew out of Peace Research.
These works were particularly concerned with how women’s role as nur-
turer gave them a different view of war, peace and security. Opinion polls
showed, argued Elise Boulding (1984), that women to a greater extent than
men oppose military spending, intervention and environmental exploita-
tion, while being in favour of aid to the poor at home and abroad. But
the significance of gender goes beyond mobilising women in the electoral
process: women hold different values, behave more cooperatively, favour
holistic critical epistemologies and are ‘more interested in identifying
alternative security systems than in studying arms control’ (Boulding,
1984: 2–3). Women are, in short, more peaceful than men.

Another first stage security feminist was Ruddick, who in Maternal
Thinking: Toward a Politics of Peace (1989) argued that ‘women have a
cognitive style distinctly more concrete than men’s’ and that the military
is built on notions of masculinity, not only because most soldiers are
men, but because military thinking – including just war theory – turns
our attention ‘from bodies and their fate to abstract causes and rules for
achieving them’ (Ruddick, 1989: 95, see also 150; see also Cohn, 1987: 715,
717). First stage security feminists were careful to point out that gender is
not a fixed biological identity, but produced through practices of sociali-
sation: ‘a boy is not born, but rather becomes, a soldier’ (Ruddick, 1989:
145). ‘Gender’ therefore refers to cultural, political, social and discursive
structures: the concepts of masculinity and femininity do not represent
how ‘women’ and ‘men’ actually are, but how they have been formed
through a complex political history that situates women within the pri-
vate sphere and men within the public (Elshtain, 1981; Pateman, 1988).
Men are constructed as protectors, domestically of the patriarchal family
and internationally of the body politic, as self-sacrificing, patriotic, brave,
aggressive and heroic. Women, by contrast, are in Elshtain’s words ‘Beau-
tiful Souls’, who offer emotional support and bestow romantic validation
on the bravery of their Just Warrior men (Elshtain, 1987).

The second stage in developing a feminist approach to security involved
an explicit challenge to women’s peacefulness and thus, in Sylvester’s
(1987) words, a pointing to the dangers of merging feminist and peace
projects. This also entailed a shift from to what extent peace-proneness
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was biological or cultural or not at all, to the argument that ‘women’
should be seen as a separate referent object for security. The first book
to include an extensive conceptual engagement with security from a fem-
inist perspective was Tickner’s Gender in International Relations which
explicitly acknowledged the influence of Scandinavian Peace Research
(Tickner, 1992: xiii). Her conceptualisation of the referent object implied
a shift from the state and towards the individual: ‘national security often
takes precedence over the social security of individuals’ (Tickner, 1992:
28). Thus to ‘consider security from the perspective of the individual’ is to
argue in favour of ‘definitions of security that are less state-centered and
less militaristic’ (Tickner, 1992: 53). Situating Feminist Security Studies
on the broader terrain of ISS, feminists broke with the positivist epis-
temology of quantitative Peace Research and adopted a ‘multilevel and
multidimensional’ conceptualisation based on the experiences of women
(Tickner, 1992: 66). Cynthia Enloe showed, for example, how military
bases depend on the unpaid work of military wives, how a gendered
economy of prostitution is tolerated in the name of ‘national’ security
and how the global politics of nuclear deployment was countered by
women protesting at Greenham Common (Enloe, 1989).

Locating Feminism within the general debates on security in the 1980s,
it makes a strong call to include ‘women’ and ‘gender’ as referent objects
for security. Looking more closely at the way in which those two referent
objects are defined, Tickner sees gender as social, not biological, yet she
maintains ‘women’ as a referent object with a real-world existence, a con-
ceptualisation that concurs with standpoint feminism’s view of women
as pre-given subjects who are structurally disadvantaged. Work in this
tradition has generated important accounts of how women are being
adversely affected by a multitude of state practices, for instance of how
women and children suffer disproportionately as refugees, how domes-
tic violence is deemed acceptable in a manner that ‘public’ violence is
not and how states until recently have constituted wartime rape as an
expectable ‘by-product’ of conquering soldiers (for an overview see Blan-
chard, 2003). State security is supposed to provide security for all citizens,
yet there is a gendered difference in how men and women are affected
and what problems are considered ‘proper’ security problems. Women
are not inherently peaceful or necessarily more likely to die, but they are
threatened in other ways than men and their insecurities are validated
differently within state-centric security discourses – women and men
are not in other words equal referent objects before the state. It is also
shown that many of the insecurities experienced by women have no direct
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connection with military state-centric security: women die from malnu-
trition, impoverished health care, environmental hazards and economic
deprivation, issues that only figure within Strategic Studies to the extent
that they impact on the military capabilities of the state.

What drove the arrival of Feminism to ISS in the 1980s and why did
it take the form that it did? Great power politics and nuclear technol-
ogy were significant in that bipolar confrontation formed the particular
political context that Feminist writings addressed. Militarism, nuclear
and conventional, was a central concern as was the way in which mili-
tarised societies marginalised women’s security problems economically,
socially and politically. There were also constitutive events that linked
in with these concerns, most clearly when women played a key role in
peace movements, as at the women’s camp at Greenham Common. Yet
the most significant driving factor for Feminist Security Studies was in
all likelihood the internal dynamics of academic debates which was, again,
linked to broader societal processes of women’s liberation in the 1960s
and 1970s. The late 1970s and early 1980s had witnessed a growth in
Feminist literature in the humanities and the fields of the sociology of
science and Political Theory, and this started to make an impact on IR
around 1987–88. In 1988, a symposium on Women and International
Relations was hosted at the London School of Economics and Political
Science (LSE) which led to a special issue of Millennium, and in 1990 the
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies Section of the International Studies
Association was founded.

Linguistic approaches and Poststructuralism

The study of in-groups and out-groups has always been a key part of
Peace Research, particularly under the heading of conflict resolution, but
by the mid-1980s a distinct, more linguistic approach appeared. Draw-
ing on linguistic philosophers such as Austin and Searle (Austin, 1962;
Searle, 1969), Hook (1984, 1985) and Chilton (1985, 1987) held that lan-
guage has a structuring and influencing capacity that provides it with
‘social power’ (Hook, 1984: 260). The central claim was that the choice
of different metaphors, euphemisms or analogies had fundamental con-
sequences for how ‘reality’ was understood, and hence also for which
policies should be adopted. In keeping with the general focus on nuclear
deterrence in the 1980s, most analyses dealt with how nuclear issues
were represented through terms such as ‘collateral damage’ (Cohn, 1987;
Cardiff Text Analysis Group, 1988). As Carol Cohn (1987: 711) made
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clear, ‘collateral damage’ was part of a larger technostrategic discourse
where the reference point was the weapons themselves rather than the
death of human beings. Nuclear language was furthermore shot through
with gendered imagery: it was a ‘patriarchal language’ and ‘both a product
and an expression of the power of men in science, nuclear war planning
and politics’ (Hook, 1985: 71; Cohn, 1987).

Linguistic analysis in the 1980s came out of or had affinities to Critical
Peace Research and would (still) in most cases echo the early Frankfurt
School’s post-Marxist concern with how modern media manipulated and
structured reality, creating in Marcuse’s words a One Dimensional Man
(Marcuse, 1964). This rested upon an understanding of language as more
or less able to represent, or misrepresent, reality. For those who drew
upon French poststructuralist philosophers, most prominently Jacques
Derrida and Michel Foucault, this view was modified in that to Post-
structuralists, no materiality would ever be able to present itself outside
of a discursive representation (Shapiro, 1981; Dillon, 1990: 103). While
parting epistemologically with Peace Research’s positivist agenda, 1980s
Poststructuralism grew out of (the fringes) of Peace Research: institution-
ally, authors such as R. B. J. Walker and Ashley had ties to the World Order
Models Project, as had the journal Alternatives, a key outlet for Poststruc-
turalist research. Wæver and Joenniemi worked as Peace Researchers at
COPRI and the Tampere Peace Research Institute (TAPRI), and the latter’s
journal Current Research on Peace and Violence also published Poststruc-
turalist writings. Politically and substantially, Poststructuralists shared
Peace Researchers’ concern with the dangers of nuclear bipolarity and the
need to change it, yet they also adopted epistemologies and methodolo-
gies radically different from both quantitative and soft-positivist Peace
Research. In terms of the driving forces, the advent and first develop-
ment of the Poststructuralist approach was impacted by internal academic
debates in the form of disciplines (Political Theory, Philosophy, Linguistics
and Sociology) and theories from outside ISS and IR, and by unfolding
internal debates over epistemologies and methodologies within ISS itself.
Yet, since Poststructuralism was equally formed by its historical context –
the Second Cold War of the 1980s – it was also influenced by great power
politics and the general fear and opposition that nuclear technology and
arms racing generated on the academic and political left.

To Poststructuralists, to see security – or peace – as discourse involved
a shift from an objective conception of security where threats could be
assessed – at least in hindsight (Wolfers, 1952) – to a practice through
which subjects were constituted. This implied a significant turn in security
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thinking in that actors or identities were no longer stable and given enti-
ties to which Peace Researchers or security theorists could refer. National
security was not, in short, something that could be assessed through
an analysis of which threats a nation confronted, but rather a process
through which ‘the nation’ came to be produced and reproduced with a
particular identity. Threats themselves were therefore also discursive: to
constitute something as threatening was to invoke ‘discourses of danger
and security’, and to situate that ‘something’ as of a particular impor-
tance to the threatened Self (Dillon, 1990: 102). Drawing upon Foucault,
Poststructuralists furthermore emphasised the significance of power and
knowledge, of security discourses as ‘plays of power which mobilize rules,
codes and procedures to assert a particular understanding, through the
construction of knowledge’ (Dalby, 1988: 416). Knowledge in turn was
not free of value judgements, and the claim to objectivity that Classical
positivists and ISS traditionalists espouse was thus problematised.

Security politics, argued Poststructuralism, was fundamentally about
the construction of a radically different, inferior and threatening Other,
but also, since identity is always relational, about the Self. The focus on the
constitution of the Other broadened the scope of traditional security anal-
ysis in that Poststructuralists argued that security policies were directed
not only against an external Other – usually other states and alliances –
but also against internal Others as these were ‘located in different sites
of ethnicity, race, class, gender, or locale’ (Campbell, 1990: 270). Linking
back to the central questions at the heart of ISS laid out in chapter 2,
Poststructuralists advocated a critical scrutiny of the ways in which policy
discourse as well as (parts of) Realism and Strategic Studies pointed to
the need for societal cohesion as this ‘need’ produced the objects of fear
and difference which were to be eradicated or transformed.

Poststructuralism in the 1980s explored these themes through two –
sometimes intersecting – routes: one which dealt with security as an
abstract practice situated within the larger structures of state sovereignty,
and one which engaged the political context of the antagonistic super-
power relationship. As one of the key theorists in the first tradition, Walker
traced the historical evolution of state sovereignty and its link to modern
conceptions of security (Walker, 1987, 1990). Walker held that the prin-
ciple of state sovereignty provided a very powerful answer to the problem
of political identity in that it offered a spatial solution, where citizens
were located within the sharply demarcated territory of the state, and
a temporal solution, where progress and ‘universalizing standards’ were
possible on the inside, whereas power and conflict made global, universal
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principles impossible (Walker, 1990: 10–12). The challenge, according to
Walker, was to find an alternative conception of security flexible enough
that it could deconstruct the rigid claims of national security, allow those
subjects whose security was not identical to that of the state to come
into focus, and to define modes of differentiation that escaped both the
friend–foe distinction and the tempting trap of universalism as one global
conflict-free state.

Other Poststructuralists turned to contemporary events, and the Sec-
ond Cold War was the subject of several early Poststructuralist analy-
ses (Dalby, 1988; Nathanson, 1988; Campbell, 1990). Campbell (1990)
located the constitution of the Soviet Other inside a longer American his-
tory of difference that comprised American Indians, gender relations and
environmental degradation. Dalby (1988: 423) offered a critical analysis
of Sovietology as a discipline of knowledge and power. The emphasis on
structure and the wider discursive context that actors or texts are situ-
ated within also made Poststructuralists suspicious of what may at first
look like changing structures. Challenging concepts of state sovereignty
and security was made difficult by the discursive and political ‘work’ that
had gone into reproducing these over several centuries, not least because
other, alternative conceptions had been silenced. Yet resistance might also
come from unlikely corners. Shapiro and Der Derian in particular argued
in favour of expanding the understanding of how security politics was
produced to include how popular culture represented such practices as
surveillance (Der Derian, 1990) and espionage (Shapiro, 1988, 1990; Der
Derian, 1992).

Situating Poststructuralism within the evolution of ISS, it was note-
worthy for how it explicitly adopted and engaged the concept of
security – and to a lesser extent peace – hence reinforcing the idea that
security was the key concept around which Strategic Studies and Peace
Research could meet. Early Poststructuralist works, particularly by Walker,
Ashley, Der Derian and Wæver came out of a Peace Research tradition, yet
explicitly recognised their debt to Classical Realism – Der Derian (1987: 4)
to the extent that he labelled his approach a ‘neo- or post-classical’ one.
Their insistence on the impossibility of moving from national security
and state sovereignty to ‘peace’ and universal arrangements located them
in an interesting space between the Cold War extremes of Strategic Studies
and Peace Research. Poststructuralism’s insistence on theorising security
as discourse did, however, also draw much criticism from Realists as well
as Peace Researchers, particularly as IR and ISS debates at the end of
the 1980s and 1990s focused on epistemology and assumptions about
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‘reality’, materiality and ideas. Since most Poststructuralist analyses of
Western security discourse refrained from assessing (discursively con-
stituted) Soviet capabilities or the ‘discourses of the Other’, they often
appeared as internally driven. As the Cold War came to a close and the
Soviet Union dismantled, these events pressured Poststructuralism, as we
shall see in chapter 7, to further engage questions of change, events and
non-radical constructions of identity. Looking to how Poststructuralism
was institutionalised, the rather limited amount of literature and writers
at this point make it a shorter story. Key outlets for Poststructuralist work
were the journals Alternatives and Millennium, and ISA’s flagship journal
International Studies Quarterly published a special issue titled ‘Speaking
the Language of Exile: Dissidence in International Studies’ in 1990. As
this title indicated, a central Poststructuralist self-understanding was of
being marginalised, exiled and silenced.

The internal structure and main offshoots of Peace Research are
mapped in Figure 5.2. The full lines show a stonger connection, the
dotted lines a weaker one.

Institutionalisation

We have already covered some aspects of Peace Research’s institutional-
isation above (for Poststructuralism, Feminist Security Studies and the
views on the institutionalisation of the positive–negative peace debate).
This section will focus on organisational structures, funding patterns and
the outlets for the dissemination of research for Peace Research as a whole.
The institutionalisation of Peace Research and Arms Control was not as
big or as extensive as that for Strategic Studies, but it was nevertheless
substantial, and broadly followed the same form. Given its oppositional
character, there was a surprising amount of state backing for it, even in
the US. That said, there can be no question that while interest in Arms
Control was distributed fairly evenly across the Atlantic, Peace Research
was considerably stronger in Europe, a difference closely related to Europe
being the front line of the Cold War. In Europe there was more room for
public concern that nuclear strategy was mainly about the defence of the
US, and therefore room for differences of interest/policy vis-à-vis what
was good for Europe and Europeans (Gleditsch, 2004; Väyrynen, 2004).
The domestic difference, as noted, had partly to do with the existence
of a strong political left in Europe (and its relative absence in the US),
and partly with a larger room for critical Marxist perspectives within the
academic world. Perhaps also the relative weakness of IR in continental
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Figure 5.2. The internal structure and offshoots of Peace Research
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Europe left more of a niche for Peace Research than was the case in the
US and Britain.

Thinking about peace is almost as old as thinking about war, and there
are general traditions of pacifism, anti-militarism, non-violence and anti-
war stretching far back and having many different roots, whether religious
(Bhuddist, Christian, Hindu), political (mainly liberal and socialist) or
ethical (humanist). Specific institutionalisation in pursuit of peace seems
to be a largely twentieth-century phenomenon, with perhaps the ear-
liest manifestation being the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, founded in 1910 as a private, non-profit organisation dedicated
to advancing cooperation between nations and promoting active interna-
tional engagement by the United States. Although there were many activist
peace movements and organisations of various sorts during the inter-war
years, the self-reflexive constitution of an academic discipline devoted to
the study of peace is a post-Second World War phenomenon that mir-
rored that of Strategic Studies (Rogers, 2007: 36). Given the ‘utopian’
reputation of inter-war IR, there was perhaps less need for a distinc-
tive Peace Research until IR took its Realist turn after the Second World
War.

The main institutionalisation of Peace Research has thus almost all
taken place since the Second World War, and not surprisingly its story
runs in rough parallel with that of Strategic Studies. It got going dur-
ing the 1950s and 1960s as the superpower nuclear arms race was moving
into high gear, and maintained an impressive rate of growth right through
the Cold War. It manifested itself in think-tanks, standing conferences,
academic associations, journals, university departments and institutes,
and even a whole university (Wiberg, 1988). Lenz founded his Peace
Research Laboratory in St Louis in 1945, and the French Institut Français
Polémologie was also established that year (Rogers, 2007: 37). The long-
running Pugwash Conferences, starting in 1957, stemmed from the man-
ifesto issued in 1955 by Bertrand Russell and Albert Einstein. Pugwash
aimed to bring together scientists from many countries to discuss the
threat posed to civilisation by the advent of thermonuclear weapons, and
to explore, and make available to policy-makers, alternative approaches
to arms control and tension reduction. In 1959 the Richardson Institute
was set up as a Peace Research centre at Lancaster University in Britain,
dedicated to pioneering research in peace and conflict studies, in the spirit
of the Quaker meteorologist and mathematician, Lewis Fry Richardson.
The same year saw the opening of PRIO, which was followed by a series
of other Nordic Peace Research Institutes supported by public funding: in
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148 the cold war challenge to national security

Sweden (SIPRI, 1966), in Finland (TAPRI, 1969) and somewhat later in
Denmark (COPRI, 1985). A smaller private Danish Institute for Peace and
Conflict Research had, however, been founded in 1965. Along somewhat
similar lines, the Peace Research Institute Frankfurt (PRIF) was founded
in 1970 by the government of the state of Hessen as an independent
foundation. Other central West German institutes founded in the late
1960s to early 1970s (Everts, 1972: 487) were the Arbeitsgemeinschaft
für Friedens- und Konfliktforschung (AFK), Bonn (1968); Arbeitsge-
meinschaft für Friedens- und Konfliktforschung, Heidelberg (1970); and
Projektbereich Friedens- und Konfliktforschung, Freie Universität Berlin
(1971). The Netherlands was also among the first countries to witness the
establishment of Peace Research Institutes, the Polemological Institute at
the University of Groningen in 1961 (identified by Wiberg, 1988: 39 as one
of the three early growth poles of Peace Research) and the Peace Research
Center, University of Nijmegen in 1965. All of these northern European
institutes had research as their main activity, and like many Strategic
Studies think-tanks, usually had a practical, policy-orientated mission.
They were largely government funded, though some also received outside
money for particular projects.

The Canadian Peace Research and Education Association (CPREA) was
founded in 1966, and 1970 saw the setting up of the UN-linked Interna-
tional Peace Academy as an independent think-tank aimed at promoting
peace policies. The Cornell University Peace Studies Program began in
1970. The Institute for Peace Research and Security Policy at Hamburg
University (IFSH) started in 1971. Also in 1971, three university depart-
ments for peace and conflict research were established in Sweden, at
Uppsala, Gothenburg and Lund, not just to do research, but to teach
peace and conflict studies, and chairs were created and appointed at the
two former universities in 1985 (Gleditsch, 2004: 20–21). Along simi-
lar lines, but with funding from the Society of Friends (Quakers) rather
than the government, a Department of Peace Studies was established at
Bradford University in the UK in 1973, and this department grew to
become the world’s largest university peace studies centre with 200 post-
graduate students and five associated research institutes by 2003 (Rogers,
2007: 38). The Institute for Peace Science Hiroshima University (IPSHU)
started in 1975 and was the first academic research body of its kind in
Japan. In general, notes Wiberg (1988: 35–37), the period of growth has
been around 1970 and may be attributed to the expansion of the social
sciences as a whole in the 1960s and the subsequent stagnation of the
1970s.
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That said, new institutions were still being founded during the 1980s. A
University for Peace was established in Costa Rica in 1980 by the UN Gen-
eral Assembly. In the UK, the Council for Arms Control (CAC) started
work in 1981 as an independent research and educational organisation
for disseminating ideas and information on arms control and disarma-
ment. CAC worked in part to support arms control as a counter to the
nuclear disarmers in the British peace movement. When its funding ran
out in the early 1990s as a result of the great decline in the military
agenda consequent on the ending of the Cold War, CAC merged into
the Centre for Defence Studies at Kings College London. The Geneva
International Peace Research Institute (GIPRI) was founded in 1980 and
it collaborates with the UN Institute of Disarmament Research (UNI-
DIR) and the Université Libre de Bruxelles (www.gipriwaterproject.ch/ –
last accessed 6 December 2007). UNIDIR was established by the First
Special Session of the UN General Assembly Devoted to Disarmament in
1978 at the behest of the French government and began work in 1980.
Most of UNIDIR’s activities are in the area of arms reduction and mil-
itary conflict management (http://www.unidir.org/html/en/background.
html – last accessed 6 December 2007). Perhaps surprisingly, the United
States Institute of Peace (USIP) was set up by and remains funded
by the US Congress, and was signed into law by President Reagan in
1984. USIP has invested 58 million dollars since 1986 in some 1,700
grants for research and peacebuilding projects in 76 countries around
the world (www.usip.org/aboutus/faqs.html – last accessed 21 Decem-
ber 2007). Even towards the end of the Cold War new institutions were
being founded. There was the Centre for Peace Studies at McMaster
University and the Center for Nonproliferation Studies (CNS) at the
Monterey Institute of International Studies, both in 1989. At present,
the Peace Institutes Database lists 600 research and training insti-
tutes in 90 countries (http://databases.unesco.org/peace/PeaceWEBintro.
shtml).

Peace Research in the US was, as noted above, mostly within the
behaviouralist tradition, and was mainly institutionalised through par-
ticular leading university professors and their departments. The strongest
institutional basis for the first wave of behavioural Peace Research was
the Center for Research on Conflict Resolution set up at the University
of Michigan in 1956. The Center hosted several members of the ‘invisible
college’ inspired by Richardson’s work, including Kenneth E. Boulding,
Katz, Rapoport and Singer (Wiberg, 1998: 39). The Center published the
Journal of Conflict Resolution (JCR) until 1971, when it was disbanded
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150 the cold war challenge to national security

due to a lack of funding, and JCR moved to Yale University where Bruce
Russett has been an editor ever since.

As early as 1964, Peace Research was sufficiently well established to
enable the founding of the International Peace Research Association
(IPRA). This created a global network of Peace Research institutions
and eventually comprised five regional associations. The Peace Studies
section of the ISA was founded in 1972,5 and by 1987 it is described as
one of the oldest sections of the ISA (memo dated 4 March 1987). There
has also been steady growth in Peace Research journals and periodicals
from Conflict Resolution, later the Journal of Conflict Resolution in 1957,
Peace Research Abstracts (1963), the Journal of Peace Research (1964),
SIPRI Yearbook (1968), Bulletin of Peace Proposals (published by PRIO,
1970), Instant Research on Peace and Violence (published by TAPRI from
1970, later changed to Current Research on Peace and Violence), Alterna-
tives (1975), Peace and Change (1976), NOD: Non-Offensive Defence –
International Research Newsletter (1987–1999, later changed to NOD and
Conversion) published by COPRI and edited by Bjørn Møller, and the
general journal of the ISA, International Studies Quarterly, described in
1979 by Chatfield (1979: 173) as ‘the major broad-gauged organ of peace
research in North America’.

A crucial component in the institutionalisation of academic fields is
the development of a curriculum, a body of texts that can be taught to
new students (Lopez, 1985). As Vasquez (1976) laid out, the ‘two cul-
tures problem’ also had ramifications in the classroom in that there was a
tendency to teach Peace Research along either behavioural or humanistic
lines. A thoroughly integrated introduction to Peace Research which cov-
ered both of the two epistemological traditions was, argued Lopez (1985:
118) in his survey of Peace Studies curricula, only offered by Michael
Washburn’s (1976) Peace and World Order Studies. Wiberg (1988: 48) rec-
ommends Peace and World Order Studies: A Curriculum Guide for those
teaching undergraduate courses in Peace Research (Institute for World
Order, 1981). Other works from which Peace Research could be taught
were Boulding and Boulding (1974) Introduction to the Global Society;
Bremer et al. (1975) The Scientific Study of War; and in Swedish, Wiberg
(1976) Konfliktteori och fredsforskning.

Turning to the impact of foundations and think-tanks on the institu-
tionalisation of Peace Research and Arms Control, this is a theme much
less covered in the self-reflective Peace Research literature than the topics

5 According to papers from the ISA Headquarters inviting members to a meeting to establish
the section at the annual conference.
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of founding institutions, key forefathers, curricula, journals and associ-
ations. Benedict (1989: 91), the then associate director of the Program
on Peace and International Cooperation at the MacArthur Foundation,
argues nevertheless that foundations have played a major role in funding
and shaping peace studies. Focusing on the 1980s, the following founda-
tions are deemed crucial: Carnegie, Hewlett, W. Alton Jones, MacArthur,
Rockefeller and Sloan. Reaching back to the 1970s, Wallerstein (2002: 83)
holds that a small group of foundations have systematically given grants to
institutions and researchers working in the fields of peace studies, conflict
resolution, arms control, non-proliferation and regional security: Ford,
MacArthur, W. Alton Jones, Rockefeller, Carnegie, Crompton, Prospect
Hill, Samuel Rubin, Scherman and Winston, and the Ploughshares Fund.
Benedict (1989: 93) notes that of grants given by MacArthur to institutions
between 1985 and 1988, ‘69 percent were awarded for projects on U.S.–
Soviet relations and issues of nuclear and military policy, 14 percent were
devoted to work on regional conflict, 9 percent to global issues such as the
development of an international economy, and 7 percent to the process of
U.S. policymaking in peace and security’. A broader epistemological and
substantive agenda is reflected in grants to discourse analysis, historical
and anthropological studies, global and economic change, ethnic conflict,
migration and resource-based conflicts (Benedict, 1989: 94).

Think-tanks have been partially covered by the discussion of university
centres and research institutes mentioned above in that several of these
(SIPRI, PRIO and COPRI for instance) have such independent institu-
tional identities that they would qualify as think-tanks, although it should
be noted that these are think-tanks with a strong emphasis on research.
Peace Research institutions would thus often engage in policy debates,
but usually from the vantage point of the (left-leaning) intellectual rather
than the policy advisor or consultant.

Think-tanks which should be mentioned include the Brookings Insti-
tution established in 1927 by the merger of the Institute for Government
Research (1916), the Institute of Economics (1922) and a graduate
school (1924) (www.tni.org/detail˙page.phtml?&publish=Y&int02=
&pub niv=&workgroup=&text06=&text03=&keywords=& lang=&
text00=&text10=history-index&menu=07a – last accessed 8 December
2007). Brookings associates played central roles in drafting the plans for
the UN and the Marshall Plan after the Second World War and is usually
located at the centre-left of the US policy spectrum. Another think-tank
with links to Arms Control is the Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, which during the Cold War conducted research on the UN, founded
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                                        Events

Same as with Strategic
Studies
• formation of NATO
• formation of the
European Economic
Community
• peace movements
• decolonisation
• US/Western political and
economic involvement in the
global South
• environmental degradation
(acid rain, pesticides, etc.)
• women’s movements

PEACE
RESEARCH

AND ITS
OFFSHOOTS

Institutionalisation
• founding of
organisations and
programmes
• conferences
• specialised
journals
• associations

Great power
politics

Same as with Strategic Studies
• North–South relations

Technology
Same as with Strategic Studies

• arms control treaties, the media

Academic debate

• foundational multi-
disciplinarity, change
to IR main field
• normative debates
• ‘two cultures’
concern
• quantitative,
qualitative-positivist,
and post-positivist
epistemologies
• Liberal, Marxist,
Feminist theories

Figure 5.3. The main drivers behind Peace Research and its offshoots

the Arms Control Association in 1971 and became the publisher of For-
eign Policy (www.carnegieendowment.org/about/index.cfm?fa=history –
last accessed 8 December 2007). The Social Science Research Council
(SSRC) has also played a major role as an institution mostly funded
by large Liberal foundations: the Ford Foundation, the MacArthur
Foundation and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. In the Nordic area,
the Nordic Cooperation Committee for International Politics, including
Conflict and Peace Research (NORDSAM), funded smaller Peace
Research projects and the joint committees of the Nordic Social Science
Research Councils sponsored the publication of the JPR (Gleditsch,
2004: 15).

The main drivers of Peace Research and its offshoots are shown
in Figure 5.3. One should note that the main box at the top centre,
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‘Peace Research and its offshoots’, comprises all of the approaches shown
in Figure 5.2. As laid out above, there were important differences
between the impact of the driving forces on each of these offshoots, and
Figure 5.3 therefore provides a general overview of the main development,
not specific details.

Conclusions

As this chapter shows, there is quite strong evidence for seeing Cold
War Strategic Studies, Arms Control and Peace Research as a single con-
versation despite their obvious political differences. There was a lot of
substantive overlap, very similar drivers, a parallel profile of institu-
tionalisation and not much in the way of epistemological differences,
at least not in ways that correlate with Strategic Studies and Peace
Research orientations. There were certainly disagreements, bordering
at times on overt antagonism and contempt, about preferred priorities
and policies, and at the extremes there were different views of how to
define the problem. But across a broad middle range, both Strategists
and Peace Researchers were responding to the same problem: how to
pursue security in the context of a nuclear-armed bipolar superpower
confrontation.

The evolutionary story told in this chapter is in several ways a more
complex one than that of chapter 4, which was concerned with the birth
of ISS and its Strategic Studies core. This chapter has traced how Arms
Control to a lesser extent and Peace Research in more fundamental
ways criticised Strategic Studies and how crucial political, normative
and epistemological divisions within Peace Research generated sepa-
rate approaches with distinct identities: negative versus positive peace
researchers, and within the positive camp between the Liberal Deutschian
approach and the Critical Neo-Marxists, while bridging them a Galtun-
gian position incorporated Liberal as well as Marxist ideas. During the
1980s, Common Security grew out of an Arms Control agenda that res-
onated with negative Peace Research, but it simultaneously opened the
door to the wider agenda of positive Peace Research. In the same decade,
two other approaches, Feminism and Poststructuralism, had their roots in
positive Peace Research, but they gained momentum and took directions
that generated an understanding of them as being approaches in their
own right rather than sub-branches of Peace Research. Debates evolved
around the fundamental questions at the heart of ISS: the possibility of
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154 the cold war challenge to national security

transforming Realist dynamics between states, the question of domestic
stability and which epistemologies to adopt. The story of this chapter is
thus one that brings in more approaches and labels on the terrain of ISS
and therefore also to a larger extent than in chapter 4, one of interactions
and academic debates.

In terms of the driving forces, the shared concern across Strategic
Studies, Arms Control and Peace Research with nuclear deterrence and
bipolar relations indicated that great power politics and technology were
highly influential also for this part of the ISS story. Even to positive Peace
Researchers, nuclear stalemate was significant both as a subject in its own
right and as an economic and political drain on the world’s resources. In
terms of events, both Arms Control and Peace Research thus shared with
Strategic Studies the Cold War and the thawing and cooling of super-
power relations as foundational events. To positive Peace Researchers,
their expanded agenda was in part formulated as a response to events
in the Third World, both sudden ones, such as the waves of decoloniali-
sation, and more slow-moving ones, like the economic exploitation that
North–South structures entailed. The stronger focus on debate within this
chapter implies that the internal dynamics of academic debates played a
major role in explaining the evolution of Peace Research. Peace Research
not only imported from other disciplines (game theory, Mathematics,
Philosophy, social theory, Development Studies and Feminist Theory
among them), as did Strategic Studies, but constituted itself as thor-
oughly interdisciplinary. Peace Research was also concerned with epis-
temology and ‘the two cultures problem’ as well as with the political
and normative stances that being a scholar entailed. Finally, institution-
alisation implied that Peace Research put down its own roots in terms
of organisations, educational institutions, venues for publication and
networks.

The similar patterns of institutionalisation and focus on the Cold War
meant that the ending of the Cold War posed a parallel crisis in both
Peace Research and Arms Control to that for Strategic Studies. The main
exception here was those who had been challenging not just the national
security orientation of ISS, but also its confinement to the military sec-
tor. This had happened both under the conceptual banner of positive
peace, and from the early 1980s increasingly under the label of secu-
rities other than national security. For them the ending of the Cold
War was not a crisis but an opportunity. As we shall see in chapter 6,
the success of the 1980s widening attempts was evidenced in traditional
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Strategic Studies theorists coming out to defend a concept of military,
state security which had hitherto been so hegemonic that it did not have
to justify itself. Chapter 7 will analyse the booming academic industry
of post-Cold War widening approaches that took off where the 1980s
ended.
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6

International Security Studies post-Cold War: the
traditionalists

This chapter concentrates on those Strategists, Peace Researchers and
Arms Controllers who stayed with the military agenda despite the ending
of the Cold War, and discusses these together as ‘traditionalists’. It thus
collapses most of the main distinctions between Strategic Studies and
Peace Research used to structure chapters 4 and 5. This chapter and
the next are organised around a new division between traditionalists
collectively, and those who wanted to widen and deepen the meaning
of security. Our argument that Cold War ISS can be seen as a single
conversation as far as military security was concerned remains just as
strong, or even stronger, after the end of the Cold War.

Yet one might wonder what produced this convergence between Strate-
gic Studies and ‘negative’ Peace Research considering their heated nor-
mative and analytical exchanges during the Cold War? Building on our
analysis in the previous two chapters, we would argue that this conver-
gence, illustrated in Figure 6.1, was facilitated in part by the shift towards
‘security’ within Peace Research. As Gleditsch noted in 1989, by then peace
was no longer the concept that guided Peace Research (Gleditsch, 1989).
In addition, although negative Peace Research understood itself as nor-
matively driven, it was a normativity that entered the analysis through the
choice of research subject. Once the research question had been formu-
lated, it was up to social science to determine its validity and the research
process was therefore objective as far as the results produced were con-
cerned. This created an analytical meeting ground with Strategic Studies
which worked from a similar epistemology. If anything, Peace Researchers
were more hard-core game theory, rational choice and large-scale quan-
titative data-sets, compared to much of Strategic Studies’ preference for
historical and comparative case-studies (Walt, 1991, 1999a). The fact that
epistemological convergence was deemed important and could be the
basis for common research agendas was itself an indication that episte-
mology was given pride of place in IR debates in the late 1980s and the
1990s (Keohane, 1988). The ending of the Cold War also implied that
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STRATEGIC
STUDIES
(Cold War

traditionalism)

POST-COLD WAR
TRADITIONALISM

PEACE
RESEARCH

Negative
peace

Positive
peace

Arms
Control

Figure 6.1. The composition of Post-Cold War traditionalism

Peace Research’s sense of nuclear urgency – the Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists’ ‘Doomsday Clock’ showing five minutes to midnight was an
apt indication – was replaced by a greater variety of issues. This gener-
ated more specific research agendas along which Peace Researchers and
strategists could more easily converge on substance, for instance on the
democratic peace and proliferation. And in terms of disciplinary sociol-
ogy there might have been a shared sense that wideners and deepeners
were presenting more of a common challenge to be confronted, in that
the post-Cold War agenda might look, at least to politicians, journalists
and other non-specialists, as being less about military security than had
been the case during the Cold War. The widening–deepening challenge
was aimed not only at the military state-centrism that negative peace
researchers and strategists shared, but also at their common rationalist
epistemological position.

In terms of the four basic questions that guide ISS, the convergence
is thus brought about through a downplaying of the question ‘what is
the view of security politics?’ Peace Researchers and Strategists might
continue to disagree on this, but the declining nuclear urgency made this
less of an issue, and the shared epistemology made this a question that
could be posed empirically. In terms of the referent object, the state held
centre-stage; in terms of the security sector, the military did too; and in
terms of the location of threats, Strategic Studies opened up for a broader
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view that may have previously given Peace Research a bit of an ‘internal
threats’ advantage.

The post-Cold War era was defined by the fact that bipolarity, in both
its material and ideological senses, disappeared as the Soviet Union first
changed its identity to an ideological and military form less threatening
to the West, and then imploded, taking with it the main legitimising
reason for the massive military competition. But what exactly replaced
it – unipolarity? multipolarity? globalisation? – remained a matter of
debate throughout the IR literature. Whatever the answer, it was clear for
ISS that, from the late 1980s onwards, the priority attached to the Cold
War political–military security agenda of how to deal with superpower
confrontation, both nuclear and NATO central front, had plummeted. The
ending of the Cold War thus raised big questions about the basic nature of a
Strategic Studies and Peace Resarch agenda that had long been dominated
by superpower rivalry and the fear of nuclear war (Jervis, 1991/2; Gaddis,
1992/3; Lebow, 1994). The sharp decline in military security concerns
was in part what opened the way for the expansion of the wider security
agenda already visible during the 1980s, a story we pick up in chapter 7. As
we shall see in this chapter, while some big parts of the Cold War military
agenda did indeed largely drop out of interest, other parts remained
robust, and new topics quickly emerged. The traditional agenda lost
some of its dominance of ISS, faced new challengers, and for a few years
suffered some intellectual pressure and institutional retrenchment. But
perhaps surprisingly, given the magnitude of change in its environment,
it underwent no major existential crisis. Realists would not find this lack
of crisis surprising, since for them it was just a matter of time before the
relevance of the military agenda would again become apparent.

Looking to the five driving forces, how did they produce the conver-
gence between Strategic Studies and Peace Reseach as well as the directions
that ‘traditionalist’ military security took? The Cold War had been the
meta-event upon which ISS had been founded, and great power politics
and technology had been the two most significant forces shaping the
evolution inside of that ‘event framework’. Post-Cold War, traditional ISS
was compelled to answer two fundamental questions that concerned the
focus on and explanatory power of great power politics: why did the Cold
War end? And would traditional military state-centric approaches be of
much use with bipolarity gone? The first two sections below examine
how answering these questions pushed Realist ISS to consider some of
its ontological, analytical and epistemological assumptions. This in turn
also indicates the significance of internal academic debates, both within
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ISS and on ISS as it was impacted by IR. As the 1990s unfolded, a patch-
work of conflicts and crises framed a third question for traditional ISS:
what polarity had replaced bipolarity? We look to the responses in a
section below as well as to the manner in which regional security and
non-Western events gained an increased saliency.

The preoccupation with technology, particularly nuclear technology,
during the Cold War had been enormous, and with the ending of the
Cold War the link between technology development and superpower
rivalry was broken. Yet the material reality of nuclear technology was
still there to be dealt with, even though its political context had changed
radically, and technology remained therefore a significant driving force
for traditionalist post-Cold War ISS. One result, which we examine in a
separate section, was that the literature on nuclear proliferation, already
large during the Cold War, became more prominent, and there were
similar continuities on other technology-driven topics. The chapter ends
by looking to the consequences that the ending of the Cold War had on
the institutionalisation of traditional, military approaches.

The loss of a meta-event: surviving the Soviet Union

The specific characteristics of the Cold War – bipolarity, nuclear weaponry
and deterrence in the context of an oscillation between confrontation and
détente – played an integral role in how security was conceptualised and
institutionalised within ISS. With the Cold War now history, the tradi-
tional core of ISS faced the simple and potentially devastating question of
how to survive in the face of the peaceful, voluntary dismantling of the bipo-
lar order. How could traditional ISS explain the ending of the Cold War,
and would there be a role for Strategic Studies, and indeed the military
side of Peace Research, to play in the post-Cold War order? Linking back
to our four basic questions, the challenges posed to Strategic Studies and
more broadly, Realist and state-centric approaches, came in a number of
more specific forms targeting different parts of the Strategic Studies and
Realist edifice.

The breakdown of bipolarity challenged Neorealist assumptions that
this system was particularly durable. The Neorealist (and Realist more
generally) response, to be further examined below, held that while bipo-
larity was assumed to be durable, it was not presumed to be perma-
nent. Kennan’s (1947) account of how the populations of the Soviet
Union would come to topple ‘their’ Communist leadership was repeat-
edly invoked as a testament to Realist forewarnings of the changing global
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structure. Moreover, Realists also approached the changing global struc-
ture as an empirical fact that should be addressed analytically: the end
of bipolarity did not prove that polarity did not matter, but, held Neo-
realists, rather that a new politically and academically pertinent research
agenda was produced. What followed in the 1990s was thus a concern with
establishing what the new polarity of the system was (Kegley and Ray-
mond, 1992, 1994; Huntington, 1993b; Jervis, 1993; Layne, 1993; Waltz,
1993; Kapstein and Mastanduno, 1999; Wohlforth, 1999). This was no
easy question. The Cold War definition of polarity had been based on the
military having the clear upper hand, but also on a convergence of the
military, political, economic and cultural sectors. In the early 1990s, it was
no longer obvious that military capabilities were more significant than
economic or political ones, nor was it clear how to compare across sectors:
were Japan (economically strong, militarily not) or the EU (economically
strong, militarily and politically fragmented) potential poles?

The end of bipolarity was one thing, but the manner in which it came
about, peacefully and voluntarily rather than through military confronta-
tion, formed a challenge of its own. Realism’s understanding of the state
as driven by its own utility, power, security and interests seemed to res-
onate poorly with the Soviet leadership’s decision to allow a disman-
tling of the Warsaw Pact, the end of communism, German reunification
and the disintegration of the Soviet Union itself. This process seemed
to prove Deutschian transactionists, Liberal interdependency economists
and peace researchers right that security politics need not be based on the
Realist assumption of permanent political–military rivalry. If this was the
case, a series of key normative and political assumptions at the heart of
Strategic Studies were thrown into possibly unsalvageable doubt. A major
debate therefore ensued around domestic versus systemic, and mate-
rial versus ideational explanations for Soviet behaviour (Deudney and
Ikenberry, 1991, 1991/2; Perle, 1991; Risse-Kappen, 1991; Dolan, 1992;
Lebow and Risse-Kappen, 1997; Forsberg, 1999; Brooks and Wohlforth,
2000/1).

Realists rose to the ontological challenge, and many argued that Gor-
bachev’s decisions were in fact driven by Western security policies which
had pushed the Soviet Union to such economic and military overexten-
sion that it stood on the brink of internal collapse. Its choice was one of
non-violent defeat or being faced with violent domestic opposition. Or,
in two-level game terminology, Soviet leaders were pushed by domestic
forces to make the international adjustments necessary. Yes, the inability
of the Soviet leadership to provide welfare to its citizens undermined
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the communist system, but this showed pressure being applied on the
economic sector through the military sector and thus the military as the
causal factor impacting the economic. Furthermore, nuclear deterrence
might be said to have worked in the sense that Gorbachev could have
chosen to remain within a US–Soviet competitive and mutually deterring
logic, but that this would have run the risk of escalating confrontation
to the point where the nuclear threshold was passed, or that domestic
turmoil would eventually become so severe that nuclear weapons would
be procured by opponents of the regime (for actual use or for bargaining
power). According to this line of reasoning, nuclear deterrence did, in
short, apply external and internal pressure and the fact that Gorbachev
realised this shows that state leaders can make rational decisions, not that
they are utopian, altruistic or motivated by world peace.

A slightly different line of Realist defence moved from the second
level of analysis – the foreign policy of the Soviet Union – to the third,
structural, level arguing that the case of the peaceful dismantling of the
Soviet Union may be explainable, but nevertheless unusual. It should not
in other words be interpreted as a fundamental break with the dynamics of
international relations or as a sign that one had now progressed beyond
the power struggles of an anarchic system. International politics goes
through periods of accommodation and fewer wars, but there is always
the lurking shadow of conflicts to come, and if states do not prepare
for this – the lesson of the inter-war period – they will learn the hard way
that others do (Mearsheimer, 1990; C. S. Gray, 1992, 1999; Waltz, 2000b).
By making claims about the future, but not specifying how long it might
take before conflicts reoccurred, this Realist ontology became in principle
immune to empirical challenges.

Did the ending of the Cold War challenge the understanding of secu-
rity as concerned primarily with external threats? Yes, in that the ending
seemed to stem as much or more from internal dissolution and transfor-
mation, not only of the Soviet Union, but throughout the Eastern bloc
as Hungarians crossed the border into Austria and the Berlin Wall fell.
No, in that these events could be seen as linked to the external pressure
applied. Looking past the explanation of the end of the Cold War and
into the events – particularly the military conflicts – that were to be at the
top of the political and ISS agenda in the 1990s, the need to shift from
external threats to internal ones was, however, apparent as evidenced by
the upsurge in so-called ethnic or civil conflicts, and in the ensuing series
of humanitarian interventions discussed below. The Strategists’ response
was not to relinquish intra-state wars to Peace Researchers, sociologists or
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anthropologists used to working at the sub-state level, but to move Realist
analysis down one step and apply it to warring sub-state groups (Posen,
1993; Van Evera, 1994; Kaufmann, 1996). Looking back to the formative
early years of ISS, there were indeed elements of that tradition which
facilitated a broadening of the research agenda to include intra-state con-
flict. Kennan had been concerned with domestic cohesion at home and
abroad, Herz’s security dilemma was applicable across levels of analysis,
and Neorealism’s understanding of the state was built on the rational
actor assumption of micro-economic theory and hence could quite easily
be transferred to sub-state collectivities.

Internal academic debates: state-centrism and epistemology

The dwindling of the Cold War registered on traditionalist ISS in that it
generated a series of explicit discussions of what should be the research
agenda of ISS, which concept of security should be employed and which
epistemology should be adopted in its study. Such conceptual and the-
oretical engagements had been largely absent from the field since the
immediate post-Second World War decade when Wolfers (1952) and
Herz (1950) had produced their seminal works on security as an ambigu-
ous symbol and the security dilemma (Walt, 1991; Baldwin, 1995). This
turn to basic theoretical and conceptual questions was not only a con-
sequence of the ending of the Cold War, but also of factors related to
the driving force of internal academic debates. It seems safe to say that
widening approaches were starting to make an impact on the Strategic
Studies mainstream by the close of the 1980s. While those speaking from
that position might still be strongly committed to a state-centric, mili-
tary conception of security as ‘the study of the threat, use, and control of
military force’ (Walt, 1991: 212), they were now more pressured to defend
this position. In terms of the sociology of academic debates, a perspec-
tive’s diminishing hegemonic status may be identified through its need to
define what was previously seen as common sense or natural. Although
engaging challengers may grant the latter more visibility, ignoring them
risks marginalising the older, hegemonic perspective even further. In
terms of traditional approaches and their defences against challengers in
the late 1980s and 1990s, orthodox wideners became ‘contestants to be
addressed’, and up to a point the process of explicit defence hardened and
narrowed the traditionalist position around its military core. But there
were also challengers that remained largely ignored by the traditionalist
mainstream. International Security, for instance, did not publish a single
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article on gender, Poststructuralism, or Post-colonial approaches, and
Kolodziej’s Security and International Relations (2005), which effectively
summed up and spoke to the traditionalist-widening agenda of the 1990s,
defined Conventional Constructivism (see chapter 7) as the most radical
widening perspective to be addressed.

Why did traditionalists stick by their state-centric military guns? In
addition to subscribing to Realist ontological assumptions about the
inability of states to transform the anarchical international system – or
in the case of Peace Research making this a testable research question –
traditionalists pointed to the need for a concept that was analytically
clearly defined. Probably the clearest statement of this position was made
by Walt in his 1991 article on the state of the field of Security Studies,
where he pointed to those wanting to broaden the concept of security ‘to
include topics such as poverty, AIDS, environmental hazards, drug abuse,
and the like’. Such calls were important, argued Walt, in that they showed
that

nonmilitary issues deserve sustained attention from scholars and policy-
makers, and that military power does not guarantee well-being. But this
prescription runs the risk of expanding ‘security studies’ excessively; by
this logic, issues such as pollution, disease, child abuse, or economic reces-
sions could all be viewed as threats to ‘security.’ Defining the field in this
way would destroy its intellectual coherence and make it more difficult to
devise solutions to any of these important problems. (Walt, 1991: 213)

Walt’s repudiation of widening approaches echoed Kenneth E. Bould-
ing’s (1978) defence of negative peace thirteen years earlier, and was based
on a combination of ontological, analytical and political considerations:
the state was considered the best defence against external and domes-
tic insecurity in an imperfect world, and the threat of military force a
fact that ISS should be devoted to studying (Betts, 1997; Williams, 1998)
and a coherent subject around which expertise could be accumulated.
This, however, did not mean that traditionalists were uncritical of the
way in which security policy was conducted, or more specifically of the
relationship between policy-making and the academic institution of ISS.
Walt (1991: 212–213) was adamant that ISS should be devoted to ‘cen-
tral policy problems’ and ‘phenomena that can be controlled by national
leaders’. But he was equally concerned with the academic quality of the
work that went on inside think-tanks or was supported by defence con-
tractors and the US Defense Department. Much of it was ‘propaganda’
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that did not meet ‘the standards of logic and evidence in the social sci-
ences’, held Walt (1991: 213), who noted that ‘there is a difference between
the scholarly side of security studies and works that are largely political
advocacy, just as there is a difference between scholarship in criminology
and the public debate on gun control’. The concern for the standing and
solidity of security research was also central to Nye and Lynn-Jones (1988:
12–13) who held that the policy-oriented nature of ISS meant that the
field was theoretically underdeveloped. This was linked both to ‘Foun-
dation funding patterns and the policy fads of the day’ and to analysts
being constantly involved in policy-making and advising. This was not
only weakening ISS itself, in that good theory is what allows a field to
take on a constantly changing empirical world, as deterrence theory had
done for Strategic Studies during the golden age. It would also put ISS
at a structural disadvantage within the broader institutional structures
of academe, undermine scholarly respect for research in Security Studies
and weaken its status inside and across departments.

Epistemology played a crucial part in Walt’s defence against widening
approaches, and this in turn linked in with broader IR debates in the late
1980s and 1990s. Keohane’s Presidential address at the ISA in 1988 used
the labels of rationalism and reflectivism and this both testified to and
further cemented the status of epistemology – rather than the ontological
views of IR – as the most important way in which to view IR positions
and debates (Keohane, 1988; chapters 2 and 3; Wæver, 1997; Katzen-
stein et al., 1998). Interestingly, Walt differentiated his position against
epistemologies at both ends of the rationalist–reflectivist spectrum. In
terms of ‘epistemological wideners’, Walt (1991: 223) warned against Post-
structuralists who ‘have seduced other areas of international studies’ in
spite of being ‘mostly criticism and not much theory’. As a consequence,
‘issues of war and peace are too important for the field to be diverted
into a prolix and self-indulgent discourse that is divorced from the real
world’.

Looking in the opposite epistemological direction, Walt (1991: 223)
held that formal models, in spite of being more useful than Poststruc-
turalism, should also be viewed with caution: ‘impressive technical fire-
power’ notwithstanding, ‘their ability to illuminate important national
security problems has been disappointing’. Eight years later – and with
Poststructuralism apparently off the agenda – Walt (1999a) expanded this
criticism of rational choice theory (including mathematical models and
game theory), holding that while this approach scored high on logical
consistency, it had failed to produce much original work, nor had it done
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much to test the empirical validity of its hypotheses. Formal theorists,
almost all of whom had published in the Journal of Conflict Resolution,
the main outlet for ‘hard-nosed’ quantitative Peace Research, naturally
contested this assessment, arguing first that logical consistency was supe-
rior to originality and empirical validity, and second that formal theories
were original and tested to a greater extent than acknowledged by Walt
(de Mesquita and Morrow, 1999; Niou and Ordeshook, 1999; Powell,
1999; Zagare, 1999). Yet Walt stuck to his original analysis and ended his
response on a rare explicit note: ‘Let us be candid. There is a widespread
perception that formal modelers are less tolerant of other approaches than
virtually any other group in the field of political science’ (Walt, 1999b:
128–129).

Linking back to the analysis of ‘the two cultures problem’ in Peace
Research in chapter 5, and what seems to be an ongoing concern that
ISS (and Peace Research) was or would be developing into disconnected
streams of analysis, Walt’s criticism of formal modelling is a good indica-
tion that in the 1980s and 1990s, formal theory was stronger in the area
of conflict resolution. It also shows that labels such as Peace Researchers,
Strategists and Realists, are of less significance – at least in this con-
text – than epistemological and methodological distinctions. Depending
on whether the glass is half full or half empty, this exchange can be
seen as indicating a fundamental gap between formal and qualitative
approaches or as evidence of there being a conversation across the Con-
flict Resolution–Security Studies divide.

Great power politics: a replacement for the Soviet Union?

With the challenge of the Soviet Union gone, there was a transitional
question about how to manage its decline (Hopf, 1992), and a temporary
boom in Arms Control (on which more below). But the end of bipolarity
triggered bigger questions for ISS. Would other superpowers arise, and
if so when? As the most likely candidates, how long would it take before
China or the EU could bid for superpower status? Should the US adjust
to this or resist it? Should the US seize its historical moment to impose
its values and visions on the world or, given that its own military security
was no longer threatened, should it take the opportunity to withdraw and
play a lower-profile role as offshore balancer?

At the beginning of the Cold War this type of ‘grand strategy’ question
had been settled relatively early. The ending of the Cold War produced a
much murkier international situation in which the nature and identity of
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the challenger(s) to the US, if any, remained unclear. Indeed, for much
of the 1990s the US security establishment seemed almost nostalgic for
the certainties and simplicities of the Cold War in general, and particu-
larly for the way in which the existence of an unquestioned superpower
rival gave long-term direction, clarity and domestic support to US for-
eign and security policy-making. This problem was well illustrated by the
way in which the rather vague strategy of the Clinton administrations to
enlarge the sphere of liberal (market) democracy, in marked contrast to
the Cold War, failed to overcome domestic resistance in the US to foreign
engagements. Japan, China, ‘rogue states’ and radical Islam all at times
drifted into focus as possible rivals, perhaps most famously, and more
or less all together, in Huntington’s (1993a, 1996) ‘clash of civilizations’
thesis. But none had either the military or ideological standing to come
anywhere close to replacing the Soviet Union as Washington’s significant
Other, and while ‘clash of civilizations’ was much discussed, it failed to
fill Washington’s threat void. The question of appropriate US strategy
thus remained more open for a longer time, and the debate about US
grand strategy became a major feature of the ISS literature (Nye, 1989;
Carpenter, 1991; Huntington, 1993b, 1999; Waltz, 1993; Posen and Ross,
1996/7; Layne, 1997; Kupchan, 1998; Kapstein and Mastanduno, 1999;
Lake, 1999; Wohlforth, 1999; Ikenberry, 2001b). Indeed, the grand strat-
egy debate carried on through and past 9/11 (Bacevich, 2002; Hassner,
2002; Kagan, 2002; Nye, 2002; Daalder and Lindsay, 2003; Prestowitz,
2003; Buzan, 2004a). The initial assumption in this literature that US
unipolarity would be short-lived – ‘the unipolar moment’ – was strongly
rooted in Neorealist theory’s central idea that great power relations must
be dominated by balancing. But as the 1990s wore on, this view steadily
gave way to the assumption that unipolarity would be quite durable, and
to discussions about why there was no balancing against the US (Kapstein,
1999; Ikenberry, 2002) and what this meant for US policy.

The uncertainties about how to focus US grand strategy, and how to
respond to what the US government actually did, were mainly the con-
cern of American writers. But they were about, and in part accompanied
by, more widely held concerns about the future of the Atlantic partner-
ship in general, and NATO in particular. Was ‘the West’ itself simply an
artefact of the Cold War, meaning that the US and Europe would increas-
ingly go their separate ways now that there was no common threat to
keep them together? Mearsheimer’s (1990) ‘back to the future’ argument
exemplified the Neorealist view that NATO and the EU, being products of
bipolarity, should soon disappear along with the Cold War, and a similar
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argument from a different direction was made by Calleo (1996). Or had
the Cold War forged a durable Western security community, whose com-
mon culture, economic interests, institutions and commitment to liberal
democracy would long outlast the Cold War? This view was expressed
in two closely related literatures. One was on democratic peace theory,
which kicked off towards the end of the Cold War (Doyle, 1986). This
literature revived classic Liberal thinking on the conditions for peace, and
during the 1990s rapidly became both influential in US foreign policy
and a substantial subject of debate across the IR literature (Lake, 1992;
Schweller, 1992; Maoz and Russett, 1993; Russett, 1993; R. Cohen, 1994;
Porter, 1995; Gates et al., 1996; Oneal and Russett, 1997, 1999; Starr, 1997;
Kahl, 1998/9; Mousseau and Shi, 1999), sometimes filling up all or nearly
all of whole issues of journals (Journal of Peace Research, 29:4, 1992; Inter-
national Security, 19:2, 1994; European Journal of International Relations,
1:4, 1995). If the Cold War had been won by the liberal democracies, and
if these now had no great power challengers, then international relations
would be profoundly transformed by the permanent marginalisation of
the fear of great power wars. The other literature was on the ‘two-worlds’
formation of the post-Cold War world. This put the democratic peace
in context by proposing a kind of twin-track international system com-
prising a democratic zone of peace amongst the capitalist core states, and
a zone of conflict in the periphery (Buzan 1991b: 432; Goldgeier and
McFaul 1992; Singer and Wildavsky 1993; and implicitly in the earlier
work of Deutsch et al., 1957; Keohane and Nye 1977). In this view the
new world order was only in the core, while the periphery remained
subject to the old Realist rules of the game.

For the first decade after the Cold War, the democratic peace advo-
cates seemed to have the better of this argument. The EU enlarged and
deepened, and NATO not only endured but expanded. But while the EU
clearly had an internal logic of its own, however contested, it was much
less clear what the purpose of NATO now was. Did an unopposed West
need an armed wing or could that job be left to the sole superpower?
Could and should Europe now stand more on its own in defence matters,
especially via the EU, which during the 1990s and early 2000s, like ISS
itself, enjoyed something of a spurt in both widening and deepening?
The 1990s opened with many general ruminations on the implications
of the new state of affairs for the existing institutions and arrangements
(Hettne, 1991; Glaser, 1993; MacFarlane, 1993; Williams et al., 1993;
Duffield, 1994/5). Various themes emerged out of this as the Cold War
receded into history and NATO remained standing. One was about the
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policy choices for Europe and the US in the absence of a common threat,
and the possibility of a widening Atlantic and a weakening West (Trever-
ton, 1992; Snider, 1992/3; Gebhard, 1994; Sloan, 1995; Daalder, 2001).
Another was about the wisdom (or not) of NATO’s enlargement into
the former Soviet space in Eastern (now Central) Europe (Ball, 1998;
MccGwire, 1998; Waltz, 2000a), and about the general way in which
NATO was adapting to the post-Cold War world through its Partnership
for Peace and other outreach programmes (Borawski, 1995; Wallander,
2000). Like the democratic peace, the debates about NATO also filled up
whole issues of journals (Journal of Strategic Studies, 17:4, 1994 and 23:3,
2000). Alongside the talk about NATO was a discussion of the possibilities
for more European self-reliance in defence (Taylor, 1994) or even, during
the later 90s when the EU seemed to be on a roll, the rise of a European
superpower (Buchan, 1993; Walton, 1997; Hodge, 1998/9).

The Atlantic relationships, for all of their difficulties, generally fitted
within the democratic peace/two worlds framework. If there was a poten-
tial threat to the idea that great power wars had gone into the dustbin of
history it was the rise of China. Although it was clear during the 1990s
that the West had no immediate military or ideological challengers of
any weight, it was equally clear that somewhere down the line China was
a possible candidate for that role. During the 1990s, China’s rapid and
sustained economic growth contrasted sharply with Japan’s seemingly
interminable stagnation. Despite its move to embrace the market, China
remained politically authoritarian and prickly about US hegemony. In
some senses, US–China relations were in part a carry-over of the Cold
War in which the containment of China had been one element of the over-
all US strategy against the communist bloc. More so than in Europe, US
alliances in East Asia remained militarily significant, and while NATO,
despite its new members, became militarily and politically weaker and
less central, the US–Japan alliance held steady despite economic frictions
between the two and speculations about a widening Pacific (Stokes, 1996).
There was much musing about the nature of post-Cold War international
relations in East Asia, the US role there and whether China should be
contained, as during the Cold War, or engaged, in the hope that market
liberalisation would eventually generate a more liberal politics and society
in China, or both.1 Within this general debate, the rise of China became a

1 Xinghao, 1991; Betts, 1993; Friedberg, 1993; Pollack, 1993; Simon, 1994; Dibb, 1995; Nye,
1995; Roy, 1996; Shambaugh, 1996; Segal, 1997; Carpenter, 1998; Christensen, 1999; Dibb
et al., 1999; Ross, 1999; Berger, 2000; Friedberg, 2000.
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substantial theme in its own right (Cable and Ferdinand, 1994; Roy, 1994;
Shan, 1994; To, 1997; Rozman, 1999), including the possibility of conflict
with the US (Bernstein and Munro, 1997).

Somewhat parallel to the debates about Atlantic relations, there was
speculation about whether Japan would retain both the US alliance and
its highly circumscribed military posture, or move towards being a more
‘normal’ type of great power.2 Realists tended to assume that Japan would
become more normal, while those looking more inside Japan argued that
its pacifism was deeply internalised. Since many Asian economies were
growing fast, there was also concern about regional arms racing (Ball,
1993; Gong and Segal, 1993; Klare, 1993; Huxley and Willett, 1999),
the weakness of regional institutions in East Asia (Aggarwal, 1993; J. S.
Duffield, 2001; McDougall, 2002), and the impact of economic relations
and their disruption by the 1997 financial crisis on regional security
(Harris, 1993; Cossa and Khanna, 1997; Dibb et al., 1998). The main
concern was that East Asia’s rising powers might easily fall into a Classical
Realist model of unstable interstate rivalry and balance of power.

Despite concerns about Asia, the ending of the Cold War was not
just treated as the conclusion of a specific conflict, but also possibly as
the end of wars amongst the great powers generally. In addition to the
democratic peace, unipolarity left no challengers to the US, ‘the end
of history’ (Fukuyama, 1992) seemingly left no ideological differences
worthy of world wars, and the main possible challengers, China and
Russia, were both relatively weak and themselves engaged in a conversion
to market economies. If great power wars had indeed come to an end,
then this was a matter of very great interest not just for ISS, but for IR
as a whole. Ever since its emergence after the First World War, IR theory
(Waltz, 1988, 1993; Gaddis, 1992/3) had been rooted in the problem of
war. If great power war had indeed become history, then both IR and ISS
faced radical transformations in their core subject matters and raisons
d’être.

The response in the ISS literature was varied. Some just carried on
with traditional themes about the nature of war generally (Biddle, 1998;
Howard, 1999; McInnes, 1999; Avant, 2000; Clarke, 2001), the perennial
debates about the use of force (Haas, 1994; Orme, 1997; Farrell and Lam-
bert, 2001) and the balance between offensive and defensive strategies

2 Funabashi, 1991; Holbrooke, 1991; Berger, 1993; Katzenstein and Okawara, 1993;
Mochizuki, 1994; Akaha, 1998; Spruyt, 1998; Drifte, 1999; Twomy, 2000; Liberman, 2000/1;
Rozman, 2002a.
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(Van Evera, 1997; Lieber, 2000). A newer theme – or at least a new label
for an old theme about the impact of technology on war – was about
the changing nature of war arising partly from the Revolution in Military
Affairs (RMA – more on this below – Luttwak, 1995, 1996; McInnes,
1999), and partly from other factors such as globalisation (Guehenno,
1998/9; Van Ness, 1999; Cha, 2000b; Brooks and Wohlforth, 2000/1; Wil-
lett, 2001). The apparent obsolescence of great power wars, suggesting
a major transformation in international relations, was discussed (Coker,
1992; Mandelbaum, 1998/9; Luttwak, 1999; Survival, 1999), though with
suspicions that the end of war might be only a Western phenomenon
(the ‘zone of peace’) and perhaps not applicable to Asia (Bracken, 1994).
Given its implications, this debate had surprisingly little impact on ISS,
though perhaps more on IR generally.

The technological imperative

Despite the doubts about the future of war aired above, the post-Cold
War ISS literature concerned with technology was marked by a surprising
amount of continuity, albeit with some significant changes of emphasis.
Even with the driver of superpower rivalry removed, nuclear weapons
and the technologies associated with them continued to dominate the
agenda. Concern about nuclear proliferation took up the slack left by the
defunct US–Soviet arms race with everything else adjusting to fit this new
priority.

Interest in deterrence theory was perhaps the main casualty of the
collapse of bipolarity, although there was still some ongoing concern
(Huth, 1997; Mercer, 1997; Goldfischer, 1998; Harvey, 1998; Sagan, 2000),
even with extended deterrence and Europe (Tertrais, 1999; Yost, 1999).
There was also a new twist in that the empirical focus moved somewhat
away from Western states and into the Third World. In effect, quite a bit
of the thinking about deterrence merged into the literature on nuclear
proliferation and new nuclear powers, particularly in South Asia (more
on this below) and the Middle East (Cimbala, 1995; Lieberman, 1995;
Stein, 1996; Mares, 1996/7; Steinberg, 1997; Bar-Joseph, 1998).

As the 1990s unfolded, and particularly in the US, interest in deterrence
was overtaken by debates about BMD. The BMD issue had deep roots in
the Cold War. But up to a point during the 1990s, and very noticeably
after the arrival of the Bush administration in 2000, BMD was increas-
ingly reorientated towards US concerns with so-called rogue states, and in
the background China. China could be handled within the framework of
deterrence, but the very term ‘rogue states’ by definition invited scepticism
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about the rationality criteria on which deterrence depended. While the
Cold War discussions of BMD were driven by desire to escape the MAD
relationship of deterrence, the post-Cold War one was more moved by
the desires both to have some defence against possibly irrational actors
and to underpin US claims to sole superpower status. This latter motive
continued the Cold War tradition of using massive military superiority
to differentiate superpowers from the lesser ranks. The rogue state focus
meant that the BMD debate, like much else in post-Cold War Strate-
gic Studies, became tied into concerns about the proliferation of both
nuclear and missile technology. As the US once again got more serious
about BMD, the general debate about the pros and cons was re-enlivened
(Harvey, 2000; Payne, 2000; Wilkening, 2000b; Center for Nonprolifera-
tion Studies, 2001; Levine, 2001; Miller, 2001; Sokolsky, 2001; Survival,
2001), as were analyses of US policy (Daalder et al., 2000; Glaser and
Fetter, 2001). There were concerns about the impact of BMD on interna-
tional politics generally (Valentino, 1997/8) and particularly on Europe
(Bowen, 2001; Gordon, 2001; Kenyon et al., 2001) and East Asia (Roberts
et al., 2000; Urayama, 2000). Another focus was the consequences of US
moves towards deployment of BMD on arms control, most obviously the
ABM Treaty (Wilkening, 2000a; Coyle and Rhinelander, 2001). The sub-
ject broadened out beyond just ballistic missiles to take into account how
to deal with cruise missiles (Gormley, 2001). Other than updating to the
new international conditions and the not very impressive improvements
in the technology, this literature delivered little in the way of basic new
insights about the political and strategic consequences of deploying BMD.
It was largely just a response to changes in US policy and the spread of
missile and nuclear technological capabilities.

Yet BMD development was just one element in a broader fascina-
tion with military technological advance that marked the post-Cold War
Strategic Studies literature, not least because the US continued to maintain
an enormous military budget and huge expenditures on military research
and development. Whereas bipolarity and rivalry was once used to explain
high US military expenditure, post-Cold War the US need to maintain
unipolarity seemed to have the same consequence: keeping a wide tech-
nological gap between the US and all other military powers was a badge of
sole superpower status regardless of whether there was any pressing need
for such capability. This continuity offered grounds for suspicion remi-
niscent of the Cold War literature on the MIC, which looked to domestic
political and economic drivers to explain military expenditure. A lot of
this discussion went under the heading of the RMA (Cohen, 1996; C. S.
Gray, 1997; Lambeth, 1997; Freedman, 1998; O’Hanlon, 1998; Goldman
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and Andres, 1999). It was about many things, but mainly the impact of
improvements in the technologies of surveillance, guidance, communi-
cation and data processing, which taken together seemed to open the way
to a transformation in both battlefield management specifically and the
conduct of war more generally. The potential of the RMA to transform
war was demonstrated to considerable effect by the US performance in the
1991 war against Iraq, and subsequently in the interventions in the former
Yugoslavia, on which more below. Among other things, the RMA offered
the prospect of battlefield dominance for US forces, and of zero-casualty
wars (for the US) that would ease the political problems for Washington
of fighting limited wars. This in turn stimulated interest in ‘asymmetric’
war (Arreguin-Toft, 2001, 2005; Barnett, 2003): if the US was going to be
untouchable in normal types of battle, then those hostile to it, or threat-
ened by it, would have to find other forms of conflict that sidestepped
the military advantages that the RMA gave to US forces. The RMA also
raised questions about whether the growing qualitative gap between the
US armed forces and those of its allies would undermine the Western
alliances. Were allies needed? If so, could the interoperability of allied
forces be maintained? In this sense the RMA was one of several factors
feeding into the US shift towards greater unilateralism in the later 1990s.
Along with the apparent ending of any near- or medium-term prospect
for great power war, the RMA opened up a more general discussion about
the changing nature of war examined above.

But the main focus of concern about technology shifted to horizontal
nuclear proliferation. This was, of course a lively topic throughout the
Cold War, but then it played second fiddle to the star act of vertical
proliferation by the superpowers, and the deterrence, BMD and arms
control literatures that revolved around that. Post-Cold War, with the
strategic emphasis shifting more to so-called rogue states and terrorists,
nuclear proliferation becomes almost the main focus of the traditionalist
literature.

In many ways, this literature retained the general shape and pattern
of concerns developed during the Cold War. One core of it was the gen-
eral literature updating developments in the non-proliferation regime
and the spread of nuclear technology, and discussing prospects, conse-
quences and policy options for both.3 The subject was now sufficiently
long-standing and embedded to support not only introductory textbooks

3 Fisher, 1992; Scheinmann, 1992; Davis and Frankel, 1993; Imai, 1993; van Creveld, 1993;
Simpson, 1994; Simpson and Howlett, 1994; Thayer, 1995a; El-Baradei, 1996; Jones and
McDonough, 1998; Kurihara, 1998; Mutimer, 1998; Howlett et al., 1999; Walker, 2000;
Schmitt, 2001.
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(van Ham, 1993; Gardner, 1994), but also a stab at theory (Ogilvie-White,
1996). Concern about the link between civil nuclear power and the poten-
tial for nuclear weapons remained an ongoing theme (Dauvergne, 1993;
Perkovich, 1993a; Kokoski, 1996; Yamanouchi, 1997; Harrison, 1998),
as was missile proliferation (Frye, 1992; Harvey, 1992; Pedatzur, 1994).
The debate opened by Waltz about whether or not nuclear proliferation
was a good or bad thing also continued (Lee, 1995; Sagan and Waltz,
1995; Thayer, 1995b; Feaver, 1997), as did that about why states want
nuclear weapons (Sagan, 1996/7) and the linkage between the ongoing
possession of nuclear weapons by some states (substantial cuts in nuclear
arsenals post-Cold War notwithstanding) and the dynamics of prolifer-
ation in non-nuclear weapon states (Quinlan, 1993). Although certainly
not absent from the Cold War literature, there was more of a tone of
pessimism in much of this literature, with some authors assuming the
erosion of the non-proliferation regime and moving to think about the
nature of a proliferated world (Feaver, 1992/3; van Creveld, 1993; Karl,
1996/7; Posen, 1997; Preston, 1997; Delpech, 1998/9; Thakur, 2000). As
the history of this subject lengthened, there was also the beginnings of
attempts to apply the lessons of history to the new proliferants (Blight
and Welch, 1995). Against this pessimism there was some good news in
the abandonment of nuclear weapons in South Africa and the winding
down of apparent nuclear weapons programmes in Brazil and Argentina
(Spector, 1992; Howlett and Simpson, 1993).

Notable new themes were the perceived threats and problems from
new nuclear weapon states (Deutch, 1992; Karl, 1996/7; Preston, 1997;
Glaser, 1998), including the spreading problem of increasing numbers
of states with short or very short lead times separating them from a
possible shift from non-nuclear to nuclear weapon status (Fortmann,
1992/3; Mazarr, 1995a; Cohen and Pilat, 1998). Some of this literature
blended proliferation with issues of deterrence (Feaver, 1992/3; Sagan,
1994; Joseph and Reichart, 1998) so, along with Israel, rescuing that topic
from near oblivion. There was concern about the pros and cons of the
US shift from the non-proliferation policy of the Cold War to a more
unilateralist and potentially military anti-proliferation policy (Roberts,
1993; Schneider, 1994; Feaver and Niou, 1996; Joseph, 1996; Kristensen
and Handler, 1996; Posen, 1997; Andreani, 1999/2000). There was also
increased focus on terrorism, not just with nuclear weapons, but also,
especially given the advances in biological technology, with other weapons
of mass destruction (WMD) (Failey, 1995; Tucker, 1996, 1999, 2000;
Steinbruner, 1997/8; Betts, 1998; Carter et al., 1998; Falkenrath, 1998,
2001; Survival, 1998/9).
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Within this general literature there continued to be many studies of
particular countries and regions. This was mainly empirical and policy-
orientated work providing updates on technological and political devel-
opments, and mainly it stemmed from worry about the decay of the non-
proliferation regime. As pessimism spread about the prospects for more
proliferation, and as specific countries moved towards, or crossed, the
nuclear threshold, this part of the literature expanded dramatically. There
were some global surveys (Goldblat, 2000), and some with a regional
focus, mainly on Asia (East and South) (Delpech, 1998/9; Bracken, 1999;
Cirincione, 2000; Cha, 2001) or the Middle East (Fahmy, 1998). There
was still some interest in Europe generally (Croft, 1996; Tertrais, 1999),
and in individual European states.4 Post-Soviet Russia and the other suc-
cessor states were new entrants into the proliferation literature (Hopf,
1992; Walker, 1992; Zagorski, 1992; Gottemoeller, 1996; Baker, 1997),
Russia about becoming a source of nuclear weapons for other proliferants
(Blank, 2000), and Ukraine and others as possible new nuclear weapon
states (S. E. Miller, 1993). In the event, the other successor states soon
gave up their nuclear weapons, but a potentially leaky Russia remained a
source of worry.

In Asia, in addition to the general concern about proliferation chains,
there were many more specific studies, again with a largely empirical
and policy focus updating technological and political developments. As
China moved closer to international society, interest picked up in its
role within the non-proliferation regime (Wallerstein, 1996; Gill and
Medeiros, 2000; Malik, 2000). Elsewhere in Northeast Asia, North Korea
became a major focus as it moved to break away from its obligations
under the NPT (Mack, 1991, 1993, 1994; Bracken, 1993; Cotton, 1993;
Kang, 1994; Masaki, 1994/5; Mazarr, 1995b; Hughes, 1996; Kim, 1996;
Moltz and Mansourov, 2000; Lee, 2001). Southeast Asia made a brief
entry because of its nuclear weapon free zone agreement, even although
there were no states there suspected of interest in going nuclear (Dewitt
and Bow, 1996; Acharya and Boutin, 1998). So, too, did Africa, following
on from the denuclearisation of South Africa (Ogunbanwo, 1996).

The other major focus of proliferation attention in Asia was the ever
fractious relationship between India and Pakistan as they drifted towards
the nuclear threshold (Chellaney, 1993; Perkovich, 1993b; Reiss, 1993;

4 France (S. Cohen, 1994; Gordon, 1995; Yost, 1996; Jabko and Weber, 1998), Germany
(Kötter and Müller, 1991) and Britain (Bailes, 1993; Heuser, 1993; Croft, 1994; O’Neill,
1995; Chalmers, 1999).
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Gordon, 1994; Mattoo, 1996), and then with the Indian and Pakistani
tests in 1998, over their nuclear status.5 The reality of a new nuclear dyad
in South Asia triggered discussions about the implications for the stabil-
ity of the India–Pakistan relationship, and how deterrence would work,
or not, in this context (Bhimaya, 1994; Hagerty, 1995/6; Joeck, 1997;
Heisbourg, 1998/9; Zook, 2000; Quinlan, 2000/1; Basrur, 2001). Beyond
South Asia what would be the implications for the Sino–Indian relation-
ship (Garver, 2001) and India’s strategic position generally (Tellis, 2002)?
Although neither India nor Pakistan was a member of the NPT, there was
widespread concern about how the arrival of two new nuclear weapons
states might damage the non-proliferation regime generally (Singh, 1998;
Gupta, 1999; Talbott, 1999; Thakur, 1999; Vivekanandan, 1999; Mahap-
atra, 2000; Mutimer, 2000; Nizamani, 2001; Shaikh, 2002), and challenge
US non-proliferation policy in particular (Mahmudul, 1997; Singer et al.,
1998; Ayoob, 1999; Mistry, 1999; Carranza, 2002).

The other region of intense interest regarding proliferation was the
Middle East, where Israel was a long-standing nuclear weapon state
and subject of interest (Sayed, 1993; Inbar and Sandler, 1993/4; Kee-
ley, 1993/4; Cochran, 1996; Cohen, 1998). During the 1990s, Iraq (Kelly,
1996) and increasingly Iran (Chubin, 1995; Eisenstadt, 1999) were widely
suspected of aspiring to that status. In this region, as elsewhere, concern
about nuclear proliferation was accompanied by that about the prolif-
eration of missile capability and the Missile Technology Control Regime
(MTCR) (A. Karp, 1991; Pedatzur, 1994; Pikayev et al., 1998). And, as in
South Asia, the seeming approach of states crossing the nuclear threshold
revived interest in proliferation chains (Russell, 2001), and the implica-
tions and prospects for arms control (Oxenstierna, 1999; Solingen, 2001).
By the 1990s, Latin America was no longer of much concern as a possible
site of proliferation, but it still attracted some attention in the litera-
ture, mainly as historical retrospectives (Carasales, 1996; Wrobel, 1996;
Hymans, 2001).

Like the literature on non-proliferation, other technology-driven con-
cerns also showed a lot of continuity. Long-standing debates about the
MIC (Hartung, 2001) and arms racing (Gray, 1996; Sample, 1997; Diehl
and Crescenzi, 1998; Koubi, 1999) simply carried on without much impact
from the ending of the Cold War. The debates on NoD lost their NATO

5 Ahmed et al., 1998; Chellaney, 1998/9; Ahmed, 1999; Ahrari, 1999; Chellaney, 1999; Gan-
guly, 1999; Gizweski, 1999; Hagerty, 1999; Huntley, 1999; Synnott, 1999; Yasmeen, 1999;
Ahmed, 2000; Bajpai, 2000; Kampani, 2001.
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central front focus, but adapted to post-Cold War circumstances (Møller,
1992, 1998; Huysmans, 1994; Møller and Wiberg, 1994; Bellany, 1996;
Martin, 1999).

As noted in chapter 5, after its seeming collapse at the end of the 1970s,
arms control underwent a revival from the mid-1980s, but increasingly as
the mechanism for demobilising a Cold War that was ending for other rea-
sons rather than for managing an ongoing superpower rivalry. Post-Cold
War both the practice and the literature therefore saw out the dismantling
of the Soviet Union and the Cold War well into the 1990s (Schimmelfen-
nig, 1994; McCausland, 1996; Baglione, 1997; Collins, 1998). Part of this
was keeping an eye on China in relation to the post-Cold War disarma-
ment and arms control (Garrett and Glaser, 1995/6). But this settling
of Cold War issues was inevitably a time-limited agenda so, as always,
there was worrying about the future of arms control (Daalder, 1992).
Given the changed strategic context, and the shift to more Third World
concerns, there was also quite a bit of effort to find new foundations for
arms control: in cooperative security now that MAD was no longer the
problem (Desjardins, 1996; Krepon, 2001; Larsen, 2002); or in coordi-
nated unilateralism (Dunn and Alessi, 2000/1). Thus, along with much
else on the military security agenda, arms control turned towards the
Third World generally, and particularly to issues connected to nuclear
proliferation, such as ballistic missile proliferation and the MTCR, and
BMD and the ABM Treaty discussed above, but also to long-established
regional rivalries (Dixit, 1995). There were some perennial topics such
as the debate about disarmament (Glaser, 1998) and chemical weapons
(Robinson, 1996), and some new ones, such as concern about the prolif-
eration of light weapons, which seemed an important factor in the many
internal wars that marked the 1990s (Lumpe, 1999).

Regional security and non-Western events

The shift to interest in war in the Third World (Biddle and Zinkle, 1996)
also created a turn from interstate war to wars within states (Berdal, 1996;
Snow, 1996; Wallensteen and Solenberg, 1996; Kaldor, 1999, 2001). This
interest in domestic conflict was closely linked to concerns about weak and
failed states (Adibe, 1994; Mazrui, 1995; Krause, 1996; Herbst, 1996/7;
Williams and Brooks, 1999; Sørensen, 2001; Journal of Peace Research,
2002), thus reinforcing the long-standing interest within Peace Research
about the relationship between development and (in)security. Other
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related themes in this literature were the rise of interventions and peace-
keeping (Sesay, 1995; Howe, 1996/7; Glynne, 1997; Freedman, 1998/9)
and ‘humanitarian wars’ (Roberts, 1996), as a result of various attempts
by the West to intervene (or sometimes not) in the name of human rights.
In this section we focus on the regional international events that began
with the US-led war against Iraq in 1991, through the wars accompany-
ing the dissolution of Yugoslavia, and the humanitarian intervention in
Somalia, up to, but not including, 9/11. As with the shift in the nuclear
agenda towards the Third World, here, too, one sees that a main con-
sequence of the disappearance of bipolarity was that regional and local
security problems gained in prominence. The ‘two worlds’ formulation
noted above seemed to split the world into a peaceful core, where perhaps
the traditional agenda was no longer relevant, and a turbulent periph-
ery, where the old rules of the game carried on. This formulation itself
explains much of the turn of the military security agenda towards the
Third World. It also explains the two themes that emerged, one with the
Third World as the focus of concern in its own right, as for example in
the concerns about nuclear proliferation in South Asia, or humanitarian
crises in various places; and the other, especially with the rise of the rogue
state and terrorism agendas in the US, about the possible threats from the
zone of conflict to the zone of peace. As noted above, worries about rogue
states and terrorists were strongly linked to the issue of proliferation of
WMD.

Within this was another literature calling for ISS to pay more specific
attention to the regional level of security itself as something that was
neglected (or subordinated to the global level) during the Cold War,
and which post-Cold War was of increasing importance (Buzan, 1991a:
186–229; Alagappa, 1995: 363; Ayoob, 1995: 56–59; Lake and Morgan,
1997; Maoz, 1997: 2–8; Buzan et al., 1998; Buzan and Wæver, 2003;
Hettne, 2005: 553–554). Even some hard-line Neorealists took up the
regional implications of unipolarity (Hansen, 2000). Regional security
as something reflecting indigenous dynamics additional to superpower
interventionism had been a persistent, if relatively marginal, topic in ISS
that went well back into the Cold War (Buzan, 1983: 105–115; Väyrynen,
1984; Ayoob, 1986). As well as this more theoretical literature stressing
the importance of the regional level generally, there was of course a great
deal written about the security affairs and dynamics of specific regions.
Some of this literature has already been noted in the discussion of nuclear
proliferation, particularly for East and South Asia and the Middle East. But
there was much more that was not specifically connected to proliferation.
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Not least because of the Gulf War of 1990–91, and the ongoing night-
mare in and around Israel/Palestine, the Middle East was a popular topic.
There were general ruminations on the region’s position in the post-Cold
War world (Karsh, 1997; Lustick, 1997; Maoz, 1997) and on the Gulf War
and its aftermath (more on this below). In addition to Iraq, three coun-
tries attracted most of the attention: Iran (Chubin, 1992; Chubin and
Tripp, 1996), Israel (Alpher, 1992/3; Cohen et al., 1998; Merom, 1999;
Heller, 2000) and Turkey (Hale, 1992; Tunander, 1995; Rubin and Kirisci,
2001), with particular interest in the emergence of a strategic partnership
between Turkey and Israel (Gresh, 1998; Müftüler, 1998; Jung and Piccoli,
2000; Israeli, 2001). Overarching all this was discussion of the intensified
US policy engagement in the Middle East that followed the Soviet with-
drawal, specifically the Peace Process between Israel and its neighbours
and ‘dual containment’ in the Gulf (Khalilzad, 1995; Mor, 1997; Watkins,
1997; Sick, 1998; Kemp, 1998/9; Lewis, 1999). The Middle East also fea-
tured as one of the sources of tension negatively afflicting post-Cold War
US–Europe relations (Hollis, 1997; Gordon, 1998; Serfaty, 1998).

The 1990–91 war against Iraq was both part of the turn towards regional
security and the opening event of the post-Cold War ‘unipolar’ era. This
war seemed to send a number of signals. As already mentioned, it served
as a powerful demonstrator for the RMA, not only because of the ease
with which US forces were able to destroy what was thought to be quite
a substantial regional military power, but also because of the difficulty
its allies had in operating with the high-tech US forces. The war laid
down a US claim to military exceptionalism, and also did something to
leave behind the legacy of the Vietnam syndrome, which had inhibited
US military engagements in the Third World. There was also, of course,
a literature on the war itself and on its impact in the region (Hale, 1992;
Stein, 1992; Fuller, 1993; Joffe, 1993; Bengio, 1995; Khalilzad, 1995).

But more interesting in some ways was the political discourse stemming
from the war. In the absence of superpower rivalry, the US had managed to
create a spectacular international coalition against Iraq, and this seemed
to espouse the possibility of the ‘new world order’ unwisely mooted by
US president George W. Bush shortly after it. At the centre of the coalition
were the US and a group of allies ready to fight against Saddam Hussein
(principally Britain, France, Egypt and Saudi Arabia). Supporting them
were allies prepared to pay but not to fight (principally Germany and
Japan). Around them was a large group not prepared to fight or to pay, but
willing to give political support (including the Soviet Union and China).
Most of the rest of international society was prepared to be neutral. Only
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a handful of states (Cuba and some Arab states) were prepared to give
Iraq political support, and Iraq had no military allies. This looked like a
foreshadowing of the likely nature of unipolar international relations, in
which something like a logic of collective security could be used by the
US both to defend principles of international society (the illegitimacy of
annexation in the case of Kuwait), and to support US interests (preventing
the rise of monopoly control over Middle East oil). It quickly became
clear that this was a false dawn, and that at least from a US perspective the
1990s were unfolding more as a ‘new world disorder’ (Carpenter, 1991;
Rubinstein, 1991; Freedman, 1992; Nye, 1992; Slaughter, 1997).

East and South Asia have been substantially covered in the discus-
sions of great power politics and nuclear proliferation above. In addition
to these themes, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN),
and its development of the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) and ASEAN-
plus-3 as wider security institutions attracted some attention, not least
because they seemed a beginning to remedy the institution-poor nature of
East Asian regional international relations (Acharya, 1993; Stubbs, 1993;
Leifer, 1996; Wanandi, 1996; Shaun, 1997; Kivimäki, 2001). This promis-
ing development was shaken by the late 1990s regional economic crisis
(Ahmad and Ghoshal, 1999; Henderson, 1999), which exposed the linkage
between economic and traditional security relations. For South Asia, the
long-standing rivalry between India and Pakistan in South Asia continued
to be a subject that was of wider strategic interest than just its nuclear
dimension (Ayoob, 1991; Varshney, 1991; Ganguly, 1993; Thomas, 1993;
Oren, 1994).

Africa was very much part of the discussion about failed states noted
above. In addition, the local conflicts and regional security politics there
attracted some attention both in themselves (Keller and Rothchild, 1996;
Vale, 1996; Shearer, 1999; Breytenbach, 2000; Weinstein, 2000), and more
generally in terms of the rights and wrongs and ifs and whens of inter-
vention (Evans, 1997; Greenhill, 2001), and in terms of the problems
of peacekeeping operations (Sesay, 1995; Howe, 1996/7). Having neither
military crises nor strategic centrality, Latin America attracted relatively
little interest in the ISS literature (Hurrell, 1998).

One interesting feature of this turn to the regions was that both Europe
and the former Soviet Union and its Eastern European satellites shifted
from being the seemingly permanent front line of the Cold War to being
regions with security dynamics in their own right. Some of this has been
discussed under great power politics, NATO and nuclear proliferation
above, but post-Cold War interest grew in European regional security
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as such (Buzan et al., 1990; Richmond, 2000). Much of what had been
referred to as Eastern Europe moved West and became Central and East-
ern Europe (CEE), and the former Soviet Union (FSU) became a new
international sub-system of states. There was some jostling for position,
especially over the Balkans (L. J. Cohen, 1994), before things settled
down into what might be called EU-Europe (former Western and Eastern
Europe, the Baltic states and the Balkans) and the FSU (minus the three
Baltic states). The Balkans, and especially the conflicts around the disin-
tegration of the former Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) became a landmark
crisis of the immediate post-Cold War period. Literatures sprang up to
deal with the new security relations in both CEE6 and the FSU.7

Within the literature focusing on intra-state, ethnic or civil wars,
the wars in the former Yugoslavia were constitutive events. Authors
such as Posen (1993) and Van Evera (1994) argued that Neorealist –
and Realist – theory and the ‘ethnic’ security dilemma held at the sub-
state level as well. In terms of the strategic aspect of the Bosnian war, a
key debate was whether the policy of ‘lift and strike’ – lifting the arms
embargo imposed on the Bosnian government and conducting air strikes
against Bosnian Serbian positions – could be adopted as long as there
were United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) peacekeepers on
the ground and whether air strikes alone would significantly impact the
outcome of the war (Gati, 1992: Doder, 1993; Roberts, 1995: Rieff, 1996;
Gow, 1997). This debate coincided with a US and European policy divide,
where American politicians and academics took a much more positive
view of lift and strike than did Europeans (Mearsheimer and Pape, 1993;
Wood, 1994; Mearsheimer and Van Evera, 1995; Maull, 1995/6; Cushman
and Mestrovic, 1996; Kaufmann, 1996: Mousavizadeh, 1996; Campbell,
1998a; Daalder, 2000; Simms, 2001; Hansen, 2006).

The relative success of NATO’s bombing campaigns in 1995, that facili-
tated the Dayton Peace Accord, and the general convergence between Tony
Blair and George W. Bush’s interventionist and morally driven foreign pol-
icy agendas, supported the intervention in Kosovo in 1999, where NATO
bombed Serbian leaders into withdrawing from the province. NATO relied
exclusively on aerial bombardment – although a threat of ground inter-
vention was at times ambiguously raised – and did not lose one life in

6 Dienstbien, 1991; Zielonka, 1992; Joffe, 1992/3; Brezezinski, 1993; Chalmers, 1993; on the
Balkans in particular, see Larrabee, 1992; Pettifer, 1992; Zametica, 1992; Glenny, 1995; V.
Gray, 1999; King, 2001.

7 Menon and Barkey, 1992/3; Allison, 1993; Dunlop, 1993/4; Chopra and Weiss, 1995;
Petersen, 1995; Larrabee, 1996; Sherr, 1997; Kuzio, 2000; Ambrosio, 2001.
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combat. Since this was the first time air strikes alone had secured victory,
and since strategic observers had remained sceptical of the coercive power
of aerial bombardment, a debate over what lessons could be drawn ensued
(Pape, 1996; Byman and Waxman, 2000; Posen, 2000).

As noted in the technology section above, there was a post-Cold War
discussion of terrorism driven by concerns about the possible conjuncture
of extremist political motives and methods with WMD. Underpinning this
was not a particular signature event, but a steady background noise of
terrorist incidents. As during the Cold War, many of these were embedded
in long-established domestic or local conflicts or issues and were there-
fore not mainly understood as being of systemic security significance
(various bombs in France; Britain and the IRA; Spain and the Basques;
Israel/Palestine; the Sri Lankan civil war). But during the 1990s, some,
even if with local roots, took on wider significance either because they
impacted directly on the US and/or because they suggested the existence
of transnational terrorist networks. The highlight terrorist events of the
1990s included:

1993 – bombing of the World Trade Center in New York City
1995 – Aum Shinri Kyo gas attack in Tokyo
1995 – bombing of a military training building in Riyadh
1995 – Oklahoma City bombing (home-grown, but initially thought

of as international terrorism)
1996 – truck bomb at US Air Force base near Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
1998 – US embassy bombings in Tanzania and Kenya
2000 – attack on the USS Cole in Aden

The seeming rise of terrorist networks that were more global in organi-
sation and motive, and more extreme in method, fed concerns about the
potential links between such groups and the possible availability of WMD.
This concern was further amplified both by the worry prevalent during
much of the 1990s that WMD might leak out of the corpse of the former
Soviet Union, and by the fear of some that in the light of the 1993 attack
on the World Trade Center, the US homeland was becoming a target.
There was both general discussion of terrorism (St. John, 1991; Schmid
and Crelinsten, 1993; Crenshaw, 1995; Laqueur, 1996, 1998; Carr, 1996/7;
Hoffman, 1998; Terrorism and Political Violence, 1999) and a debate about
how seriously the US should take the threat to itself (Tucker, 1996, 2000;
Sprinzak, 1998; Roy et al., 2000; Falkenrath, 2001). Until 9/11, terrorism
remained a steady, but not central concern in the ISS literature. It was
somewhat on the fringes of the mainstream, and more part of the general
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‘new world disorder’ than a dominant threat to international security.
The same could be said for a smaller literature about transnational crime
(Williams, 1994).

Partly in response to both the ‘clash of civilizations’ discourse and
to long-standing concerns about the Middle East, the security implica-
tions of Islam became a notable post-Cold War topic (J. Miller, 1993;
Salame, 1993; Ahrari, 1994; Hashemi, 1996; Karawan, 1997; Dawisha,
2000; Rabasa, 2003), At this point, the security interest in Islam was not
specifically because of any link to terrorism, which unlike during the Cold
War was mainly being discussed in more general and global terms. It did,
however, seem to be part of a growing concern not just amongst tradition-
alists (Seul, 1999; S. M. Thomas, 2000; Fox, 2001, 2007; Haynes, 2008),
but also amongst wideners (Lausten and Wæver, 2000), about the political
and security implications of religion. There were special issues on this at
both ends of the spectrum: Orbis, 43:2 (1998) ‘Religion in World Affairs’
and Millennium 29:3 (2000) ‘Religion and International Relations’. This
more general interest played as much to concerns about the influence of
the religious right in US politics as it did to worries about Third World
Islamic extremism.

Aside from interest in current events, the ISS literature of the 1990s
began to show its age. The so-called post-Cold War era was its second
distinct era, and some literature reflected a growing element of history
in ISS, looking back on some Cold War events, most notably the Cuba
Missile Crisis (Scott and Smith, 1994; Bernstein, 2000; Pressman, 2001).

Institutionalisation

In chapters 4 and 5, we recorded the very successful institutionalisation
of both Strategic Studies and Peace Research, and speculated that this
very success would generate a problem of overcapacity in a post-Cold
War world in which much of the military agenda had either shrunk or
disappeared. In fact, although there was some shrinkage of funding and
a transitional period of anxiety and uncertainty, there was no generalised
institutional crisis. As can be seen from the story in this chapter so far,
the traditionalist wing of ISS still found plenty on its agenda, and most
felt secure enough to resist the temptation to widen it. Substantively, ISS
recovered very quickly from the loss of its Cold War core, and most of its
institutional structure remained intact. The content of university courses
in ISS changed, but the courses themselves mostly did not disappear, and
the subject certainly did not. Much the same was true of think-tanks. A few,
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such as the Council for Arms Control in the UK, lost support and did not
long survive the end of the Cold War. Some failed to sustain funding for
reasons other than the end of the Cold War: despite being very successful,
for example, the Programme for Promoting Nuclear Non-Proliferation
at Southampton University and the Copenhagen Peace Research Institute
were both wound up in 2002 because of the withdrawal of their main
funding. Accompanying the robustness of ISS organisations was a similar
strength in publications. Hardly any expired, and there were several new
startups: European Security (1991), Nuclear Proliferation Journal (1991),
The Nonproliferation Review (1993), International Peacekeeping (1994),
The International Journal of Peace Studies (1996) and Arms Control Today
(1997). This pattern was broadly in line with the continued expansion in
the number of IR journals generally. It remained the case, in line with the
Cold War pattern, that the ISS debates took place in both the specialist
journals and the more general IR ones.

Failure was thus the exception and properly seen mostly in the drop in
grant-making foundations and a shift in foundation priorities from arms
control and non-proliferation to environmental questions (Wallerstein,
2002: 86–89). The great bulk of the existing ISS establishment carried
on successfully, and there was significant new growth, mainly outside
the Europe–US core. This reflected both the general robustness of the
military security agenda and the shift of interest to regional security that
followed from the end of the Cold War. The Mountbatten Centre for
International Studies was established at Southampton University in 1990
to focus on WMD issues, and reflected the rising importance of this topic
post-Cold War. The Centre for Strategic Studies in New Zealand, and the
Centre for European Security Studies (CESS) in the Netherlands were
both founded in 1993. The Geneva Centre for Security Policy (GCSP)
started in 1995 as a Swiss contribution to NATO’s Partnership for Peace
(PfP). The Institute of Defence and Strategic Studies (IDSS) at Nanyang
Technological University in Singapore, and the Institute of Peace and
Conflict Studies in India, linked to the Indian Ministries of Defence and
External Affairs, were both established in 1996. The Malaviya Centre
for Peace Research was established in 1997 at the Banaras Hindu Uni-
versity, and the Peace Research Institute in the Middle East (PRIME)
in 1998. The Centre for Defence and Strategic Studies (CDSS) opened
in 2001 as part of the reorganised Australian Defence College, and the
European Union Institute for Security Studies (EUISS) started work in
2001. Some of these were linked to universities and some to government
ministries.
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Events

• intra-state, failed
states and Third World

conflict
• regional security

• humanitarian
interventions (Somalia,

Bosnia)
• Kosovo War

• Gulf War 1990–91
• terrorism

POST-COLD WAR
TRADITIONALISM

Institutionalisation

• no significant
changes

• some shift in
foundation priorities

Great power
politics

• polarity debate
• the rise of China

• transatlantic
relations

• democratic
peace/two-worlds

• Islam/civilisations

Technology

• vertical proliferation
• BMD
• WMD
• RMA

Academic debate
• defence of state-

centric, military
concept

• epistemology debate

Figure 6.2. The main drivers behind Post-Cold War traditionalism

Figure 6.2. sums up the main drivers behind post-Cold War tradition-
alism.

Conclusions

ISS had evolved with superpower nuclear rivalry at its core and the
ending of the Cold War thus raised fundamental questions about the
field’s survivability. Yet, as this chapter has shown, even with the loss of
this ‘meta-event’ and framing, and the seeming marginalisation of the
military–political agenda, the traditionalist wing of ISS, including neg-
ative Peace Research, showed considerable continuity and noteworthy
robustness. General continuity was reflected in ongoing themes ranging
from deterrence and arms racing, through BMD and terrorism, to military
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technology and war. Perhaps the central continuity was on nuclear pro-
liferation, which in some respects took over from superpower nuclear
rivalry as the core problematique of this agenda. The robustness of the
traditionalist agenda was not just a matter of hanging on to old themes
regardless of changing times. There was a good deal of adaptation to the
new realities of the post-Cold War era, most notably the shift of focus
from East–West to South (and up to a point North–South). New tech-
nological possibilities continued to emerge and demand comment and
analysis, with the RMA at one end of this spectrum and the worrying
possibilities of a conjuncture between nihilistic terrorists and WMD at
the other. In the absence of superpower rivalry, the relative independence
of the technology variable from the great power politics one became
clearer during this period. Even without the driver of superpower rivalry,
technological advances with military implications continued to roll out
of the laboratories and factories. Emblematic of this, and only one of
many examples, was the development of small cheap digital cameras,
which could be used both as consumer toys and as guidance systems for
precision-guided munitions. There was, of course, also a steady stream of
events to take on board, and some of these opened up new questions about
the use/utility of force, most obviously whether military intervention was
an appropriate response to humanitarian crises.

What is interesting about the 1990s is the impressive amount of conti-
nuity in the traditional agenda despite the loss of the Cold War organising
frame. It did not require some new great power conflict to regenerate the
military agenda, though it might to restore it to its former unquestioned
dominance of ISS.

How did the driving forces explain this robustness and adaptability of
the state-centric, military wing of ISS? It is clear first of all that institution-
alisation in itself works as a conservative factor. Programmes in Strategic
and Security Studies would shift in emphasis, but not in kind, journals
would continue to publish along the lines previously set out, and research
networks would mobilise to generate funding proposals, new projects and
graduating PhDs. Internal dynamics of academic debates also played a role,
not least in how the privileging of epistemology over ontology allowed a
convergence – as well as debate – between Strategists and negative Peace
Researchers. The loss of the meta-event and framing of the Cold War did
have an impact on traditionalist approaches. This intersected with the
driving forces of great power and technology: it opened debate on which
polarity had replaced bipolarity and what the consequences were as well
as on the implications for proliferation, and it allowed for an increased
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emphasis on regional and sub-state conflicts. Great power politics and
technology might be said to provide slightly more room for the other
driving forces than during the Cold War, where they were the dominant
ones, but they were still very important and allowed for the production
of a new set of research questions as well as for some continuity.

The general robustness and adaptability of military state-centric
approaches goes part way to explaining why the institutional crisis for
ISS that seemed inevitable at the end of the Cold War largely did not
happen. The other half of that story concerns the successful expansion of
the ISS agenda beyond both the military–political agenda and the mate-
rialist, positivist epistemology of the traditionalists. This is the subject of
chapter 7.
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7

Widening and deepening security

The previous chapter showed how traditionalists repositioned themselves
after the end of the Cold War and how they argued that their military,
state-centric agenda had in no way been harmed. Yet this claim was not
universally accepted by ‘wideners’ and ‘deepeners’, some of whom grew
out of positive Peace Research, Poststructuralism and Feminism (laid out
in chapter 5), and some of whom came to ISS as the Cold War ended.
To those seeking to expand the concept of security, the narrowness of the
military state-centric agenda was analytically, politically and normatively
problematic. Such things as the peaceful ending of the Cold War, the
growth in intra-state conflicts, Western societies’ fear of immigration, the
decaying environment and the acceleration of the HIV/AIDS epidemic
demonstrated that traditionalism was unable to meet the challenges of the
post-Cold War era. Moreover, wideners and deepeners held that the 1990s
failed to produce a constitutive military event or a defining great power
problematic that traditionalists could claim should take centre-stage.

To challenge military-state centrism was, of course, not new, but what
reconfigured the terrain of ISS in the late 1980s and 1990s was that
challengers were no longer identified as ‘Peace Researchers’ – and thus
as having a particular political position on the contested academic and
political landscape of the Cold War – but as people doing Security Studies
or IR. Some more specific labels – Poststructuralism and Human Security
in particular – were politicised within ISS, but this rarely translated into
broader non-academic circles, as Peace Research had done. ISS became as
a consequence more of an even playing field and the fact that the media
and policy discourses in many countries and global settings articulated a
wider security agenda provided further support for widening–deepening
approaches within ISS. If we look to processes of institutionalisation, there
was a steady stream of books, conferences, PhD theses, journal articles –
and even journals – on why and how security should be expanded beyond
the military and the state-centric. If we look to the sociology of aca-
demic debates, the perceived need for traditionalists to engage broader
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conceptions rather than ignore them was an indirect testimony to how
widening and deepening approaches had been strengthened.

Taking a broad look at ISS, the post-Cold War terrain was thus char-
acterised by debate across the traditionalist and widening–deepening
divide, but also, crucially, within the widening–deepening camp itself.
Turning to the four questions that structure debates about ISS, widener–
deepeners argued, to different extents and in different combinations, in
favour of deepening the referent object beyond the state, widening the
concept of security to include other sectors than the military, giving
equal emphasis to domestic and trans-border threats, and allowing for
a transformation of the Realist, conflictual logic of international secu-
rity. Yet while united in their challenge to military state-centrism, the
widening–deepening position was in reality made up by such diverse
approaches that as much – and sometimes more – time was taken up
debating differences within the widening–deepening position as across
the traditionalist–expansionist distinction. An important feature of intra-
widening debates in the 1990s and 2000s is thus the rapid growth in labels
that identify a distinct widening–deepening perspective: Constructivism,
which later divided into Conventional and Critical; Human Security;
Post-colonialism; Critical Security Studies; and the Copenhagen School
are added to Poststructuralism and Feminism.

Looking to the driving forces, widening–deepening debates were
impacted by great power politics insofar as the disappearance of the Cold
War had changed both the questions on the security agenda and the
actors who could engage them, and this in turn allowed for a longer list
of events to be felt on ISS debates. Looking at particular approaches, tech-
nology was a driving force in some cases, such as in Poststructuralism’s
concern with the impact of new media technology, while being less sig-
nificant in others. Yet, in terms of driving forces, the strongest impact
was exerted by internal academic debates. This force impacted in numer-
ous ways, not least by making the discussion of schools and labels rather
than, for example, particular events or technologies, the central organ-
ising dynamic. These school discussions were furthermore impacted by
internal academic debate dynamics in three respects. First, they were influ-
enced by epistemological and methodological debates in IR, as was the
convergence between negative Peace Researchers and Strategists laid out
in chapter 6. Second, there was a marked difference in the extent to which
specific widening–deepening approaches grew out of the Peace Research
agenda of the 1970s and 1980s or came to ISS through IR debates or social
and Political Theory. And third, there was as a consequence a difference
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in the extent to which they foregrounded and discussed the concept of
security.

The schools-driven character of widening–deepening post-Cold War
ISS, shown in Figure 7.1, indicates that not only was there disagreement
over whether and how security should be expanded, but also over who
counted as legitimate contestants on the ISS terrain. To take the example of
textbooks, whereas Kolodziej (2005) presents Wendtian Constructivism
as the most radical challenger to the mainstream, it is given little notice
in European textbooks like Collins (2007), Fierke (2007), Sheehan (2005)
and Hough (2004), which are more concerned with Feminism, Human
Security, Critical Security Studies and the Copenhagen School. In fact,
as this chapter will show, the European–US divide that had concerned
peace researchers worried about ‘the two cultures problem’ during the
Cold War was also prominent during the 1990s (Wæver, 2004a).

This chapter looks primarily to those approaches that combined widen-
ing and deepening. That part of the widening debate that consisted of the
largely empirical calls that gathered force during the 1970s and 1980s
for addressing economic and especially environmental issues as part of
international security has been noted in various chapters above (Nye,
1974; Maull, 1975; Buzan, 1983; Ullman, 1983; Mayall, 1984; Brundtland
Commission, 1987; Nye and Lynn-Jones, 1988; Mathews, 1989; Nye, 1989;
Deudney, 1990). From the late 1980s, widening and deepening merged
in the explicit debates on the concept of security that became promi-
nent within ISS, and which opened the way for a much more thorough
debate about this concept than had occurred during the Cold War (Buzan,
1991a; Haftendorn, 1991; Dewitt, 1994; Baldwin, 1995, 1997; Cable, 1995;
Caporaso, 1995; Rothschild, 1995; Wæver, 1995; Ayoob, 1997; Buzan
et al., 1998; Smith, 1999; Walt, 1999a; Farrell, 2002). In this chapter
we look to the way in which schools deepened and widened security –
or not – thus bringing in a wider agenda around economic, environ-
mental, societal and regional security and a deepening of the referent
object beyond the state. Put simply, while there was an earlier literature
on, for instance, environmental security, there was not an environmental
security school but rather different ways in which environmental secu-
rity appeared, or was excluded, by different approaches. On the subject
of widening, one should note also that to widen security is to consider
specific non-military sectoral dynamics as phenomena in their own right.
To say, as did the founding editors of International Security (International
Security, 1976) for instance, that military force is impacted by economic
factors, energy supplies, food and natural resources, expands the list of
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capabilities which should be included in the study of state security, but
remains within a military optic.

The chapter begins with the least radical perspective, where Construc-
tivism in both its Conventional and Critical forms is presented and dis-
cussed; second, we look at those approaches that picked up the develop-
ment theme and ‘structural violence’ from the 1970s and which argued
in favour of ‘human’, ‘gendered’ or ‘individual’ security, namely Post-
colonialism, Human Security, Critical Security Studies and Feminism;
third, the discussion turns to the two main discursive approaches to secu-
rity, the Copenhagen School and Poststructuralism. Each section lays out
how these perspectives challenged traditional conceptions of security as
well as what were the most common criticisms raised against them from
other wideners (the response from the traditionalists is covered in the
section ‘Internal academic debates: state-centrism and epistemology’ in
chapter 6). This chapter deviates slightly from the chronological division
of labour that we have used so far in that it moves into the post-9/11
period as far as general theory building and criticism that does not raise
specific questions related to 9/11 and the ‘War on Terror’ is concerned.
This avoids artificially cutting our presentation of theoretical debates in
half and foreshadows the conclusion in chapter 8 that not everything in
ISS post-2001 was driven by the Global War on Terrorism.

Constructivisms: norms, identities and narratives

The introduction of Constructivism as a self-identified perspective into
ISS was largely a consequence of the general IR debate in the early 1990s
between so-called rationalist and reflectivist approaches (Keohane, 1988).
As this distinction reflected American social science traditions more than
European ones (where rationalist epistemologies had never had the same
privileged position), there was a distinct US–Europe flavour to the map of
the 1990s security debates: European approaches (Critical Security Stud-
ies and the Copenhagen School in particular) were more strongly linked
with the political, critical and normative concerns of Peace Research, while
most of US Constructivism developed from the rationalism–reflectivism
debate with no similar connection to past normative approaches. Post-
structuralism started out most strongly as a North American perspective
but gradually gained more ground in Europe, while Feminism provided
a counterpoint to traditional approaches in both Europe and the United
States. As the 1990s went on, Constructivism branched off into a Con-
ventional and a Critical branch, where the latter had some interesting
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192 widening and deepening security

affinities to earlier Peace Research themes and concepts (Adler, 1997b;
Katzenstein et al., 1998; Wendt, 1999). These developments are illustrated
in Figure 7.2.

Conventional Constructivism

Conventional Constructivism was the least radical widening approach,
locating itself within ‘a traditional, narrow definition of security stud-
ies’ in which the task was to take the ‘hard case’ of national, military
state-centric security, but to explain it through ideational rather than
material factors (Katzenstein, 1996b: 10–11). This contrasted to Euro-
pean approaches; Feminism and Poststructuralism focused explicitly on
the conceptualisation of security, debating whether it should be ‘individ-
ual’, ‘national’, ‘gendered’ or ‘societal’, a deepening which in turn facilitated
widening across economic, societal, cultural, environmental and politi-
cal sectors (Walker, 1992; Rothschild, 1995; Wæver, 1995; Krause and
Williams, 1996; Smith, 2005). If, argued Katzenstein (1996b: 11), in what
became the landmark Conventional Constructivist study, The Culture of
National Security, Constructivists could prove that ideational explana-
tions could account for outcomes missed by materialist Realist – and to a
lesser extent Liberal – theories, then ‘it should be relatively easy to apply
this book’s analytical perspective to broader conceptions of security that
are not restricted to military issues or to the state’. As this statement illus-
trates, Conventional Constructivists were traditionalists not only insofar
as they accepted a concept of military-state security, but in that they
conformed to a substantive and epistemological traditionalist research
agenda which held that ISS and IR should be devoted to explanations of
state behaviour. Security, in short, is a behaviour to be explained, not, as
argued by most other deepening approaches, a concept which is inher-
ently contested and political (Der Derian, 1995; Wæver, 1995). Hence
Katzenstein’s suggestion that widening and deepening approaches could
easily apply Constructivism’s ideational conclusions missed, according to
other deepeners, the deeper political nature of the concept of security.
That there was something more at stake than convincing traditionalists
by ‘choosing the hard case’ was also indicated by Conventional Construc-
tivists’ desire to distance themselves from Poststructuralism, from ‘exotic
(presumably Parisian) social theory’ (Jepperson et al., 1996: 34; Adler,
1997b).

The confluence between Conventional Constructivism and traditional
Realist approaches was further indicated by the choice of research design,
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194 widening and deepening security

where Constructivists often took the inability of Realists to explain par-
ticular phenomena as the starting point for showing the causal or semi-
causal significance of ideational factors such as beliefs, norms, values and
culture. While most Constructivists at first advocated the use of both pos-
itivist and post-positivist approaches, Conventional Constructivists, led
by Wendt, gradually moved towards a positivist research agenda (Laffey
and Weldes, 1997; Desch, 1998; Wendt, 1999; S. Smith, 2005: 39–40).
Moreover, prominent Conventional Constructivists published their work
in International Security, the most prestigious traditional ISS journal, and
they often adopted the same structured case-study design as did tradition-
alists – or the other way around, the choice of traditionalist epistemology
and methodology increased the chances of Constructivist articles being
accepted. Articles in International Security have traditionally fallen into
two broad categories: the structured (often historical) case-study and
more policy-oriented, less theoretically explicit articles on contempo-
rary security issues. Conventional Constructivist works belong largely to
the first category: the historical case-study applied in the service of a
more general theoretical argument. As noted in chapter 3, journals are
an important aspect of academic institutionalisation, and the incorpora-
tion of Constructivism in International Security thus had a double effect:
it legitimised Constructivism as an ISS perspective to be recognised (at
least in the American context) and it allowed the editors to constitute
International Security as a broad and inclusive journal irrespective of its
virtual silence on any other widening approach (Critical Constructivism,
the Copenhagen School, Critical Security Studies, Feminism, etc.). Thus
at the journal’s twenty-fifth anniversary, editor-in-chief Steven E. Miller
(2001a: 8, 12) characterised International Security as ‘multidisciplinary’
and adhering ‘to no political, substantive, or methodological line’ – per-
haps not a view that would be shared by those outside its coterie of
contributors.

This is turn indicates that the driving force of internal academic
debates – the rationalist–reflectivist discussions in IR more specifically –
has had a stronger impact on Conventional Constructivism than have
events, technology or great power politics. That said, all of those three
driving forces have played some role in Constructivism’s evolution. A
significant proportion of Conventional Constructivist works adopted, as
noted above, the historical case-study as its methodological strategy and
hence has not been driven by contemporary events to a similar extent as,
for instance, Cold War Strategic Studies, Human Security or Poststruc-
turalism. Events did nevertheless play a role in some studies, particularly
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in those which dealt with the implications of the end of the Cold War,
for instance for NATO (Risse-Kappen, 1996), Japan (Katzenstein and
Okawara, 1993) or humanitarian interventions (Finnemore, 1996, 2003).
Turning to the driving force of great power politics, many of the historical
case-studies did involve great powers, probably since these have always
been privileged by traditional ISS. Most Conventional Constructivists
were furthermore American-based, hence probably more likely to adopt
a great power focus, and to the extent that contemporary events were
covered, they often had a great power component. Although technology
was not usually cast as a driving force in itself, there were several studies
that dealt with its development, its social constitution and the norms sur-
rounding it, for instance the cases of the non-use of chemical and nuclear
weapons (Price, 1995, 1997; Price and Tannenwald, 1996; Tannenwald,
1999, 2005).

Moving to the substantial claims of Conventional Constructivism, it
offers analysis that attacks traditional ISS, particularly Neorealism, at sev-
eral different points. One group of works focused on international norms,
particularly those that appear to contravene the assumption of Neorealism
and Neoliberalism that states are rational, self-help actors in an anarchic
system. These studies were usually constituted around a Realist puzzle:
why do states accept constraints on their ability to conduct warfare, such
as providing aid for the wounded according to the Geneva Conventions
(Finnemore, 1996)? Why are chemical weapons not used, when these
may be effective, and militaries are prepared to use them (Price, 1995)?
Or why is the assassination of political and military leaders considered
inappropriate, even though these might be effective, easy to carry out and
a preferable moral alternative to waging war against an entire army or
population (W. Thomas, 2000)? These questions, argue Constructivists,
cannot be answered by Realist materialist explanations, but only through
an ideational analysis that traces the genesis and evolution of norms. The
non-use of chemical weapons during the Second World War, for example,
was, argues Richard Price (1995), coupled to a constitution of ‘civilised’
and ‘uncivilised’ nations. Where the ‘civilised’ found chemical weapons
morally abhorrent, it was simultaneously their same (constructed) ‘civil-
ity’ which allowed them to use chemical weapons against ‘non-civilised’
peoples.

A second group of Constructivist work moved from the level of the
international system to the foreign policies of particular states or institu-
tions. These studies also point to phenomena which cannot be explained
by Neorealist theories located at the level of the international structure,
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196 widening and deepening security

arguing that these require a foreign policy level explanation and the
incorporation of an ideational variable. Kier’s (1995) analysis of French
military doctrine claims that the choice of either offensive or defensive
doctrine can only be explained through a combination of civilian con-
cerns over the military’s power and military culture itself (Kier, 1995: 68).
Katzenstein and Okawara (1993) hold that since the international struc-
ture had changed, but not Japan’s understanding of its security, domestic
factors have to be brought in (see also Berger, 1993, 1996). Turning from
states to international institutions, Risse-Kappen (1996) argues that Neo-
realism’s (Mearsheimer, 1990; Waltz, 1993) inability to explain NATO’s
post-Cold War survival is due to this theory’s exclusion of ideational
variables such as values and identity. Rather than being formed against
an external threat and hence, as Neorealists predicted, due to dissolve as
this threat withers away, NATO, held Risse-Kappen, was founded upon a
set of democratic, liberal values which would guarantee the institution’s
survival.

Conventional Constructivism has, not surprisingly, been criticised by
traditionalists as well as by other wideners. The main traditionalist crit-
icism has been that Constructivist theories have failed ‘to demonstrate
that their theories outperform [R]ealist theories in “hard cases”’ (Desch,
1998: 144). Hence, while Constructivism can supplement Realism it can-
not supplant it. More interesting, perhaps, is the way in which other
widening approaches have attacked Conventional Constructivism for
being ‘essentially a form of rationalism’ focused on states and military
security (S. Smith, 2005: 39; see also Campbell, 1998b: 218). Conven-
tional Constructivism, in this view, fails to engage ‘security’ critically,
and it pushes to the background the normative implications of accept-
ing the state as the referent object and the military as the privileged
realm.

To say that Constructivists comply analytically with state-centrism is
not to say, however, that Constructivist analysis cannot be critical of par-
ticular state policies. Kier’s analysis of the US military’s ban on openly
homosexual service personnel argues, for instance, that the military’s
justification – that open integration of gays and lesbians would hin-
der the primary group cohesion which is critical to military effective-
ness – is false (Kier, 1998; Barnett, 1996). As laid out in chapter 5, to
adopt a positivist epistemology does not by itself foreclose a norma-
tive engagement, and while the study of norms may not necessarily be
normatively explicit, it often produces a demand for a more explicit nor-
mative and political assessment: is the norm against the use of chemical
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weapons/assassinations/nuclear proliferation applied to all or just against
some subjects? What are the consequences, and for whom?

Perhaps most importantly, there is an ambiguity or an opening in
Conventional Constructivism in terms of how it constitutes the basic
logic of international relations. Contrary to what some critics have held,
Constructivist ideational explanations do not imply peaceful outcomes:
ideas, norms and culture might spur as well as dampen expansionist
and aggressive behaviour. Constructivism is thus neutral as far as Clas-
sical Liberal and Realist ontological assumptions are concerned. Yet if,
as Wendt (1999) holds, states might exist in a Kantian rather than a
Hobbesian anarchical culture, then a more fundamental shift away from
the Realist understanding of the state is possible, and ‘security’ might
change accordingly. Or, when the morally engaged individuals and net-
works studied by Finnemore (1996) change state practices, they also move
the understanding of ‘security’ in a less Realist direction.

Critical Constructivism

Critical Constructivism branched off during the latter half of the 1990s,
distinguishing itself from Conventional Constructivism by analysing dis-
courses and the linkages between the historical and discursive consti-
tution of identities on the one hand and security policies on the other
(Katzenstein et al., 1998: 677). Critical Constructivists argued that Con-
ventional Constructivism reified the state as the object of analysis, and
that this entailed a normative privileging of the state as the preferable
referent object for security (Weldes, 1996; Zehfuss, 2001; Rumelili, 2004).
Epistemologically, Critical Constructivists challenged Conventional Con-
structivism’s increasing embrace of positivism (Laffey and Weldes, 1997).

Exactly where to draw the line between Critical Constructivism and
Conventional Constructivism, as well as between Critical Constructivism
and Poststructuralism, is a difficult question: both boundary drawings
are to a significant extent a question of overlapping zones rather than
insurmountable differences (see, for instance, Price, 1995). On that note
of caution, we can identify two main bodies of work within Critical Con-
structivism, each of which has some interesting affinities to Cold War
Peace Research. One body of Critical Constructivist work brought social
theory and historical sociology to bear on Classical Peace Research and
ISS themes and concepts. This body of work included Adler’s (1992)
account of the significance of the American strategic epistemic commu-
nity and its ideas about arms control for bringing about the end of the
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198 widening and deepening security

Cold War, and his and Barnett’s reinvigoration of Deutsch’s security com-
munity theory (Adler, 1997a; Adler and Barnett, 1998). As in Deutsch’s
original formulation, Adler (1997a: 250) theorised security communities
as forming through a bottom-up process, where citizens from different
countries came to realise that their values and hence their destinies were
shared. The optimism that flowed from Liberal Deutschian Peace Research
was echoed by Adler’s description of the Organisation for Security and
Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) as a security community-building insti-
tution empowering individuals, non-government organisations (NGOs),
social movements and civil society actors (Adler, 1997a: 274–276).

Other Constructivists were more critical of Liberal assumptions, for
example of the explanatory power of democratic systems as well as of the
normative privilege accorded to the (allegedly) democratic West. Demo-
cratic peace theory was challenged by Oren (1995, 2003) who held that
the definition of what makes a state democratic has evolved historically
as a consequence of which countries the United States has thought of
as its enemies. Hence, since democracy is the dependent rather than the
independent viable, it is hardly surprising that democratic peace theory
in the 1980s and 1990s would discover that democratic states do not go
to war against each other. Williams and Neumann’s analysis of NATO
enlargement (2000) suggested that enlargement was an exercise of sym-
bolic power rather than a Liberal, security community project driven by
universal democratic values. The idea of symbolic power also resonated
with Mattern’s (2001, 2005) analysis of security communities as built
upon representational or narrative force.

The other main body of Critical Constructivist work has affinities with
linguistic Peace Research analysis (see chapter 5), and describes itself
as taking a deeper, more discursive approach to identity and security,
drawing in some cases on Poststructuralism. Significantly, however, most
linguistic Critical Constructivists mirror Conventional Constructivism in
that they do not explicitly engage the concept of security. Critical Con-
structivists working in the linguistic tradition argue that key Realist con-
cepts like the national interest are discursively constituted through rep-
resentations (of countries, peoples, etc.) and linguistic elements (nouns,
adjectives, metaphors and analogies) (Weldes, 1996, 1999). Foreign and
security policies therefore do not arise from objective national interests
but become legitimated through particular constructions which are not
free-floating or ‘just words’, but follow a specific set of rule-bound games
(Fierke, 1996, 1998, 1999, 2000). Fierke shows, for instance, how the
Western responses to the Bosnian War situated the war inside a particular
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language game (Fierke, 1996: 473). Comparing the war to ‘the Second
World War’, ‘Vietnam’, the ‘Gulf War’ or ‘the First World War’ thus con-
stituted different identities for the Bosnian parties and for the West and
suggested which policies could or should be carried out. Conducting
a historical case-study, Weldes (1996, 1999) contrasted the official US
discourse on the Cuba Missile Crisis with Cuban and Soviet represen-
tations to illustrate the contestability of material facts, such as missiles.
And Mutimer (1998) analysed how practices and narratives of prolifera-
tion control spread from nuclear proliferation to chemical, biological and
chemical weapons after the end of the Cold War. Crucially, to constitute
these weapons through ‘disarmament’, ‘market economy’ or ‘a war on
drugs’ discourse rather than ‘proliferation’ would reorient the constitu-
tions of objects, identities and interests and hence what policies should
be adopted.

The concern with the construction of identity and the link between
representations and policy in Critical Constructivism means that there
are obvious similarities to Poststructuralism (see chapter 5 and the section
below). There are, however, also differences between the two approaches.
First, in that Critical Constructivists often examine language games or
narratives from a logical or hypothetical perspective rather than, as do
most Poststructuralists, from an empirical one (Wæver, 2004a). This logi-
cal deduction provides the language games identified with a free-standing
or self-contained quality which makes transitions and variations harder
to explain (Fierke, 2000 seeks to address this). Second, the conception
of identity is slightly more Constructivist than Poststructuralist. Criti-
cal Constructivists speak about states as actors, not as discursively con-
stituted subjects, and there is sometimes a slippage between ‘identity’
and ‘role’ (Mutimer, 1998: 113). This implies that identity is something
that a state (or others) has, and which ‘it’ explicitly defines and pursues
(Mitzen, 2006), or a property that it can decide to protect or ‘kill off’ (Mat-
tern, 2001). For Poststructuralists identity is discursively constituted, and
while states (or rather those speaking on behalf of states) construct and
mobilise identity when legitimating foreign policies, identity is not an
entity that can be fully controlled. Third, Critical Constructivists often
establish identities on the basis of explicit words or concepts found in the
texts examined; Mutimer (1998), for example, identifies the identities of
the proliferation discourse as ‘suppliers’ and ‘recipients’. Poststructural-
ists usually trace how such terms are linked to more deep-seated iden-
tities such as civilised/barbaric, Western/Oriental, democratic/despotic
and rational/irrational.
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Beyond the (Western) state

The Constructivists dealt with in the section above did not explicitly
advocate an expansion of the referent object beyond the state or outline a
theory that went beyond the military-political sector. This is not to say that
Constructivism cannot be critical: to point to the ability of transcending
the Realist view of security politics and interstate relations goes to the core
of central normative debates in ISS. But Constructivism’s scope differs
from those widening approaches that explicitly engage the concept of
security, and this section deals with the latter, particularly those which
claimed the need for an expansion of the referent beyond the (Western)
state: Post-colonial approaches (to which some Critical Constructivists
contributed), Human Security, Critical Security Studies and Feminism.
With this widening of the referent object came also a widening of the
sectors or areas to which security analysis should be applied, adding
development, the environment, economics and social-welfare issues.

Post-colonialism

The status of the Western state has been an issue in ISS since the 1970s.
More traditional security scholars, such as Ayoob (1984, 1997), pointed
to the specificities of the Third World while insisting on the need for
a strong state and maintaining it as the referent object. Critical Peace
Researchers, on the other hand, employed Marxist and dependencia the-
ories to their analysis of the economic, political and cultural exploitation
that the Liberal world order entailed. In the 1990s, the calls for critical
scrutiny of the Western-centric conception of the state at the heart of
ISS became more frequent and an explicit Post-colonial ISS perspective
began to crystallise. This was in part a consequence of the advent and
growth of Post-colonialism in the social sciences and humanities more
broadly (Said, 1978; Spivak, 1999; Grovogui, 2007), in part supported
by the overlap between Post-colonialism and other widening approaches
which drew upon each other to generate critical momentum.

Post-colonial theory comprises a broad range of perspectives
(Grovogui, 2007), and one body of Post-colonial ISS overlapped with
social theory and historical sociology, and hence with Critical Construc-
tivism, in pointing to the need for conceptualisations of security that
acknowledged the specificity of the Third World. Drawing on the work
of Charles Tilly, Krause (1996), for example, held that the state-centric
concept of security advocated by traditionalist Realist approaches was
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based on a particular European history of state formation. The European
state had been built on an understanding of security as oriented towards
external threats, and rested upon ‘a strong identification of the security
of the state with the security of its citizens’ (Krause, 1996: 320, empha-
sis in original). This understanding of security implies that state-centric
conceptions of security provide neither an analytical nor a normative
position from which to identify the threats that regimes may pose to their
own citizens.

Post-colonialism holds that the non-Western state has followed a dif-
ferent trajectory, but takes issue with the view of this as ‘failed’ or ‘under-
developed’. The failed states literature discussed in chapter 6 looked at the
‘failed’ state as lacking in some respects in comparison with the West, and
hence in need of ‘catching up’. Post-colonialists argue in response that
these ‘failures’ are ‘the after-effects of the unequal encounter with West-
ern colonialism’ (Niva, 1999: 150; Barkawi and Laffey, 2006) and that
there is a recurring economic, social and military unequal relationship
between the West and the rest. This line of Post-colonial ISS empha-
sises ‘the material and ideological struggles of historically situated agents
in a neoliberal world order’ (Agathangelou and Ling, 2004: 518) and
resonates with critical IPE as well as with Marxist Peace Researchers’
accounts of imperialism and structural violence in the 1960s and
1970s.

Another strain of Post-colonial theory diverged from 1970s Marxist
Peace Research by emphasising the discursive constitution of identities
rather than material structures. In this literature, Post-colonialism and
Poststructuralism drew upon each other, pointing to the Western political
and academic construction of ‘the Southern’, ‘the Oriental’, the ‘underde-
veloped’ and the ‘failed’ Other (Doty, 1996; Muppidi, 1999; Niva, 1999).
These inferior identities assume ‘an unchanging “precolonial” cultural
essence’ that can be mobilised by the West, for instance in arguments
against nuclear proliferation to the Third World (Mutimer, 1998; Niva,
1999: 150; Biswas, 2001; Grovogui, 2007: 240–241), but also by the non-
Western elites seeking to boost their position domestically and abroad
(Niva, 1999: 150–152). A crucial implication of Post-colonialism is thus
that a different understanding of the non-Western subject appears, and
since identity is relational, of the West itself (Bilgin, 2008). This means that
other referent objects may come into analytical focus, but also that ‘secu-
rity’ itself may be constituted in distinct non-Western terms that require
the adoption of new epistemologies and methodologies (Grovogui, 2007:
232–233).
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202 widening and deepening security

Post-colonialism’s reconstitution of the referent object and its deploy-
ment of a broader set of contextualised epistemologies concur with calls
for bringing Anthropology to bear on ISS. This call was prominently
made by a group of Critical Constructivists in Cultures of Insecurity:
States, Communities, and the Production of Danger (Weldes et al., 1999)
which, as indicated by the title, was an explicit attempt to define a Critical
Constructivism that differed from that of The Culture of National Security
(Katzenstein, 1996a). Weldes et al. argued more specifically for a research
agenda focused on the production of insecurity across multiple levels of
analysis, across different sectors, and as applicable to collective referent
objects below and across state boundaries (Weldes et al., 1999: 1–10).
This perspective was brought to bear not only on non-Western contexts
(Litzinger, 1999; Muppidi, 1999; Niva, 1999) but also on domestic, West-
ern settings, as in Masco’s (1999) account of how different ethnic groups
around Los Alamos, New Mexico, confronted the economic consequences
of the downscaling of nuclear facilities at the end of the Cold War. These
groups articulated societal, economic and environmental security con-
cerns, thus linking security across a wider set of sectors.

Anthropologists working from a Post-colonial perspective warn against
assuming that a universal, globally shared concept of security exists. They
argue that ethnographic field studies can identify local constructions of
security that differ from what is commonly assumed in (Western-centric)
ISS, that ‘[it] cannot, for instance, be assumed that the objective of security
is to ensure the survival of either the individual or the state’ (Kent, 2006:
347; see also Bubandt, 2005). These differences are not simply semantic
but indicate profound variation in how societies are organised and how
key political principles such as governance, violence and legitimacy are
understood. These local constructions also have significant implications
for the epistemology and methodology of security analysis, particularly
for discursive approaches, in that the word ‘security’ may not identify
the ‘logic of security’ as we know it from Realist definitions of national
security and, vice versa, that ‘logics of national security’ might be invoked
by other concepts and practices (see also the discussion of the Copenhagen
School below).

Human Security

Post-colonial approaches draw attention to the specificities of the non-
Western state, to global economic structures and hence also to develop-
ment issues. A more straightforward expansion of security to include
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development was made with the United Nations Development Pro-
gramme’s concept of Human Security, launched in 1994. Human Security
has the advantage of being promoted from a strong institutional base and,
like Common Security in the early 1980s, combines political-activist and
academic agendas. The original UNDP formulation opted for an expan-
sion of security along several dimensions. The ‘logic of security’ should
be broadened beyond territorial defence, national interests and nuclear
deterrence to include ‘universal concerns’ and the prevention of conflicts,
but also crucially a cooperative global effort to eradicate poverty and
underdevelopment (UNDP, 1994: 22). The referent object was shifted
from nation-states to that of ‘people’, and to be ‘people-centred’ was to
be ‘concerned with how people live and breathe in a society, how freely
they exercise their many choices, how much access they have to mar-
ket and social opportunities – and whether they live in conflict or in
peace’ (UNDP, 1994: 23). This implied a radical widening of the types of
threats and sectors to which security was applicable to food, health, the
environment, population growth, disparities in economic opportunities,
migration, drug trafficking and terrorism.

The UNDP’s conceptualisation of Human Security is probably the most
encompassing expansion of the concept since Galtung launched structural
violence and, like Marxist Peace Research, it sought to bring development
and North–South issues into ISS. As in the case of structural violence,
Human Security has also been attacked for being so broad that it becomes
academically and politically vacuous (Special Section of Security Dialogue,
2004). As Roland Paris puts it, ‘if human security means almost anything,
then it effectively means nothing’ (2001: 93). Other critics question the
wisdom of adding ‘security’ to what they hold is essentially a human
rights agenda (Buzan, 2004b), and point to the ease with which states co-
opt Human Security rhetoric without actually changing their behaviour
(Booth, 2007: 321–327).

The common expansive ambitions notwithstanding, there are, how-
ever, important differences between Human Security and the concept of
structural violence. Human Security in UNDP’s founding formulation
articulates a much less conflictual relationship between the West and the
South, and between regimes and citizens, and hence offers less of a sys-
tematic critique of the global economic structure than did dependencia
theory. Moreover, Critical Peace Researchers were highly critical of the
(Western) state, while the state’s inability to provide security for ‘its’ peo-
ple is only briefly mentioned by the UNDP. These absences – criticism
of the state and the Neoliberal economic order – are perhaps not too
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surprising considering the document’s status as a UNDP text which by its
very nature and institutional location has to be acceptable to states. Subse-
quent appropriations of Human Security have, however, used the concept
in different ways to challenge the state and the current political–economic
structure.

Tracing the evolution of Human Security since its UNDP inception,
one might first point to its adoption by states, most prominently Nor-
way, Canada and Japan, and to academic literature analysing this shift
in state discourse (Suhrke, 1999; Axworthy, 2001; Neufeld, 2004). These
governments have linked Human Security with ‘the pre-eminent progres-
sive values of the 1990s: human rights, international humanitarian law,
and socio-economic development based on equity’ (Suhrke, 1999: 266).
The Canadian government has furthermore provided funding for the
Canadian Consortium on Human Security, ‘an academic-based network
promoting policy relevant research on human security’, which since 2002
has published the Human Security Bulletin (www.humansecurity.info/ –
last accessed 29 January 2008). Taking a Constructivist perspective that
combines interests and ideas, Suhrke (1999) holds that this progressive
conception of Human Security suited Canadian aspirations for a middle-
power status and Norwegian ambitions about a UN Security Council
seat in 2001–2003 (Newman, 2001; McDonald, 2002). These aspirations
and ambitions coalesced with global structural shifts in the 1990s that
made more room for normative foreign policies based on humanitarian
concerns (Suhrke 1999: 268–270). The coupling of Human Security to a
‘humanitarian foreign policy’ modifies the Classical Realist understanding
of the state as concerned exclusively with territorial defence and national
interests. Yet, critics argue, Norwegian and Canadian conceptions suffer
from the Classical widening problem: how to delimit the concept, and
how to judge which insecurities to honour when conflicting concerns are
at stake (Suhrke, 1999; Paris, 2001).

Some, for instance Thomas and Tow (2002a: 179), have tried to address
these problems by defining Human Security in narrower terms as crossing
state borders and assuming ‘a truly international significance, affecting
other societies and individuals’. Yet, as Bellamy and McDonald note, this
conceptualisation provides rigour only by reinstalling the state-centric
conception of security that critical advocates of Human Security attacked
in the first place (Bellamy and McDonald, 2002; Thomas and Tow, 2002b).
Others have approached Human Security from a poverty, development
and global health literature rather than from Security Studies, and argued
for a ‘simple, rigorous, and measurable definition of human security:
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the number of years of future life spent outside a state of “generalized
poverty”’ (King and Murray, 2001/2: 585). Based on an empiricist episte-
mology, this approach takes the individual as the referent object to such
an extent that the political dynamics at the state and international levels
are virtually absent (King and Murray, 2001/2: 597).

More critical advocates of Human Security have either tied it to a Criti-
cal Security Studies agenda (Dunne and Wheeler, 2004; Booth, 2005b) or
linked it with a critique of Neoliberal economics, particularly as this ideol-
ogy is influencing development policies. As a consequence, argues Caro-
line Thomas, ‘[the] globalisation process is resulting in highly uneven dis-
tribution of gains and, without concerted action, inequality may deepen
further, with all its attendant implications’ (Thomas, 2001: 173–174).
This in turn creates a link to critical IPE and to the economic, structural
inequalities at the heart of the old Marxist Peace Research agenda.

The debates over Human Security read in major respects like a new
round of the Classical debate between wide and narrow concepts of secu-
rity. As wideners point to the political consequences of privileging state
security at the expense of marginalised people threatened by poverty and
persecution by their own state, those advocating narrow approaches stress
the need for security concepts to make distinct academic arguments and
be a guide towards making policy priorities. What is perhaps crucial and
distinct about the Human Security debate is that it shows both the value
of institutionalisation (its genesis in the UNDP and its adoption as a con-
cept by states such as Norway and Canada) and that academic criteria are
not always what determine a concept’s success or failure. Human Security
did articulate a very broad agenda, but this simultaneously provided a
rallying point for a diversity of political actors seeking to boost support
for development issues and humanitarian foreign policies.

Critical Security Studies

Human Security was also, as noted above, picked up by Critical Security
Studies, which shared the former’s concern with ‘people’ rather than states
and which also envisaged a more just, peaceful world order. Although
quantitatively small, Critical Security Studies has managed to institution-
alise itself on the European Security Studies arena to quite a remarkable
extent. Critical Security Studies is usually defined as the Frankfurt School
inspired work by Booth and Wyn Jones and their Aberystwyth students
and collaborators (Booth, 1991, 2005a, 2007; Wyn Jones, 1995, 1999, 2005;
Bilgin, 2003, 2004a; Dunne and Wheeler, 2004; Mutimer, 2007: 62–65; Van
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Munster, 2007). In the mid-1990s a broader definition of Critical Security
Studies which also covered Poststructuralism and Constructivism was put
forward by Krause and Williams (1997), yet this never gained hold and
the narrower ‘Aberystwyth definition’ of Critical Security Studies became
(re)established (Booth, 2005b; CASE, 2006). Critical Security Studies has
made a significant impact on the widening discussions in that it has been
the perspective to most explicitly pick up the Critical Theory Frankfurt
School tradition that was part of Peace Research in the 1970s. This, how-
ever, did not happen as an explicit engagement with the latter literature,
but through a reading of the Frankfurt School itself. Conceptually, Critical
Security Studies argued that ‘individual humans are the ultimate refer-
ent’ for security, as states are unreliable providers of security and too
diverse to provide for ‘a comprehensive theory of security’ (Booth, 1991:
319–320). To Wyn Jones (1995: 309), Critical Security Studies implies
‘placing the experience of those men and women and communities for
whom the present world order is a cause of insecurity rather than secu-
rity, at the centre of our agenda’. Critical Security Studies’ vocal call for an
individual referent object is furthermore linked to an empirical–political
assessment of interstate war as far less real and threatening than ‘envi-
ronmental security, food security and economic security’, and to a view
of the vast majority of states as generating insecurity rather than stability
and prosperity (Wyn Jones, 1995: 310).

This makes for a very pessimistic view of global security: states make
individuals insecure and the Neoliberal economic structure further exac-
erbates this condition. Booth (2007: 395 ff.) speaks of a ‘new twenty
years’ crisis’ to be soon followed by a range of environmental, political
and humanitarian disasters which he labels ‘the great reckoning’, unless
radical changes are made in many basic aspects of human conduct. The
transformation of individual/global security away from this pessimistic
account of the present is facilitated by the concept of emancipation. Eman-
cipation functions as the goal of individual security as well as the analytical
and political engine, and is defined by Booth (in terms reminiscent of Gal-
tung’s structural violence) as ‘the freeing of people (as individuals and
groups) from those physical and human constraints which stop them car-
rying out what they would freely choose to do’ (Booth, 1991: 319). This,
in Booth’s view, is a highly desirable situation: if people are emancipated,
what they freely choose to do is peaceful. The emancipated solution at the
level of individual security therefore has positive consequences at the level
of collective security: ‘individual security’ is deeply connected to ‘global
security’, which is when all individuals and groups have been emancipated
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and more organic constructions of political community have replaced the
state (see also McSweeney, 1999).

Critical Security Studies’ concept of emancipation draws explicitly on
the Frankfurt School, particularly on Habermas’s account of the eman-
cipatory potential in interaction and communication (Wyn Jones, 2005:
223). This in turn establishes a link both to Cold War Peace Research and
to early Poststructuralist interest in emancipatory forms of knowledge
(Ashley, 1981, 1984; Alker, 1988). The degree to which contemporary
Critical Security Studies shares common ground with other widening
approaches is, however, debatable: Wyn Jones (2005) holds that a notion
of emancipation is implicit in Poststructuralism, the Copenhagen School
and Feminism, and the CASE collective has recently called for a common
Copenhagen–Paris–Aberystwyth agenda (Aradau, 2004b, 2006; CASE,
2006; Taureck, 2006; Floyd, 2007; Van Munster, 2007). Booth (2005b),
however, has sharpened his views of the distance between Critical Secu-
rity Studies on the one hand and Poststructuralism, the Copenhagen
School and Constructivism on the other (Mutimer, 2007: 62–65). In
Booth’s opinion, the point of Security Studies is to awaken and create
security audiences, and not, like the Copenhagen School, just to analyse
how audiences respond to securitising moves (Booth, 2007: 163–169).

Such positioning debates are a crucial part of the sociology of ISS,
particularly perhaps in Europe after the end of the Cold War, and critics
of Critical Security Studies argue that to insist on an individual referent
object dichotomously opposed to the state repeats the Classical fallacy, laid
out in chapter 2, of constituting the options as a choice between the two. All
political concepts articulate a relationship between the individual and the
collective, and an exclusively individual referent object is thus impossible.
Emancipated individuals are in need of a resolution at the collective level,
and to envisage this as unproblematically flowing from the individual level
leads one back to a Classical utopian position. Critical Security Studies
argues in favour of an objective definition of security insofar as the critical
security theorist can determine which security problems are particularly
threatening, and a subjective definition insofar as an individual’s own
definition of security problems should be taken into account. In this
respect, Critical Security Studies confronts similar problems to Feminists
working with an epistemology of experience, to be discussed below. It
also points to a Classical tendency in (post-)Marxist theory to explain
away repressed peoples’ failure to see their ‘objective’ security interests as
a case of false consciousness. The concept and strategy of emancipation
has also been criticised for being vague. As Wyn Jones (2005: 222) points
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out, ‘Adorno and Horkheimer cannot point to any concrete examples of
what types of institutions and relationships might characterize a more
emancipated society’, and later theorists have not come much further in
terms of defining the steps towards an emancipated society, nor what it
would ultimately look like.

Feminism

Feminist Security Studies, to a greater extent than the other widening–
deepening perspectives covered in this chapter, comprises sub-approaches
which adopt different referent objects, epistemologies and methodologies.
With the exception of traditional military-state centric approaches which
leave no room for gender and security, Feminist Security Studies can thus
be seen as a microcosm of ISS itself. The most significant questions on the
post-Cold War Feminist Security Studies agenda were: first, how to further
develop the standpoint Feminist approach associated with J. Ann Tickner
and Cynthia Enloe presented in chapter 5, particularly how to tackle
the problems connected to its epistemology of experience; second, how to
integrate a new set of events; and third, how to respond to Constructivism
and quantitative Feminism.

The Tickner approach has been the most prevalent one within Fem-
inist Security Studies, in terms of which conceptualisation of security
is adopted and how it is introduced by most textbooks (Pettman, 2005;
Kennedy-Pipe, 2007; Tickner and Sjoberg, 2007). This approach has much
in common with Critical Security Studies and Human Security in calling
for an expansion of the referent object to include ‘women’ and non-
military security sectors (Hoogensen and Rottem, 2004; Hudson, 2005;
Hoogensen and Stuvøy, 2006). In Tickner’s words, Feminists adopt ‘a mul-
tidimensional, multilevel approach’ committed to ‘emancipatory visions
of security’ that seek to ‘understand how the security of individuals and
groups is compromised by violence, both physical and structural, at all
levels’ (Tickner, 2001: 48). Feminist analysis has as a consequence ‘gen-
erally taken a bottom-up approach, analyzing the impact of war at the
microlevel’ (Tickner, 2001: 48), deepened the referent object and widened
the sectors to which security is applicable.

Epistemologically, those working in the Tickner tradition have usually
adopted ‘experiences’ as their key concept. The absence of women in
traditional ISS approaches and the form that gender-specific threats to
women’s security take are closely connected to the fact that ‘[too] often,
women’s experiences have been deemed trivial or only important in so far
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as they relate to the experiences of men and the questions they typically
ask’ (Tickner, 2005: 7). Feminist research, according to Tickner, is thus
informed by the assumption that ‘women’s lives are important’ and that
‘the routine aspects of everyday life that help sustain gender inequality’
should be brought out (Tickner, 2005: 7). This leads to a preference
for methodologies that embrace an ‘ethnographic style of individually
oriented story-telling typical of anthropology’ (Tickner, 1997: 615) or
‘hermeneutic and interpretative methodologies’ that ‘allow subjects to
document their own experiences in their own terms’ (Tickner, 2005: 19).

The attraction of an epistemology of experience for Feminist Security
Studies – as well as for Critical Security Studies – is that it brings in subjects
marginalised by state-centric – and other collective – concepts of security,
for instance victims of wartime rape or sex-trafficking (Stiglmayer, 1994;
Pickup, 1998; Denov, 2006; Jackson, 2006). Yet the weakness of an epis-
temology of experience is that it rests on standpoint feminism’s view of
women as forming a coherent subject distinct from that of ‘men’. Many
standpoint feminists therefore developed diversity feminism that under-
stands identity as informed not only by gender but by ethnicity, class
and race (Dietz, 2003: 408). This opened up a bigger variety of gendered
referent objects and experiences, but it also created the problem of how
to unite a feminist movement and consciousness across multiple experi-
ences. The problem was in short that ‘Feminist epistemology in the realm
of international security must either decide to curtail the admission of all
“women’s experiences” or accept, as other fields have done, that there is
a need to judge and select, even within the feminist perspective’ (Grant,
1992: 95).

This is not only a matter of selecting which women to include. Rather,
the more fundamental problem is that ‘experience’ relies upon an ambigu-
ous construction of the individual subject, gendered structures and the
privileged status of the researcher. ‘Experience’ is on the one hand a
concept that promises a direct link to (marginalised) subjects’ everyday
lives and to a deeply subjective, narrative and often emotional form of
knowledge. Yet this subject is on the other hand constituted through a
gendered structure: it is only conceivable as a ‘gendered experience’ if
gender is already accepted as a frame of reference. As Joan Scott (1992:
27) explains, experience ‘leads us to take the existence of individuals for
granted (experience is something people have) rather than to ask how
conceptions of selves (of subjects and their identities) are produced’.

Accepting Scott’s call for giving the production of identity centre-stage,
some Feminists moved in a more Poststructuralist direction (Sylvester,
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1994; Weber, 1998). As chapter 5 and the section below lay out, this
implies a concern with the construction of identity, and in the specific
context of Feminism and gender with the often ambiguous and multi-
faceted articulation of gendered subjects. Gender comes into Feminist
Poststructuralist focus, first, as the way in which other referent objects –
states, nations or, for instance, religious groups – are gendered, that is
constituted as masculine or feminine. Feminists working in this tradition
resonate with Poststructuralist and Critical Constructivist analyses which
trace the use of gendering representations as part of their broader study
of security discourses and narratives (Campbell, 1992; Weldes, 1996).
Second, gender comes into focus through an account of competing con-
structions of the gendered referent object itself and of the policy spaces –
or silences – that ensue (Hansen, 2001; Berman, 2003). To take the exam-
ple of sex-trafficking in women, one of the key themes on the post-Cold
War Feminist Security Studies agenda, Feminist researchers point to the
constitution of trafficked women as either the victims of kingpins and
manipulation or as illegal migrants seeking entrance into the labour
market of the EU (Pickup, 1998; Petersen, 2001; Berman, 2003; Aradau,
2004a; Jackson, 2006). ‘Victims’ are to be assisted, although not neces-
sarily given asylum, while the ‘illegal migrants’ are scheming subjects to
be deported. The key point for a Poststructuralist Feminist analysis is
here not to identify the ‘real’ representation, but to explore and criticise
how subject constructions condition how ‘women’ can appear (Hansen,
2001).

Yet not all those working in the field of gender and security would
self-identity as Feminists or adopt a Tickner–Human Security–Critical
Security Studies or a Poststructuralist position. Expanding the scope of
Feminist/gender research in Security Studies, Caprioli (2004a) and R.
Charli Carpenter (2002) argue that Feminist Security Studies has been
dominated by the Tickner–Enloe approach to such an extent that quan-
titative, positivist and Constructivist scholarship has been marginalised.
Coming from the quantitative tradition of Peace Research, Mary Caprioli
(2004a) pointed to how Feminist theorists such as Sandra Harding have
called for all methodologies to be included, and specifically to the sig-
nificance of causal analyses of how gender impacts state behaviour, for
instance in a Feminist version of the democratic peace theory that exam-
ines the relationship between gender equality, democracy and conflict
(Keohane, 1989; Caprioli, 2000, 2003, 2004b; Caprioli and Boyer, 2001;
Caprioli and Trumbore, 2003; Regan and Paskeviciute, 2003). Other quan-
titative studies did not, as Caprioli, self-identify as Feminist, but adopted
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gender as a variable in explaining public attitudes to foreign and secu-
rity policy (Togeby, 1994; Eichenberg, 2003). Shifting from explaining
state behaviour to women as a referent object for security, other studies
explored the correlation between polity type and human rights on the
one hand and women’s security on the other (Caprioli, 2004b).

Caprioli self-identified her work as Feminist, whereas Carpenter (2002)
argued in favour of a non-Feminist Conventional Constructivism that
examines the importance of norms for national security but does not share
the political commitments of Feminism. Based on a study of humanitar-
ian evacuations during the Bosnian War, Carpenter (2003) concluded that
norms about the vulnerability of women and children conditioned the
policy options available to protection workers from the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). Hence, although adult males
and male adolescents were more likely to be massacred when besieged
enclaves fell to Serbian forces, women and children were the ones evacu-
ated. Put in the language of referent objects, men were more likely victims
of gender-based violence and hence should be granted more concern by
Feminist security scholars (Jones, 1994, 1996, 1998; R. C. Carpenter, 2003,
2006). The general Feminist response to quantitative and Constructivist
(non-)Feminist analysis was that these did not consider women as a ref-
erent object for security, and hence could not address the gender-specific
threats that women face (Carver, 2003; Bilgin, 2004c). Nor had Feminists
claimed that men and masculinity were not significant or indeed that men
were not more likely to die in combat, but rather that it was the construc-
tions of masculine and feminine identities and the protector/protected
dichotomies that made it seem warranted that men went to the line of
fire and women stayed at home (Enloe, 1983, 1989; Elshtain, 1987; Carver
et al., 1998; Locher and Prügl, 2001; Carver, 2003; Sjoberg, 2006). What
a Feminist expansion of the referent object revealed was that women’s
security problems were privatised, marginalised or even silenced, and
that their deaths were validated differently from that of military men’s,
not that men were not threatened.

This section has emphasised the analytical and epistemological debates
over how the gendered referent object might be broadened or deepened.
Yet it should be stressed that much, if not most, of the work on gender and
security is not explicitly theoretical or engaging directly with the concept
of security, but written in an empirical low-theory style. As a consequence,
analysis often combines elements from several approaches. This empiri-
cal focus also means that Feminism has to a large extent been driven by
events. Some of the key themes on the Feminist research agenda were:
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sex-trafficking across old East–West boundaries (Pickup, 1998; Petersen,
2001; Berman, 2003; Aradau, 2004a; Jackson, 2006); rape as a weapon
of war and other forms of wartime sexual violence (Rogers 1998; Stan-
ley, 1999; Hansen, 2001; Skjelsbæk, 2001; Denov, 2006); masculinities,
peacekeeping, humanitarian intervention and post-conflict reconstruc-
tion including the difficulties of negotiating a traditional Feminist pref-
erence for non-military solutions with women’s demands for protection,
particularly in the light of scandals where UN peacekeepers had kept pros-
titutes or committed rape (Handrahan, 2004; Higate and Henry, 2004);
women and children as combatants and men as victims of sexual vio-
lence (Jones, 1994; R. C. Carpenter, 2003, 2006; Alison, 2004; Fox, 2004;
Sjoberg, 2006; Sjoberg and Gentry, 2007); and the impact of the adoption
of UN Security Council Resolution 1325 on gender and security in 2000
(Cohn et al., 2004). In terms of institutionalising these debates, the key
outlets were the International Feminist Journal of Politics, published from
1999, Millennium, with an anniversary special issue in 1998, Alternatives
and, from the mid-2000s, Security Dialogue.

Discursive security: the Copenhagen School and Poststructuralism

The Copenhagen School and its critics

The Copenhagen School has at its core Barry Buzan and Ole Wæver,
who, with different collaborators at COPRI, published books and articles
on regional security complex theory (RSCT), European security, and the
relationship between regions and global security (Jahn et al., 1987; Buzan
et al., 1990; Buzan, 1991a; Buzan et al., 1998; Buzan and Wæver, 2003; for
an overview see Huysmans, 1998a). In terms of the widening–deepening
debate, the most distinctive contributions of the Copenhagen School
have, however, been the concepts of societal security and securitisation.
In keeping with the US–European difference in the extent to which the
concept of security is explicitly addressed, the Copenhagen School has
been much more discussed within Europe than in the US, although it has
to an increasing extent been applied to non-Western settings (Jackson,
2006; Kent, 2006; Wilkinson, 2007).

The concept of societal security was launched in Identity, Migration
and the New Security Agenda in Europe (Wæver et al., 1993), and initially
developed in response to a series of national conflicts, most violently in
the former Yugoslavia, but also in Transylvania and the former Soviet
Union (Roe, 2005). It constituted a specific sectoral addition to the earlier
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widening literatures from the 1980s that had mainly focused on the eco-
nomic and environmental sectors. In Western Europe, increased inte-
gration within the EU made ‘European integration’ a threat to national
constituencies fearing the loss of political sovereignty as well as cultural
autonomy, and immigration was also presented as a threat to national
identity. ‘Societal security’ was defined as ‘the ability of a society to per-
sist in its essential character under changing conditions and possible or
actual threats’ (Wæver et al., 1993: 23). While the state was the referent
object for political, military, environmental and economic security, it was
‘society’ that constituted the referent object for societal security (Wæver
et al., 1993: 26). This opened up for the study of ‘identity security’ and
pointed to cases where state and societies did not align, for instance when
national minorities were threatened by ‘their’ state, or where the state, or
other political actors, mobilised society to confront internal or external
threats.

The Copenhagen School explicitly constituted this as a middle position
between traditionalist state-centrism on the one hand and equally tradi-
tional Peace Research’s and Critical Security Studies’ calls for ‘individual’
or ‘global security’ on the other. ‘Societal security’ limited the possible
referent object to two collective units, state and society, and excluded the
individual and the global. According to Wæver, ‘it seems reasonable to be
conservative along this [referent object] axis, accepting that “security” is
influenced in important ways by dynamics at the level of individuals and
the global system, but not by propagating unclear terms such as individual
security and global security’ (Wæver, 1995: 49; McSweeney, 1996, 1998;
Buzan and Wæver, 1997).

Societal security theory made reference to ‘possible or actual threats’
and was still to some extent linked to an objective definition of secu-
rity, although the emphasis on how political actors pointed to identity
as being threatened had a Constructivist element to it. This ambiguity
was later resolved in favour of a discursive conception of security in that
the ‘securitisation’ approach, developed by Wæver, made the definition
of security dependent on its successful construction in discourse. Securi-
tisation theory has three main roots: one in speech act theory, one in a
Schmittian understanding of security and exceptional politics, and one in
traditionalist security debates (Williams, 2003; Huysmans, 2006b: 124–
144). Combining these three, the general concept of ‘security’ is drawn
from its constitution within national security discourse, which implies an
emphasis on authority, the confronting – and construction – of threats
and enemies, an ability to make decisions and the adoption of emergency
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measures. Security has a particular discursive and political force and is
a concept that does something – securitise – rather than an objective (or
subjective) condition.

Securitisation refers more precisely to the process of presenting an issue
in security terms, in other words as an existential threat:

The way to study securitization is to study discourse and political con-
stellations: When does an argument with this particular rhetorical and
semiotic structure achieve sufficient effect to make an audience tolerate
violations of rules that would otherwise have to be obeyed? If by means
of an argument about the priority and urgency of an existential threat the
securitizing actor has managed to break free of procedures or rules he or
she would otherwise be bound by, we are witnessing a case of securitization.

(Buzan et al., 1998: 25)

Security ‘frames the issue either as a special kind of politics or as above
politics’ and a spectrum can therefore be defined ranging public issues
from the non-politicised (‘the state does not deal with it and it is not in any
other way made an issue of public debate and decision’), through politi-
cised (‘the issue is part of public policy, requiring government decision
and resource allocations or, more rarely, some other form of communal
governance’) to securitisation (in which case an issue is no longer debated
as a political question, but dealt with at an accelerated pace and in ways
that may violate normal legal and social rules) (Buzan et al., 1998: 23).
It is the discursive power of securitisation which brings together actors
and objects: securitising actors are defined as ‘actors who securitize issues
by declaring something – a referent object – existentially threatened’, ref-
erent objects as ‘things that are seen to be existentially threatened and
that have a legitimate claim to survival’ (Buzan et al., 1998: 36). At first
glance this seems to make for a very open conceptualisation of security,
but the Copenhagen School explicitly positioned securitisation as a way
of limiting the excessive widening of security, and thus responding to
a key traditionalist criticism of the wideners (Buzan et al., 1998: 1–5).
While securitisation theory was in principle open for anyone to make
the securitising move, in practice the most common securitising actors
are ‘political leaders, bureaucracies, governments, lobbyists, and pressure
groups’, and referent objects usually middle-range collectivities (Buzan
et al., 1998: 40–41). More recently the School has pushed this thinking
beyond the middle-range referent object to consider macrosecuritisations,
which aim at structuring international politics on a larger scale (Buzan
and Wæver, 2009).
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‘Securitisation’ has been a very successful concept, at least in Europe.
As a consequence, it has not surprisingly generated criticisms, particularly
from approaches that advocate a more radical expansion of the concept
of security (state-centric traditionalists have on the other hand tended to
avoid discussing the concept). One of the most significant challengers has
been Critical Security Studies, where Booth has argued that the Copen-
hagen School does not move far enough in the direction of ‘real people in
real places’, that it mistakenly ties together security and survival, and that
it is state-centric, elite-centric, discourse-dominated, conservative, polit-
ically passive, and neither progressive nor radical (Booth, 2005b: 271;
2007: 106–107, 163–169). Since the Copenhagen School is a constitutive,
non-causal theory, criticism has not been concerned with whether the
School can explain phenomena in a positivist (American) social science
sense, but with the analytical, political and normative implications of
adopting the School’s perspective.

The most prominent criticism of societal security has been that it
builds upon a conceptualisation of identity as fixed rather than con-
structed (McSweeney, 1996; Huysmans, 1998a). This implies, as in Con-
ventional Constructivism, a focus on the (causal) consequences of iden-
tities rather than on the discursive and political processes through which
these identities are (unstably) constituted. The Copenhagen School has
replied (Buzan and Wæver, 1997) that one may separate analytically the
process of identity constitution from the point where identities have
become fortified to such an extent that they function as fixed in secu-
rity discourse. This is, on the one hand, a legitimate analytical deci-
sion, but on the other hand it does indicate that the Copenhagen School
is closer to a Constructivist than to a Poststructuralist perspective, at
least insofar as its conception of identity is concerned (Campbell, 1998a:
222–223).

The Copenhagen School’s separation of ‘social security’ and ‘inter-
national security’ has also been challenged. To the Copenhagen School,
the articulation of urgency and extreme measures is what establishes a
boundary between ‘security proper’ and concepts that bear only a seman-
tic resemblance to ‘security’. ‘Social security’ is defined as ‘about indi-
viduals’ (and thus not about collective referent objects as in ‘interna-
tional security’) and ‘largely economic’ (rather than ‘security’) (Buzan
et al., 1998: 120), and ‘investment securities’, or insecurities related to
crime or unemployment are not securities in the sense carried by ‘inter-
national security’ (Buzan et al., 1998: 104). These distinctions have
been challenged by Neocleous (2006a) who argues – as did Wolfers
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(1952: 482) – that New Deal policy in the 1930s constituted social–
economic security with precisely the drama and urgency required by
the Copenhagen School. ‘Economic’ and ‘social’ security were therefore
key factors in shaping the Cold War concept of ‘national security’, a con-
cept which could then in turn be mobilised to de-privilege the concerns
raised under the rubric of ‘social security’ (Neocleous, 2006a: 380–381).
Coming from a Constructivist sociological perspective, Krause’s analysis
of insecurity and state formation in the Middle East presented above also
makes a call for incorporating social security into security studies in that
questions of welfare and the relationship between militarisation and the
economic sphere are central to questions of state and regime legitimation
(Krause, 1996: 346).

The concept of securitisation has been criticised for its inability to iden-
tify, in Lene Hansen’s terms, ‘the silent security dilemma’ (Hansen, 2000a;
Elbe, 2006; Stern, 2006; Wilkinson, 2007). ‘Security as silence’ occurs
when the potential subject of (in)security has no, or limited, possibility
of speaking its security problems. Methodologically, there is a certain
ambiguity in securitisation theory, as it argues that the utterance of the
word ‘security’ is not the decisive criterion and that a securitisation might
consist of ‘only a metaphorical security reference’ (Buzan et al., 1998:
27). Yet what this entails has not been further explored, and the majority
of the theory leans in the direction of a more explicit verbal speech act
methodology. Since the explicit articulation of ‘security’ – or other signs
which have a similar status – is an epistemological and methodological
criterion for ‘security problems’ to be identified, if explicit articulations
cannot be identified a potential security problem does not register in the
analysis. This is the case, for instance, in certain Muslim settings where
women who have been the victims of rape might actually endanger them-
selves by bringing attention to the offence (Hansen, 2000a), or in parts of
Africa, where discourses on HIV/AIDS constitute those infected as threats
to society, hence preventing victims from seeking treatment (Elbe, 2006).
Wilkinson argues that the ‘security as silence’ problem points more gener-
ally to an unacknowledged Western-centric assumption in securitisation
theory, in that it presupposes the possibility of free speech and political
structures that guarantee individuals protection against random as well
as systematic violence (Wilkinson, 2007; Kent, 2006).

A corollary to the ‘security as silence’ problem concerns the Copen-
hagen School’s normative privileging of desecuritisation, that is the move-
ment of an issue out of the threat–danger modality of security and into
the logic of politics, where compromise, solutions and debate is made
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possible to a much larger extent. Constituting something as a security
problem might be a problematic or even dangerous strategy in that it
grants privilege to official leaders and legitimises the suspension of civil
and liberal rights (see also Deudney, 1990, for a similar point). But, crit-
ics argue, desecuritisation may not be normatively desirable if it merely
illustrates the repression of an issue (Huysmans, 1998b; Aradau, 2004b,
2006; Alker, 2006; Behnke, 2006; Elbe, 2006; Taureck, 2006; Floyd, 2007).
It is crucial, therefore, that desecuritisation is contextualised and that it
is replaced by the possibility of politicisation, rather than mere silence.
Another set of articles have responded to these issues by deepening the
linguistic foundations of securitisation theory (Balzacq, 2005; Stritzel,
2007; McDonald, 2008; Vuori, 2008), its attention to media and ‘visual
securitisation’ (Williams, 2003: 527; Möller, 2007; Hansen, forthcoming),
or by exploring the role of ‘violisations’ that take security from the speech
act to acts of physical violence (Neumann, 1998).

A related critique has come from Bigo (2002: 73) and Huysmans (2006b:
5), who argue that the conceptualisation of securitisation through dis-
courses of drama and emergency misses the bureaucratic routines and the
‘effects of power that are continuous rather than exceptional’, for instance
the concrete everyday practices undertaken by the police and groups of
‘security professionals’ patrolling the border. Drawing on Foucault and
Bourdieu, Bigo’s conceptualisation of security is, like the Copenhagen
School’s, discursive, but with more explicit links to Poststructuralism
and an emphasis on the importance of the institutionalisation of the
field of security. Networks of surveillance and data-mining help to create
a ‘security state’ where everybody is under electronic surveillance, and
Bigo emphasises the way in which governments and their bureaucracies
have managed to gain control over the political process at the expense of
parliaments and oppositional political actors (Bigo, 2002).

Finally, as noted above, the Copenhagen School rests on a Schmit-
tian understanding of security as danger and the exceptional character
of security politics (Huysmans, 1998b; Williams, 2003). Since this is a
particular set of political and normative assumptions, rather than objec-
tive, empirical facts, this in turn leads the Copenhagen School to con-
front a similar set of questions to those which have been asked of both
Realism and Poststructuralism: what are the implications of this con-
ception of security and state identity? Does the state rely upon enemies
to maintain identity/control over its population? How may this logic
be changed, and what would a post-Schmittian security scenario look
like?
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Poststructuralism

Poststructuralism was already, like Feminism, a distinct approach dur-
ing the Cold War. As chapter 5 laid out, Poststructuralism was highly
critical of the way in which Strategic Studies had adopted a state-centric
military conception of security without problematising the historical,
normative and political implications that, Poststructuralists held, were
embedded in this concept. Yet Poststructuralists also constituted them-
selves as indebted to the Classical Realist tradition and, like Realism,
argued that state sovereignty and security were not easily transformed.
The parallels between Poststructuralism and Realism meant, furthermore,
that while Constructivists had come to security mainly through general
IR debates, Poststructuralists had been engaged in debates on peace and
security since the early 1980s. Although critical of Western security poli-
cies, Cold War Poststructuralism had always maintained the possibility
of rethinking security, and hence was not faced by the crisis of traditional
approaches when the Cold War ended. However, the ending of the Cold
War was, if not a ‘meta-event’, then at least a constitutive event that threw
some of its central analytical assumptions into question.

The most important challenge that Poststructuralism confronted com-
ing out of the Cold War was whether states needed enemies. The central
text in this debate was Campbell’s study of American discourses of danger
from ‘its’ discovery to the end of the Cold War. Campbell’s Writing Secu-
rity (1992) explicitly foregrounded the importance of the Other – that
is the construction of states, groups and other non-Selves – arguing that
while state identity could in principle be constituted through relations of
difference, in reality the pressure to turn difference into radical, threat-
ening Otherness was overwhelming (Connolly, 1991: 64–65, 209–210;
Campbell, 1992: 55; Klein, 1994). ‘Security’ thus became an ontological
double requirement: the state needed to be secure, but it also needed the
threatening Other to define its identity, thereby giving it ontological secu-
rity. The problem with Campbell’s conception was, argued (sympathetic)
critics, that it reified state identity (‘the state needs enemies’) and that it
effectively adopted the same view of the state as did Realism (‘the state is
surrounded by potential enemies’). Both perspectives assumed an onto-
logical inseparability between states and enemies, and a conception of the
Other as monolithic and dangerous (Neumann, 1996a; Milliken, 1999:
94; Rumelili, 2004; Hansen, 2006: 38–39). Methodologically, the problem
of assuming state identity as radical Otherness was that, if this was taken
to be the only form of identity that states could adopt, this would be what
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was identified in empirical studies, in spite of there being potential other
forms of less radical identity, such as that of being ‘Nordic’ (Joenniemi,
1990; Hansen, 2006: 38–41). Since the Poststructuralist conceptualisation
of security is dependent upon the construction of identity, if identity is
given, security would be as well, and Poststructuralism would be unable
to find a way out of Realist security.

Although frequently accused of being detached from the real world
(Katzenstein et al., 1998), or for not providing a workable foundation for
political action (Booth, 2007: 175–178), Poststructuralism is in fact more
driven by the force of ‘events’ than many other widening approaches, not
least Constructivism. Since several major events on the security agenda
of the 1990s were linked to (debates over) great power politics, the latter
driving force also made an impact on the evolution of post-Cold War
Poststructuralism – the fact that a significant number of influential 1980s
and 1990s Poststructuralists were either North Americans or based in
the US also spurred an interest in great powers, particularly the US. The
internal academic debates on identity and security thus intersected with
events and great power politics to produce a series of empirical–analytical
focal points.

The Gulf War of 1990–91 was the first event to instigate debate over
how the West legitimated interventions and wars (Luke, 1991; Der Derian,
1992: 173–202; Shapiro, 1992; Campbell, 1993; Kuusisto, 1998). This
raised a specific concern with military operations undertaken in defence of
Others, whether countries (Kuwait), regions (Kosovo) or peoples (Bosni-
ans, Somalis), rather than to deter or threaten the Other, as had been
the main identity–policy dynamic during the Cold War. Although deal-
ing with historical cases set before and during the Cold War, Weber’s
Simulating Sovereignty (1995) was an important theoretical contribution
to 1990s Poststructuralist debates over interventionism. Weber showed
that those intervening legitimated their actions by arguing that these
were made on behalf of ‘the people’ of the Other state to protect it from
‘its’ government and thus that Western states had a proclivity for consti-
tuting their security policies inside a moral and value-based discourse.
Security policies benefited not only the (selfish) ‘national interest’, but
universal values and the peoples of other (less civilised and democratic)
states.

The 1990–91 Gulf War was undertaken in defence of Kuwait’s territorial
sovereignty, was supported by a UN mandate and was described by West-
ern powers as a ‘war’. With the ‘internal conflict/wars’ in Somalia, Bosnia
and Kosovo, the discourse changed from one of ‘war’ to ‘humanitarian
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intervention’. The consequences of that representational shift for how ‘the
West’ constituted itself, particularly how governments legitimated them-
selves to the international community, to besieged parties to the conflicts
and to the media and citizens of their own countries who demanded that
‘something must be done’, was a key theme in several Poststructuralist
analyses (Campbell, 1996, 1998a, 2002a, 2002b; Ó Tuathail, 1996; Craw-
ford and Lipschutz, 1997; Kuusisto, 1998; Hansen, 2000b, 2001, 2006;
Malmvig, 2001, 2006). A big question was whether such interventions
shifted the Cold War constitution of the Other as antagonistic, threat-
ening and radically different and of the ensuing identity of the Self as
superior, threatened and the embodiment of universal values. Several
Poststructuralists argued that the central Other was no longer a radi-
cally different threat, but a humanitarian ‘victim’ in need of a ‘rescue’,
but that this subject construction depoliticised the conflicts and allowed
the West the appearance of ‘doing something’ without fundamentally
acknowledging its responsibility (Campbell, 1998a; Debrix, 1999: 159).
The ambiguity of humanitarianism was also at the heart of Campbell’s
attempt to develop a Poststructuralist ethics drawing on the 1990–91 Gulf
War, the war in Bosnia (1993; 1998a) and the philosophies of Levinas and
Derrida. Campbell argued in favour of recognising the Other as Other
without constituting it either as radically different, a ‘victim’ or an under-
developed version of the Self, and of recognising one’s responsibility for
its well-being. Campbell’s ethical security project was also an attempt
to counter the frequent criticism that Poststructuralism merely observed
and deconstructed the policies in place, rather than formulate a pro-active
and constructive approach (Walt, 1991; Adler, 1997b; Katzenstein et al.,
1998).

The question of whether a non-radical Other could be the ontological
foundation for state identity was also at the heart of debates over the
EU. Wæver (1996) argued that the main constitutive Other was that of
Europe’s own past, and hence that the main threat in discourses support-
ing EU integration was the reappearance of conflict between France and
Germany (Wendt, 2003). Turning from the ‘Self as temporal Other’ to
Europe’s relationship to its ‘new’ border regions, other studies focused
on the competing constructions of Turkey, the Balkans, Russia and the
Mediterranean as not only radically different, but as bridges or ambigu-
ous zones between East and West (Neumann and Welsh, 1991; Hansen,
1996; Neumann, 1996b, 1999; Rumelili, 2004; Malmvig, 2006; Pace, 2006).
Looking to the institutional centre of Western security, the possibility of
NATO moving beyond a dichotomous construction of Western civilised
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Self and antagonistic Eastern Other was also discussed (Klein, 1990, 1994;
Constantinou, 1995; Williams and Neumann, 2000).

The 1990–91 Gulf War was, furthermore, a significant event in that it
spurred a Poststructuralist concern with modern technology, particularly
for how wars were conducted and brought to global media audiences.
The combination of precision-guided weaponry, computerised warfare,
bombing from afar (see also the discussion of RMA in chapter 6) and
real-time CNN broadcasts led Baudrillard (1995) to declare that ‘the Gulf
War did not take place’. Der Derian (1992, 2001) expanded upon this,
arguing that the significance of video games, exercises and simulations
intersected with ‘the real’ to create a military environment where soldiers
no longer clearly separated between gaming and ‘fighting on the ground’
(Krishna, 1993; C. H. Gray, 1997). To global audiences who watched ‘war’
in the skies over Baghdad or videos of bombers locking onto physical
targets in Kosovo, this implied a disembodied form of warfare where
neither soldiers nor civilian populations were in sight. As laid out in the
section on Poststructuralism in chapter 5, such disembodied discourse
allows for the constitution of death and destruction as something that
does not really take place or happen to real human beings. Since global
audiences often respond to visual representations of individuals who are
captured, tortured or, as in Somalia, killed and dragged through the
streets by angry mobs, Poststructuralists devoted attention to the visual
politics of television news and advertisements, press photography and
popular culture (Der Derian, 1992, 2001; Shapiro, 1997; Debrix, 1999;
Campbell, 2002a, 2002b). As we shall see in chapter 8, this concern was
further boosted by the events on 9/11 and the ‘War on Terror’. Another
theme which was part of Poststructuralist analysis in the 1990s, but which
became more strongly stressed after 9/11, was that of surveillance and its
societal consequences (Klein, 1990, 1994; Campbell, 1992).

The main approaches on the widening–deepening terrain of ISS are
mapped out in Figure 7.3. Even though there are many links between
them, one should note that these are only the most important ones, as
debates within and across widening–deepening approaches are a main
feature of non-traditionalist ISS.

Institutionalisation

The thriving widening–deepening debate is itself a good indication of
the successful institutionalisation of the approaches discussed above.
There were numerous conferences and projects, funding opportunities
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Figure 7.3. The evolution of ISS

and journal publications and a growing number of graduate students and
post-docs to give expansion approaches momentum. Particular notewor-
thy were foundation support from the Social Science Research Council
and the MacArthur Foundation, for instance for The Culture of National
Security (Katzenstein, 1996a). Other important Constructivist works that
lay further towards Critical Constructivism, such as Adler and Barnett’s
(1998) Security Communities, were supported by the Global Studies Pro-
gram at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and the Carnegie Coun-
cil on Ethics and International Affairs. A specific and crucial source of
funding was the MacArthur Foundation/Social Science Research Coun-
cil’s International Peace and Security Fellowship programme. This pro-
gramme ran from 1985 to 2000 and offered support for Security Studies
as a whole (217 dissertation and postdoctoral fellowships were awarded),
but perhaps particularly for widening–deepening approaches in that
it funded such (later) prominent scholars as Ronnie Lipschutz, Alas-
tair Johnston, Audie Klotz, Neta Crawford, Hugh Gusterson, Christian
Reus-Smit, Michael Barnett, Martha Finnemore, Jonathan Mercer, Ido
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Oren, Ole Wæver, Tarak Barkawi, Cecelia Lynch and Elisabeth Kier (GSC
Newsletter, 2001: 6–13). This influential programme was designed to sup-
port PhD students and scholars in the early stages of their careers. But
institutionalisation, especially of new perspectives, is also facilitated by
the support of more senior scholars, who boost the authority of new
approaches and build research environments that educate and promote
PhD students. Constructivism in both its Conventional and Critical forms
was significantly aided in this respect by Peter J. Katzenstein, who inci-
dentally dedicated The Culture of National Security to his graduate stu-
dents at Cornell, by Friedrich Kratochwil, Nicholas Onuf, Hayward Alker,
Thomas Biersteker and Raymond Duvall, the father of the Minnesota
School (Wendt, 1999: xv).

Looking to the most radical end of the spectrum, Poststructuralism had
been part of the debates of the 1980s and came into the post-Cold War
1990s with a significant degree of institutionalisation. This was perhaps
most strongly shown by how Ashley and Walker were allowed to guest
edit a 1990 special issue of International Studies Quarterly on ‘Speaking
the Language of Exile: Dissidence in International Studies’. At least in
Europe, Poststructuralism was mentioned in introductions to Security
Studies, and as noted in chapter 6, Walt’s famous 1991 state of the field
article singled out Poststructuralism as the main widening perspective to
be opposed. But there were also processes that worked against an ongoing
institutionalisation of Poststructuralism. First, as the widening agenda
became more crowded with the blossoming of new approaches, the battle
for attention became more acute, and Poststructuralism had to share some
of its space with a range of newcomers. Second, the increasingly fierce
attacks from traditionalists and Conventional Constructivists did work,
particularly in the US, to delegitimise Poststructuralism as a perspective
that should be taken seriously.

Significant parts of the institutionalisation of widening–deepening
approaches applied generally, but there were also ways in which the
substantial differences and disagreements played themselves out. Cru-
cial here was a tendency for Conventional Constructivism to come to
security through IR rather than Peace Research or Security Studies, and
for the degree of expansionism to correlate with a US–European divide.
This was, as noted above, evidenced both in the way textbooks covered
non-traditionalist security and in different patterns of journal publica-
tion. Conventional Constructivists published in mainstream ISS and IR
journals such as International Security and International Organization,
and Critical Constructivists also had a strong IR trajectory, as indicated
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224 widening and deepening security

by their preference for the European Journal of International Relations, a
general IR journal published from 1995, rather than Alternatives (more
Poststructuralist and Post-colonial) or Security Dialogue (more ‘Euro-
pean security debates’, Copenhagen School, Critical Security Studies,
Feminism, Poststructuralism and Human Security). The steady stream
of North American Critical Constructivists moving to the UK in the
1990s – perhaps in response to the privilege bestowed upon positivist
epistemologies in US Political Science – complicates, however, a clear
US–European distinction.

Figure 7.4 shows how the driving forces have impacted the evolution of
widening–deepening approaches within ISS. As with Figure 5.3, since the
‘widening–deepening’ box at the centre comprises the complex mapping
of Figure 7.3, what is presented is a general overview.

Conclusions

This chapter has traced the growth and evolution of the widening–
deepening side of ISS after the ending of the Cold War. These approaches
were already making their mark during the 1980s, but the ending of the
Cold War opened up analytical and political space that benefited their
growth. This chapter has shown that there were crucial and deeply held
differences in how these approaches constituted referent objects, the sec-
tors to which security is applicable and the possibility of moving from
a Realist logic of security and into a more cooperative one. There is, in
other words, no one shared definition of what ‘expanding security’ should
entail.

In terms of the driving forces, internal academic debates were crucial
insofar as they were the primary key to how debates were organised. Cru-
cial differences between European and American approaches meant that
Constructivists came to ISS through general IR debates, Europeans came
to it from Peace Research and ISS itself; Constructivists did not explic-
itly discuss the concept of security, while this was what drove European
debates. The disappearance of the Cold War as a meta-event might have
exacerbated this tendency in that there was no longer one overarching con-
flict that all ISS approaches had to engage. This meant that some perspec-
tives were driven by a mixed ‘events agenda’, especially Poststructuralism
and Feminism. Towards the other end of the spectrum, Constructivists
were much more concerned with engaging epistemological IR debates and
were therefore more prone to pick historical case-studies. Great power pol-
itics and technology played – with the exception of Poststructuralism – less
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Events

• intra-state, failed states and
Third World conflict

• humanitarian interventions
(Somalia, Bosnia)

• Kosovo War
• Gulf War 1990–91

• Wartime sexual violence
• sex-trafficking

• impact on local communities
of global structures

• epidemics (HIV/AIDS)
• environmental degradation

WIDENING AND
DEEPENING
SECURITY

Institutionalisation

• foundation support
• research centres such as

COPRI
• junior and senior

networks
• journals

• textbooks
• conferencesGreat power

politics
• end of Cold War

• Western
interventionism

Technology

• RMA
• Media-technologies

Academic debate

• import from social
theory, Anthropology,

Feminist Theory,
Historical Sociology,

Post-Colonialism, etc.
• epistemology

debates from IR
• normative debate

• explicit debates over
concept of security

Figure 7.4. The main drivers behind the widening–deepening approaches

of a role for widening perspectives than for traditionalist ISS. The ques-
tion to be analysed in the next chapter is whether the events of 9/11 and
the subsequent ‘War on Terror’ were able to provide a new ‘meta-event’
focus, whether this would boost traditional Realist approaches and their
calls for military security, territorial attacks and antagonistic Others, and
how this might bring back great power politics and technology.
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Responding to 9/11: a return to national security?

This chapter uses the events of 9/11 in two ways. In a general sense we
use 9/11 as a temporal benchmark in the same way as we used the ending
of the Cold War. In a more specific sense, we ask whether 9/11 and the
subsequent unfolding ‘Global War on Terrorism’ (GWoT) have been taken
as an ‘event’ of sufficient importance to reshape the agenda of ISS in some
ways. How did the different strands within ISS respond (or not) to all this,
and what do their responses tell us about the sub-field as it moves deeper
into the twenty-first century? We should bear in mind that chapter 7 dealt
with those theoretical and conceptual discussions in the widening and
deepening wing of ISS that were carried over from the 1990s and into the
post-9/11 era and which proceeded relatively unaffected by the attacks and
the ensuing GWoT. Thus we begin this chapter from the partial conclusion
that not all of ISS changed pace and direction in response to these events.
Still, there are important analytical as well as political reasons for asking
whether and how the field of ISS was impacted by the GWoT. Analytically,
this tells us something about the extent to which ISS is driven by events,
a sociology of science debate laid out in chapter 3. Politically, the GWoT
has had important consequences for the relationship between ‘the West
and the rest’ as well as for a number of domestic policies in the US and
Europe. It has also been promoted as a replacement for the Cold War as
the central organising issue for international security.

The GWoT spans a wide array of linked events, interventions and
practices. Many of the policies adopted by Western governments in their
defence against ‘terrorism’ were either in place or on the drawing board
prior to 9/11, but the GWoT accelerated their introduction and legit-
imised their application across a wider set of issues and areas than would
otherwise have been the case. As Realists, Liberals and critical widen-
ing perspectives all pointed out: in times of (discursively constituted)
war, the money and manpower allocated to the military increase, and
encroachments on civil, liberal and human rights are more likely to meet
with public acceptance.

226
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Concern with terrorism is, of course, not new, with the literature
stretching back into the Cold War (see chapters 4 and 6). But the ear-
lier literature dealt with terrorism as a peripheral problem to the main
core of ISS concerns, not the central one. The events of 9/11 and the
responses to them certainly elevated the existing literature on terrorism
to a new prominence and also spurred a concern with religion that was
already under way (Philpott, 2002; Thomas, 2005). This shift challenged
both the wideners, by seeming to move the core of security back towards
political violence, and the traditionalists, by moving the focus of war from
interstate to relations between states and non-state actors. Yet while the
GWoT changed the balance of ISS literature, it did not sweep away all ear-
lier concerns and debates: chapter 7 dealt with those theoretically driven
widening debates that continued relatively unaffected by 9/11, and this
chapter will show that there were also significant parts of the traditional
agenda that were only tangentially touched by the GWoT.

Within the structure of this book, framing a full chapter around 9/11
makes a strong call for seeing events as the dominant driving force for
this period. This diverges from the structure of chapters 4 to 7, where we
contrasted traditionalist and widening perspectives first during the Cold
War (chapters 4 and 5) and then in the aftermath of the ending of the
Cold War (chapters 6 and 7). Chapter 8 is the first chapter to bring the
whole of ISS together. This is not to say that 9/11 brought academic or
political consensus to ISS, or to foreshadow the conclusion that ISS was
thoroughly changed by it. But it does mean that the GWoT functioned for
parts of ISS as a set of dominating common events constituting a shared
focal point for debate. Whatever else the GWoT did or did not accomplish,
it certainly created a boom in the literature on terrorism, one publisher
(Edward Elgar) even going so far as to relabel his book list ‘terrorism and
security studies’!

That said, it is also true that the different perspectives within ISS were
not influenced by – or engaged with – 9/11 to a similar extent. A major
part of traditional, military ISS dealt with the GWoT, since this was widely
seen as the new overarching security problematic that either already had,
or had the potential to, influence the general security agenda for years if
not decades. Because traditionalist perspectives have been so decisively
impacted by the driving forces of great power politics and technology, the
question is how the relationship between ISS and these two were, and were
not, impacted by the GWoT. Widening approaches varied more, with Post-
structuralists, Feminists and Post-colonialists making the strongest call
for critical analysis of the GWoT, whereas Conventional Constructivists
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at the other end of the spectrum maintained their historical, social theory
research agenda. These differences were not just coincidentally connected
to the choice of empirical research focus prior to 9/11. They related to
fundamental differences in how the basic questions about the policy iden-
tity of ISS were answered. Should ISS stress policy relevance or scientific
understanding? Should it seek influence through explicit policy advice or
did it have an obligation to pursue an oppositional and critical agenda?
Could a critical agenda ever be merged with advising the state? These
questions have been active in ISS debates since the field’s inception but,
as crises often do, 9/11 cast a stronger light upon them.

To say that 9/11 had an impact on ISS does not, however, necessarily
mean that it changed it. Events may change the balance between exist-
ing perspectives, or they may spur the establishment of new approaches
and cause (although less likely) the abandonment of others. But events
may also impact a field by solidifying existing perspectives and hence
its broader sociological make-up. Whether 9/11 could or should change
ISS was also explicitly debated within the field itself, as some pointed
to revolutions brought about at the level of actor rationality (non-
state, non-rational ‘terrorists’) and technology (military and civil) (Der
Derian, 2004), while others held that 9/11 might change the cur-
rent research agenda of ISS, but not the basic paradigms (Kupchan,
2004).

The first part of the chapter is divided into two sections, one address-
ing the traditionalist response to 9/11, and the other addressing those
areas in which the traditionalists carried on earlier debates in a manner
little or not at all affected by 9/11 and the GWoT. The second part of the
chapter looks at the way in which 9/11 impacted widening–deepening
approaches, examining first how discursive approaches were employed in
critical analysis of policies and discourses on ‘terrorism’, and then how
the specific concern with risk, cyber- and bio-security was boosted by the
GWoT. Widening–deepening discussions were primarily concerned with
the question of how ‘terrorism’ and the GWoT impacted on the referent
object discussion: to what extent were ‘terrorists’ akin to states and did
the securitising logic at the heart of Western official discourse invoke a
return of the state as the central referent object in need of deconstruc-
tion? Depending on which perspective was adopted, this discussion had
consequences for widening: the military responses in Afghanistan and
Iraq clearly showed the significance of the military, but the concern with
the consequences of the GWoT along an array of issues also raised ques-
tions in the areas of gender, religion, development, and economic and
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societal security. The last part of the chapter turns to questions of inter-
nal academic debate and institutionalisation. In addition to the question
of how the institutional backbone of ISS – that is journals, institutions,
programmes, curricula and funding – was impacted by the GWoT, we
draw attention to the way in which security scholars from different parts
of ISS engaged politically, raising questions about the political–academic
double identity that has been at the core of the field since its inception.

Traditionalist ISS post-9/11

The traditionalist response to the Global War on Terrorism

The most natural assumption might be that 9/11 and the policy responses
that ensued played into a Realist, traditional agenda insofar as this was
an attack on American/Western territory that brought in the words of
Carter (2001/2: 5–6) the return of ‘A-list’ security problems after the
humanitarian B- and C-list concerns of the 1990s. From a Realist point
of view, 9/11 would thus bring home the perennial truth that the absence
of international conflict was no indication of an irreversible qualitative
change, but a temporary lapse in the ebb and flow of tensions within an
anarchical system. This view had already resonated in American military
circles prior to 9/11, where the fear was that the post-Cold War 1990s was
not a Liberal, unipolar peaceful order, but a replay of the inter-war period
(Der Derian, 2001). But other factors complicate the picture of 9/11 and
the subsequent GWoT as simply playing into the hands of Realists (of
all types: Classical, Neoclassical, Neorealist, Offensive, Defensive). While
Realists had, as described in chapter 6, pointed to the conflictual potential
of a seemingly (from a Western perspective) benign unipolar order, they
had not envisaged the scenario which unfolded on 9/11 – the attacks
on US soil using box cutters and civilian airliners – nor had they any
premonition that these events would engender two major US-led wars
into Afghanistan and Iraq.

The events of 9/11 and the GWoT impacted on traditionalist ISS in
several respects. The prominence of globally networked non-state actors
raised questions about both state-centrism and the rationality assump-
tions that underpinned traditionalist thought. The declaration of ‘war’
on terrorism rekindled interest in the use of force generally, and the whole
topic of war in particular. And since both 9/11 and the GWoT had strong
links to the Middle East, the security literature on that region was in part
concerned with those issues.
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Realism, particularly Neorealism, and with them most of traditionalist
ISS, had been largely devoted to the study of states and external threats
and 9/11 complicated this in two major ways. First in that those attack-
ing were not states, but nineteen individuals situated inside a terrorist
network that did not have the centre or the official structure of states
or even of traditional nationalist separatist or guerrilla movements. The
Bush administration invested significant discursive resources in the first
days following 9/11 on linking this non-state, decentred ‘actor’ to a state,
but this did not erase the discussions of whether Islamic terrorism/al-
Qaeda/bin Laden resembled traditional state actors sufficiently for Realist
theories to be applicable. Particularly central to Neorealist theories was
the discussion of whether al-Qaeda, bin Laden, and later Saddam Hussein,
were sufficiently ‘rational’ for Neorealist premises to hold (Carter, 2001/2;
Posen, 2001/2; Walt, 2001/2). Waltzian Neorealism had drawn its onto-
logical assumptions about rational state identity from micro-economic
theory and hence defined the state as maximising its utility, pursuing its
own interests and fundamentally preoccupied by its own survival. Much
Cold War debate in Strategic Studies had evolved around whether the
Soviet Union shared the strategic reasoning of the US, and hence whether
deterrence theory could be based on identical sets of actor assumptions,
or whether the two opponents were too different for this to be plausible.
Such concerns were taken to a different level post-9/11. Prominent Neo-
realists such as Posen (2001/2) and Walt (2001/2) were quick to develop
analyses which argued in favour of bin Laden as a rational actor and the
attacks on 9/11 as part of his larger Middle Eastern policy, and Saddam
Hussein was, according to Mearsheimer and Walt (2003), eminently capa-
ble of understanding force and hence could be deterred by means other
than war. This view of ‘terrorism’ and Hussein as sufficiently ‘rational’
to warrant the continued use of Realist/Neorealist theory clashed with
the Bush administration, which constituted Hussein as irrational and
untrustworthy.

One striking effect of the GWoT is that it brought out a political
and analytical difference between Realists on the one hand and Neo-
Conservatives and Liberal Institutionalists on the other (Boot, 2004; Der
Derian, 2004; Williams, 2005). Neo-Conservatives had played a key role
during the Reagan administration, and took an activist, ideas- and values-
based approach to foreign policy (Mearsheimer, 2005: 3). The question of
how to characterise Neo-Conservativism as well as measure its impact
on the Bush administration was itself a topic of debate, with some
seeing a clear overlap between the two in terms of both personal net-
works and policy doctrines (Williams, 2005; Elden, 2007; Owens, 2007),
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while others claimed a more sceptical position (Boot, 2004). Realism
has a history of scepticism against values- and ideas-based foreign policy
(Morgenthau, 1946, 1951), and Mearsheimer’s (2005: 6) blunt conclusion
was that Iraq proved Realists right and Neo-Conservatives wrong. Over-
all, there was a noticeable rise in concern about the possible strategic
irrationality of the US itself because of apparent dysfunctionalities in its
foreign-policy-making processes (Cavanaugh, 2007; Krebs and Lobasz,
2007; Mearsheimer and Walt, 2007; Thrall, 2007; Desch, 2007/8). Some
argued that the whole centre of US policy had shifted durably to the right,
and that there would be no post-Bush return to the liberal internation-
alism that had underpinned Atlantic relations during the second half of
the twentieth century (Kupchan and Trubowitz, 2007).

Another impact of 9/11 on the traditionalist literature was the way in
which it revived concerns about the use of force as the central theme of
security. As indicated above, however, the GWoT took the traditional core
of the ISS agenda in quite different directions from interstate war, nuclear
deterrence and arms control. The elevation of terrorism from the marginal
position it had occupied during the Cold War and the 1990s to being the
central issue, triggered a wide-ranging debate aimed at relating this new
challenge to many of the main aspects of the traditional security agenda.
Opinions varied as to whether the GWoT marked an epochal change or
something less dramatic in the landscape of international security (Freed-
man, 2001; Hurrell, 2002; Jervis, 2002a; Roberts, 2005; Kennedy-Pipe and
Rengger, 2006). Could it be understood as a dark side of globalisation,
where liberalisation opened opportunities not just for civil society but
also for uncivil transnational actors, or was a more Huntingtonian ‘clash
of civilizations’ perspective more appropriate (Rasmussen, 2002; Cronin,
2002/3; Mousseau, 2002/3)? What kind of war was this given that one side
was a non-state actor (Betts, 2002; Nacos, 2003; Barkawi, 2004; Howard,
2006), and was it a good idea to frame it as a ‘war’ at all (Andreani,
2004/5)? Who was the enemy, what kinds of strengths and weaknesses
did ‘terrorism’ have, and how was it to be understood (Hellmich, 2005;
Neumann and Smith, 2005; Abrahms, 2006; Cronin, 2006; Enders and
Sandler, 2006; Kydd and Walter, 2006)? Perhaps of most concern was how
to devise appropriate alliances, tactics and strategies for fighting such a
strange type of war.1

1 Simon and Benjamin, 2001; Stevenson, 2001; Roberts, 2002; Winer and Roule, 2002;
Freeman, 2003; Kenney, 2003; Stevenson, 2004; Kilcullen, 2005; Nincic, 2005; Trager and
Zagorcheva, 2005/6; Auerswald, 2006; Badey, 2006; Byman, 2006a, 2006b; Cassidy, 2006;
Clunan, 2006; Frisch, 2006; Slater, 2006; Stevenson, 2006; Aradau and Van Munster, 2007;
Betz, 2007; Schwartz, 2007.
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The implications of 9/11 and the GWoT, and especially the promi-
nence of non-state actors, penetrated into traditional debates about the
use of force (Ulfstein, 2003; Rasmussen, 2004), and the proliferation
of WMD, particularly nuclear and biological weapons and their arms
control regimes (Busch, 2002; Roman, 2002; Chyba, 2004; Gahlaut and
Bertsch, 2004; A. Newman, 2004; Frost, 2005; Bellany, 2007; Byman,
2007). It raised not just general questions about how US grand strat-
egy should respond to the new threat (Ikenberry, 2001a, 2001b; Boyle,
2008), but also specific ones about how its relations to China, Europe and
Russia would be affected by how they responded to the GWoT.2 There
were concerns about the negative impact of the GWoT on human rights
(Foot, 2004, 2006b) and of terrorism on particular countries and regions
(Ayoob, 2002; Judah, 2002; Rabasa, 2003; Menkhaus, 2004; Berger and
Borer, 2007; Jones, 2007). There was also reflection on what the GWoT
meant for Western societies. How did such societies, and their media,
play into the construction of the GWoT, and with what effects on them
(Hoskins, 2006; Prozorov, 2006; Vinci, 2008)? How could essentially open
societies be hardened against the sort of theats posed by terrorists of the
al-Qaeda sort (Coaffee and Wood, 2006)?

Not surprisingly, the GWoT and the Anglo-American invasion of Iraq
triggered a large extension of the discussion about war that had marked the
1990s. Now, though, this was driven by events rather than, as previously,
by great power politics and so, like the debates about proliferation, shifted
the focus away from great powers and towards the Third World. For that
reason it mostly went in different directions from those of the 1990s
literature, signified by the application of sociological ideas about war and
state-making to Third World states (Sørensen, 2001; Dannreuther, 2007b;
Taylor and Botea, 2008).

Tradition was maintained by the endless adaptation of Clausewitz to
new situations (Holmes, 2007). Newer approaches to ISS opened an inter-
est in the use of force/power to impose or shape norms (Gentry, 2006;
De Nevers, 2007b). The much more aggressive statements of US national
security strategy that appeared after 9/11 seemed to end the debate about
whether war itself was fading away. The US claims to a right of pre-
emptive and preventive war in the context of the GWoT restored focus
to the discussion (Nichols, 2005; Dombrowski and Payne, 2006), and the

2 China (Friedberg, 2002; Roy, 2002), Europe and NATO (Boukhars and Yetiv, 2003; Katzen-
stein, 2003; Rees and Aldrich, 2005; De Nevers, 2007a; Rees, 2007; De Goede, 2008) and
Russia (Antonenko, 2001).
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GWoT itself stimulated interest in what war would look like, and what
role it would play in international politics in the future (Dick, 2002; Jervis,
2002b; Kroenig and Stowsky, 2006; Taliaferro, 2006; P. Jackson, 2007).

Another line of debate about war predated the GWoT, picking up
from the 1990s literature on the transformation of war (van Creveld,
1991; Snow, 1996). This literature was more driven by events in the
periphery, particularly the increase in intra- as opposed to interstate
wars, and the debate was about whether the dominant form of war had
changed from so-called ‘old wars’ (mainly interstate, fought largely by
formal armies under central political control for political objectives) to
‘new’ ones (mainly intra-state, often many-sided, fought by a variety
of entities including private military companies, militias, warlord gangs
and ‘government’ armies, and often with economic and criminal rather
than political motives) (Brzoska, 2004). The main argument was between
those who argued for a general change towards new wars after 1990
(M. Duffield, 2001; Kaldor, 2001; Cooper, 2002; Münkler, 2004), and
those who argued that these apparent changes did not represent anything
really new (Kalyvas, 2001; Gantzel, 2002; Berdal, 2003; Matthies, 2003;
E. Newman, 2004; Chojnacki, 2006). The GWoT neither triggered nor
shaped this debate, but because of the prominence of non-state actors,
it did help both to reinforce the ‘new war’ view and to heighten the
prominence of this debate within ISS. There was particular interest in the
array of actors in play in ‘new wars’, both private military companies on
the one side (Singer, 2001/2; Percy, 2006; Carmola, 2007; Kinsey, 2007;
Wolf et al., 2007; Rosén, 2008) and the array of militias, warlords and
other non-state political actors on the other (Fowler, 2005; Shultz and
Dew, 2006; Marten, 2007). This literature also began to branch out into
what rules should apply to such conflicts (De Nevers, 2006), and how
‘new wars’ should be approached theoretically (Heng, 2006).

A third line, related both to the GWoT and ‘new wars’, was an unusual
degree of concern with operations and the process of warfighting (Dou-
glas, 2007). Discussion of warfighting and operations is not, of course, in
itself new, but in the post-1945 period has tended to reside in professional
military literatures. Under the pressure of events, however, there was now
concern about civilian targets and casualties generally (Gross, 2005/6; W.
Thomas, 2006; Eck and Hultman, 2007). There were studies of both why
soldiers fight (Henriksen, 2007) and how fewer of them than previously
were dying in the process (Lacina et al., 2006). Older themes such as coun-
terinsurgency (Kilcullen, 2006) and asymmetric war (P. Sullivan, 2007)
enjoyed new relevance.
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For obvious reasons the themes of war generally and the GWoT in
particular played strongly into long-standing and ongoing concerns about
the Middle East. There had for decades been a volatile mix of security
issues at play in the Middle East, and the GWoT both added to them and
sometimes changed their significance. The US rivalries with Iraq and Iran,
its strong tie to Israel, and its anxieties about nuclear proliferation in the
region all long predated 9/11. But once the GWoT got under way, all of
these staples of Middle East security politics were reinterpreted in its new
light. Proliferation looked much more dangerous if the next possessors of
nuclear weapons were going to be entities like al-Qaeda. Accusations of
support for terrorism, and fears that such support might include access
to WMD, were added to the list of US grievances against Iran and Iraq
(more on this below), and in the case of the latter were instrumental in
justifying the Anglo-American invasion and occupation in 2003 in pursuit
of regime change. All of this could be seen in the light of ongoing general
interest in the US and regional security (Press-Barnathan, 2001) and the
question of intervention (MacFarlane, 2002).

As key elements in the US’s GWoT, the war in Iraq and, to a lesser extent,
that in Afghanistan, quite quickly generated their own literatures, partic-
ularly so once the consensus that the Iraq War was a disaster began to take
hold (Hodes and Sedra, 2007; Johnson and Mason, 2007; D. P. Sullivan,
2007; P. Sullivan, 2007). There was some analysis of operations and sit-
uations in Iraq (Andres, 2006; Bensahel, 2006; Egnell, 2006; Malkasian,
2006; Mowle, 2006), and of the consequences of the war for Iraq (Dodge
and Simon, 2003; Dodge, 2005). There was of course a vigorous post-
mortem on the US policy-making process that generated the disaster and
on what to do next (R. A. Clarke, 2004; Kaufmann, 2004; Flibbert, 2006;
Jervis, 2006; Dodge, 2007; Simon, 2007). Once the likelihood of failure
in Iraq became the near consensus position, there was much analysis of
the consequences (Gordon, 2006; Saunders, 2007; Telhami, 2007) and
much looking ahead to learn the lessons for US and Western security pol-
icy (Barnett, 2006; Dobbins, 2006; Fitzsimmons, 2006; Freedman, 2006a;
Lesser, 2006; Miller, 2006; Strachan, 2006; Allin, 2007; Steel, 2007).

Continuities in traditionalist ISS after 2001

Although 9/11 and the GWoT clearly made a substantial impact on tra-
ditionalist work, there were many areas in which earlier debates carried
on largely undisturbed by concerns about ‘terrorism’. Theoretical analysis
about the causes of war (Caprioli and Trumbore, 2006; Toft, 2006; Atzili,
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2007; Hassner, 2007) provides one example of this continuity, and the
debate about democratic peace another (Daxecker, 2007, Gibler, 2007;
Adler, 2008; Ish-Shalom, 2008). Although, as noted above, some aspects
of regional security and concerns about technology were influenced by
9/11 and the GWoT, as might be expected, many others were not.

Despite the particular impact of the GWoT and the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, there was much continuity in the literature on Middle East
security: the GWoT simply added to the long list of reasons why regional
security in the Middle East remained a key concern within ISS both
generally (Buzan and Wæver, 2003; Bilgin, 2004a, 2004b; Leenders, 2007),
and in relation to specific countries such as Iran (Ekovich, 2004) and its
new prominence in the war against Israel (Bahgat, 2006; Takeyh, 2006)
and Saudi Arabia (Peterson, 2002). Old staples such as water (Selby, 2005)
and democracy (Kurth, 2005) continued to be of interest, and theorists
used the region as a case to test balance of power theories (Cooper, 2004;
Gause, 2004; Lebovic, 2004; Miller, 2006). More attention was paid to the
political significance of Islam (Murden, 2002; Ayoob, 2004), and to the
divisive effects of the Middle East on Euro-American relations (Boukhars
and Yetiv, 2003; Gordon, 2005). Similarly, even though the US and Israel
had found a stronger sense of community as victims of terrorism, the
debates about Israel and Palestine still continued in much the same way
as before (Allin and Simon, 2003; Slater, 2003).

Continuity was also the rule for other discussions of regional security,
both generally (Acharya, 2007; Kelly, 2007; Solingen, 2007) and more
specifically on South Asia (Paul, 2006), Southeast Asia (Emmers, 2005;
Goh, 2007/8), Central Asia (Buszynski, 2005) and Africa (Brown et al.,
2007; P. Jackson, 2007; Kaplan, 2007; Mazzitelli, 2007; P. D. Williams,
2007).

One set of debates that remained largely outside the GWoT was the tra-
ditionalist’s ongoing obsession with great power politics. After September
2001, debates about the rise of China, US grand strategy and position in
the world, and the future of the EU as a great power all drew upon dis-
cussions well under way during the 1990s (see chapter 6). Of these three,
the discussion of the US and Atlantic relations was the most affected by
the GWoT, while the two others were comparatively less impacted.

The rise of China debate, at least in its military–strategic sense, was
mainly a preoccupation of the US and of China’s neighbours. Since early
in the 1990s there had been a well-entrenched view in Washington that
China was, in the long run, the main threat to the sole superpower
position of the US. If the unipolar world that had emerged after the Cold
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War was going to be pushed back to bipolarity, then China was the most
plausible engine of change. This view was given more edge both by the
continued rapid growth of the Chinese economy, and by the harder line on
national security developed by the Bush administration. Its 2002 National
Security Strategy made explicit that the US would not tolerate any rivals
to its power, a policy that was clearly aimed at China, and could also be
read as including the EU. Yet because China was broadly onside with the
US in the GWoT, linking its own securitisation of dissident Muslims in its
northwestern province to the broader US securitisation of terrorism, there
was little or no scope for the US to link its GWoT and China securitisations.
Islamists had few, if any, grievances with Northeast Asia and therefore the
main strand of terrorism played weakly in this region in comparison with
familiar concerns such as the rise of China, local instabilities and nuclear
proliferation. This debate thus continued largely in terms of US–China
relations, China’s relations with its neighbours and the interplay between
these two given the long-standing US position and alliances in East Asia.
There was also a new theme on the rise of China in relation to energy
(Andrews-Speed et al., 2002; Downs, 2004). While the rise of China, and
the evolution of China’s security policy, was often a subject in its own
right (Goldstein, 2001; Bitzinger, 2003; Johnston, 2003; Xuetong, 2006),
it was also inseparable from the East Asian regional context (Journal of
Strategic Studies, 2001; Shambaugh, 2004; Xiang, 2004; Fravel, 2005; Ross,
2006; Gilson, 2007). Regional security in East Asia was a substantial topic
in its own right,3 and a major theme within this was the linkage between
multilateral regional institutions and security in East Asia.4

Within this general framing there were many specific themes.
There was, of course, much analysis of Sino–American relations, both
specifically,5 and in the context of their implications for East Asia as a
whole.6 Taiwan, and its impact on US–China relations, remained an abid-
ing concern (Ross, 2002; Thies and Bratton, 2004; Yang, 2006; Kennedy,
2007), as did its implications for Japanese security policy (Soeya, 2001).
Japan’s slow but seemingly steady drift towards a more robust military

3 Dittmer, 2002; Acharya, 2003; Buzan and Wæver, 2003; Kang, 2003a, 2003b; Kim, 2003;
Manosevitz, 2004; Rozman, 2004; Taniguchi, 2005.

4 J. S. Duffield, 2001; Webber, 2001; Hemmer and Katzenstein, 2002; Ikenberry and
Tsuchiyama, 2002; McDougall, 2002; Nabers, 2002; Stubbs, 2002.

5 Xiang, 2001; Van Ness, 2002; Casetti, 2003; Pollack, 2003; Roy, 2003; Ward, 2003; Van Ness,
2004/5; Gries, 2005a; Chan, 2006; Erickson and Goldstein, 2006; Foot, 2006a; Tammen
and Kugler, 2006; Zongyou, 2006.

6 Christoferrersen, 2002; Khoo and Smith, 2002; Beeson, 2006; Christensen, 2006.
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posture made its strategy increasingly interesting in itself,7 though the
US–Japan alliance remained the dominant framing,8 not least because
of its implications for China (Wang, 2003; Midford, 2004). Given the
rise of China, and signs of greater independence in Japan’s security pol-
icy, more consideration was given to Japan’s relations with Korea (Cha,
2000a; Auslin, 2005). In this context, a long overdue development was
the increase of interest in the relationship of Northeast Asia’s two great
powers, China and Japan, which even through the 1990s had remained
masked by Japan’s self-subordination to the US in security matters and
relations with China.9 North Korea remained an abiding concern,10 both
because of its implications for regional stability and because of the partic-
ular crisis about its nuclear weapons programme (on which more below).
Analysis of the implications of China’s rise also extended to the wider
context of its relationships with India and Russia (Garver, 2001; Sidhu
and Yuan, 2003; Pant, 2004; Rangsimaporn, 2006; Ferdinand, 2007; Scott,
2008).

The debate about US grand strategy that had been a feature of the
post-Cold War decade not only continued unabated, but also diversified
under the impact of both 9/11 and the Bush administration’s more aggres-
sive foreign policy.11 The 1990s debate had mainly focused around the
emergence of a dominant view that unipolarity would be considerably
more than a transitional moment following the end of bipolarity. Post-
9/11, the debate was more about the nature of the unipolar order, though
some remained sceptical about its durability (Layne, 2006) and there was
some interest in the political economy aspects of the subject (Caverley,
2007; Stokes, 2007). Whether because of the particular impact of the Bush
administration and the GWoT, or whether because the Neorealists seemed
to be correct in their prediction (if not in its timing or intensity) that a
unipolar power structure would foment opposition, much of this debate
was about the weakening of the Atlantic community.

7 Midford, 2002; Hughes, 2004a, 2004b, 2004c, 2006; Lind, 2004; Inoguchi and Bacon, 2006;
Arase, 2007; Hughes, 2007; Hughes and Krauss, 2007; Samuels, 2007/8.

8 Oka, 2001; Ohtomo, 2002; Van Ness, 2002; Midford, 2003; Rowan, 2005; Yoda, 2006.
9 Rozman, 2002a, 2002b; Reilly, 2004; Wan, 2004; Chiba and Xiang, 2005; Gries, 2005b;

Roy, 2005; Tamamoto, 2005; Dreyer, 2006; Hsiung, 2007; Mochizuki, 2007.
10 Kihl, 2002; Miles, 2002; Pinkston and Saunders, 2003; Rozman, 2003; Cha and Kang, 2005;

Kerr, 2005; H. Smith, 2005; Michishita, 2006.
11 Cronin, 2002; Hendrickson, 2002; Daalder and Lindsay, 2003; Jervis, 2003b, 2005; Layne,

2003; Lobell, 2003; Posen, 2003; Dueck, 2003/4, 2004a, 2004b; Bacevich and Prodromou,
2004; A. Newman, 2004; Dunn, 2005; Mastanduno, 2005; Calleo, 2007; Posen, 2007.
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There was a general sense that 9/11 and the GWoT amplified the differ-
ences between the US and Europe (Kagan, 2002, 2003; Cox, 2003a; Toje,
2003; Lindley-French, 2004; Berenskoetter, 2005). In the immediate after-
math of the attacks on 9/11, there was widespread global support for the
US, and the war against the Taleban regime and al-Qaeda in Afghanistan
was backed by a concerted NATO response. The war against Iraq proved
much different and met with opposition from Germany and France as
well as many non-Western countries who conceived of the war as based on
inadequate proof of Iraq having weapons of mass destruction and more
broadly of an American willingness to use unipolarity to bully through
its policies with whatever means it thought necessary.

The post-9/11 difference between the US and Europe in both power,
especially military power, and outlook and policy meant that the Atlantic
was getting wider (Daalder, 2001; T. G. Carpenter, 2003; Allin, 2004; van
Oudenaren, 2005) and ‘the West’ weaker (Calleo, 2004; Clark, 2004).
Although a bit slow to materialise, this weakening of the West was again
in line with Neorealist predictions for the post-bipolar world, making ‘the
West’ look more like a specific product of the Cold War than a historic
and deeply embedded cultural community. A widening Atlantic raised
questions about the (in)stability of NATO and the core US alliance with
Europe,12 including the divisive effect of US–European differences over
policy in the Middle East (Boukhars and Yetiv, 2003; Talentino, 2004). It
also raised the possibility of balancing against the US in some form of
counterpole coalition, as predicted earlier by Neorealists (Ahrari, 2001;
Posen, 2006). More broadly, a debate sprang up about whether a more
aggressive, more unilateralist US unipole should now be thought of in
terms of empire.13 Generally this ‘empire’ debate had a critical tone,
though some (mainly on the right in the US) thought it a good thing. It
is interesting to note the sharply Atlanticist focus of the debate about the
weakening West, which took place largely (but not completely: Liberman
2000/1; Ohtomo, 2002; Katzenstein, 2003) in disconnect from the gener-
ally strengthening trend in the US–Japan alliance resulting from the rise
of China. A key background condition for all this was the perception of
Russia as basically down and out for at least the medium term, though

12 Liberman, 2000/1; Coker, 2002; Moore, 2002; Calleo, 2003; Krahmann, 2003; Cottey, 2004;
Weede, 2005; Press-Barnathan, 2006; Allin et al., 2007; Michta, 2007.

13 Bacevich, 2002; Brooks and Wohlforth, 2002; Hassner, 2002; Ikenberry, 2002; Lafeber,
2002; Nye, 2002; Chace, 2003; Cox, 2003b; Layne, 2003; Prestowitz, 2003; Buzan, 2004a;
Crawford, 2004; Hurrell, 2005; Inoguchi and Bacon, 2006.
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there was some interest in Russia’s reactions to both NATO developments
and US hegemony more generally (Monaghan, 2006; White et al., 2006;
Sakwa, 2008). As this book goes to press, it seems a reliable prediction
that Russia’s more assertive foreign policy will increase discussion of it in
the ISS literature.

The third key part in this reconsideration of global polarity was the
EU. If the EU was becoming a pole of power in world politics, or even
a superpower, then this was both a parallel development to the rise of
China, and a complement to the widening Atlantic being driven by the
unilateralist turn in US policy. Against the background of the EU’s rather
feeble performance as a security actor, there was still a surprising amount
of interest in the idea from the 1990s debates of the EU as a coming
superpower (Guttman, 2001; Rotfeld, 2001; Kupchan, 2003; Buzan, 2004a;
McCormick, 2006; Yeilada et al., 2006). The main focus, however, was less
ambitious, looking at the military–political capability of the EU,14 and
its attempt to find a more coherent security and defence policy.15 Side
themes included the security implications of the EU’s eastern enlargement
(Higashino, 2004; O’Brennan, 2006), the strategic relations of the EU with
Russia (Averre, 2005; Giegerich et al., 2006) and the implications of EU
security developments for NATO (Peters, 2004; Whitman, 2004). 9/11 and
the GWoT made little impact on this discussion, which was mainly driven
by developments, or the lack of them, in the EU’s internal structures, and
by enlargement.

Technology has been the other main driving force for traditionalist
ISS and, like great power politics, it remained important. This side of
the ISS literature maintained a very similar overall structure of debate
to that in the 1990s. Under its key headings of BMD, RMA, deterrence,
proliferation, arms racing and arms control there was mainly continuity.
The key difference that the GWoT made was to further boost the concern
about rogue states, strengthening the linking of debates about nuclear
proliferation and debates about deterrence that was already becoming
evident during the 1990s. The GWoT of course amplified concerns about
the proliferation of nuclear weapons and other WMD, but it created
nothing like the obsession with military technology that had marked the
Cold War. One of the curious twists of 9/11 was the way it put emphasis

14 Ortega, 2001; Hagman, 2002; Salmon and Shepherd, 2003; Giegerich and Wallace, 2004;
Kupchan, 2004/5.

15 Hunter, 2002; Webber et al., 2002; Youngs, 2002; Jones, 2003; Becher, 2004; Menon, 2004;
Cornish and Edwards, 2005; Smith et al., 2005; Hills, 2006; Jones, 2006; Posen, 2006;
Salmon, 2006; Kaldor et al., 2007; Bailes, 2008.
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on the vulnerability of open societies to the use of readily available civil
technologies as weapons, and to the vulnerability of civil infrastructure
to attack using low-technology weapons.

Some topics just trickled on in familiar tracks, for example arms racing
(Kinsella, 2002; Glaser, 2004) and the general concerns with the offen-
sive/defensive military implications of technological change (Jin, 2006).
Some, like NoD, rather dwindled away, seeming less relevant in an age
of ‘new wars’ and the GWoT. The Arms Control literature became rather
sporadic and marginal (e.g. Fehl, 2008; Robinson, 2008), but also edged
into non-military aspects of security, such as the environment (Lindley,
2006). Interestingly, the Strategic Offensive Reductions Treaty (SORT),
better known as the Moscow Treaty, of 2002 between Russia and the
United States, limiting their nuclear arsenals to 1,700–2,200 operationally
deployed warheads each, attracted little attention. But given ongoing US
concerns about both nuclear rogue states and the rise of China, BMD
remained a hot enough topic to fill whole issues of journals (Contempo-
rary Security Policy, 2005), even though only marginally influenced by the
GWoT (Gormley, 2002). The debates about it largely followed familiar
themes from the 1990s: the technology itself (Ghosh, 2003), the arguments
about whether it was a good idea or not (Peoples, 2006; M. Smith, 2006),
the linkage to deterrence and proliferation (Utgoff, 2002; Powell, 2003;
Karp, 2004) and the particularities of its implications for different regions
(Russell, 2002; Freedman and Gray, 2004). The proposed US BMD deploy-
ments in former Warsaw Pact countries created a flutter of concern about
the impact of BMD on US and NATO relations with Russia (Samson,
2007; Slocombe, 2008). The RMA also remained popular (Cohen, 2004;
Paarlberg 2004; Stone, 2004; Freedman, 2006b), though here there was
some branching out into new concerns about biotechnology (Koblentz,
2003/4; Chari and Chandran, 2005; Tucker, 2006), information warfare
(Morgan, 2003) and space weapons (DeBlois et al., 2004). This last topic
also emerged as part of the more specialised debates about arms control
(Altmann and Scheffran, 2003; Goldblat, 2003).

The pattern of debate about deterrence carried on in much the same
track as during the 1990s, partly linked to BMD as noted above, and with
the emphasis shifted to the Third World and the link with nuclear prolif-
eration (Cimbala, 2002) (on which more below). There was considerable
discussion of both deterrence theory generally,16 and US nuclear policy

16 Jervis, 2003a; Freedman, 2004, 2005; Lebow, 2005; Morgan, 2005; Sperandei, 2006; Zagare
and Kilgour, 2006.
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specifically.17 There was even a bit of history on the nuclear taboo (Tan-
nenwald, 2005). The nuclear policies of Britain and France continued to
attract a surprising amount of interest, the former because of debates
about renewing (or not) the small but expensive fleet of ballistic missile
carrying submarines.18 Less surprising, given the concerns about pro-
liferation, was the interest in the deterrence logic of small/new nuclear
arsenals (Goldstein, 2003; Ghosh, 2004), and nuclear weapons as a way
for rogue states such as North Korea, Iraq and Iran to deter the US from
threatening them with regime change (D. D. Smith, 2006). The impact of
the GWoT was visible in a new concern with deterring non-state actors
(Auerswald, 2006).

As during the 1990s, horizontal proliferation of WMD was the central
concern driven by technology. The links to deterrence and BMD have
been noted immediately above, and the link to the post-9/11 concern
with terrorism noted in the discussion under events at the beginning of
this chapter. Although worries about terrorism infused and reinforced
the general agenda of nuclear proliferation, they did not change the
overall shape and direction of the literature, which had already under-
gone a turn towards rogue states. A more formalised sense now emerged
of a so-called ‘second nuclear age’ (Cha, 2001; Schmitt, 2001; Bracken,
2003; Gavin, 2004), in which a new wave of mainly Third World states
was acquiring nuclear weapons. These developments provided fuel for
the long-established debates between optimists and pessimists about the
effects of nuclear proliferation (Woods, 2002; Knopf, 2003; Asal and
Beardsley, 2007; Rendall, 2007; Singer, 2007). Either way, along with the
GWoT, this second nuclear age was clearly putting heavy pressure on the
non-proliferation regime, and opened a substantial discussion about the
opportunities and challenges for the existing components of the non-
proliferation regime from the new wave of nuclear weapon and missile
proliferation.19 A whole issue of International Affairs (2007) was devoted
to this topic. Within this debate, new initiatives such as the ‘proliferation
security initiative’ (Cotton, 2005; Valencia, 2005) and other measures to
curb the trade in nuclear technology (Montgomery, 2005) also attracted
attention. The existing debates about US counter-proliferation policies

17 Butfoy, 2002; Ross, 2002; Russell and Wirtz, 2004; Yost, 2005a; Cimbala, 2006; Gormley,
2006; Lieber and Press, 2006; Colby, 2007.

18 On Britain: M. Clarke, 2004; Simpson, 2004; Yost, 2005a; Lewis, 2006; MccGwire, 2006;
Quinlan, 2006; Stocker, 2007. On France: Simpson, 2004; Yost, 2005a, 2005b.

19 Deibel, 2002; Levite, 2002/3; Mistry, 2003a, 2003b; Paul, 2003; Braun and Chyba, 2004;
Gahlaut and Bertsch, 2004; D. D. Smith, 2006; Quinlan, 2007; O’Hanlon, 2008.
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were given added edge by the even harder stance on intervention and
preventive war taken by the Bush administration as part of the GWoT
(Hartung, 2002/3; Litwak, 2003; Carranza, 2006; Byman, 2007; Dunn,
2007), and there was even some spillover into IR theory (Roth, 2007).
The GWoT also enlivened existing worries about the security of nuclear
weapons and materials in Russia in relation to proliferation to both rogue
states and terrorists (Busch, 2002; Weiner, 2002; Wolfsthal and Collina,
2002; Moltz et al., 2004; Ball and Gerber, 2005).

A technological influence of a completely different kind came from the
rise of ‘green’ interest in nuclear power as one solution to the problem
of carbon emissions. On this basis, there was some revival of the interest
in the link between nuclear power and nuclear weapons, which had been
largely dormant since nuclear power went out of fashion in the 1980s
(Deutch et al., 2004/5).

The general shape of regional concerns about nuclear proliferation
largely carried on from the 1990s, with the main subjects being the unfold-
ing nuclear balance in South Asia; the seemingly intractable problem of
North Korea’s steady acquisition of missile and nuclear weapon capability;
and, with the removal of Saddam Hussein from the picture, the mounting
evidence that Iran was moving towards nuclear weapons capability.

For South Asia, the main interest was in how the deterrence relationship
between India and Pakistan was developing,20 and what the wider strategic
implications of a nuclear India would be (Tellis, 2002; Berlin, 2004). There
was also a focus on how the US was responding to the two new nuclear
weapons states in South Asia, and especially whether US policy towards
India had shifted away from a general opposition to proliferation, and
towards a position more like that which it held towards Israel, in which
some new nuclear weapons states would be de facto accepted and up to a
point supported.21 Since US policy could be read as a major defection from
the non-proliferation regime, this aspect tied into the broader literature
noted above about whether the regime was collapsing and, if so, whether
effort should be made to revive it, or whether the conditions of the second
nuclear age called for more robust and less consensual approaches to non-
proliferation.

For the Middle East, Israel continued to get some attention (Maoz,
2003; Beres and Maoz, 2004; Raas and Long, 2007), and Libya’s nuclear

20 Winner and Yoshihara, 2002; Kapur, 2003, 2005; Batcher, 2004; Davies, 2004; Ganguly
and Wagner, 2004; Salik, 2004; Sidhu, 2004; Quinlan, 2005; Riedel, 2008.

21 Carranza, 2002, 2007; Ganguly and Mistry, 2006; Tellis, 2006; Thyagaraj and Thomas,
2006; Pant, 2007; Paul and Shankar, 2007.
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reversal was noteworthy (Bowen, 2006; Bahgat, 2008). But the main inter-
est was in tracking Iran’s nuclear developments, their implications for
other states in the region, and the possibilities and consequences of a pre-
emptive strike against Iran’s nuclear facilities by the US and/or Israel.22

For East Asia, North Korea’s missile and nuclear tests ensured that it got
the lion’s share of attention.23 The implications of North Korea’s going
nuclear also generated a flutter of interest in Japan’s position on nuclear
weapons (W. Walker, 2006; Hughes, 2007).

Widening perspectives and the Global War on Terrorism

As mentioned in the introduction, widening and deepening perspectives
responded to the GWoT in two ways. Some claimed it as a major political
event that revolutionised international politics and hence that it should
have a similar impact on ISS (Der Derian, 2004). Others either down-
played its significance, or, as discussed in chapter 7, simply went on with
their theoretical and empirical research without devoting the GWoT much
attention. In this section we examine those widening perspectives most
directly engaged with the consequences of 9/11, the war in Afghanistan
and the war against/in Iraq. Here the most active perspectives were Post-
structuralism, Feminism and Post-colonialism, and their analyses often
overlapped. Since the GWoT was to a large extent a question of how the
US (and the coalition supporting the war in Iraq) conducted its foreign
policy, these analyses were, of course, also driven by great power politics.

Discourses and terrorist subjects

Discursive conceptions of security have, as laid out in chapter 5 and 7, been
a central part of widening approaches since the 1980s. Poststructuralists,
Feminists, Post-colonialists, Critical Constructivists and the Copenhagen
School have all – although in slightly different ways – argued in favour
of seeing security as a discourse through which identities and threats are
constituted rather than as an objective, material condition. Building on

22 Einhord and Samore, 2002; Takeyh, 2003, 2004/5; Bowen and Kidd, 2004; Taremi, 2005;
Fitzpatrick, 2006a, 2006b, 2007; Huntley, 2006; Tarock, 2006; Dueck and Takeyh, 2007;
Guldimann, 2007; Kaye and Wehrey, 2007; Pedatzur, 2007; Raas and Long, 2007; Shoham,
2007; Litwak, 2008.

23 Lee, 2001; Cha, 2002; Martin, 2002; Lee and Moon, 2003; Samore, 2003; Cotton, 2005;
Fitzpatrick, 2006a; Huntley, 2006; Reiss, 2006; Bi, 2007; Rozman, 2007; Litwak, 2008;
Moore, 2008
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these insights, ‘terrorism’ and ‘terrorists’ were seen not as threats, actions
or actors that could be objectively identified, but as signs that consti-
tuted a radical Other (Der Derian, 1992, 2005). ‘Terrorists’ were not
legitimate opponents, but evil, sneaky, barbaric and irrational. Discursive
approaches showed both how the actions on 9/11 were constituted as
‘terror’, ‘acts of war’ and ‘orchestrated’, rather than ‘accidents’ or ‘crimes’
committed by a few individuals, and what political consequences these
subject constructions entailed (Der Derian, 2001; Owens, 2003). The
coalition’s failure to find the WMD that were the most immediate rea-
son for going to war in Iraq caused a shift within Western discourse to
emphasise that war was undertaken in defence of the Iraqi population,
universal human rights and civilisation. Later, as armed opposition to the
US–UK led ‘occupation’, ‘nation-building’ or ‘reconstruction’ grew, this
was constituted as ‘terrorism’, ‘insurgency’ and/or ‘Islamic fundamental-
ism’. Discursive widening approaches analysed the ways in which these
discourses sought to legitimate the GWoT fought in Iraq through a mobil-
isation of universally good categories – civilisation, democracy, human
rights, development and reconstruction. This was simultaneously a dis-
course which legitimated war through a development discourse; which
made the identification of the ‘universally good’ the sole prerogative of
the superior West, thus repeating the colonial and Orientalist tradition;
and which depoliticised Iraqi actors, either by constituting them as pas-
sive ‘victims’ of Saddam Hussein, or by their opposition as ‘insurgency’
or ‘terror’ (Agathangelou and Ling, 2004; Barkawi, 2004; Debrix, 2005;
Barkawi and Laffey, 2006; Hansen, 2006: 28–33; Mgbeoji, 2006; Nayak,
2006; R. Jackson, 2007; Sovacool and Halfon, 2007; Zehfuss, 2007). This
constitution of the Iraqi Other as either terrorist or victim relied upon a
construction of the Western Self as superior, strong, moral and civilised.
Even those discourses that tried explicitly to break with this construction –
such as those responding to the London bombings in July 2005 – ulti-
mately, it was argued, had difficulties coming up with something gen-
uinely multicultural and critical–political (Weber, 2006a; Stephens, 2007).

The concern with what kind of an actor ‘terrorists’ were also spoke to a
general Poststructuralist and Constructivist call for theorising the impor-
tance of emotion, passion and feelings (Crawford, 2000; Der Derian,
2004, 2005; Bleiker, 2006; Mitzen, 2006; Ross, 2006). Emotion compli-
cates rationality assumptions, not only about the terrorist subject, but in
state (and collective) interactions more broadly. Linking back to the dis-
cussion of deterrence theory in chapter 4, the applicability of rationality
assumptions to security politics has always been a subject of discussion,
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but Cold War critical views usually focused on psychological explana-
tions, how bureaucracies complicated ‘rational decision-making’, or the
difficulty of signalling and decoding (rational) intentions. Emotions or
subjective factors were thus generally treated as noise, complicating the
assumptions that researchers could make about ‘rational action’, but the
notion that rationality existed underneath was maintained. Post-Cold
War wideners held that emotions were not simply noise, but integral, if
undertheorised, to foreign policy. This claim was not specific to 9/11, but
the ‘foreign policy’ actions of ‘terrorists’ as well as the responses in the US
and the West became an apt illustration.

Comparing widening perspectives with Neorealism as well as US pol-
icy discourse, the argument was thus not that ‘terrorists’ were either
rational or irrational, but about the way in which rationality assump-
tions were employed in different discourses. The challenge to the ratio-
nality/irrationality dichotomy was also brought out in analyses which
highlighted the different epistemological reasoning adopted by central
terrorist actors. Der Derian (2003, 2005), for example, pointed out
that bin Laden and his cohort spoke within a discourse of faith and
dreams. If actions could be mobilised by divine, rather than worldly,
communities, and if dreams could be an indication of attacks, the onto-
logical, political and epistemological domain of ISS would be radically
reconfigured.

The largest challenge to the constitution of a superior, benign and
rational Western identity came in the spring of 2004, when photographs
showing American prison guards at Abu Ghraib humiliating and tortur-
ing Iraqi inmates hit the Western media. The Abu Ghraib scandal forced
US policy-makers and military officials to rely upon a ‘few bad apples’
explanation of the events, in spite of evidence pointing to these prac-
tices having migrated from the prison at Guantanamo to Abu Ghraib.
A series of wider institutional practices and oversights also pointed to
this as not only a few ‘bad’ or ‘un-American’ soldiers, and there was a
growing concern with the US use of torture in defence of liberal societies
(R. Jackson, 2007; Kennedy-Pipe and Mumford, 2007; Linklater, 2007).
Furthermore, critical analysis pointed to the significance of new media
technology, both for taking the photos and for disseminating them. The
photos documented the abuses taking place, but the posing for the camera
and the process of having the pictures taken was simultaneously a part
of the torture and humiliation (Sontag, 2004). The double status of the
photos as both evidence and enactment of abuse led Critical Theorists to
discuss how visual material might be used to generate resistance, and what
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the ethical implications of making such material public are (Campbell,
2003; Weber, 2006a, 2006b; Beier, 2007; Dauphinée, 2007).

The concern with media technology and the way in which it may
impact the public’s understanding of war stretched back, as laid out
in chapter 7, to at least the CNN-effect of the 1990–91 Gulf War, but
what coincided with the post-9/11 age was the radical shift in the rela-
tionship between producers and consumers. During the 1990–91 Gulf
War, established television networks had been the dominant provider of
images – now the ubiquity of videophones, digital cameras and laptops
made everyone in New York on 9/11 (Möller, 2007), or in Iraq, a poten-
tial producer for a worldwide audience. Abu Ghraib also showed that
images have an ability to trigger emotional responses and that there was
a need for studying processes of visual securitisation (Williams, 2003;
Hansen, 2006, forthcoming; Campbell and Shapiro, 2007; Möller, 2007).
In addition to photography, this literature pointed to different media and
genres as places where security policies were articulated and negotiated.24

The significance of visual representations was also brought out by the
Danish Cartoon Crisis of early 2006 which, although initially driven
more by domestic Danish debates on immigration and the status of
Danish Muslims, escalated into a global concern with Western/Islamic
relations. Interestingly, in terms of how ISS is constituted as an academic
institution, some scholars, Der Derian and Weber prominently among
them, incorporated documentary film making into their work and course
designs (http://watsoninstitute.org/globalmedia/ – last accessed 11 Febru-
ary 2008).

That Feminism had become a well-institutionalised sub-field of ISS
was shown by a significant number of analyses dealing with the GWoT.
Feminists provided critical analysis of policy discourses, the way the war
was fought, the process of post-conflict reconstruction and the repre-
sentation of soldiers and civilians. Those working within a discourse
analytical tradition pointed to the mobilisation of gender within the Bush
administration’s discourse and how the war against Afghanistan was legit-
imated through references, not only to al-Qaeda and bin Laden as threats
to Western and global security, but to the plight of women living under the
(non-Western, barbaric, masculine) Taleban regime (Hunt, 2002; Tickner,
2002; Ferguson, 2005; Nayak, 2006; Shepherd, 2006).

24 Film and television fictional shows (Croft, 2006; Debrix, 2006; Weber, 2006b; Amoore,
2007; Erickson, 2007); video games (Power, 2007); murals (Lisle, 2006); museums
(Sylvester, 2005; Lisle, 2007); music (Bleiker, 2006); poetry (Burke, 2000); and editorial
cartoons (Diamond, 2002; Dodds, 2007; Hansen, forthcoming).
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Although in favour of addressing the insecurities that Afghan women
faced, the problem was, argued Feminists, that Western discourse con-
structed women as victims, as helpless and without agency. As a conse-
quence a number of female actors that had opposed the regime, but also
disagreed with each other, were overlooked. Women had fought before
the war, for instance in the Revolutionary Association of the Women of
Afghanistan (RAWA) but also by adopting everyday life strategies that
circumvented the restrictions of the regime. The exclusion of ‘women as
active agents’ from Western discourse allowed for a depoliticised under-
standing of women and concretely for their omission from the post-war
political and legislative bodies, a pattern repeated in Iraq (Enloe, 2004a:
268–305). The Bush administration’s alleged concern for women was fur-
ther undermined by the way this had been ignored prior to 9/11, thus
making ‘women’ a strategic, discursive chip to be played, rather than a
genuine concern. The hollowness of the West’s gender commitment was
underlined by its collaboration with the Northern Alliance in Afghanistan,
who had a poor track record on women’s rights; the inattention to the
increase in post-conflict rapes; and the silence on the insecure conditions
in the refugee camps generated by the wars (Tickner, 2002; Khattak, 2003;
Enloe, 2004a).

Feminist analysis also traced the constitution of masculinity and fem-
ininity across a variety of GWoT themes and subjects. The construction
of the gender of the Taleban/fundamentalist male played, for example,
an important role in Western discourse. This subject was simultaneously
inferior and Oriental, embodying a different masculinity from Western
soldiers, a masculinity that was tainted by weak and irrational feminin-
ity. Masculinity was also at stake in the West itself, in that the GWoT
brought a resurgence of men as political and military actors and a vir-
tual eradication of women (Tickner, 2002: 335). A particular form of
masculinity was validated, especially in the US, with the Bush adminis-
tration constituting ‘hard’-military policies like warfighting as masculine
and humanitarian actions as ‘soft’ and effeminate (Tickner, 2002; Shep-
herd, 2006: 29). Femininity and masculinity were also central, first in the
much publicised rescue and homecoming of Jessica Lynch and then in the
events and photos from Abu Ghraib (Enloe, 2004b; Pin-Fat and Stern,
2005; Kaufmann-Osborn, 2006). The humiliation of prisoners by female
US soldiers was clearly linked to strategies of effemination, and the recep-
tion of the photos in the US where audiences were shocked that women
could engage in such actions also showed deeply entrenched gender views.
Female soldiers were assumed to behave as ‘good’ people, even in war,
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not as humiliating, torturing or gloating in the pain of others. A similar
concern with women who transgressed traditional feminine construc-
tions arose with the advent and increase in the number of female suicide
bombers, in the Palestinian–Israeli conflict, Chechnya, Sri Lanka, Turkey
and Iraq (Alison, 2004; Brunner, 2005; Gonzalez-Perez, 2007; Ness, 2007).

Information technology, bio-security and risk

One group of widening scholars linked the politics of identity at the heart
of the discursive, Constructivist, Feminist and Poststructuralist agenda
to an explicit concern with technology (Der Derian, 2004: 92; 2005).
Technology came into the picture through the RMA, particularly the US
use of ‘global surveillance, networked communication, smart weapons,
robotic aircraft, real-time simulation, and rapid deployment of special
forces’, a form of warfare that was ‘low-casualty, long-distance, good
visuals’ (Der Derian, 2004: 92). Other studies examined terrorist use of
networked technologies, and how the Internet became a site for anti-
war/peace movements as well as targeted by government surveillance.
The significance of cyberspace for critical infrastructures as well as for
building communities – including groups fighting totalitarian regimes –
predated 9/11 in that the Clinton administration had recognised ‘cyber-
security’ as an issue in the 1990s, but the GWoT took this concern to a
new, more complex and heightened level (Arquilla and Ronfeldt, 1993,
1996, 1997, 2001; C. H. Gray, 1997; Deibert, 2000, 2003; Bendrath, 2003;
Der Derian, 2003; Latham, 2003; Nissenbaum, 2005; Hansen and Nis-
senbaum, forthcoming). What set Poststructuralists and those working
in a critical sociological vein apart from more traditional analyses of
RMA was a stronger concern with how networked technologies change
the ways in which non-territorial communities and referent objects can
be constructed.

A particular concern was the way in which information technology
and securitisations were linked in the discourses and practices of Western
governments. The securitisation of ‘terrorism’ at the heart of the GWoT
discourses worked, argued Critical scholars, to legitimise the transgression
of a host of civil and human rights, most noticeably perhaps in the treat-
ment of prisoners at Guantanamo and in the clandestine programmes
of so-called extraordinary rendition through which suspected terrorists
were believed to be transferred to regimes suspected of using torture.
One group of scholars drew upon the Classical work on the exception by
Carl Schmitt, as well as the more recent and influential Italian political
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philosopher Giorgio Agamben, the Copenhagen School and Foucault,
in discussions of how these practices accentuated the tension between
security and liberty at the heart of Liberal discourse (Huysmans, 2006b;
Jabri, 2006; Neal, 2006; Neocleous, 2006b; R. B. J. Walker, 2006; Burke,
2007). Linking back to the central questions at the heart of ISS laid out in
chapter 1, this literature pointed to the difficulties within modern Liber-
alism of reconciling the need to provide security and hence a sovereign
authority on the one hand and the belief in individual liberty on the other.

Critical Security scholars working on bio-security analysed the shift
from a territorial, well-defined enemy during the Cold War to the terror-
ist who moves anonymously until the moment he/she strikes (Dillon and
Reid, 2001; Dillon, 2003; Salter, 2006; Epstein, 2007; Vaughan-Williams,
2007). Governmental authorities engage as a consequence in practices
that seek to define the likely terrorist through profiling. The constitution
of terrorist profiles is, however, intimately interwoven with the political
discourses on insecurity that are in place, and hence always prophetic,
seeking to identify the future threat, and thereby ultimately producing
its own subject (Bigo, 2002; Jabri, 2006). The effect of such profiling and
surveillance is the creation of a ‘society of insecurity’, where each citizen
is taught to be alert and on the lookout for suspicious packages, activ-
ities and people. On a deeper analytical level it means that bodies are
seen as potential carriers of insecurity (Campbell, 1992; Dillon and Reid,
2001; Dillon, 2003). One concrete consequence of this society of suspi-
cion was the shooting of Brazilian electrician Jean Charles de Menezes
in the London tube by police officers who mistook him for a terrorist
(Weber, 2006a; Vaughan-Williams, 2007). The concern with the control
of bodies and bio-security also came out in analyses of infectious dis-
eases, particularly HIV/AIDS, the avian flu and other (potentially) global
health hazards (Singer, 2002; Peterson, 2002/3; Elbe, 2006; McInnes and
Lee, 2006; Davies, 2008; Sjöstedt, 2008). This literature was not driven by
9/11 as such – and the question of catastrophic infectious diseases was a
policy concern prior to the GWoT – but there was a concern with how
funding might be diverted from global health due to the financial strains
caused by the GWoT, and how global patterns of mobility and responsi-
bility would be affected by the regimes set in place to identify and prevent
not just ‘terrorists’, but ‘dangerous bodies’ from entering the West (Bell,
2006; Epstein, 2007).

A related element in the GWoT generated surveillance regime is the
practices through which borders are secured and bodies are categorised
and disciplined through visa regimes and biometric passports (Bell, 2006;
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Salter, 2006; Epstein, 2007), or by civilian border patrols, for instance on
the US–Mexican border (Doty, 2007). As Bigo and Huysman’s criticism
of the Copenhagen School pointed out (see chapter 7), such regimes show
that the big Schmittian exception – the declaration of war – has now been
accompanied by ‘everyday exceptions’ carried out by bureaucracies and
‘security workers’ (R. B. J. Walker, 2006).

Another, often related, body of work criticised the focus on grand
narratives of threat and survival at the heart of the majority of ISS, arguing
that risk rather than security captured the nature of the post-Cold War
era (Rasmussen, 2001, 2004; Beck, 2002; Coker, 2002; Griner, 2002; Heng,
2002, 2006; M. J. Williams, 2008). This literature drew upon the influential
writings by German sociologist Ulrik Beck (1992, 1999), who argues that
the advent of risk society is deeply connected with late-industrial society
which produces a host of risks, predominantly in the environmental
sector, which are integral to the workings of society itself and hence
not easily avoided or controlled. On top of the immanent ‘everyday’
risks comes the risk of catastrophes that have irreversible effects, but
which are difficult, if not impossible, to calculate, and hence uninsurable
(Albert, 2000; Aradau and Van Munster, 2007). Crucial to Beck’s analysis is
the Frankfurt School–Habermasian emphasis on reflexivity: risk societies
are capable of understanding themselves as constituted through ‘risk
dynamics’, and hence of negotiating how best to meet the material and
political consequences that arise from ‘everyday risk management’ as well
as catastrophic risks. Risk analysis had been brought into ISS prior to
9/11, but the surprise attacks on 9/11 as well as the utility of ‘everyday
risk management’ to identify the enactment of anti-terrorism and anti-
migration policies made risk theorists hold that they offered a better
account of security and terrorism (Rasmussen, 2001: 308). Risk certainly
became popular enough to fill whole journals: Global Society (2007);
Security Dialogue (2008).

One may discuss whether the risk literature falls within or outside ISS.
On the one hand it seeks to shift the conceptual centre from ‘security’
to ‘risk’, proposing the latter as an oppositional concept that may drive
risk analysis away from ISS. What speaks in favour of seeing the risk
literature as part of ISS is that it engages with largely the same security–
war–terrorism problematic as ISS, that it constitutes itself in relation to
ISS rather than just ignores it, and that it publishes in most of the same
journals as other Critical widening approaches. The fact that the exact
difference between security and risk is often not made crystal clear is a
further indication that the risk–security literature is part of ISS even if
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written across its boundaries. Whether this will remain the case is, how-
ever, a different question, and since ‘security’ is not the guiding concept,
risk theorists may decide to leave ISS debates rather than try to change
them.

Institutionalisation and the Global War on Terrorism

To ask the question whether the GWoT functioned as a meta-event for
ISS is, of course, also to ask how this impacted – or was reflected in – the
institutionalisation of ISS. The first thing to point out in this respect was
that the GWoT generated an unusually high level of policy intervention
by parts of ISS. A group of Realists fought adamantly against the US
invasion of Iraq, and in an unusual display of public interventionism
warned against going to war in Iraq through policy journals like Foreign
Policy (Mearsheimer and Walt, 2003) and a large paid advertisement in
the New York Times (26 September 2002). The headline of the New York
Times advertisement was ‘War with Iraq is not in America’s national
interest’ and it argued that while ‘war is sometimes necessary to ensure
our national security’, a war against Iraq would not meet this standard.
Among the reasons listed were the lack of evidence linking Iraq to al-
Qaeda, the instability it would generate in the Middle East, the diversion
of resources from the war against al-Qaeda, the lack of an exit strategy,
the divided nature of Iraqi society, and the need for an occupying force
for ‘many years to create a viable state’. The signatories made up a Realism
Hall of Fame, including Robert J. Art, Richard K. Betts, Michael C. Desch,
Alexander L. George, Charles L. Glaser, Robert Jervis, Chaim Kaufmann,
Jack S. Levy, John J. Mearsheimer, Steven E. Miller, Robert A. Pape, Barry
R. Posen, Richard Rosecrance, Thomas C. Schelling, Glenn H. and Jack
L. Snyder, Stephen Van Evera, Stephen M. Walt and Kenneth N. Waltz.
Elizabeth Kier, a prominent Conventional Constructivist, was also on the
list.

The double identities of ISS as an academic institution and as giving
policy advice has been a key element of the field since its inception,
and the GWoT brought that out in a major way. The intensity with
which the Realists’ response was made shows that a prominent part of
traditional US ISS conceives of itself as politically engaged and – although
not expressed directly in those terms – of the role of the Security scholar
as coming with a normative obligation to speak ‘truth to power’. It also
showed that this obligation comes out more forcefully during times of
war where political and normative issues are brought to the forefront.
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The American Anthropological Association’s Executive Board’s official
disapproval of the Human Terrain System, a US military programme that
employs anthropologists in the field in Afghanistan and Iraq, is a related
case in point (AAA, 2007; AAA Commission, 2007; Rhode, 2007). The
GWoT also showed that different parts of ISS constitute this science/policy
interface differently: Conventional and Critical Constructivists came out
of IR debates (see chapter 7) and were generally less concerned with the
GWoT than were Realists, Poststructuralists and Feminists.

The debates over the GWoT also brought out, as noted above, a critical
concern with the importance of think-tanks and foundations, particularly
of the Neo-Conservative think-tanks the American Enterprise Institute
and the Project for the New American Century, which received support
from the Bradley, John M. Olin and Smith Richardson foundations (Boot,
2004: 22). Writers from these think-tanks were at the margin of ISS pub-
lishing in Foreign Affairs and Foreign Policy, but their much discussed
influence on Bush’s foreign policy made them the subject of increas-
ing ISS Realist as well as Critical Constructivist/Poststructuralist analysis
(Mearsheimer, 2005; Williams, 2005; Elden, 2007; Owens, 2007). Linking
back to the discussion of post-Cold War traditionalism in chapter 6, it is
worth noting that although there is a long tradition of prominent Security
scholars entering (and leaving) US administrations, there are also Realist
scholars such as Walt (1991), who have long been critical of the way in
which Washington think-tanks are trying to influence US foreign and
security policy.

In terms of the specific elements of institutionalisation of ISS that we
have discussed in chapters 4 to 7, the impact of 9/11 certainly had some
impact on funding patterns, degree programmes and publications. This
is not too surprising: ISS has always had to keep an eye on the policy
questions at the top of the agendas of politicians, the media and foun-
dations, and these agendas are generally more influenced by the ebb and
flow of contemporary events than academic disciplines, which are slower
to shift around. One should note also that there were institutionalised
research communities devoted to terrorism prior to 9/11 that were able
to pick up the challenge and expand their research agenda, while others,
for instance in the Critical widening camp of ISS, were quick to incor-
porate a concern with the consequences of the GWoT across a range of
issues. Providing an exhaustive account of the institutional impact of 9/11
in terms of how existing centres and programmes were strengthened or
newly created is beyond the scope of this book, but indications of this
growth are found in the expansion of the Centre for the Study of Terror-
ism and Political Violence at the University of St Andrews, the first centre
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of its kind in Europe, established in 1994, which also offers an MLitt in
Terrorism Studies (www.st-andrews.ac.uk/∼wwwir/research/cstpv/ – last
accessed 17 February 2008). Another example is the Infopeace project at
the Watson Institute at Brown, supported by a Ford Foundation grant,
which started in 1999, but grew after 9/11 as it became devoted to critical
engagements with the GWoT through a series of conferences, films, blog-
ging and an expansive website in addition to more traditional academic
forms of dissemination (www.watsoninstitute.org/infopeace/index2.
cfm – last accessed 17 February 2008). This project has been contin-
ued in the Global Media Project that deals with the links between con-
flict and media, not least the terrorist use thereof. In addition to the
Ford Foundation, other foundations active, particularly in supporting
critical research, were the Social Science Research Council (Latham,
2003) and in the UK the Economic and Social Research Council
(ESRC). The ESRC has provided support through its initiative on the
Domestic Responses to Terrorism and its New Security Challenges Pro-
gramme. Running from 2003 to 2007, it brought together more than
120 researchers, many of them working on questions related to terrorism
and the GWoT and it produced a long list of conferences and publica-
tions (www.newsecurity.bham.ac.uk/projects/ – last accessed 18 February
2008). Another major project that has underpinned critical research and
conferences on securitisation, internal/external security, liberalism and
security is CHALLENGE, the Changing Landscape of European Liberty
and Security, funded by the EU Commission’s 6th Framework Programme
(www.prio.no/Research-and-Publications/Project/?oid=63990). Some of
the institutionalisation effects are harder to quantify, but significant
nonetheless: there is no doubt that the number of conference papers,
PhD dissertations and courses on terrorism (critical or conventional)
have increased. The impact of 9/11 also intersected with a general growth
in journal publications where new journals were founded – International
Political Sociology (2007), Critical Studies on Terrorism (2008) and Asian
Security (2005) – and others were relaunched (International Relations,
2002) or moved to larger publishers (International Politics, 2003; Journal
of International Relations and Development, 2004; Millennium, 2008).

Conclusions

Did 9/11 change ISS? The answer is both yes and no. There was a lot
of continuity, particularly in long-standing debates about great power
polarity and nuclear weapons, and even the significant changes in the
debates about war were not dominated by the GWoT. Linking back to
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chapter 7, a significant part of the widening debate was concerned with
theoretical and conceptual issues driven by internal academic debates not
much impacted by 9/11. Yet, as this chapter has shown, there was also a
significant concern with the way in which ‘the event’ of 9/11 impacted
great power politics and technology and what the consequences should be
for the concept of security, assumptions about ‘security actor rationality’
and the role that ISS scholars should adopt. Within ISS itself the status of
9/11 is debated, some seeing it as a revolution (Der Derian, 2004), others
as a continuation of older paradigms (Kupchan, 2004; Wæver, 2008).

In terms of the four questions that structure ISS, the GWoT questioned
the state as the referent object insofar as ‘terrorists’ operate in ways that dif-
fer from the sovereign rational state with a well-defined decision-making
centre. But the policies put in place were also widely seen as reinforcing
the state, hence the need to critically examine discourses of national secu-
rity. A similar logic applied to the question of internal/external threats, in
that terrorism worked precisely through an ability to transgress borders.
Yet the GWoT was simultaneously about states trying to secure not only
physical borders, but biometric and digital ones. In terms of the widening
of security, military security certainly held a prominent place, while other
more empirical widening lines of analysis continued on their own tracks,
particularly in the areas of gender security, environmental security, soci-
etal security, and religion and security. Whether the GWoT should be read
as a testimony to the inevitability of Realist security dynamics or not was,
as always, debated.

Looking to the future, whether the GWoT will define a new era of
international security remains an open question. The case that it does
rests on whether or not the GWoT will be deep and durable enough as a
new global macrosecuritisation to replace the Cold War. If so (and at the
time of writing the possibility is still plausible, though by no means certain,
or even the most likely probability), then the GWoT could provide a new
core framing for ISS of a kind that has been absent since the ending of the
Cold War. The situation, however, is nothing like that at the early stages
of the Cold War, when the identity of ‘the enemy’ crystallised quickly and
attracted broad support in the West. The GWoT itself, and particularly
the characterisation of ‘terrorism’, and the identity of ‘terrorists’, remain
heavily contested, and the Bush administration’s portrait of it/them has
done as much to divide the West as to unite it.

Against the idea of a new era in ISS is the fact that its traditional
preoccupations with great power politics and technology remain inde-
pendently strong. The ongoing debate about US grand strategy dating
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from the 1990s is much less concerned with terrorism than with the thor-
oughly traditional fixation on the balance of power, and the possible rise
of great power challengers to the US, principally China and the EU. Great
power politics could easily return to dominate the security agenda, though
given the arguments for democratic peace that is not inevitable either.
Nevertheless, whether seen from a traditional or discursive perspective,
terrorists do pose a potentially severe threat to public peace and order.
For traditionalists they do so both because they question the primacy of
the state and because if they could get hold of WMD they might actually
use them. For discursive deepeners, they do so because of ‘their’ ability
to generate discourses powerful enough to disturb the balance and even
the legitimacy of the liberal ideological order. But they do not represent a
plausible alternative political order in the way that the Soviet Union did,
and future great power challengers may do (or be seen as doing). Unless
the direst predictions about terrorists and weapons of mass destruction
come to pass, it may well be that the concern with terrorism that acquired
prominence post-9/11 will prove to be a transitory obsession rather than
something that defines a strategic era (Buzan, 2006).

If the GWoT does prove durable, what does this signify for the direction
of ISS? Was the agenda-widening of the 1990s just a response to the
temporary eclipse of military concerns, or do the ideas of democratic peace
and globalisation suggest a deeper transformation? Perhaps the question
from looking at ISS as a whole is whether the impact of 9/11 reveals
that ISS still remains essentially one single conversation, as we argued
it was during the Cold War, or whether it reveals that the ontological
and epistemological differences introduced by widening and deepening
approaches have fundamentally fragmented it into several separate, largely
unrelated streams. Our reading, to be laid out in more detail in chapter 9,
is that ISS remains to an important degree a single conversation, but one
that now has a much wider, deeper and more sophisticated take on how
to interpret any given event or issue.
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Conclusions

It is twenty years since Nye and Lynn-Jones (1988: 8) described ISS as
a young field whose ‘progress has been halting’ and with a ‘definitive
intellectual history’ yet to be written. The sheer quantitative magnitude
of ISS is perhaps a good explanation of why nobody has picked up the
Nye and Lynn-Jones challenge. Since 1988, the ISS archive has expanded
even further with the rapid growth of widening perspectives in the 1990s
and the vast body of literature dealing with 9/11 and the GWoT. Leaving
the intellectual merits of ISS aside, in the past twenty years, the field has
been productive, generating an extraordinary number and range of books,
reports, journals, students, conferences, think-tanks and policy advocates.
Crucially, in terms of Nye and Lynn-Jones’s late-1980s diagnosis of ISS as
a theoretically underdeveloped enterprise, there has been a rapid growth
in conceptual and analytical work examining, adopting or rejecting new
conceptualisations of security.

There may be good reasons other than the daunting scale of the ISS
archive for why a historical sociology of ISS has not yet been written.
Both Political Science and other sub-fields like International Relations
and Political Theory have, as laid out in chapter 3, generated at least some
disciplinary sociologies, but ISS has not. One explanation might be that
security scholars are in the business of the contemporary: if security is
about the urgent, then why spend years digging up the past? Historical
case-studies are plentiful in ISS and history is the basis for aggregated
data-sets, but both are deployed in the attempt to generate theories for
the present and the future. Historical disciplinary sociology, by contrast,
claims the importance of the past as a worthy subject in its own right.

Another reason why we have not yet seen an intellectual history of ISS
may well be that in order to write such a history, one has to have a clear
idea of what is part of ISS and what is not, yet the delineation of ISS has
been contested, particularly from the late 1980s onwards. A certain truce
was made between Strategic Studies and Peace Research, and up to a point
between them and some wideners, but the mainstream never accepted ‘all’
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of the widening perspectives as we have described them in chapters 5 and
7. These battles imply that the object under study – the history of ISS –
cannot be defined independently of the ISS debate itself. The stories
we tell about the past are necessarily part of producing a contemporary
disciplinary identity and this makes writing a disciplinary sociology more
difficult and contestable than if we could observe the object from afar or
start from a universally agreed concept or archive.

A central normative concern underlying this book – and which has
informed the construction and application of its three key analytical
frameworks: the driving forces, the four structuring questions, and the
notion of ‘security’ and its three adjacent concepts – is how conversations
and dialogues are facilitated across different ISS perspectives. As we will
argue below, it is possible to see ISS as moving towards becoming one
conversation, but a different interpretation of ISS as moving towards frag-
mented self-centred camps can also be made (Sylvester, 2007b; Wæver,
2007). Although these interpretations differ in their assessment of where
ISS is at, they share two views: first, that no ISS perspective is going
to conquer the field; and second, the normative assumption that it is
good to have dialogue across perspectives/camps. A major advantage of a
disciplinary history that is both inclusive (allowing for all potential par-
ticipants to join) and located at a rather deep analytical, conceptual level
(showing where the underlying points of convergence and divergence
lie) is that it facilitates dialogue. It is through accounts of where con-
cepts might link back to ‘security’, and how deeper questions are guiding
debates, that a vocabulary and a ‘meta-dialogical’ field of conversation
might be generated.

Put concretely, our hope is that everyone who participates in the great
conversation of ISS will be able to see the relationships among what they
and others have contributed. This has certainly been our experience as
authors who came to this project from very different backgrounds, and
who leave it with a much greater appreciation of the whole. We hope that
at least some will share our view that the evolution of ISS has not just
made it wider, deeper and more varied, but has also generated a certain
division of labour which should be welcomed. We certainly do not expect
or want that everyone should agree. Disagreement, as we have shown, has
been an important driving force in how ISS has developed. But it might
be hoped that a larger conception of ISS will encourage those within it
to be more aware of the limits of their own approaches, and more open
to how contributions from other perspectives can deepen understanding
about shared concerns. A lesson along these lines might be taken from the
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fact that, in retrospect, there was much less difference between Strategic
Studies and negative Peace Reseach than seemed to be the case at the time.

The first task of this chapter is to sum up the main stages and themes
in the evolution of ISS. This discussion also includes a consideration of
the interplay between ISS and IR. The second section focuses on the five
driving forces, and we discuss the specific empirical conclusions that can
be made as well as the analytical value they have contributed. The third
section looks to the current state of ISS. We begin by identifying views
of ISS as either conversation or camps, and we make the call for finding
ways to deepen the conversational features. We also confront the obvious
but tricky question of whether ISS can be seen as progressive, and point
to the different takes in ISS on what ‘progress’ might entail. Finally, we
use the driving forces framework to reflect upon the future of ISS.

The changing shape of ISS

Looking back upon the previous five chapters, the first conclusion is that
the subject matter of ISS, and even its conceptual structure, has been
rather fluid. In terms of subject matter, the sub-field has moved away
from its initial concentration on military issues and national security. It
has taken on a much wider range of referent objects for security, still with
the state in a strong position, but now with much more space for individual
human beings (human security), non-human things and entities (aspects
of environmental security), and social structures (the world economy,
collective identities of various sorts). This broadening of subject matter
has in turn put pressure on the concept of security. In the early days after
the Second World War, the new concept of national security was intended
to broaden thinking away from the tradition of war and national defence.
But although the concept of security survived as the core idea of ISS,
its wider implications were quickly lost in the urgency to deal with the
burgeoning military confrontation between the US and the Soviet Union.
It was not until the 1970s, when nuclear paralysis and the onset of the
oil crisis opened the way, that economic issues began again to appear
independently on the security agenda.

Peace Research and Strategic Studies were pitching themselves against
each other during the Cold War, and within Peace Research there was
a further division between those working on ‘positive peace’ and those
doing ‘negative’ Peace Research. In hindsight, there were strong com-
monalities between Strategic Studies, particularly its Arms Control wing,
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and negative Peace Research, in terms of agreed focus on military secu-
rity, armament and conflict. The main disagreement lay in the basic
belief among Peace Researchers in the possibility of overcoming Realist
dynamics. ‘Positive’ Peace Researchers, by contrast, focused on integra-
tion dynamics, within and across societies, and later in a more critical
tradition on structural violence. Looking back upon the evolution of
ISS, this positive Peace Research tradition was significant for Liberal and
Constructivist scholars who picked up the Deutschian sociological tra-
dition and its concern with international institutions, communication
and the patterns of civic interaction below the state level. Scandinavian,
German and Neo-Marxist Peace Research was equally important as an
input into the critical widening literature – Poststructuralism, Post-
colonialism, Feminism and Critical Security Studies – which by the mid-
1980s started to shift the conceptual terrain from ‘peace’ to ‘security’.

Most of what was written in ISS during the Cold War did not explic-
itly go through the concept of security. After the first seminal conceptual
articles by Wolfers (1952) and Herz (1950), the concept was largely taken
for granted – security was national (state) security; it was about military
threats, capabilities and the use of force; it was about external threats;
and it was to be achieved through the balance of power, or simply the
overwhelming display of power – and hence was not much discussed.
Significant concepts – and theories to match – came instead in the form
of general ‘parallel concepts’ (most prominently power and strategy) that
linked into general IR Realism. Or, they were more specific, ‘complemen-
tary concepts’, such as ‘deterrence’ and ‘containment’. Peace Research,
on the other hand, was constituted around ‘peace’, an oppositional con-
cept, although as just argued, the distance between ‘security’ and ‘neg-
ative peace’ was often not as wide as perceived by participants at the
time.

What ties Peace Research into ISS, and what ties ISS together, is first
of all a commonality in concepts. But when such commonality is not to
be found because different concepts (e.g. ‘peace’ versus ‘power’) play the
parallel, supporting or oppositional role, the convergence stems from a
shared concern with the four structuring questions laid out in chapter 1:
how the referent object is defined, whether threats are internal or external,
whether the military is the sole security sector or others are included, and
whether or not there is a belief in the transformation of international
relations beyond Realist recurrence of war and conflict. Of course, the
fact that these are questions rather than givens is only brought out as
different perspectives, first Strategic Studies and Peace Research, later the
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manifold approaches on the post-Cold War widening agenda, contest
these issues by answering the questions differently.

In addition to these four questions, we have shown that epistemological
discussions have been significant both to Cold War Peace Research and to
discussions in all of ISS from the late 1980s onwards (to a large extent as a
consequence of the general IR concern with epistemology). Here, interest-
ingly, the story of Peace Research and ISS has some interesting twists com-
pared to how IR perspectives are usually situated along a positivist–post-
positivist axis. First, where rational choice theories have held a strong –
if not superior – position within Political Science for the past decades,
they have never been particularly strong in ISS (Walt, 1999a; Wæver and
Buzan, 2007). Not even if we expand to look at quantitative, causal, large
data-set studies, do we find much explicit ISS. Negative Peace Research
has, on the other hand, a long history of quantitative research, but this
has been situated mainly within the sub-field of Conflict Resolution or in
general quantitative IR. Hence one of the (potential) conversations that
we have not seen emerge to the extent that might have been expected by
the end of the Cold War is between this body of work and ISS. Second,
most Marxist Peace Research during the Cold War shared negative Peace
Research’s positivist epistemology to the extent that it looked for causal
connections, concepts with clear material referents, and behaviour rather
than words or discourses. This should remind us that there is no auto-
matic one-to-one relationship between the concept of security/peace, the
epistemology chosen and the normative belief in the role of research and
researchers.

Does ISS move from a single mainstream to a river delta? Yes, in that the
ending of the Cold War pushed military concerns into the background,
allowing much more room for the wider security agenda to come into
play. This in turn precipitated the struggle for the soul of security, with
traditionalists defending a narrow military meaning, wideners wanting to
expand the agenda, and those like the Copenhagen School in the middle,
allowing some widening but retaining the specific sense of (inter)national
security as being an exceptional and extreme form of politics. There were
definitely many more voices seeking to be heard in post-Cold War ISS, and
the response to 9/11 and the GWoT showed that the multi-perspective
nature of ISS had been institutionalised to such an extent that no political
event would be likely to kill it off. One may also conceive of the increased
extent to which the field is united by a concern with ‘security’ as the way
in which cohesion can be built. To stay with the river delta analogy, during
the Cold War negative Peace Researchers and ISS traditionalists may have
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been travelling on the same river without knowing it, while after the Cold
War the expanding delta is recognised, mapped and discussed to a much
larger extent.

As ISS has become wider, deeper and more multi-channelled, this has
changed not just the sub-field of ISS itself, but also how it relates to the
wider field of IR. Some boundary zones and crossover points remain pretty
stable, e.g. Strategic Studies and (Neo)realism, and Strategic Studies and
area studies. The old links between Peace Research and both Liberalism
and Marxism have mainly been taken over by Critical Security Studies,
Post-colonialism and Human Security, and the latter threaten/promise to
move a chunk of the IR agenda (human rights, development) into ISS.
Some new crossover points have been created, e.g. with Feminism, the
environment, development and identity, and ISS is much more concerned
with philosophy of knowledge questions than it was during the Cold
War. The boundary/crossover between ISS and IPE remains, on the other
hand, relatively weak, still largely focused on a few ‘strategic’ resources,
principally oil. This reflects the ongoing institutional power of the split
that took place within IR between ISS and IPE during the 1970s.

Driving forces reconsidered

Recall that we set up our framing of driving forces at the beginning on
the basis of a pragmatic mix of general ideas from sociology of knowledge
with our empirical sense of what factors were particularly influential
within the specific domain of ISS. In a general sense, one would expect
the evolution of any body of thought to be influenced by standard factors
such as money, power, ideas, history and institutionalisation. Given the
subject matter of ISS, and the history out of which it emerged, it did
not seem controversial to focus on great power politics and technology
as specific factors of relevance to this sub-field. Neither, given the strong
commitment to engage with public policy questions that has been a feature
of ISS since the beginning, did it seem controversial to give a specific place
to events. In general, we think the framing of our discussion in terms of
five driving forces has worked pretty well to explain why and how ISS has
evolved as it has. Our confidence in this approach is sufficient that we
will use it below to stick our necks out a bit in thinking about where ISS
might go from here. Our general conclusion is that the operation of the
five driving forces has remained visibly in play throughout, and that there
is no reason to expect that this will change as the main background to ISS.
That said, however, the mix and impact among them have changed over
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time. As we hope is clear from the preceding chapters, different driving
forces have been more or less dominant at different times. Great power
politics and technology were very strong during the Cold War, and weaker
during the 1990s. Academic debates became more prominent during the
1980s and 1990s than they had been before. Events assumed particular
prominence from 2001.

Although we think this framing has worked, it has not been without
some problems of application. It proved difficult, for example, to draw
clear lines between ‘events’ and various movements within the great power
politics and technology headings. In some senses, the ending of the Cold
War was an ‘event’, as were various technological breakthroughs such as
the launching of Sputnik and the spreading of nuclear weapons to China
and India. Although problematic for us in deciding how to locate different
discussions, we do not think that this problem has posed any fundamental
difficulties for our analysis of the evolution of ISS.

The state and future of ISS: conversation or camps?

Telling the story about the evolution of ISS from the present vantage
point makes it possible to conceive of it as a conversation. One may say
with Foucault’s genealogy that history is always a history of the present
where the past is constructed and hence reconstructed as the present
changes. But one may also just point more concretely to how changes in
the conceptualisation of security and the shift from ‘peace’ to ‘security’
that began in the 1980s reconfigured the way in which ISS is constituted
and how it constitutes its past. We would get quite a different answer to the
question ‘what is ISS?’ in the 1960s, where ‘ISS’ meant Strategic Studies
and deterrence theory, and ‘Peace Studies’ meant positive–negative peace
debates over concepts as well as epistemology. The bringing together of
widening–deepening perspectives on the one hand and the traditionalist
concept of security on the other after the Cold War means that ‘secu-
rity’ to a much larger extent becomes the conceptual and disciplinary
terrain of both. The history of ISS therefore also changes: Peace Research,
particularly ‘positive peace’ research in both the Marxist and the Liberal
tradition, is a crucial ancestor connected through complicated strains of
literature to present widening approaches. Had there been, on the other
hand, no conceptual convergence between the two main Cold War fields,
telling the story of ISS today would have been a different thing: it would
have been one of two fields nursing (to a larger extent than today) distinct
identities, debates and institutions. It would have been more appropriate
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in that case to analyse ISS – and Peace Research – as free-standing, if
opposed, enterprises with a narrower scope than is the case now.

Telling the story from the point of the present also allows for a critical
or at least a different interpretation of ISS than may have been the one
harboured by the participants at the time. In the throes of the heated
academic moment, it is often easier to zoom in on what separates than
what unites – and academia is after all an institution that defines con-
testation and falsification as the modes through which to progress and
excel. By our adopting a longer historical perspective, the commonali-
ties are allowed to come forth precisely because the point of comparison
changes.

The crucial question is to what extent it is possible to have ‘a field’
in a disciplinary sociological sense if there is no conversation between
the different perspectives. Does it not, we may fear/celebrate, fragment
into a new system of ‘sub-fields’? There are several current studies which
identify IR as moving into camps, and their reasoning is applicable to
ISS as well (Sylvester, 2007a, 2007b; Wæver, 2007). Often a US–European
divide is identified as an important fracture line within ISS. Europe has
had more Peace Research, more Critical Theory and more post-positivism
of all sorts. The US has had more Strategic Studies and more positivism.
After Wolfers, the US mainstream has had little interest in thinking about
the concept of security, whereas this is big business in Europe. The insti-
tutionalisation of sub-perspectives in separate journals, book series and
conference sections laid out in chapter 7 certainly supports the view of
ISS as withdrawing from shared conversation (Sylvester, 2007b).

On the one hand, we applaud the diversification of ISS which has been
one of the main empirical observations of this book. If we see the single
conversation of ISS during its Cold War years as based primarily on how
Strategic Studies called the shots, this was a ‘conversation’ that came at the
expense of wider approaches. In that reading, there were already ghettos
during the Cold War and what has changed is not that the field has lost its
‘coherence’, but that Strategic Studies is no longer capable of controlling
the field to the same extent as before. On the other hand, the disadvantage
of a field that fragments into non-communicating camps is that important
engagements are missed (Walt, 1999a: 7; Sylvester, 2007b). We should
remember also that ‘conversation’ does not spell agreement, but ‘only’ a
common view of what it is important to discuss and a basic consensus
on through which venues and with what kind of means discussion can
take place. This implies also that those who call for other perspectives
to be evicted – like the traditionalists with respect to Poststructuralism
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discussed in chapter 6 (Walt, 1991) – are hard to imagine as ‘conversational
partners’.

The possibility of seeing the evolution of ISS as engaged with answering
four structuring questions may itself facilitate dialogue insofar as it brings
out the conceptual themes of conversation at the heart of the field. Human
Security and Neorealism are not, for instance, from different planets,
but constitute referent objects, individual–collective relationships, the
role of violence and politics, the urgency of development versus military
issues, the internal versus the external, and so on. These constitutions are
different – even opposed – but they are about the same things. Putting
the current camp-assessment into the historical disciplinary sociology
context of this book, there are three other things that complicate – or
ameliorate – this view and that allow us to end on a more positive note.
First, the fact that ISS has a tradition of debating through concepts may
in itself facilitate conversation in that conceptual discussions function as
catalysts for bringing different theories together – think, for example, of
how ‘democracy’ or ‘freedom’ structure Political Theory.

Second, our longer historical view allows us to point out that the
identification of ISS as fragmenting is not new. As chapter 5 laid out in
some detail, Cold War Peace Researchers were concerned to the point
of being alarmed about the ‘two cultures problem’: that Peace Research
would split into ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ peace, into quantitative and
critical epistemologies, and into American and European perspectives,
and quite a lot of work went into thinking about how to counteract this
tendency, not least in terms of how Peace Research was taught (Vasquez,
1976). That the concern with fragmentation is not new tells us two things:
that the present might not be as unique (and hence as fragmented) as one
might think, and that the concern with the status of the field is itself a
healthy sign of the desire for things to be different.

Third, although ISS can point to an impressive (or depressing, depend-
ing on one’s view) list of sub-perspectives, it is noteworthy that rational
choice has not established itself as strong perspective (Walt, 1991, 1999a,
1999b). Hard-core rational choice has continued as part of Peace Research,
but has not made nearly the impact on post-Cold War ISS as it has on
Political Science as a general field (Walt, 1999a: 5). If Walt (1999b: 128) is
right that ‘formal modelers are less tolerant of other approaches than vir-
tually any other group in the field of political science’, then the relatively
minor role that rational choice has played in ISS might itself generate a
more dialogical environment.

But if we cannot produce a clear-cut either–or answer to the question
of camps or conversation, can we say that ISS has made progress? As we
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noted at the beginning, evolution is a process. Environments change and
the entities within them adapt or die, without there being any necessary
teleology of progress built in. Has there been an accumulation of knowl-
edge and a deepening of understanding (keeping in mind that different
perspectives approach the question of progress differently depending on
their epistemological, political and normative agendas)? Yes, in the sense
that deterrence and arms control and other golden age strategic theory
did create deeper understandings of important and ongoing international
processes. Yes, in terms of Peace Research’s claims about democratic peace
theory being a major empirical finding in social science. Yes, in that ISS has
successfully created and maintained institutions to develop and reproduce
itself.

Has ISS been progressive in the sense of safeguarding and adapting to
the liberal values it was originally created to defend? Yes, in the sense that
the Cold War was won by the West, and that ISS has both adapted to
new threats and opened up more for consideration of Human Security.
Yes, in the sense that there is much more discussion and awareness of
the concept of security and its political significance, at least in academic
circles. Yes, inasmuch as the wider agenda can be seen as a discussion
about the security consequences of ‘real existing liberalism’.

No, in the sense that the voices of ISS, both Realist and radical, have
mainly been ignored (Arms Control, Vietnam, Iraq, GWoT) and that
the divide between advice to the prince and speaking truth to power
is ongoing and unresolved. In some views the knowledge progress of
deterrence theory was bought at the price of liberal values and reduced
concern for the lives of citizens. The essential tension between security
and liberal values remains, and the specific GWoT securitisation threatens
huge and durable erosions in liberal values. In this view, ‘progress’ of any
sort is illusory. ISS is there to cope with an ever-changing agenda of
threats. It evolves only in the sense that these threats evolve and it has
to keep pace with them. And as its history demonstrates, ISS will always
produce a range of responses to any given issue. It should not be judged a
failure for failing to produce single consensual answers, but as a success,
or not, according to how fully and deeply it sets out the analyses and the
alternatives.

The outlook for ISS

Our evolutionary framework necessarily commits us to the view that ISS
will remain a work in progress. Whatever else our story tells, it shows how
ISS has evolved in response to five driving forces, and it suggests that all of
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these will remain in play. It would be a step too far at this late stage in the
book to speculate about whether the basic framing of the driving forces
might itself change. The scope for such change can, however, be indicated
just by thinking about the implications of democratic peace theory. If all
of the great powers were liberal democracies, and if this theory proved
correct in its core prediction that democracies do not go to war with
each other, then the great power variable as it has played throughout
this study would be either removed or transformed. Similarly, if those
arguing that world government is not nearly so remote a possibility as
commonly thought (Wendt, 2003; Deudney, 2007) turn out to be correct,
then many of the Realist assumptions underpinning much of ISS would
disappear. However interesting it might be to go down this route, we
will forbear. But we cannot resist ending with a little speculative foray
based on the assumption that our five driving forces remain in operation.
Given current trends and developments, what sorts of pressures might
they generate that would (re)shape the further evolution of ISS in the
coming decades?

Great power politics

Even if democratic peace theory eventually eliminates this category it will
not do so for some time, and may not do so at all. Within that room for
doubt lie two partly linked developments that could significantly reshape
ISS.

First is the ‘rise of China’ already extensively discussed. The simple ver-
sion of this is that a big (non-democratic) state rises to superpower status
on the basis of its growing material capability and returns the interna-
tional system to a bipolar structure. In the Neorealist view, China and the
US must then become rivals, including military rivals, with the result that,
among other things, the traditional agenda within ISS returns more to
centre-stage. Much can be interpreted as pointing in this direction, from
Sino–US rivalry in space to concerns about Chinese influence in Africa
and other places. If the rise of China became widely seen as threatening
to the capitalist world in the way that the Soviet Union was, then this
scenario is plausible.

But there is also much that argues for the rise of China not being
seen as threatening, either by its neighbours or by much of the rest
of the world, including Europe. China’s adoption of capitalism, and its
integration into the world economy, its ‘peaceful rise’ strategy, and its
moderate behaviour in many international institutions provide room
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for a plausible alternative scenario in which China becomes the dominant
securitisation for the US – but perhaps not for many or all of the other great
powers. From a Neorealist perspective, the rise of China must threaten the
US regardless of whether China rises peacefully or not, because it must
undermine the current US commitment to remaining the sole superpower
and brooking no rivals. If this remains the US view, and the China threat
lobby in Washington remains strong, then what would be the dominant
security agenda in Washington might not be shared by much, if any, of
the rest of the world. Indeed, in those places where multipolarity is called
for, many might actually welcome the rise of China as a check on US
unilateralism.

A development along these lines could strengthen one of the fault-lines
within ISS that we have observed throughout this study: the difference
between ISS in Europe and the US. During the Cold War there were sig-
nificant differences between the two over normative/political and strategy
questions (though the latter was largely contained by the dominance of
the shared securitisation of the Soviet Union on both sides of the Atlantic),
and over epistemological and agenda questions. During the 1990s they
split over the whole concept of security, and over different degrees of
reaction to 9/11 and how to respond to it. This latter split was amplified
by differences over GWoT-linked policy in the Middle East, obviously
Iraq, but also picking up on longer-running differences between Europe
and the US over Israel/Palestine. If the US made a major securitisation
of China, and Europe did not, this would drive their ISS communities
even further apart. There is already a noticeable difference between the
US academic debate on ‘grand strategy’, which retains a strongly military
flavour, and the emerging European one which, in line with the stronger
widening–deepening concerns of European ISS, reflects more the outlook
of a civilian power (Solana, 2003).

A development along those lines might make ISS seem, like the West
itself, to be an artefact of the Cold War, the product of a temporarily
shared macrosecuritisation. In that case, ISS might drift into a more
‘nationalised’ mode, with each ISS community driven more by the policy
concerns of its own polity than by a common agenda. What seemed like
differences of style between the US and Europe during the Cold War and
after might then begin to look like the emergence of an EU style of security
thinking. It is not difficult to imagine that in both the US and Europe
as many would welcome such a development as lament it. Neither is it
difficult to imagine similar developments elsewhere, as already prefigured
by the rise of a ‘Chinese school’ of IR (Qin, 2007).
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Events

We have already shown how the GWoT has impacted on, though not
transformed, ISS. If things carry on as they have between 2001 and the
time of writing (summer 2008), then the GWoT could easily fade into
the margins of security concerns. But if terrorist attacks intensify, and
especially if they begin to involve WMD, then the GWoT could become
‘the new Cold War’, a successful macrosecuritisation that shapes both
world politics and ISS for several decades.

But perhaps more interesting than this is the possibility, and arguably
the growing probability, that events in the environmental sector will
emerge to trump all other security concerns. Environmental issues are
the wild card in the security pack. So far they have been rather marginal.
But as the sudden upsurge of concern about food security in 2007–2008
showed, when the diversion of agricultural production to biofuels helped,
along with high oil prices, to jack up the price of many basic foods, they
are capable of changing the game quickly and radically. There are many
possibilities. Imagine, for example, the consequences if it is authorita-
tively announced tomorrow that a two-kilometre-wide chunk of rock has
reliably been predicted to be on a collision course with Earth twenty years
from now (Mellor, 2007). All priorities would change immediately.

But on present trends the two most likely environmental wild cards
are global warming (Dupont, 2008) and the possibility of a rampant
and virulent epidemic. As of 2008, the general consciousness about the
dangers of global warming was, like the planetary temperature, on the
rise. Embedded within the warming scenario are plenty of specific events
that would have very major consequences for the present disposition of
human habitation on the planet. For example, the already feared rapid
collapse of the West Antarctic ice sheet would raise sea levels by at least
six metres, and even a substantial partial collapse might cause one or two
metres increase. This would flood many low-lying coastal areas, and many
coastal cities, displacing tens or possibly hundreds of millions of people.
Climate change on this scale would create huge crises in the supply of
food, energy and other basic requisites of civilisation. If the event is the
emergence of a new disease that combines ease of transmission (like the
common cold) with high fatality (like Ebola), then at the very least the
impact on the world economy would be huge as quarantines and travel
bans shut down vast amounts of trade and tourism. If the impact of the
disease was severe enough it could destabilise the social and political order
in many places. Although the occurrence of specific scenarios like these is
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difficult to predict with much accuracy, the general probability that they
will occur in the not too distant future is rising. When/if they do, they
will reshuffle the cards with which ISS has mainly been played since 1945.

Technology

Technological impacts have been an important shaper of ISS, most obvi-
ously during the Cold War with its endless concerns about the impacts
of new technological capabilities on the military balance. Also notable
has been the very large and continuous presence of nuclear weapons in
ISS thinking, whether in the form of worries about deterrence logic or
in the form of concerns about nuclear proliferation. It is easy to imag-
ine scenarios that simply extend technology discussions that are already
an established part of ISS. There might, for example, be a local or a
more general breakdown of the nuclear non-proliferation regime and a
rapid move to a proliferated world of many small nuclear weapon states,
and possibly nuclear-armed non-state actors. In the other direction, the
development of a workable BMD system would still make a noticeable
difference to strategic thinking. Similarly, there might be a struggle for
the ‘high frontier’ of space as a means of asserting and resisting strate-
gic dominance, though this development would have to overcome the
increasing financial attractions of cooperation for space science and the
commercial development of space.

Less conventionally, one might speculate about the impact of more and
more sophisticated robot soldiers and pilots – already in limited use – and
the implications they have for both ethical and tactical thinking about who
uses force and how and when it is used. The tendency of capitalist soci-
eties to replace labour with capital pushes in this direction for purposes
of destruction as well as production, as does the reluctance of rich, low-
birth-rate societies to incur casualties. If the war ‘dead’ are machines, then
the relationship of society to war and warriors is fundamentally trans-
formed. Another technologically driven scenario involves cyber-security
threats where terrorists or other malign actors attack physical and digi-
tal structures, thereby bringing down critical infrastructures and global
communication networks. Clearly, the effects of such concerted attacks
would be devastating, but their likelihood is hugely debated with some
corners of the cyber-security debate pointing to severe digital vulnerabili-
ties, while others hold that such discourse vastly exaggerates both terrorist
capabilities and the weaknesses of Western digital systems (Latham, 2003;
Nissenbaum, 2005; Hansen and Nissenbaum, forthcoming).
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Extending the logic of the GWoT, environmental, cyber-security and
nuclear proliferation scenarios discussed above points to some even more
unconventional but important ways to think about possible impacts of
technology on ISS. If one assumes that the salience of environmental
issues is on the rise, then technologies associated with disease control
and climate change could become as central to the ISS discourse as those
of nuclear weapons once were. If global warming is the problem, then
‘energy security’ might well come to mean not access to hydrocarbons,
but the availability of energy technologies with low carbon footprints,
and/or the availability of technologies for reducing greenhouse gases in
the atmosphere. Developments along these lines would, among other
things, diminish the strategic significance of oil and gas, and with them
the strategic significance of the Gulf and Russia.

Thinking even more deeply, the concern behind nuclear proliferation
has been that ever larger numbers of ever smaller (and possibly less reli-
able/rational) states would get hold of ever larger powers of destruction.
The GWoT added to that the worry that some of the new holders might
be extremist non-state actors, i.e. even smaller entities and possibly not
‘rational’ at all. The logical extension of such thinking is nicely demon-
strated by Martin Rees (2003), who sets out in detail the well-established
technological trend leading to the current situation where huge destruc-
tive forces can be wielded by small groups of people or even individuals.
This contrasts with the strategic reality behind most of ISS, that large
powers of destruction could only be marshalled and wielded by large
(state) actors. It is not just nuclear weapons that are becoming more
easily available. Viruses, both biological and digital, can be made and
distributed by individuals with easily available resources. Physicists and
nanotechnologists might accidentally or intentionally unleash catastro-
phes on the planet. This diffusion of destructive capability is likely to be a
constant of the human condition from here on in, and creates questions
about democracy and governance that will change the ground on which
ISS rests. How to deal politically and socially with a world in which many
individuals and small groups can command large powers of destruction
raises questions that go well beyond the security competence of ISS and
poses chilling and challenging questions for any form of liberal society.

Academic debates

During the 1980s and 1990s, academic debates made a big impact on ISS
by introducing a whole range of epistemological and ontological issues
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that had not previously been of much concern within the sub-field. There
is always the possibility that new intellectual fashions will arise, but the
safer bet now is that for the time being the dynamics of academic debates
have run their course. ISS has now largely absorbed the ‘deepening’ hit
from all the new epistemological fashions. It is now broadly in tune with
the social sciences as a whole, and is therefore likely to be in ‘working them
all through’ mode for some time rather than being subject to immediate
big new inputs from this source. It is not clear now that there remains
anything else out there that has not already been brought into ISS in
some way, though this of course does not discount the possibility that
socio-biology, or quantum social theory or somesuch might emerge as
a new source of intellectual pressure on ISS. The academic world never
stands still! The challenge from risk theory to security as the framing idea
for ISS might also grow. Conceivably, the sort of massive modelling being
developed for extremely complex physical systems such as the atmosphere
might at some point begin to spill over into the social world, fulfilling
the long-standing dreams of behaviouralists to make social science a
branch of physics. But big changes from this driving force look much
less likely than those from great powers, events and technology discussed
above. The current river delta configuration looks relatively stable as the
medium-term framing for ISS.

Institutionalisation

As we have seen, institutional factors can be as much expressions of other
driving forces as driving forces in themselves. The institutional establish-
ment of university courses and centres, of think-tanks and of journals,
tend to act conservatively, reproducing existing lines of thinking and
work, though these, too, can also reflect shifts to new priorities. ISS is
now deeply rooted in this institutional sense, and these roots reflect the
widening and deepening that has gone on over the last quarter-century.
It is difficult to imagine all of this crumbling away, so institutionalisation
lends a considerable inertia to ISS. But a moment’s reflection on the sce-
narios above suggests that quite dramatic changes in funding priorities
are easy to imagine, perhaps similar to the ones that attended the birth
of ISS in the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s, and possibly bigger than the ones
generated by the ending of the Cold War. Changes in funding fashions can
either promote or reduce the research attention paid to given issues. The
diversification of ISS’s organisational base under the impact of widen-
ing and deepening places it well to respond to such changes when they
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come, although funding may of course be unevenly distributed across the
landscape of ISS.

Whatever changes shape the future of ISS, even if the military agenda
does reassert itself as central again, it seems unlikely that all of the
widening and deepening developments in ISS will be rolled back. Peace
Researchers, Constructivists, Critical Security theorists, Feminists and
Post-structuralists have scored deeply in moving the understanding of
threat away from purely material calculations towards more social and
political understandings. While many developments of the sort sketched
above will make changes, possibly big ones, in the agendas that become
prominent under the heading of international security, it is difficult to
envisage these gains being lost. If anything, the future agenda of ISS is
more likely to reinforce, and play to the strengths of, its hard-won widen-
ing and deepening, than to push for a return to the narrow Cold War
world of Strategic Studies. During its early decades, the pressures of Cold
War strategy meant that ISS was largely pushed into the military sector,
and consequently did not develop anything like the full potential of the
security motif that was its constitutive concept. From the 1970s and 1980s
onwards this began to change, and now we begin to see the full range and
diversity of what the security concept can do across a range of issues
and approaches. ISS has come a long way in the last sixty years, and in
the decades to come we are in no doubt that it will remain a lively and
disputatious area of study. It will continue to evolve not just in keeping
pace with new security concerns, but also in developing new ways to think
about them.
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